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Preface to ”Marine Propulsors”
Marine propulsors are key components of the many thousands of ships operating in oceans,
lakes, and rivers around the world. The performance of propulsors are vital for the efﬁciency,
environmental impact and safety of the ships. Propulsor performance is also important for crew
and passenger comfort. New types of propulsors, with electric drives, ﬂexible blades, and multi-stage
propellers require new knowledge and improved tools. Innovative main or auxiliary propulsor types,
using renewable energy from waves or winds, are also being commercialized. The improvement
of computers and computational ﬂuid dynamics creates new opportunities for advanced design
and performance prediction, and new instrumentation and data collection techniques enable more
advanced experimental techniques.
This book is devoted to bringing the latest developments in research and technical developments
regarding the hydrodynamic aspects of marine propulsors, to the beneﬁt of both academics and
industry. It consist of 16 peer-reviewed scientiﬁc papers previously published in the Journal of
Marine Science and Engineering. Twelve of these papers are improved and extended versions of
papers presented at the Fifth Symposium of Marine Propulsors in June 2017 in Espoo, Finland, while
the remaining four are completely new submissions. The Symposia of Marine Propulsors are held
bi-annually, the next one will take place in Rome in May 2019.
Sverre Steen, Kourosh Koushan
Special Issue Editors
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This Special Issue is following up the success of the latest Symposium on Marine Propulsors
(www.marinepropulsors.com, smp’17) by publishing extended or improved versions of the selected
papers presented at the symposium. This issue also includes new original contributions. smp’17 was
the ﬁfth in a series of international symposiums dedicated to the hydrodynamics of all types of marine
propulsors. The next symposium in this series will be held in Rome in May 2019. This Special Issue
comprises 12 excellent papers originating from the symposium [1–12] and four outstanding new
papers [13–16]. The papers disseminate state-of-the-art numerical and experimental research results
on marine propulsors and marine renewable devices.
Marine propulsors are key components of the many thousands of ships operating in oceans,
lakes, and rivers around the world. The performance of propulsors are vital for the efﬁciency,
environmental impact, and safety of ships. Propulsor performance is also important for crew and
passenger comfort. New types of propulsors with electric drives, ﬂexible blades, and multi-stage
propellers require new knowledge and improved tools. Innovative main or auxiliary propulsor types,
using renewable energy from waves or winds, are also being commercialized. The improvement
of computers and computational ﬂuid dynamics creates new opportunities for advanced design
and performance prediction, and new instrumentation and data collection techniques enable more
advanced experimental techniques. This Special Issue of the Journal of Marine Science and Engineering
is devoted to bringing the latest developments in research and technical developments regarding
hydrodynamic aspects of marine propulsors, to the beneﬁt of both academics and the industry.
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Abstract: A low-order panel method is used to predict the performance of ducted propellers. A full
wake alignment (FWA) scheme, originally developed to determine the location of the force-free
trailing wake of open propellers, is improved and extended to determine the location of the force-free
trailing wakes of both the propeller blades and the duct, including the interaction with each other.
The present method is applied on a ducted propeller with sharp trailing edge duct, and the predicted
results over a wide range of advance ratios, with or without full alignment of the duct wake, are
compared with each other, as well as with results from RANS simulations and with measurements
from an experiment.
Keywords: ducted propeller; panel method; duct wake alignment; full wake alignment;
force-free wake

1. Introduction
As a viable propulsion system, ducted propellers, which involve rotating blades inside a
non-rotating nozzle, have been used widely in shipbuilding and offshore industries and beyond.
Ducted propellers can provide more total thrust (due to blades and duct) with higher efﬁciency than
open propellers, especially at low advance ratios. Additionally, they protect the propeller blades, even
though they increase the risk of cavitation (in the case of accelerating ducts).
Accurate prediction of open or ducted propeller performance at on- and off-design conditions
is very important. In recent years Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulations have been
used to predict propeller performance over a wide range of operating conditions. However, due to the
relatively long computation time and the often considerable effort to generate a proper grid, especially
in the case of ducted propellers, RANS becomes a less viable tool in the early design stage. On the
other hand, the boundary element method (BEM, or panel method) is a viable alternative numerical
tool to RANS. BEM solves for the unknown perturbation potential on the boundary of the domain.
Quantities inside the domain are determined in terms of the quantities on the boundary in BEM, while
RANS discretizes the whole domain and solves for the unknown quantities at each cell. Compared
to RANS, BEM has many fewer unknowns to solve for, and requires a signiﬁcantly smaller effort to
discretize the boundary instead of the whole domain.
Many types of panel methods have been proposed since the application of the surface source
method to marine propellers by Hess and Valarezo [1] and the application of potential-based methods
to open air propellers by Morino and Guo [2] and open or ducted marine propellers by Kerwin et al. [3].
Recently, Kinnas et al. [4] applied a perturbation potential based panel method to ducted propellers,
in which they implemented the full wake alignment method of Tian and Kinnas [5] on the propeller
blades, while they assumed a cylindrical duct wake. They showed that the panel method with
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, 89; doi:10.3390/jmse6030089
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the fully aligned blade wake predicted the performance of the ducted propeller more accurately
than a simpliﬁed wake alignment model proposed by Greeley and Kerwin [6], which signiﬁcantly
overpredicted the forces in all operating conditions. Kinnas et al. [7] further improved the panel
method for ducted propellers with an emphasis on the duct paneling and the blade wake alignment
model. Baltazar et al. [8] developed a panel method in which they implemented a reduction in the
pitch of the blade wake at its tip to account for the boundary layer over the duct inner surface.
In ducted propeller problems, the wake alignment model is critical because the blade trailing wake
inﬂuences the loading distribution over the duct due to its proximity to the duct trailing edge. This
inﬂuence becomes even more signiﬁcant in zero-gap and square-tip ducted propeller cases. Previous
studies [4,7] showed that the panel method with full wake alignment (FWA) applied to the blade wake
predicted results in good correlation with the experiment and results from RANS. However, those
studies applied the FWA scheme only to the blade wake, assuming that the duct wake has a cylindrical
shape, with radius at the trailing edge of the duct, as shown in Figure 1a. Hence, the representation of
the physical behavior of the vorticity behind the duct trailing edge has been neglected.
Although the assumption of cylindrical shape of the duct wake has a minor effect on the predicted
propeller performance, due to its relatively large distance from the control points on propeller, the blade
wake must be post-processed to prevent it from intersecting with the duct wake. Figure 1a depicts the
intersection of the blade wake panels close to the tip with the duct wake, which eventually leads to a
divergence of the alignment scheme. To avoid this issue, the locations of the blade wake panels that
intersect the duct wake are adjusted radially so that they are always inside the duct wake, as shown in
Figure 1b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Penetration of the blade wake on duct wake before (a) and after (b) adjusting the location of
the blade wake panels close to the tip. Only half of the duct geometry is shown.

The wake alignment scheme plays a crucial role in determining the location of the wake panels
downstream, and subsequently it may signiﬁcantly affect the predicted propeller performance.
Considering that the inﬂuence coefﬁcients from wake to propeller are calculated based on their
relative locations, the predicted results could be incorrect if the wake panels are distorted during the
alignment procedure. A typical example of such problem is the penetration of blade wake into duct
wake, as shown in Figure 1a. The best way of avoiding this numerical problem is to apply the full wake
alignment also on the duct wake such that the spatial location of the duct wake is determined based on
the local ﬂow, as in the case of the blade wake. To this end, the full wake alignment is applied to both
the blade and duct wake within the framework of a low-order panel method. The detailed formulation
of the full wake alignment scheme for the steady or unsteady performance of open/ducted propellers
is provided in Kim [9], along with convergence and grid dependence studies. Therefore, this paper will
focus on the application of the presented method to both the blade wake and the duct wake, in steady
case, i.e., uniform inﬂow upstream of the ducted propeller.
In addition, repaneling on duct is employed to improve the convergence of the predicted forces.
In the full wake alignment scheme the blade wake is being updated after each iteration until the
pre-deﬁned convergence criteria are satisﬁed. During the iterative process, the small distance between
4
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the blade wake and the duct inner side can result in slow convergence or even divergence of the
results, especially for a square-tip blade case, which assumes a constant small gap between the blade
tip and the duct, and high loading conditions. This is mainly due to the panel mismatch between the
updated blade wake panels and the duct inner side panels, which results in singular behavior of the
solution and/or of the induced velocities. To resolve this issue, a repaneling process is introduced, and
consequently not only the convergence of the panel method but also the predicted pressure distribution
on the duct is improved.
In the present method the complete interaction between the blade and the duct wake is included,
by considering the induced velocities of one on the other. This interaction will cause the duct wake to
curl around the blade wake due to the strong tip vortex of the blade. Results from the present method,
with and without duct wake alignment, will be compared against each other, to those from RANS
simulations, as well as to measurements from an experiment.
2. Methodology
2.1. Wake Alignment Procedure with Repaneling on Duct/Duct Wake
In the alignment procedure, the main contributor to the shape of the duct wake is the blade wake
at the tip, due to its proximity to the duct wake. Hence, the duct wake alignment is conducted after
the blade wake is updated at each iteration of the full wake alignment (FWA). Figure 2b describes
the general ﬂow chart of the FWA scheme, including the alignment of the duct wake. In Figure 2a,
the alignment procedure without aligning the duct wake is also presented for comparison. Note
that when the FWA is applied to the duct wake, the ﬁrst duct wake panels (i.e., those closest to the
duct trailing edge) are aligned with the last panels on the duct, but the rest of the duct wake panels
are purely determined by the FWA scheme. This repaneling process is implemented on the duct
panels using either of the following two repaneling options, which were ﬁrst introduced in the case of
cylindrical duct wake by Kinnas et al. [7]. Note at the end of each outer iteration loop the solution on
the blade and duct is updated.
(a) Option 1: The duct panels are not modiﬁed, i.e., they are adapted to the initial blade and blade
wake geometries, but are kept the same in subsequent iterations. However, the blade wake and duct
wake panels keep changing throughout the iteration process.
(b) Option 2: At the beginning of each outer iteration, the panels on the duct surface are adapted
to the blade wake panels, which are updated from the last inner iteration of the FWA.
In Option 2 the repaneling process is conducted at the beginning of each outer iteration based
on the wake geometries from the previous iteration. With these wake geometries and the repaneled
duct and duct wake, the panel method is implemented to solve for the updated potentials. Matching
the panels on the duct with the blade wake at the tip can affect signiﬁcantly the predicted loading
distributions over the blade, especially toward the blade tip, as shown in Kim [9]. The local singular
behavior in the vicinity of the duct inner side/blade wake intersection, is due to the panel mismatching,
and can be effectively avoided by adjusting the panel arrangement on the duct surface to match that of
the blade wake at the tip. The panel arrangements for the two options are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the convergence history of the predicted thrust and torque coefﬁcients using the
two repaneling options (Options 1 and 2). The thrust and torque coefﬁcients are deﬁned as follows:
Thrust Coe f f icient (KT ) =

T
ρn2 D4

(1)

Torque Coe f f icient (KQ ) =

Q
,
ρn2 D5

(2)

where T and Q are the propeller thrust and torque. ρ, n, and D are the ﬂuid density, propeller rotational
frequency (rev/s), and the diameter of propeller, respectively. The duct wake here is assumed to be
cylindrical. Both options show stable convergence histories at high advance ratios, but only Option
5
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Vs
2 remains stable even at the very high loading1 condition, i.e., at low advance ratio: Js = nD
= 0.2,
where Vs is the ship speed, or the uniform inﬂow speed upstream of the duct in the case of open
water test. At this low advance ratio, the blade wake panels move signiﬁcantly from their initial
location (which is aligned with the duct inner side), and if Option 1 is implemented it leads to highly
unmatched panels between the duct inner side and the outer edge of the blade wake, which eventually
produces unstable results. On the other hand, the matched panels in Option 2 produce relatively stable
convergence histories even at very high loading conditions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Flowchart of the FWA without (a) and with (b) duct wake alignment.

(a)

Figure 3. Cont.

1

In the case of low advance ratios, the “local” thrust coefﬁcient, CT , based on the inﬂow to the propeller inside the duct,
can be higher than 2.

6
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(b)

Figure 3. Unmatched (a) and matched (b) panels between the duct inner side and the outer edge of the
blade wake using Option 1 and 2, respectively. Cylindrical duct wake is assumed with the penetration
control on the blade wake. Only half the duct is shown for clarity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Convergence histories of the predicted KT (a) and 10KQ (b) on the blade using FWA with the
two repaneling options. A cylindrical wake is assumed.

7
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2.2. Full Wake Alignment Scheme on Duct Wake
As mentioned earlier, the duct wake is aligned based on the induced velocity from duct, blade,
hub, and blade wake. The effects of the duct wake on itself (as in the case of blade wake) are also
considered. The induced velocities are added to the inﬂow velocities to produce the total velocity, with
which the four corners of the wake panels are aligned. The underlying duct wake alignment method is
the same as that in the case of the blade wake, as introduced by Tian and Kinnas [5].
→

→

Consider a propeller subject to an axisymmetric effective wake, U e f f ( x ), which in this work is
→

→

→

assumed to be uniform, i.e., U e f f ( x ) = Vs . x = ( x, y, z) is a point in the ﬂow-ﬁeld, with x being along
the propeller axis and positive downstream, y positive upwards (opposite to gravity), and z following
→
the right hand rule. When the propeller rotates at a constant angular velocity, ω, the inﬂow velocity
relative to a coordinate system that rotates with the propeller becomes (note in the case of a right
→
handed propeller ω is pointing towards − x):
→

→

→

→

→

→

U in ( x ) = U e f f ( x ) − ω × x .

(3)

The potential, φ p , which is independent of time in steady state, at an arbitrary point p on the
discretized propeller geometry can be expressed using Green’s third identity.
2πφ p =

 
SB

φq

∂
∂nq



1
R( p; q)



−

∂φq
∂nq



1
R( p; q)


dS +


SW

ΔφW (rq )

∂
∂nq




1
dS,
R( p; q)

(4)

where φq denotes the potential at the variant point q, which has the distance R( p; q) between the ﬁeld
point p. nq denotes the unit normal vector at point q pointing out of the blades and duct propeller
surface SB , and ΔφW is the potential jump (or, wake strength) across the blade/duct wake surface SW .
Equation (4) states that the perturbation potential φ p on the propeller surface is expressed as
the superposition of the potentials due to source and dipole distribution on the propeller, and due to
dipoles on the wake. By enforcing the kinematic boundary condition on the propeller and duct surface,
the source strength can be determined as
∂φq
∂nq

→

→ →

= −U in ( x )· n q .

(5)

In steady state, note that the trailing wake strength ΔφW on the blade wake is constant along
the stream-wise direction, but changes in the span wise direction, while on the duct wake ΔφW is
also constant in the steam-wise direction, but changes in the circumferential direction. For both cases,
ΔφW is time-invariant.
Once the velocity potentials are determined by solving Equation (4), dipole strength φq on the
→

propeller surface is known. The perturbation velocity u i (or, inducted velocity) at the edge i of a
vortex segment in the wake can be calculated from the Green’s formula by taking the gradient of
Equation (4) and after switching point p with point i. The relative locations of the blade/duct wake in
the downstream are then determined by using this perturbation velocity induced from all blade and
duct surfaces and their wakes:
 → 
 ∂φ → 



→


→
q
1
∂
1
1
1
∂
1
dS + 4π
u i = 4π
(6)
SB φq ∇ ∂nq R(i;q) − ∂nq ∇ R(i;q)
SW ΔφW (rq ) ∇ ∂nq R(i;q) dS.
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The perturbation velocity is then decomposed into the two directions, along the inﬂow direction,
→
ui,s , and the other normal to the inﬂow direction, u i,n , as shown in Figure 5. The former component is
added to the inﬂow velocity, since both are in the same direction.
→ →

ui,s = u i · s i
→

→

(7)
→

u i,n = u i − ui,s s i ,

→

→

(8)

→

→

where s i = U in,i /|U in,i | is the unit vector in the direction of the unperturbed inﬂow velocity, U in,i , at the
→

→

midpoint of each vortex segment spanning from point X i−1 to X i . The inﬂow velocity is re-evaluated
at the updated location of the vortex segment, at each iteration step. The initial geometry of the trailing
wake is placed along the direction of the unperturbed inﬂow, and the vector for each vortex segment is
given as:
⎞
⎛
1
(Uin,i−1,x + Uin,i,x ) ∗ Δt
→
→
⎟
⎜ 12
Δ s i = U in,i ∗ Δt = ⎝ 2 Uin,i−1,y + Uin,i,y ∗ Δt ⎠
(9)
1
U
+
U
Δt
∗
(
)
in,i −1,z
in,i,z
2
→

si =

→

U in,i
→

|U in,i |

→

=

Δsi
→

|Δ s i |

,

(10)

where Δt = Δθ/ω is the time step size that corresponds to the initial geometry of the wake panels
placed along the unperturbed ﬂow direction, with Δθ being the constant increment in the direction
of the blade angle. The essence of the full wake alignment (FWA) scheme is to ﬁx the length of the
→
projections of the vortex segments |Δ s i | in the inﬂow direction and then align the vortex segment with
the updated velocity, as described in Tian and Kinnas [5]. In other to maintain the projected length
of each segment we deﬁne an adjusted time step: Δti∗ =
Δti∗ .

→

→

|Δ s i |

(|U in,i |+ui,s )

. Please note that the provided

, has been corrected for a typo in the original formula presented in Tian and
expression for
Kinnas [5]. The ﬁnal equation to update the vertices of each vortex segment is as follows.
→ N +1
Xi





→
→
Δt → N
Δt → N
= u i,n Δt + 1 − ∗ X i + ∗ X i−1 + Δ s i ,
Δti
Δti

(11)

→ N +1

where X i
denotes the coordinate of the aligned wake panel i. at N + 1 iteration step. The wake
panels are repeatedly updated until the iteration number N reaches a pre-deﬁned maximum iteration
number, or a convergence criterion in terms of the wake geometry is satisﬁed. Equation (11) can be
re-written as follows:



→ N +1
→N
→
→
Δt → N → N
(12)
Xi
= X i + ε (U in,i + u i )Δt − ∗ X i − X i−1 ) ,
Δti
where ε is an under-relaxation factor, which at conditions close to design advance ratio is taken to be
equal to 0.5, while at low-advance ratios (e.g., high loading conditions) is taken to be equal to 0.25.
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Figure 5. Schematic plot of a material line in the duct wake at iteration steps N and N + 1 in the full
wake alignment (FWA) scheme.

2.3. Consideration of the Effects of Viscosity
To consider the effects of viscosity, the following two approaches can be used with the current
panel method. One, named “viscous pitch correction”, is by using an empirical correction to the
pitch angle of the blade, and by applying a constant friction coefﬁcient over the blades to account
for the frictional forces, as described by Kerwin and Lee [10]. The other is by coupling the present
panel method with a 2D boundary layer solver (XFOIL), modiﬁed to account for the effects of three
dimensions, applied along each blade strip and its wake, with the effects of the other strips on the
same and the other blades being included in an iterative manner, as described in Kinnas et al. [11].
In the latter approach the effects of viscosity on the pressure distribution on the blades, as well as
the local friction coefﬁcient over the blade surface, are evaluated by the combined panel method and
the boundary layer solver. In the present work the effects of viscosity on the duct are evaluated via
applying a uniform friction coefﬁcient over its surface, and by ignoring the correction on its pitch angle
in the case of ducts with sharp trailing edge. Ducts with blunt trailing edges are not considered in this
paper. In that case the viscous effects on the duct loading are signiﬁcant, and can be evaluated via
coupling with a boundary layer solver applied over the circumferentially averaged ﬂow, as presented
in Kinnas et al. [7]. Alternatively, the effects of viscosity on the duct can be evaluated by coupling a
vortex-lattice method (VLM) applied over the propeller blades, with an axisymmetric RANS solver
applied over the duct, with the blades represented via body forces, as described in Tian et al. [12].
The two methods described above are applied on ducted propeller KA4-70 and the results are
shown in Figure 6. The geometry of the ducted propeller is shown in Figure 7. The measured forces
obtained by Bosschers and van der Veeken [13], are also included in Figure 6. Note that the present
method, with full wake alignment applied on both blades and the duct, without the effects of viscosity
predicts the propeller thrust quite well, but under predicts the propeller torque, and over predicts
the duct thrust, signiﬁcantly. When the effects of viscosity are applied, by using either one of the
two methods presented above, the correlation with experiments improves signiﬁcantly. It should be
noted that if the simpliﬁed wake alignment approach of Greeley and Kerwin [6] were applied on the
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blade wakes, the propeller thrust and torque would be over predicted signiﬁcantly, as presented in
Kinnas et al. [4].

X

0.5

X

0.4

X

Experimental Measurement
Present method; Inviscid
Present method; Coupled with XFOIL
Present method; Viscous Pitch Correction
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X
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Figure 6. Correlations of the predicted force performance of the KA4-70 propeller with duct 19Am
(with sharp trailing edge), as shown in Figure 7, from the presented method with/without viscous
corrections, and experiment. Full Wake Alignment (FWA) is applied to the panel method.

Figure 7. KA4-70 ducted propeller geometry (upper) and the duct cross section (lower). The modiﬁed
Duct 19Am, with sharp trailing edge, is utilized in the calculations and the experiment at MARIN [13].
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3. Results: Ducted Propeller with Square Tip and Sharp Trailing Edge Duct
FWA is applied to a square-tip ducted propeller to investigate the effects of the blade/duct wake
on the predicted propeller performance. For this application, KA4-70 ducted propeller with Duct 19Am
is adopted. The design advance ratio of this propeller is Js = 0.5, and zero gap is assumed between
the duct inner side and the blade tip. The predicted force performance under different advance ratios
are compared with the results from RANS (using ANSYS/Fluent) and measured values from the
experiment, conducted by Bosschers and van der Veeken [13]. Pressure distributions over the blade
surface and over the duct surface, as well blade and duct wake shapes, are also correlated with those
predicted from RANS simulations.
3.1. Lower Order Panel Method
To discretize the propeller geometry, 60 × 20 (chordwise × spanwise) panels are used for each
blade, and 160 × 20 (chordwise × circumferential) panels are used for the duct geometry between
blades. The convergence history with number of iterations of the predicted blade forces with different
number of panels on the blade and duct are shown in Figure 8. As shown, the converged forces are
practically independent of panel numbers on the blade or duct. A similar conclusion can be drawn with
number of panels on the blade and duct wakes, as long as a minimum of 100 panels in the streamwise
direction are used, as shown in Kim [9]. In Figure 9, the predicted converged wake geometries are
shown for various advance ratios. For all cases shown, FWA is applied to both the blade wake and the
duct wake with 100 panels in the stream-wise direction.
The time required for the panel method calculations is highly dependent on the panel numbers
rather than the geometrical operations, such as repaneling. Therefore, calculation time reduces
signiﬁcantly if the panel number is reduced. KA4-70 ducted propeller in this paper uses 9760 panels in
total to discretize a quarter of the propeller geometry with 100 panels streamwise for each of the blade
wake and duct wake. This large number of panels constitutes dense matrices, making the time required
for solving the resulting system of equations relatively slow. Most time-consuming parts arise from
the calculation of the inﬂuence coefﬁcients, and the other is the calculation of the induced velocities
on the wake panels. To resolve this numerical inefﬁciency, open multi-processing (OpenMP) parallel
code is applied to the most time-consuming parts of the calculation. As a result, the total computing
time is reduced to about 30 min on 8 Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 2.1 GHz cores (two hardware threads
per core)2 . In this calculation, the FWA is applied to both the blade/duct wake and goes through
30 iterations with repaneling Option 2. If the cylindrical duct wake is assumed with the FWA only
applied to the blade wake as the least elaborated case, it only takes 15 min to ﬁnish the same iteration
number under the same computing power.
For the lower advance ratios, especially below Js = 0.5, it is observed that the blade and duct
wake are entangled with each other and that expand as convected downstream. Under high loading
conditions, the strength of the vortices on the blade and duct gets stronger than in the case with high Js,
leading to strong curling of both wakes. As the curling starts “early” and gets stronger with convection
downstream, both the blade and duct wake panels get entangled, and subsequently get distorted due
to the singular behavior. Another possible contribution to such numerical issue is the truncation of the
wake surface. The wake panels around the truncated region, where the effect from propeller is minor
due to the convected distance, are affected by the upstream wake in terms of the induced velocity.
However, because of the lack of the same inﬂuence from the other side of the truncated region, the
wake panels around the end expand under the one-sided wake-to-wake effect.
The expansion is more distinct with lower Js, at which the wake panels are closer to each other,
leading to high inﬂuence among them. To ensure convergent solutions and accurate propeller forces,

2

The simulation is performed at the Texas Advance Computing Center (TACC) at The University of Texas at Austin
(Austin, TX 78703, USA). URL: http://www.tacc.utexas.edu.
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therefore, the duct and blade wake need to be long enough with the end located away from the
propeller, by thus using large number of panels in the streamwise direction. A lot of effort has been
devoted to alleviate this numerical problem, but more research is needed.

Figure 8. Convergence history of the predicted blade thrust and torque coefﬁcients with number of
panels on the blade and the duct. B(c60s20) and D(c160c’20), for example, represent 60 × 20 (chordwise
× spanwise) panels on the blade and 160 × 20 (chordwise × circumferentially) panels on the duct. Full
wake alignment is applied to both blade and duct wakes.

(a)
Figure 9. Cont.
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(b)

(c)
Figure 9. Converged blade and duct wake geometries from using full wake alignment on both,
at (a) Js = 0.3, (b) Js = 0.5, (c) Js = 0.7. Perspective views of the blade and duct wakes are shown together
with their intersections with vertical planes through or perpendicular to the propeller axis.
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Figure 10 shows the initial and the convergent fully aligned wake (FWA) shapes at the design
advance ratio of 0.50. The wake shapes (black solid line) are plotted on a vertical plane, which passes
through the center of the propeller geometry to show the details of the aligned wake. FWA starts its
ﬁrst iteration based on the helical and cylindrical shapes of the blade wake and duct wake, respectively,
as shown in Figure 10a. Then, the solutions based on these initial geometries are used for the next
iteration until the predicted thrust and torque coefﬁcients converge. In Figure 10, the total velocity
vectors on the blade and duct wake are plotted on both the blade wake and the duct wake together
with the streamwise vortex elements. In addition, the angle between the total velocity vector and the
corresponding vortex element are shown. These plots help visualize and verify the application of the
force-free condition in the wake, which requires that the total velocity and the streamwise vorticity
vectors be aligned with each other.

(a)
Figure 10. Cont.
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(b)
Figure 10. Blade and duct wake shapes at the ﬁrst iteration (a), and converged last iteration, after
full wake alignment on both blade and duct wakes (b). Shown are the blade and duct wake shapes,
as intersected by a vertical plane through the propeller axis (top left), the total velocity vectors together
with the streamwise vortex segments (bottom left), and contour plots of the angle of the total velocity
vectors with the trailing vortex segments on the blade wakes (top right) and duct wakes (bottom right).
The transverse vortex segments of zero strength are shown too. The total velocity vectors should be
tangent to the streamwise vortex segments for force-free wake, as this can be veriﬁed by the contour
plots in (b).

3.2. Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes Simulations
RANS simulations are conducted using ANSYS/Fluent (version 18.2) with the periodic interface,
which requires only a quarter of the ﬂuid domain to simulate the four-bladed ducted propeller in
steady ﬂow. For better resolution of the boundary layer along the propeller surface and to reduce
the possible artiﬁcial diffusivity, structured meshing model is used for both the blade wake and duct
wake. k–ω SST turbulent model is adopted with a Reynold’s number of 1.0 × 106 . QUICK scheme
and SIMPLEC scheme are used for the spatial discretization and the pressure correction, respectively.
Over 6 million polyhedral cells are used to discretize the domain with periodic boundary condition.
It took over 2.75 h on 16 Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 2.1 GHz cores (two hardware threads per core)3 to

3

The simulation is performed at the Texas Advance Computing Center (TACC) at The University of Texas at Austin
(Austin, TX 78703, USA). URL: http://www.tacc.utexas.edu.
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achieve the converged blade thrust at Js = 0.50 after 7000 iterations, at which the continuity residual
falls below 2.0 × 10−5 . At this level of convergence, the momentum and k–ω residuals are also less
than 4.0 × 10−9 and 6.0 × 10−6 , respectively.
Figure 11 shows some views of the RANS mesh for the KA4-70 ducted propeller. A vertical x–y
plane passing through the propeller axis is also shown on Figure 11. Contour plots of the predicted
vorticity magnitude of points on that x–y plane will be compared with the wake shapes predicted by
the present method. The same x–y plane is also shown in Figure 12 in the case of results from the
present method.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Gridding of blade, hub, and duct surface in RANS simulation (b), and the x–y plane passing
through the propeller axis (a). The scale shows the vorticity in s−1 .

Figure 12. Perspective views of initial (left), and fully aligned duct wake shape (middle), predicted
by the present method, and intersection of the duct wake shape with a x–y plane passing through the
propeller axis (right).

3.3. Vorticity Predicted by RANS and Wake Shapes Predicted by the Present Method
Contour plots of the vorticity magnitude of points on the x–y plane, predicted from RANS
simulations, overlaid with the wake shapes on the same plane, predicted by the present method, are
shown in Figure 13 for three advance ratios. As shown, the lower the advance ratio is, the stronger
the vorticity off the duct and blade trailing edge. The vorticity gradually diffuses as is convected
downstream. The locations of the concentrated vorticity in the duct and blade wake, predicted by
the present method, are in good agreement with the locations of the distributed vorticity predicted
by RANS simulations. This good agreement is more evident near the duct or blade trailing edges.
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Please note that the curling of the duct and tip vortex shapes, predicted by the present method, brings
the vortices closer together, as can be seen in Figure 13, and that in RANS corresponds to regions of
stronger distributed vorticity. This curling of the duct wake is due to the strong tip vortex at the blade
tip, which locally forces the duct wake to wrap around it.
The forces predicted by the present method, using cylindrical duct wake or fully aligned duct
wake, are shown in Figure 14, together with the results from RANS (ANSYS/Fluent), and the measured
values from [13]. Overall, all methods seem to perform very well, especially around the design advance
ratio of 0.5 (from 0.4–0.6).

(a)

(b)
Figure 13. Cont.
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(c)
Figure 13. Comparison of the contour plots of vorticity in the duct and blade wake predicted from
RANS, and the trailing wake shapes on the duct and blade predicted by the present method (shown
with a black solid line) for advance ratios of 0.3 (a), 0.4 (b), and 0.5 (c). All shown quantities and wake
shapes correspond to the intersection of a vertical plane through the axis of the ducted propeller.
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Figure 14. Predicted performance of the KA4-70 ducted propeller by the present method (with
cylindrical duct wake and with full wake alignment on duct wake) and RANS, and compared with
measured values.
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3.4. Prediction of the Pressure Coefﬁcients on the Blade and the Duct
Figure 15 shows the pressure coefﬁcients along several blade sections at the design advance ratio
of 0.5, as predicted by the present method, with various options of wake alignment, and by RANS.
The predicted pressures are in general very good agreement with those from RANS simulations over
most of the blade sections. The results from RANS at the section near the blade tip (especially at
r/R = 0.958) seem to be non-smooth, and this may be attributed to the unstructured grid and the
interpolation error in evaluating the pressures at points along each blade section. A structured grid on
the blade in RANS could improve the accuracy of results at the blade tip. The pressure coefﬁcient is
deﬁned as:
( P − P0 )
(13)
CP = ρ 2 2
(2n D )
where P0 is the pressure far upstream.

Figure 15. Cont.
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Figure 15. Correlation of the pressure coefﬁcients predicted by the present method, with cylindrical
duct wake, Options 1 or 2, and fully aligned duct wake (FWA), and from RANS at several blade sections.
The radial location of each blade section is indicated in the ﬁgures.

The pressure distribution over the duct is evaluated by the present method and its
circumferentially averaged value is shown in Figure 16, together with results from RANS, and from the
RANS/VLM coupled method of Tian et al. [12]. As shown in Figure 16, the results from all methods
seem to be in good agreement overall.
It is worthwhile explaining the discontinuity of the pressures predicted by the present method
using Option 1. The different paneling regions over the inner side of the duct are shown in Figure 17,
while the panel arrangement at the After Part (the blade wake/inner duct region) are shown in
Figure 18. These unnatural pressure peaks in Option 1 are more distinct in Figure 19, which shows
the pressure distributions along the several chordwise strips on duct. These singular pressures are
due to the duct panels, which are intersected by the outer edge of the blade wake in Option 1, and are
inevitably included in the evaluation of the duct pressures. However, if the duct panels are matched
to the blade wake, as in the case of Option 2, the singular behavior is signiﬁcantly reduced. This
result clearly shows that the repaneling process (Option 2) should be included whenever an accurate
evaluation of the duct pressures is required.

Figure 16. Circumferentially averaged pressure distribution on the duct, predicted by the present
method (Option 1 or 2), RANS/VLM coupling method, and RANS simulation at the design advance
ratio of 0.50.
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Figure 17. Paneling regions on the inner duct surface. The hub geometry is not included for clarity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Relative distribution of the blade wake and duct panels. Mismatched panel edges are shown
at the blade wake/inner duct intersection (a), while adapted panels with matched edges are shown in
Option 2 (b).

(a)

Figure 19. Cont.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 19. Description of the strips that are adopted for the pressure plotting on the duct (a) and the
corresponding pressure distributions on each strip using the present method with Option 2 (b) and
Option 1 (c).

4. Conclusions and Future Work
To address the interaction between the propeller blades and duct, a full wake alignment (FWA)
scheme has been applied on ducted propeller with a square tip blade and a sharp trailing edge duct.
This paper describes the iterative algorithm to align both the blade and the duct wake, based on the
local total velocity, thus avoiding using an oversimpliﬁed cylindrical duct wake. The viscous pitch
correction or the viscous/inviscid interaction method are used to account for the effects of viscosity in
the present panel method, and both methods, along with the FWA, are found to improve the correlation
with the experimental measurements signiﬁcantly.
By aligning both the blade and the duct wakes simultaneously, the present panel method can
capture the behavior of the vorticity downstream of the blade and duct trailing edges. The location
of the fully aligned duct wake was found to be in good agreement with that predicted from RANS
simulations. Overall the present panel method with the FWA can predict the performance of ducted
propellers with sharp trailing edge at high reliably over a wide range of advance ratios, even though
the correlation with experiments worsens for lower advance ratios. Still, the discrepancy at low
advance ratios is less signiﬁcant, compared to the results from the panel method using the simpliﬁed
wake model of Greeley and Kerwin [6]. Using Option 2, produces more stable results, especially
at lower advance ratios, and improves the predicted pressure distributions on the duct. It was also
found that using a cylindrical duct wake, with the provision of artiﬁcially restricting the blade wake
from intersecting the duct wake, can produce equally reliable results to those from using full wake
alignment on the duct, at about half the computing time. However, in the event details of the duct
wake are needed (for example, in evaluating the performance of a rudder) the full wake alignment
should be implemented.
Improving the prediction of the present method at even lower advance ratios should involve
more careful wake alignment, by using more elements in the streamwise direction, thus allowing the
low pitch blade and duct wake to extend further downstream. At the same time, extending the present
panel method in the case of ducted propellers with blunt trailing edges, by employing the most recent
method of Du and Kinnas [14], has been another objective of our research.
Author Contributions: S.K. participated in the improvement of the present method and the FWA scheme (45%).
S.A.K. provided guidance throughout the research and participated in the improvement of the FWA scheme as
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Abstract: In the present work, a comparison between the results obtained by a panel code with a
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) code is made to obtain a better insight on the viscous
effects of the ducted propeller and on the limitations of the inviscid ﬂow model, especially near
bollard pull conditions or low advance ratios, which are important in the design stage. The analysis is
carried out for propeller Ka4-70 operating inside duct 19A. From the comparison, several modelling
aspects are studied for improvement of the inviscid (potential) ﬂow solution. Finally, the experimental
open-water data is compared with the panel method and RANS solutions. A strong inﬂuence of
the blade wake pitch, especially near the blade tip, on the ducted propeller force predictions is seen.
A reduction of the pitch of the gap strip is proposed for improvement of the performance prediction
at low advance ratios.
Keywords: ducted propeller; panel method; wake model; RANS comparison

1. Introduction
In recent years, substantial progress is being made in the computation of the ﬂow around ducted
propeller systems with Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations by several research groups.
For example, Sánchez-Caja et al. [1] used a RANS solver to simulate incompressible viscous ﬂow
around a propeller in the presence of a duct. Posteriorly, the inﬂuence of the rudder was also taken
into account in the calculation of the viscous ﬂow [2]. In addition, Abdel-Maksoud and Heinke [3],
and Bhattacharyya et al. [4] have investigated the scale effects on ducted propellers numerically using
RANS. Alternatively, Kim et al. [5] presented detailed RANS simulations for a ducted propeller system
including veriﬁcation and validation studies. Subvisual cavitation and acoustics modelling were also
investigated in this work. However, the computational effort is still reasonably high due to the need
for good numerical resolution in small ﬂow regions dominated by strong viscous effects such as in
the gap between the propeller blade tip and duct. This requirement poses considerable demands in
the number of grid cells needed for accurate computations with associated long computational times,
which still makes the method less useful for routine design studies.
On the other hand, in the past a number of methods based on inviscid potential ﬂow theory have
been proposed for the analysis of ducted propellers. Kerwin et al. [6] combined a panel method for the
duct with a vortex lattice method for the propeller. This method was compared with experimental
data available from open-water tests by Hughes et al. [7]. Later, Hughes [8] presented a complete
three-dimensional panel method for both the propeller and duct, where a special procedure for
modelling the gap ﬂow is implemented. More recently, Lee and Kinnas [9] described a panel method
for the unsteady ﬂow analysis of ducted propeller with blade sheet cavitation. These methods are
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nowadays very efﬁcient from the computational point of view which makes them particularly suited
for design studies.
However, the inviscid methods have met serious limitations in their practical applications related
to their inability to adequately model viscous effects occurring in a ducted propeller system, especially
in the gap region and in the duct boundary layer leading to separation phenomenon. Due to the relative
motion between the duct and the propeller blades, combined with the pressure difference across the
gap, different viscous mechanisms occur simultaneously in this region, such as the tip-leakage vortex
and the gap ﬂow due to the duct and blade boundary layers. Schematics of this process are shown
in Figure 1. The ﬂow in the gap region is rather complex, since the duct and blade boundary layers
inﬂuence the gap ﬂow and consequently the characteristics of the tip-leakage vortex. The tip-leakage
vortex is also responsible for the different loading of the ducted propeller in comparison with the
open propeller and must be taken into account in the inviscid model. An extensive experimental
investigation to examine the tip-leakage ﬂow on ducted propulsors was carried out by Oweis et al. [10].
Another important viscous effect is the ﬂow over the surface of the duct, where separation of the
boundary layer creating a recirculation region may occur due to the thick blunt trailing-edge, which
also affects the duct loading.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the ﬂow in the gap region between blade tip and duct inner side.

The calculation of the ﬂow around a ducted propeller system in open-water with a panel code
has been the subject of investigation by Instituto Superior Técnico (IST) and Maritime Research
Institute Netherlands (MARIN), see [11–13]. In these studies, a low-order panel method has been used
to predict the open-water diagram of a ducted propeller system, where several modelling aspects
have been analysed for the improvement of the inviscid (potential) ﬂow solution. The investigation
comprehended the inﬂuence of the Kutta condition, gap ﬂow model and wake model on the
performance prediction. A similar method has also been implemented by MARIN in an in-house panel
code [14,15].
In this investigation, an alternative Kutta condition has been proposed for the duct trailing-edge,
which has a thick round geometry in comparison to the sharp trailing-edge of the propeller blades.
In this new Kutta condition, the chordwise location for pressure equality on both sides of the duct
trailing-edge has a strong inﬂuence on the propeller and duct force predictions.
To account for the gap ﬂow between the blade tip and duct inner side, Hughes [8] proposed an
iterative procedure where the gap ﬂow is treated as a two-dimensional oriﬁce. In his model, the gap
between the blade tip and the duct inner surface is modelled as a rigid surface, named in this study as
the gap strip. Then, transpiration velocities are computed from the pressure-difference in the gap strip,
where an empirical discharge coefﬁcient is used to take into account the loss of energy as the ﬂuid
passes through the gap. A similar gap model has been combined with a vortex-lattice method by Gu
and Kinnas [16]. From previous comparative studies, see [11,13], similar results were found between
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the closed (sealed) gap model and the gap ﬂow model with transpiration velocity based in the work of
Hughes [8]. Therefore, the closed gap model is usually preferred in potential ﬂow methods [13,15,17],
since a negligible effect on the overall performance is obtained.
The inﬂuence of the blade wake geometry on the prediction of the ducted propeller performance
with a panel method has been studied in detail, see [11,13]. In this work, the blade wake pitch is aligned
with the local ﬂow velocity using an Euler scheme, leading to an improvement in the prediction of the
propeller forces. A similar model for alignment of the blade wake was presented by Kinnas et al. [17],
and Kim et al. [18] extended the wake alignment scheme for both the blade wake and duct wake.
However, from the work carried out by IST and MARIN [11], the loading predictions of the ducted
propeller system were found to be critically dependent on the blade wake pitch especially at the
tip. In this way, a simple model for the interaction between the blade wake and the boundary layer
on the duct inner side was implemented in combination with the wake alignment model [11,13].
With this model, a reasonable to good agreement was obtained between the inviscid predictions and
the experimental data from open-water tests [13]. However, signiﬁcant differences were still seen in
the open-water predictions at low advance ratios.
It is known that the prediction of the propeller performance at bollard pull conditions is important
in the design stage. In the present work, a comparison between the results obtained by the panel
method with RANS calculations is made to obtain a better insight on the viscous effects of the ducted
propeller and on the limitations of the inviscid ﬂow model. The comparison focuses mainly at the low
advance ratios, where a new approach for the gap strip is proposed in the panel method. The paper is
organised as follows: a description of the numerical methods is given in Section 2; the comparison of
the inviscid predictions with the RANS calculations and the experimental open-water data is presented
in Section 3; in Section 4 the main conclusions are drawn.
2. Numerical Methods
2.1. Problem Deﬁnition
Let us consider a propeller of radius R with a ﬁnite number of blades symmetrically distributed
around an axisymmetric hub, rotating with constant angular velocity Ω inside a duct and advancing
with constant axial speed U along its axis. The duct is also considered to be axisymmetric of inner
radius at the propeller plane Rd > R which deﬁnes a gap height h = Rd − R.
We introduce a Cartesian coordinate system ( x, y, z) rotating with the propeller blades, with the
x-axis positive downstream, the y-axis direction coincident with the propeller reference line, and the
z-axis completing the right-hand-system. In this rotating reference frame the ﬂow ﬁeld is steady.
We will use a cylindrical coordinate system ( x, r, θ ) which is related to the Cartesian system by
the transformation
y = r cos θ, z = r sin θ.
(1)
The undisturbed inﬂow velocity in the rotating frame is

 ∞ = Uex + Ωreθ ,
U

(2)

where (ex , er , eθ ) are the unit vectors of the cylindrical coordinate system. Figure 2 shows the coordinate
systems used to describe the geometry and the ﬂuid domain around the ducted propeller.
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Figure 2. Propeller coordinate systems.

2.2. Panel Code PROPAN
Assuming an incompressible, ideal and irrotational ﬂow at an inﬁnity domain in all directions,
the ﬂow around the ducted propeller can be treated with a potential ﬂow model. PROPAN is a IST
in-house code which implements a low-order potential-based panel method for the calculation of
the incompressible potential ﬂow around marine propellers. The code has been widely used in the
calculation of the three-dimensional potential ﬂow around ducted propellers, [11,13,19].
Applying Green’s second identity and using the so-called Morino formulation [20], which assumes
that the perturbation potential is zero in interior region to the blade surfaces SB , duct surface SD and
hub surface SH , we obtain the integral representation of the perturbation potential φ at a point p on
the body surface,
2πφ ( p) =



SB ∪SD ∪SH


φ (q)

∂
∂nq



1
R( p, q)



−





1
∂φ
1
∂
dS +
dS,
Δφ (q)
∂nq R( p, q)
∂nq R( p, q)
SW

p ∈ SB ∪ SD ∪ SH ,

(3)

where R ( p, q) is the distance between the ﬁeld point p and the point q on the boundary
SB ∪ SD ∪ SH ∪ SW . The perturbation potential must satisfy the Neumann boundary condition
at the body surface,
∂φ
 ∞ on SB ∪ SD ∪ SH ,
≡ n · ∇φ = −n · U
(4)
∂n
where ∂/∂n denotes differentiation along the normal and n is the unit vector normal to the surface
directed outward from the body. Equation (3) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind in
the dipole distribution μ(q) = −φ(q) on the surfaces SB , SD and SH . The Kutta condition yields the
additional relationship to determine the dipole strength Δφ(q) in the wake surfaces SW .
For the numerical solution of Equation (3), we discretise the body surfaces SB , SD and SH , and the
wake surfaces SW in bi-linear quadrilateral elements which are deﬁned by four points on the surface.
We assume a constant strength of the dipole and source distributions on each element. In the numerical
solution of the integral equation, Equation (3), the integrals over the body and wake surfaces are
approximated by the summation of the integrals on the elements discretising the surfaces. The element
integrals are calculated analytically following the formulation of Morino and Kuo [20].
To determine the dipole strength on the wake surfaces, an iterative pressure Kutta condition
at the blade and duct trailing edges is applied. However, different forms of the Kutta condition
are considered, since the blade trailing-edge has a sharp geometry, whereas the duct trailing-edge
presents a blunt round geometry. For the blade trailing-edge, equal pressure on the collocation points
of the panels adjacent to the trailing-edge on the upper and lower sides is considered. For the duct
trailing-edge, the chordwise location of pressure equality on both sides is speciﬁed, which controls the
strength of the shed vorticity. Due to the possible occurrence of ﬂow separation, a constant pressure
distribution downstream of the Kutta points is assumed in this model. Note that the potential ﬂow
solution at the duct trailing edge satisﬁes the integral equation, Equation (3), but the corresponding
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pressure distribution is disregarded aft the Kutta points. A schematic drawing of the pressure Kutta
condition for a thick round trailing edge is shown in Figure 3. A detailed description of the iterative
method for solution of the pressure Kutta condition may be found in [19].
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Figure 3. Pressure Kutta condition for the duct trailing edge with a thick round geometry and L
denoting the duct length.

For the wake geometry, two wake models are considered: a rigid wake model (RWM) and a wake
alignment model (WAM). In the rigid wake model, the geometry of the wake surfaces is speciﬁed
empirically. For the blade wake, the pitch of the vortex lines is assumed constant along the axial
direction and equal to the blade pitch. For the duct, the wake leaves the trailing edge at the bisector
with constant radius. In the wake alignment model, the blade wake pitch is aligned with the local
( n +1)

ﬂuid velocity, while the radial position of the vortex lines is fully prescribed. The new axial xi+1

and

( n +1)
θ i +1

circumferential
coordinates of the wake strip i + 1 at the (n + 1)th iteration are determined by
using an Euler scheme:
⎧


⎨ x (n+1) = x (n) + Vx x (n) , r (n) , θ (n) Δt
i +1
i
i
i 
 i
,
(n)
⎩ θ (n+1) = θ (n) + Vθ x (n) , r (n) , θ (n)
ri Δt
i +1
i
i
i
i

(5)

where Vx and Vθ are the components of the mean vortex sheet velocity along the axial and
circumferential directions, respectively, and Δt is the pseudo-time step for the Euler vortex convection
scheme. The velocity components are calculated from the integral equation of the velocity, obtained
by taking the gradient of Equation (3). For the time discretisation, an angular time step Δθ = ΩΔt is
introduced, which can also be expressed in terms of the number of time steps per propeller revolution
Nθ = 2π/Δθ. To account for the interaction between the blade wake and the duct boundary layer on
the inner side, see Figure 1, a correction to the blade wake pitch near the tip is introduced in the wake
alignment model, whereas a reduction in the axial velocity is taken into account in the convection of
the vorticity generated by the blade. Considering δ as the duct boundary layer thickness and assuming
a power law distribution for the velocity proﬁle, we have
Vx ( Rd − r )
=
Vx (δ)



Rd − r
δ

1

n

.

(6)

From Equation (6) the velocity deﬁcit in the axial direction due to the duct boundary layer is
taken into account in the wake alignment model, introducing a reduction in the pitch of the blade
wake geometry near the tip. However, to avoid zero axial velocity at the duct inner surface in the wake
alignment model, which would cause zero pitch for the tip vortex line and a mismatch with the duct
grid, a linear variation of the axial velocity is considered in the gap region ( R ≤ r ≤ Rd ). The corrected
axial velocity at the duct surface Vx (0) is obtained by linear extrapolation from the axial velocity at
the gap Vx (h), and at the edge of the duct boundary layer Vx (δ). This correction is applied along the
entire length of the blade wake sheet.
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The gap between the blade tip and the duct inner surface is modelled as a rigid surface, named in
this study as the gap strip, and where the transpiration velocity is neglected. In this closed gap model,
the boundary condition on the gap panels sets the source strength to cancel the normal component of
the inﬂow velocity leading to the Neumann boundary condition, Equation (4). The gap strip extends
from the blade tip to the duct inner side.
2.3. RANS Code ReFRESCO
Alternatively, in order to address the viscous effects a RANS solver can be used for the simulation
of the incompressible viscous ﬂow around ducted propellers. In the present study RANS code
ReFRESCO version 2.1 is considered. ReFRESCO (www.refresco.org) is a community-based open-usage
CFD code for the maritime world [21] and is currently being developed within a cooperation led by
MARIN. It solves the steady incompressible RANS equations, complemented with turbulence models.
The time-averaged continuity and momentum equations (RANS equations) written in the differential
form and using the tensor notation are:
∂Vi
= 0,
∂xi

 

∂Vj
∂τij
∂Vi
∂Vi
∂p
∂
=−
+
+
,
μ
+
ρVj
∂x j
∂xi
∂x j
∂x j
∂xi
∂x j

(7)

where xi ≡ ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) are the coordinates of the reference system ( x, y, z), Vi are the components of
the mean velocity vector, ρ the ﬂuid density, p the ﬂuid static pressure, μ the ﬂuid viscosity and τij are
the Reynolds stresses produced by the averaging process of the momentum equations. In this work,
the selected turbulence model is based on the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity hypothesis that determines
the Reynolds stresses from


∂Vj
∂Vi
2
τij = μt
+
− ρkδij ,
(8)
∂x j
∂xi
3
where μt is the eddy-viscosity, δij is the Kronecker symbol and k is the turbulence kinetic energy. For all
RANS calculations presented in this paper, the k − ω SST two-equation eddy-viscosity turbulence
model proposed by Menter et al. [22] is used. In this model, two transport equations are solved:
the turbulent kinetic energy k and the speciﬁc turbulent dissipation rate ω.
The equations are discretised using a face-based ﬁnite-volume approach with cell-centred
collocation variables. A strong-conservation form and a pressure-correction equation based on
the SIMPLE algorithm is used to ensure mass conservation. For open-water (steady) calculations
the equations are solved in the body-ﬁxed reference frame which is rotating with velocity Ω.
A second-order convection scheme (QUICK) is used for the momentum equations and a ﬁrst-order
upwind scheme is used for the turbulence model equations.
3. Results
3.1. Grids and Numerical Set-Up
Results are presented for the propeller Ka4-70 with pitch-diameter ratio P/D = 1.0 inside the
duct 19A operating in open-water conditions. The length-diameter ratio L/D of duct 19A is 0.5. The
gap between the duct inner side and the blade tip is uniform and equal to 0.8% of the propeller radius.
The geometry of the Ka-series and duct section is given by Kuiper [23].
The propeller operating conditions are deﬁned by the advance coefﬁcient J = U/(nD ), where
n = Ω/2π is the rate of revolution and D = 2R is the propeller diameter. The open-water
characteristics are expressed in the propeller thrust coefﬁcient KTP , the duct thrust coefﬁcient KTD , the
torque coefﬁcient KQ and the open-water efﬁciency η0 :
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KTP =

TD
Q
TP
U ( TP + TD )
,
, KTD =
, KQ =
, η0 =
2πnQ
ρn2 D5
ρn2 D4
ρn2 D4

(9)

where TP is the propeller thrust, TD the duct thrust and Q the propeller torque. Other used quantities
 and the pressure coefﬁcient Cp = ( p − p∞ )/(1/2ρ|U
 ∞ |2 ), where p∞ is
 = ∇×V
are the vorticity ω
the undisturbed static pressure.
Convergence studies of the inviscid solution have been carried out for the panel method with the
rigid wake model. The propeller blade discretisations ranged from 20 × 11 to 70 × 36, corresponding
to the chordwise and spanwise radial directions, respectively. The number of panels on the duct,
hub and wakes is modiﬁed according to the number of panels on the blade. The iterative pressure Kutta
condition is applied which, in general, converged after three iterations to a precision of |ΔC p | ≤ 10−3
at the Kutta points.
The variation in thrust and torque for the different grid sizes obtained from the panel method
computations at J = 0.5 is shown in Table 1. The variation of the open-water characteristics decrease
with the grid reﬁnement level. Differences lower than 1% are obtained for the 50 × 26 blade grid in
comparison to the ﬁnest grid. In addition, the computational time for the 50 × 26 blade grid relative
to the ﬁnest grid is in the order of 27%. Therefore, the 50 × 26 blade grid is used in the subsequent
studies carried out with both the rigid wake and wake alignment models. For the wake alignment
model, the wake geometry is obtained after ﬁve iterations using an angular step of Δθ = 4 degrees.
In combination with the wake alignment model, a duct boundary layer correction is applied with a
thickness equal to δ/R = 4% and a power law velocity proﬁle with exponent equal to 1/7.
Table 1. Variation of open-water characteristics with different grid sizes compared to the ﬁnest grid.
Panel method computations at J = 0.5.
Grid Size (Blade + Duct + Hub) 1

ΔKTP

ΔKTD

ΔKQ

20 × 11 + 100 × 40 + 39 × 32
30 × 16 + 130 × 80 + 51 × 48
40 × 21 + 160 × 120 + 63 × 64
50 × 26 + 190 × 160 + 75 × 80
60 × 31 + 220 × 200 + 87 × 96
70 × 36 + 250 × 240 + 98 × 112

−4.76%
−0.60%
−0.79%
−0.49%
−0.15%
–

−7.42%
−3.34%
−1.30%
−0.37%
−0.19%
–

−5.97%
−1.42%
−1.23%
−0.74%
−0.25%
–

1

The grid size refers to the chordwise and spanwise radial directions for each propeller blade, and to the
streamwise and circumferential directions for the duct and hub.

For the RANS simulations, the computational domain is deﬁned as a cylindrical domain with a
length of 5 propeller diameters in all directions. For this problem, ﬁve nearly-geometrically similar
multi-block structured grids were generated using the commercial grid generation package GridPro
(www.gridpro.com). The grids range from 1.1 to 26.8 million cells. A ﬁne boundary-layer resolution is
considered for all grids, where the maximum dimensionless distance to the wall of the ﬁrst cell, known
as y+ , is lower than 1. For the boundary conditions a uniform ﬂow at the inlet and constant pressure
at the outer boundary is applied. At the outlet, an outﬂow condition of zero downstream gradient
is used. For the propeller blades, duct and hub, a non-slip boundary condition is set. A rotational
velocity is prescribed to the blades and hub, while the duct does not rotate.
In Figure 4 an overview of the grids used for the calculations with panel code PROPAN and
RANS code ReFRESCO is shown.
The variation in thrust and torque for the different grid sizes is listed in Table 2 at J = 0.5.
A reduction in the variation of the open-water quantities with the increased number of cells is
observed. Although the differences are less than 1% for the grid with 12.9 million cells, the ﬁnest
grid (26.8 million cells) is used in the comparative study, since not only the propeller forces, but also
local ﬂow quantities are considered in the present analysis. For the prediction of the open-water
performance, the ducted propeller is tested for a range of advance coefﬁcients between 0.0 and 0.8
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corresponding to Reynolds numbers from 3.5 × 105 to 3.8 × 105 , where the Reynolds number is deﬁned
based on the propeller blade chord length at 0.7R and the resulting onset velocity at that radius.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Overview of the surface grids used for the inviscid calculations with PROPAN (a) and RANS
calculations with ReFRESCO (b).
Table 2. Variation of open-water characteristics with different grid sizes compared to the ﬁnest grid
with M denoting million. RANS computations at J = 0.5.
Grid Size

ΔKTP

ΔKTD

ΔKQ

1.1 M
2.6 M
7.7 M
12.9 M
26.8 M

3.25%
2.78%
0.67%
0.21%
–

2.39%
2.78%
1.99%
0.99%
–

3.55%
2.75%
0.69%
0.28%
–

3.2. Inﬂuence of the Wake Model
In this section the inﬂuence of the wake model is studied. The analysis is presented for three
advance coefﬁcients: 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5. The advance coefﬁcients 0.1 and 0.2 refer to highly loaded
conditions from where signiﬁcant differences are still obtained with the present inviscid model, see
Baltazar et al. [11,13].
The inviscid thrust and torque coefﬁcients are compared with experimental open-water data in
Table 3. Signiﬁcant differences are seen in the propeller thrust and torque at low advance coefﬁcients
with the rigid wake model. By using the wake alignment model, which includes a correction in the axial
velocity due to the interaction between the blade wake and the duct boundary-layer, a reduction in
the propeller force coefﬁcients is obtained and lower differences in comparison with the experimental
data are observed. This effect has been studied before [11] and is related to the local reduction of the
blade wake pitch near the tip which is responsible for lower incidence angles to the blade sections and
as a consequence lower propeller forces. Figure 5 presents the blade wake geometries obtained with
the rigid wake model (a) and wake alignment model (b) for J = 0.2. As we can see from Figure 5 the
correction in the axial velocity due to the duct boundary-layer introduces a signiﬁcant reduction in the
vortex pitch at the blade wake tip.
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Table 3. Inviscid thrust and torque coefﬁcients for J = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 and comparison with
experimental data [23]. Inﬂuence of the wake model.
KTP

KTD

10KQ

0.412
0.313
0.284
0.254

0.206
0.231
0.226
0.214

0.5882
0.4664
0.4228
0.4387

0.383
0.297
0.273
0.248

0.160
0.176
0.171
0.166

0.5538
0.4456
0.4083
0.4279

0.266
0.208
0.193
0.196

0.054
0.057
0.055
0.053

0.4041
0.3246
0.3010
0.3506

Model
J = 0.1
RWM
WAM
WAM with Reduced Gap Pitch
Experiments
J = 0.2
RWM
WAM
WAM with Reduced Gap Pitch
Experiments
J = 0.5
RWM
WAM
WAM with Reduced Gap Pitch
Experiments

<

<
;

;
=

=

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Panel arrangement for propeller blades, duct, hub and blade wake at J = 0.2. Rigid wake
model (a); Wake alignment model (b). Only one wake surface is shown.

Still, an over-prediction of the propeller forces is obtained with the panel method (Table 3).
These differences suggest that larger corrections to the blade wake pitch are needed and a new wake
model is considered, where the gap strip is rotated from the leading edge to reduce its pitch. In this
study, the pitch of the gap strip is assumed to be equal to P/D = 0.9, whereas the blade pitch is constant
and equal to P/D = 1.0. In Figure 6a detail of the gap strip and the obtained blade wake geometry are
shown. We note that the gap strip is modelled as a rigid surface and is disconnected from the wake
alignment model. The blade wake pitch near the tip may be controlled by the duct boundary-layer
correction, Equation (6). However, for low advance ratios large corrections are needed and this has led
to divergence of the Kutta condition and non-smooth surface grids. Therefore, the reduction of the gap
strip pitch has proven to be a robust technique and can be applied at low advance ratios. As expected,
a higher reduction in the propeller thrust and torque is obtained with the wake alignment model using
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a reduced pitch for the gap strip and approaches the results of the experimental data, see Table 3.
The pitch angle of the blade wake β v at the axial positions x/R = 0.2 and 0.4 downstream from the
propeller is illustrated in Figure 7, where the local reduction of the wake pitch near the tip is visible.
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Figure 6. Wake alignment model with reduced gap pitch of P/D = 0.9. Detail of the gap strip and
blade wake sheet (a); Overview of one blade wake geometry for J = 0.2 (b).
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Figure 7. Vortex pitch β v distribution at x/R = 0.2 (a) and x/R = 0.4 (b) for J = 0.2. Inﬂuence of the
wake model. The ﬁlled symbols refer to the tip vortex.

3.3. Comparison Between PROPAN and ReFRESCO
In order to assess on the quality of the inviscid potential model, the results obtained with the
panel code PROPAN and RANS code ReFRESCO are compared. The inviscid wake geometry obtained
with the three wake models is compared with the vorticity ﬁeld at the planes x/R = 0.2 and x/R = 0.4
downstream from the propeller, and the blade and duct pressure distributions are shown for the same
advance ratios in Figures 8–13.
Once again, a reduction in the pitch of the tip vortex is seen when changing from the rigid wake
model to the wake alignment model. However, the assessment of the correct location of the tip vortex
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core from the ReFRESCO calculations is difﬁcult to make due to the interaction between the tip vortex
and the duct boundary-layer, creating a viscous ﬂow region at the duct inner side.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Wake geometry at x/R = 0.2 (a) and x/R = 0.4 (b) for J = 0.1. The contours represent the
ω |/Ω. The symbols represent the PROPAN wake geometry: rigid
ReFRESCO total vorticity ﬁeld |
wake model (squares), wake alignment model (diamonds) and wake alignment model with reduced
gap pitch (circles). The ﬁlled symbols refer to the tip vortex.
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Figure 9. Blade chordwise pressure distribution at r/R = 0.95 (a); Duct chordwise pressure distribution
at θ = 0 degrees (b). J = 0.1.

The comparison of the blade and duct pressure distributions is presented along the chordwise
direction s/c at the radial section r/R = 0.95 and circumferential position θ = 0 degrees, respectively.
For the advance ratios 0.1 and 0.2, an improvement in the agreement between the inviscid and viscous
pressure distributions is obtained when using the wake alignment model with reduced pitch for the
gap strip. This comparison shows the inﬂuence of the tip vortex pitch on the prediction of the pressure
distribution, especially on the duct inner side downstream of the propeller. A decrease in the duct
pressure downstream of the propeller is obtained with the reduction of the tip vortex pitch, which
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is consistent with the viscous results. A reduction in the suction peak at the blade leading edge is
also visible, since the blade wake sheet strongly affects the local ﬂow direction to the blade sections.
For the pressure distribution at J = 0.5, a good agreement in the blade suction peak and duct pressure
distribution downstream from the propeller is achieved with the wake alignment model. In this
case, no signiﬁcant improvements are obtained when combining the wake alignment model with the
reduced gap pitch. For this advance coefﬁcient, the assumption of a duct thickness equal to δ/R = 4%
is sufﬁcient for the correct prediction of the propeller and duct loads.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Wake geometry at x/R = 0.2 (a) and x/R = 0.4 (b) for J = 0.2. The contours represent
the ReFRESCO total vorticity ﬁeld |
ω |/Ω. The symbols represent the PROPAN wake geometry: rigid
wake model (squares), wake alignment model (diamonds) and wake alignment model with reduced
gap pitch (circles). The ﬁlled symbols refer to the tip vortex.
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Figure 11. Blade chordwise pressure distribution at r/R = 0.95 (a); Duct chordwise pressure
distribution at θ = 0 degrees (b). J = 0.2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Wake geometry at x/R = 0.2 (a) and x/R = 0.4 (b) for J = 0.5. The contours represent
the ReFRESCO total vorticity ﬁeld |
ω |/Ω. The symbols represent the PROPAN wake geometry: rigid
wake model (squares), wake alignment model (diamonds) and wake alignment model with reduced
gap pitch (circles). The ﬁlled symbols refer to the tip vortex.
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Figure 13. Blade chordwise pressure distribution at r/R = 0.95 (a); Duct chordwise pressure
distribution at θ = 0 degrees (b). J = 0.5.

However, from this study two exceptions are observed in the comparison of the pressure
distributions: at the blade leading edge near the tip and in the duct inner side. For the blade pressure,
a larger suction peak is obtained with the inviscid model. This suction peak decreases with the
reduction of the blade wake pitch at the tip. For the duct pressure at the inner side, local pressure
minima are observed in the viscous computations, which are related to the passage of the tip vortices
from the different blades. This effect is not captured by the inviscid calculations due to the closed gap
model, where the blade wake is attached to the duct inner side.
The correlation between the position of the tip vortex core and the peaks of low pressure is
illustrated in Figure 14 for the plane z = 0 at J = 0.2, which corresponds to the circumferential position
θ = 0 degrees. In this ﬁgure the inviscid wake geometries are compared with the viscous total vorticity
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ﬁeld along the longitudinal direction. A good agreement is obtained with the aligned wakes, except
near the blade wake tip, where some differences are still observed.

Figure 14. Wake geometry at z = 0 for J = 0.2. The contours represent the ReFRESCO total vorticity
ﬁeld |
ω |/Ω. The symbols represent the PROPAN wake geometry: rigid wake model (squares), wake
alignment model (diamonds) and wake alignment model with reduced gap pitch (circles). The ﬁlled
symbols refer to the tip vortex.

3.4. Prediction of the Open-Water Performance
In this section the predicted thrust and torque coefﬁcients are compared with experimental
data available from open-water tests [23]. In the wake alignment model the duct boundary-layer
thickness (δ/R = 4%) is assumed independent of the inﬂow conditions for the entire open-water range.
In addition, in the wake alignment model with reduced gap pitch a constant value of P/D = 0.9
is also considered for all advance coefﬁcients. The ReFRESCO calculations are also included in
the comparison. Figure 15 illustrates the comparison of the thrust and torque coefﬁcients with the
experiments. A section viscous drag coefﬁcient of 0.007 and suppression of the chordwise component
of the blade section lift are considered for all inviscid computations. This suppression models the effect
of ﬂow separation which eliminates the non-physical suction peaks at the leading edge in the potential
ﬂow theory. No viscous drag correction to the duct thrust has been applied.
As expected, a signiﬁcant over-prediction of the propeller thrust and torque is obtained with the
rigid wake model. This result shows that the prescribed wake geometry with constant pitch and equal
to the blade pitch completely misses the propeller and duct loads. Alternatively, the propeller thrust
and torque are well predicted for the advance ratios higher than 0.3 when using the wake alignment
model without gap pitch correction. For the advance ratios lower than 0.3 a signiﬁcant improvement
in the comparison with the experiments is obtained with the wake alignment model using a reduced
pitch for the gap strip.
Although the assumptions of constant duct boundary-layer thickness and gap strip pitch
independent of the inﬂow conditions are questionable, a reasonable to good agreement of the propeller
forces is obtained with the wake alignment model when compared with the experiments. For example,
at J = 0.1 the differences between the measured and the predicted propeller thrust reduce from
20% to 7% by applying the gap pitch reduction. For the propeller torque, the differences decrease
from 12% to 0.3% with the reduced gap pitch. A smaller inﬂuence of the gap pitch is observed for
the higher advance coefﬁcients, which is due to the decrease of the tip vortex strength. The duct
thrust coefﬁcient agrees well with the measurements for low advance coefﬁcients. For high advance
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coefﬁcients, an over-prediction of the duct thrust is seen, which is due to the occurrence of ﬂow
separation on the outer side of the duct and it is not modelled in the inviscid method.
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Figure 15. Comparison between numerical and experimental data from open-water tests. Propeller
and duct thrust (a); Propeller torque and open-water efﬁciency (b).

A good agreement of the propeller forces with the experimental data is obtained with the viscous
calculations using code ReFRESCO for advance ratios up to 0.7. In this range the differences are in the
order of 1%. This agreement legitimates the use of RANS simulations for the present comparison study.
4. Conclusions
The investigation presented in this paper focused on the improvement of the inviscid performance
predictions with a panel method for ducted propellers. For this study, a comparison between the
results obtained by a panel method with a RANS solver is made to obtain a better insight on the viscous
effects of the ducted propeller and on the limitations of the inviscid potential ﬂow model. Special
attention is given near bollard pull conditions, which are important in the design of ducted propeller
systems. Results show that an alignment model of the wake geometry with the local ﬂow is essential
for an accurate prediction of the propeller and duct loads. Due to the strong interaction between the
blade wake and the boundary-layer on the duct inner side, a correction in the axial velocity is also
taken into account in the wake alignment model. As a consequence, a local reduction of the blade
wake pitch near the tip is obtained inﬂuencing the propeller loading. However, this mechanism is
not sufﬁcient to correctly predict the propeller forces near bollard pull and an additional correction is
proposed for the gap strip. In the present work, the pitch of the gap strip is empirically prescribed in a
ﬁrst attempt to model the tip leakage vortex. In this way, a stronger reduction in the blade wake pitch
is obtained and the agreement of the propeller forces with the experiments improves signiﬁcantly over
the entire open-water range. The wake alignment scheme combined with empirical corrections for the
blade wake pitch near the tip and gap strip, to take into account the viscous effects of the gap ﬂow in
the potential ﬂow model, has proven to be robust, efﬁcient and to provide accurate predictions of the
open-water performance of ducted propellers.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
IST
MARIN
QUICK
RANS
RWM
SIMPLE
SST
WAM

Instituto Superior Técnico
Maritime Research Institute Netherlands
Quadratic upwind interpolation for convective kinematics
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
Rigid wake model
Semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations
Shear stress transport
Wake alignment model
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Abstract: Boundary element methods (BEM) have been used for propeller hydrodynamic calculations
since the 1990s. More recently, these methods are being used in combination with ﬁnite element
methods (FEM) in order to calculate ﬂexible propeller ﬂuid–structure interaction (FSI) response.
The main advantage of using BEM for ﬂexible propeller FSI calculations is the relatively low
computational demand in comparison with higher ﬁdelity methods. However, the BEM modelling
of ﬂexible propellers is not straightforward and requires several important modelling decisions.
The consequences of such modelling choices depend signiﬁcantly on propeller structural behaviour
and ﬂow condition. The two dimensionless quantities that characterise structural behaviour
and ﬂow condition are the structural frequency ratio (the ratio between the lowest excitation
frequency and the fundamental wet blade natural frequency) and the reduced frequency. For both,
general expressions have been derived for (ﬂexible) marine propellers. This work shows that these
expressions can be effectively used to estimate the dry and wet fundamental blade frequencies and
the structural frequency ratio. This last parameter and the reduced frequency of vibrating blade
ﬂows is independent of the geometrical blade scale as shown in this work. Regarding the BEM-FEM
coupled analyses, it is shown that a quasi-static FEM modelling does not sufﬁce, particularly due
to the ﬂuid-added mass and hydrodynamic damping contributions that are not negligible. It is
demonstrated that approximating the hydro-elastic blade response by using closed form expressions
for the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping terms provides reasonable results, since the
structural response of ﬂexible propellers is stiffness dominated, meaning that the importance of
modelling errors in ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping is small. Finally, it is shown that
the signiﬁcance of recalculating the hydrodynamic inﬂuence coefﬁcients is relatively small. This fact
might be utilized, possibly in combination with the use of the closed form expressions for ﬂuid added
mass and hydrodynamic damping contributions, to signiﬁcantly reduce the computation time of
ﬂexible propeller FSI calculations.
Keywords: ﬂexible (composite) propellers; BEM modelling; ﬂuid–structure interaction

1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, an increased interest in ﬂexible propellers can be noticed given
the growing list of publications on the hydro-elastic analysis of ﬂexible marine propellers. Several
publications present a methodology for the numerical analysis of these types of propellers in steady and
unsteady inﬂow conditions. These methods typically involve partitioned ﬂuid–structure interaction
(FSI) computations, meaning that the ﬂuid and structural problem are separately solved and coupling
iterations are required to converge to the fully coupled solution. For steady propeller FSI computations
mainly Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) methods [1–4] and boundary element methods
(BEM) [5–12] have been used for solving the ﬂuid part of the coupled problem.
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The fundamental difference between RANS and BEM is that, in the latter, a potential ﬂow is
assumed, meaning that phenomena as ﬂow separation, ﬂow transition, boundary layers and vorticity
dynamics are not modelled. Results of validation studies on ﬂexible propellers in open water conditions
with BEM-FEM (ﬁnite element method) and RANS-FEM methods have been presented in [13]. Despite
the limitations of a BEM and the complicated ﬂow characteristics considered in that work, a fairly good
estimate of the propeller hydro-elastic response was obtained with the BEM-FEM approach. Given the
relatively low computational demand of BEM in comparison to a RANS method, BEM is an attractive
method for the FSI analysis of ﬂexible propellers.
The BEM modelling of ﬂexible propellers in steady and unsteady ﬂow requires several modelling
choices—for instance, how to include propeller deformations in the BEM analysis. Is a full geometry
update necessary at every time step or can an accurate solution be obtained more efﬁciently by partly
updating the propeller geometry every time step? How can ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic
damping be included: explicitly with closed form expressions [7] or implicitly in the BEM calculation?
Answers to these questions do not seem to be available in literature. The main purpose of this work is
to ﬁll this knowledge gap and therefore several modelling choices have been evaluated.
The BEM models for steady and unsteady ﬂexible propeller analyses as proposed in this work look
similar to the model as presented in [7]. However, on the following aspects, these models are different.
In [7], the BEM modelling relies on the assumption of negligible small blade deformations. The
most extensive model presented in this work is applicable for large elastic blade deformations, since
blade deformation and vibration effects are implicitly included in the BEM calculation by updating
the blade geometry and the body boundary impermeability condition at each computation step.
Another difference is that the BEM modelling approach as presented in [7] is based on an explicit
treatment of ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping forces, while, in this work, both an implicit
and explicit modelling of ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping effects have been considered.
The consequences of BEM modelling choices depend signiﬁcantly on ﬂow condition and structural
behaviour. The two dimensionless quantities that characterise propeller structural behaviour and ﬂow
condition are the structural frequency ratio (the ratio between the lowest excitation frequency and the
fundamental wet blade natural frequency) and the reduced frequency. For both, general expressions
have been derived for (ﬂexible) marine propellers.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, general expressions for reduced frequencies
and structural frequency ratios of ﬂexible composite propellers are derived. Section 3 describes the
BEM modelling of ﬂexible propellers. Section 4 presents the derivation of closed form expressions
for ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping. In Section 5, the hydrodynamic loads on a
plunging hydrofoil are investigated and important conclusions are drawn with respect to the frequency
dependence of ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping. Section 6 presents different BEM
models for steady and unsteady ﬂexible propeller calculations and include the results of a comparative
study. Section 7 contains the conclusions.
2. Flow and Structural Response Characterisation
In this section, expressions will be derived to estimate the characteristics of ﬂuid and structural
response for ﬂexible marine propellers. Section 2.1 provides expressions for the fundamental blade
natural frequency in air and water and the structural frequency ratio. Section 2.2 shows a typical value
for the propeller ﬂow reduced frequency. In Section 2.3, estimated natural frequencies in air and water
obtained for ﬂexible versions of the highly skewed Seiun–Maru propeller have been compared to FEM
calculation results.
2.1. Structural Frequency Ratio
The structural response of a one degree-of-freedom (1DOF) linear mass-spring-damper system
can be assigned to one of the following regimes, depending on the ratio between excitation frequency
ω and natural frequency ω0 :
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•
•
•

ω << ω0 ; quasi-static regime, structural response dominated by stiffness.
ω = ω0 ; resonance regime, structural response dominated by damping.
ω >> ω0 ; dynamic regime, structural response dominated by mass.

The fundamental natural frequency of a propeller blade is the frequency of the ﬁrst bending mode.
The blade natural frequencies depend on the stiffness and mass and can be computed using solution
techniques available in FEM software. For a quick approximation of the ﬁrst two natural frequencies in
dry
air and water, formulas are provided in [14,15]. The fundamental dry natural frequency, ω0 , in rad/s
can be estimated for moderately skewed propellers with
dry
ω0

   
tm
E
cr tr ,
=
ρ
cm
3.28 ( R − rh )2
2π

(1)

where R is the propeller radius, rh is the hub radius, E the Young’s modulus ρ the blade material
density, tm the mean blade thickness, tr the root blade thickness, cm the mean chord length and cr
the root chord length. The fundamental wet natural frequency of nickel aluminium bronze (NAB)
propellers is generally 62–64% of the value in air [16], meaning that, for the ﬁrst mode, the modal ﬂuid
added mass is approximately 2.5 times the NAB blade modal mass. Thus, the fundamental wet natural
frequency, ω0wet , for any propeller material is given by
ω0wet =



2π
3.28 ( R − rh )

2

E
ρ + 2.5ρ N AB



tm
cm


cr tr ,

(2)

where ρ N AB is the density of the NAB material.
From Equations (1) and (2), it can be concluded that, when NAB blade material with a typical
Young’s modulus and density of 110 GPa and 7600 kgm−3 is replaced by a glass–epoxy composite
material with a typical Young’s modulus and density of 20 GPa and 1700 kgm−3 , the dry natural
frequencies will slightly decrease. When a carbon–epoxy material is considered with a typical Young’s
modulus and density of 75 GPa and 1600 kgm−3 , the dry natural frequencies will be signiﬁcantly higher
than for the NAB equivalent. The fundamental wet natural frequency of a glass–epoxy blade will be
considerably smaller than its NAB equivalent, while for a carbon–epoxy blade, it is approximately
the same. Due to the lower material density of ﬁbre reinforced plastics, the ﬂuid added mass has a
more pronounced effect on the wet natural frequencies than in the case of a NAB propeller. From
Equations (1) and (2), it can be concluded that the dry and wet blade frequencies scale inversely
proportional with the geometrical blade scale.
Analogous to the structural frequency ratio of a 1DOF linear mass-spring-damper system,
the structural response behaviour of propeller blades can be characterised by the ratio of the frequency
corresponding to the dominant blade mode and the excitation frequency. As will be shown latter on,
the response of ﬂexible propellers is stiffness dominated, then, the ﬁrst blade mode will dominate the
structural response. Hence, the wet fundamental blade frequency is the typical frequency used for the
structural frequency ratio. The lowest excitation frequency is the shaft rotation frequency. Since the
shaft rotation speed, n, is related to the blade radius by the tip speed vtip = 2πnR, the following
expression for the ratio between excitation frequency ω = 2πn and wet fundamental blade frequency,
i.e., the structural frequency ratio, ωωwet , can be derived
0

ω
=
ω0wet

3.28vtip ( R − rh )2

 
2πR

E
ρ+2.5ρ N AB

tm
cm

.

(3)

cr tr

In order to avoid cavitation, a typical value for the maximum allowable tip speed is around
35 m/s. Therefore, the maximum tip speed in ship propeller design is a constant rather than a variable.
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By proportionally scaling the propeller dimensions R, rh , tm , cm , cr and tr , the structural frequency ratio
does not change. Hence, the structural frequency ratio is independent of the geometrical propeller scale.
2.2. Propeller Flow Reduced Frequency
For ﬂuids around lifting bodies, a dimensionless number exists that describes the unsteadiness
of the ﬂow and is called the reduced frequency. In the expression for the reduced frequency, k,
an oscillation frequency is related to the ﬂow speed:
k=

ωc
,
2v0

(4)

where c is the chord length and v0 the undisturbed ﬂow velocity. For small reduced frequencies, the
unsteadiness of the ﬂow is negligible and a quasi-steady approach can be justiﬁed. For higher reduced
frequencies, the circulatory lift reduces, which is called the lift deﬁciency and a phase lag between
the circulatory part of the lift and the body motion exists due to the wake vorticity. Lift deﬁciency
and phase lag functions for a ﬂat plate foil in small amplitude unsteady motion were derived by
Theodorsen [17], see Figure 1.





Phase lag [◦ ]

Lift deﬁciency factor


















k












k





Figure 1. Graphical description of Theodorsen’s lift deﬁciency and phase lag functions for small
amplitude unsteady motions of a ﬂat plate foil.

The propeller ﬂow reduced frequency at 70% of the blade radius is obtained from the shaft
rotation speed and is given by
k0.7 =

2πnc0.7
,
2v0,0.7

(5)

where c0.7 is the chord length at 0.7R and is typically 40% of the blade diameter, D. v0,0.7 is the
undisturbed ﬂow speed at 0.7R. v0,0.7 is approximately 0.7πnD. Hence, for conventional propellers,
a typical value for the reduced frequency at 0.7R is 0.57. This value can be considered as highly
unsteady according to Figure 1 and appears to be independent of the geometrical propeller scale.
2.3. Seiun–Maru Propeller Frequencies
The expressions for the fundamental natural frequencies have been veriﬁed by comparing
estimated dry and wet fundamental blade frequencies to FEM calculated frequencies for the highly
skewed Seiun–Maru propeller. The Seiun–Maru is a Japanese training vessel. The geometry of the
propeller is in the public domain [18] and its main particulars are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Main particulars of the highly skewed Seiun–Maru propeller.
Diameter
Pitch Ratio (mean)
Expanded Area Ratio
Number of Blades
Blade Thickness Ratio
Boss Ratio
Total Skew Angle
Rake Angle
Blade Section

3600 mm
0.92
0.7
5
0.0496
0.1972
45◦
−3.03◦
Modiﬁed SRI-B

Figure 2 shows the dry and wet fundamental blade frequencies calculated with the FEM and
estimated with Equations (1) and (2). For the various materials, the properties as mentioned before
have been used. For the FEM calculations, a Poisson ratio of 0.3 has been adopted and the ﬂuid
added mass has been calculated with the approach described in Section 4. The differences between
the frequencies obtained with FEM and the estimation formulas are smaller than 20% for all the cases.
It is expected that, for propellers with less skew, the differences will be smaller, since Equation (1) was
proposed for moderately skewed propellers [14,15]. Nevertheless, the estimated natural frequencies
are accurate enough to identify the structural response regime and Equation (3) is proposed to attribute
the structural behaviour to stiffness, damping or mass dominated response. For a maximum allowable
tip speed of 35 m/s, the structural frequency ratios as given in Figure 3 have been obtained for the
various Seiun–Maru propellers. It can be concluded that the structural response of composite propeller
blades is expected to be predominantly quasi-static and probably a quasi-static structural approach
might give a good approximation of the blade response. This will be further evaluated in Section 6.
600

500

400

ω0wet [rad/s]

ω0dry [rad/s]

500

600
FEM
Estimated

300
200
100

FEM
Estimated

400
300
200
100

0

0
NAB

Glass-epoxy Carbon-epoxy

NAB

Glass-epoxy Carbon-epoxy

Figure 2. Dry and wet fundamental blade frequencies of the Seiun–Maru propeller for different blade
materials obtained with FEM and estimated with Equations (1) and (2).
0.25

ω/ω0wet

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
NAB

Glass-epoxy Carbon-epoxy

Figure 3. Structural frequency ratios for the various Seiun–Maru propellers.
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3. Hydrodynamic Method for Propeller Forces
3.1. Potential Flow Theory
In the present study, the BEM PROCAL has been used for the hydrodynamic calculations.
PROCAL is a panel method developed by the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN) for
the Cooperative Research Ships [19,20]. PROCAL solves the integral equation for the velocity potential
in a ﬂuid domain based on the Morino formulation [21]. In this integral formulation, the propeller
induced velocity disturbances are considered irrotational. Then, by deﬁning the scalar variable φ as
the disturbance velocity potential, the total velocity, v, relative to the operating propeller becomes
v(x, t) = v0 (x, t) + ∇φ(x, t),

(6)

where t is the time and x is the position vector in a Cartesian coordinate system. The undisturbed
velocity, v0 , can be written as the sum of the ship’s effective wake ﬁeld velocity and the effect of the
propeller angular velocity, with the wake ﬁeld velocity, vw , and with the propeller angular velocity, Ω,
v0 (x, t) = vw (x, t) − Ω × x.

(7)

The ﬂow is assumed to be incompressible and has a constant density. Therefore, Laplace’s equation
applies to the disturbance velocity potential,

∇2 φ(x, t) = 0.

(8)

Then, the ﬂuid pressures p are related to the total velocity and the disturbance velocity potential
according to Bernoulli’s law,
pre f
1
∂φ 1 2 p
+ |v| + + gz =
+ | v0 | 2 .
∂t
2
ρ
ρ
2

(9)

For a propeller, pre f is the pressure far upstream (along the shaft axis) and it obeys the hydrostatic
law, pre f = p atm + ρgzsha f t being p atm the atmospheric pressure at the free surface, and submergence,
z, at the shaft as, zsha f t . In order to solve Equation (8), boundary conditions have to be imposed on
the propeller surface (SB ) and wake sheet (SW ), which contains the shed vorticity. On the propeller
surface, an impermeability condition is imposed,

∇φ · n = −v0 · n,

(10)

where n is the surface normal. For the wake sheet, a kinematic and dynamic boundary condition can
be formulated. The kinematic boundary condition prescribes that the wake sheet is a stream-surface of
the ﬂow,
v · n = 0.

(11)

The wake sheet itself is an imaginary surface in the ﬂow with zero thickness. The wake sheet
cannot support a pressure difference between its upper and lower side. This dynamic boundary
condition can be written as
Δp = p+ − p− = 0,

(12)

where + and − denote the upper and lower side of the wake sheet. At the blade trailing edge, this is
the so-called Kutta condition.
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3.2. Integral Formulation for Disturbance Potential
A relation between the potential at any point in the ﬂuid domain and the source strengths (normal
component of the disturbance velocity at the body boundary) exists and is given by the integral
equation following from the third Green’s identity. Using Morino’s formulation [21], this can be
written as

 
∂G (a, b)
∂φ(b, t)
(a)φ(a, t) =
− G (a, b)
φ(b, t)
dS
∂nb
∂nb
SB


 
∂φ(b, t)
∂G (a, b)
+
− G (a, b)Δ
Δφ(b, t)
dS,
(13)
∂nb
∂nb
SW
where a is a point in the ﬂuid domain, and b is a point on the ﬂuid domain boundary surface. G is the
Green’s function for the Laplace equation deﬁned as
G (a, b) =

1
r (a, b)

r (a, b) = |r| = |a − b| .

(14)

nb is the outward normal at b. is a constant that depends on the ﬁeld point a and is 2π if a is on
the ﬂuid boundary surface. With the dynamic boundary condition for the wake sheet, the following
integral equation is obtained:
2πφ(a, t) =

+






SB

SW


∂G (a, b) ∂φ(b, t)
−
G (a, b) dS
∂nb
∂nb
∂G (a, b)
Δφ(b, t)
dS.
∂nb
φ(b, t)

(15)

In this integral equation, the geometry of the body and wake sheet are constant. This means that
the points b on the ﬂuid domain boundary surfaces and the surface areas are time invariant, which is
obviously not the case for a deformable body. In that case, the integral formulation of Equation (15)
transforms to the unsteady ﬂow and time-variant body integral equation,
2πφ(a (t) , t) =

+






S B(t)

SW (t)

φ (b ( t ) , t )


∂G (a (t) , b (t)) ∂φ(b (t) , t)
−
G (a (t) , b (t)) dS
∂nb (t)
∂nb (t)

Δφ(b (t) , t)

∂G (a (t) , b (t))
dS.
∂nb (t)

(16)

3.3. Numerical Formulation
The integral equations of Equations (15) and (16) are solved in PROCAL by approximating the
surfaces SB and SW by Ntotal number of panels. On each panel, a collocation point is deﬁned where the
integral equation is applied. Finally, a system of equations is obtained, unknown in the strengths of the
source and dipole elements. With the imposed boundary conditions, the system of equations can be
solved and the potential at the boundaries is obtained. This subsection brieﬂy describes and presents
the system of equations for the non-cavitating propeller calculations considered in this work. For the
formulation of the discretised problems, the discretisation parameters and equations as presented
in [19] have been used. For a more thorough derivation, one is referred to that publication.
3.3.1. Geometry Discretisation
In PROCAL, the entire ﬂuid domain boundary surface, consisting of body surface SB and wake
surface SW , is decomposed in a key part containing one blade with corresponding hub section and wake
sheet and a symmetry part including the other blades, hub sections and wake sheets. The motivation for
this subdivision in key- and symmetry surfaces is to obtain a smaller system of equations by utilizing
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the symmetry properties of ship propellers. The symmetry of ﬂexible propellers in an unsteady ﬂow
can be questioned due to time varying deformations and will be discussed further in Section 6.
Figure 4 shows the discretised geometry of a propeller and wake. The discretisation parameters
displayed in this ﬁgure have the following meaning:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nsur f s : Number of surfaces, Nsur f s is 2; the blade surfaces and the hub surfaces.
Nsym : Number of symmetries for each surface. In general, Nsym is equal to the number of
propeller blades.
Ni : Number of panels in the streamwise direction.
Nj : Number of panels in the radial direction.
Nwi : Number of panels on the wake sheet in the streamwise direction.
Nwj : Number of panels on the wake sheet in the radial direction.
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Figure 4. Geometry discretisation parameters for an unsteady propeller calculation. (Image republished
from [19] with permission of the author.)

3.3.2. Steady Flow and Rigid Propeller Formulation
For a rigid propeller in a steady ﬂow, Equation (15) can be discretized as follows:
Nsur f s

∑

Nsyms

∑

isur f =1 isym=1

⎡

Nj Ni

⎣∑

∑

j =1 i =1

Dnij φij − Snij σij +

Nwj Nwi

⎤

∑ ∑ Wnij Δφij ⎦ = 0

j =1 i =1
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where Dnij , Snij and Wnij are the hydrodynamic inﬂuence coeﬁcients for the body dipoles, body sources
and wake dipoles, respectively. They are deﬁned as

Dnij =

⎧

1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨− 2π S
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩1 − 2π

nij · rnij

B
ij

SBij

dSBij ,
3
rnij
nij · rnij
dSBij ,
3
rnij

if n does no refer to element i, j,
(18)
if n refers to element i, j,

and
Snij =

1
2π



1
SBij

rnij

dSBij

Wnij = −

1
2π



nij · rnij
SW

ij

3
rnij

dSWij .

(19)

σij and φij are the source and dipole strengths respectively at collocation point i, j on the body surface.
Δφij is the dipole strength at collocation point i, j on the wake surface. Ntotal is the total number of
Nsur f s

panels for which the ﬂow quantities have to be solved: Ntotal = ∑isur f =1 Ni Nj .
In case of a steady ﬂow calculation, the symmetry surfaces can be taken into account by
adding the inﬂuence coefﬁcients of key- and symmetry surfaces together; for instance, for the dipole
inﬂuence coefﬁcients,
∗
= Dnij +
Dnij

Nsyms

∑

isym=2

Dnij .

(20)

In general, the strength of a vortex shed by a lifting body is time invariant. This follows from the
dynamic and kinematic boundary condition on the wake surface (Equations (11) and (12)); by using
Bernoulli’s theorem, this yields that the dipole strengths are time invariant following a wake particle.
Furthermore, for steady ﬂow conditions the dipole strengths Δφij on the wake sheet are the same at
ﬁxed j but different i. Accordingly, the dipole inﬂuence coefﬁcients of each j strip can be added,
Nwi

∗
=
Wnj

∗
.
∑ Wnij

(21)

i =1

Making use of the symmetry properties of the problem and the summation of the wake dipole
inﬂuence coefﬁcients, Equation (17) can be written as
Nsur f s

∑

isur f =1

⎡

Nj Ni

⎣∑

∑

j =1 i =1

∗
Dnij
φij

+

Nwj

∑

j =1

⎤
∗
Wnj
Δφj ⎦

=

Nsur f s

∑

isur f =1

∗
Snij
σnij

n = 1, . . . , Ntotal .

(22)

The body source strengths are known from the impermeability boundary condition (Equation (10))
and moved to the right-hand-side of the equation. The matrix deﬁned at the left-hand-side of

2
Nsur f s
Equation (22) is a full square matrix with dimension Ntotal + ∑isur f =1 Nwj . However, the number
Nsur f s

of known source strengths is equal to Ntotal , meaning that an additional set of ∑isur f =1 Nwj number of
equations have to be deﬁned in order to close the system of equations. These additional equations can
be deduced from the Kutta condition imposing that the tangential velocities at the blade trailing edge,
computed on the upper and lower side of the body surface, are equal. The discretised translation of
the Kutta condition is the Morino Kutta condition [21] expressing that the difference of the potential
values between the upper and lower side of the body trailing edge is equal to the wake dipole strength,
Δφj = φNi j − φ1j .
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This equation holds for every strip j of the propeller, resulting in a number of Nwj additional
equations per surface. Then, the system of equations becomes


D∗
− Iu + Il

W∗
I



 
φ
S∗
=
Δφ
0

0
0

 
σ
,
0

(24)

where D∗ , W∗ and S∗ are the body dipole, wake dipole and body source inﬂuence coefﬁcients matrices,
respectively. The matrices Iu , Il and I contain only ones and zeros to account for the Morino Kutta
condition. Equation (24) can be written as

[ B∗ ] { φ } = [ S∗ ] { σ } ,

(25)

where [B∗ ] = [D∗ ] + [W∗ ] [Iu − Il ] is the total dipole inﬂuence coefﬁcients matrix.
3.3.3. Unsteady Flow and Rigid Propeller Formulation
For an unsteady ﬂow and rigid propeller, the inﬂow conditions and, consequently, the source
strengths depend on the blade position.
In PROCAL, an unsteady problem is solved by performing k steady ﬂow like calculations, where
k is the number of revolutions, Nrevs , required for convergence times the number of timesteps during
one revolution, Nt , i.e., k = Nrevs Nt .
There is an important difference between a steady computation and the k-th calculation of an
unsteady computation. For steady calculations, the symmetry properties of the propeller inﬂow and
geometry are exploited to obtain a smaller system of equations. In case of an unsteady ﬂow, the inﬂow
is generally non-symmetric. To avoid simultaneously solving the system of equations for all key and
symmetry surfaces, an iterative procedure is applied.
In this iterative procedure, the distinction between the key and symmetry surfaces is maintained.
The system of equations is solved for the key surfaces only, while, for the symmetry surfaces, a previous
solution of the key surfaces is taken from the timestep k isym when the key surfaces were at the same
spatial position as the symmetry surfaces at the current timestep. This means that the contribution
of the symmetry surfaces can be moved to the right-hand-side of the equation. Then, the solution is
obtained by solving the systems of equations every timestep and a multiple number of revolutions
until convergence. In this way, the discretised system of equations are given by
Nsur f s

∑

isur f =1

⎡

Nj Ni

⎣∑

∑

j =1 i =1

Dnij φijk

+

Nwj

∑

j =1

⎤
k ⎦
Wn1j Δφ1j

=

−

+

Nsur f s

∑

isur f =1
Nsur f s

∑

⎡

Nj Ni

⎣∑

∑

j =1 i =1

Nsyms

∑

isur f =1 isym=2
Nj Ni

∑∑

j =1 i =1

⎡

Snij σijk

+

Nwj Nwi

∑∑

j =1 i =2

Nj Ni

⎣∑

k isym

∑ Dnij φij

j =1 i =1

k isym
Snij σij

⎤
Wnij Δφijk ⎦

−

Nwj Nwi

∑∑

j =1 i =1

⎤
k isym
Wnij Δφij ⎦ ,

n = 1, . . . , Ntotal ,
k = 1, . . . , Nrevs Nt .
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3.3.4. Unsteady Flow and Flexible Propeller Formulation
In case of an unsteady ﬂow and ﬂexible propeller, all the inﬂuence coefﬁcients are time dependent,
which results in
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
Nsur f s

∑

isur f =1

Nj Ni

Nwj

Nsur f s

j =1 i =1

j =1

isur f =1

⎣∑

k
k
k ⎦
φijk + ∑ Wn1j
Δφ1j
= ∑
∑ Dnij

−

+

Nsur f s

∑

k
k
σijk + ∑ ∑ Wnij
Δφijk ⎦
∑ Snij

j =1 i =1

Nsyms

∑

isur f =1 isym=2
Nj Ni

∑∑

j =1 i =1

Nwj Nwi

Nj Ni

⎣∑

⎡

j =1 i =2

Nj Ni

⎣∑

k isym

∑ Dnij

j =1 i =1

k isym k isym
Snij σij

−

Nwj Nwi

∑∑

j =1 i =1

k isym

φij

⎤
k isym
k isym
Wnij Δφij ⎦ ,

n = 1, . . . , Ntotal ,
k = 1, . . . , Nrevs Nt .

(27)

Equation (27) shows that the symmetry inﬂuence coefﬁcients are time dependent as well and are
equal to the inﬂuence coefﬁcients of the symmetry surfaces on the key surfaces at timestep k isym when
the key surfaces were at the same spatial position as the symmetry surfaces at the current timestep.
This means that the symmetry surface inﬂuence coefﬁcients have to be stored in memory Nt times
increasing the required computer memory signiﬁcantly. Therefore, in the BEM model for unsteady
ﬂexible propeller calculations, it has been decided to use the symmetry surface inﬂuence coefﬁcients
at time step k for the symmetry surface inﬂuence coefﬁcients of time step k isym . This modelling
choice, together with the importance of the recalculation of the key blade inﬂuence coefﬁcients, will be
discussed further in Section 6.
3.3.5. The Kutta Condition for Flexible Propellers
It has to be discussed whether the Kutta condition can be applied in the unsteady ﬂexible propeller
BEM model because the Kutta condition was proposed solely for steady ﬂows [22]. Later, the Kutta
condition has been modiﬁed for unsteady models, which had been questioned [23]. Some guidelines
for the applicability of the Kutta condition for unsteady ﬂows have been given in [24]. Given the
relatively small deformations of ﬂexible propellers and that the unsteady blade forces mainly originate
from the non-uniform wakeﬁeld rather than from the blade vibrations, it has been assumed that the
Kutta condition is valid for ﬂexible propeller calculations.
3.3.6. The Wake Geometry of Flexible Propellers
In case of a vibrating blade, the wake geometry will follow the blade movements and therefore
it has to be explained how the wake geometry has been modelled in the unsteady ﬂexible propeller
BEM model.
The effect of the wake geometry of a plunging airfoil for reduced frequencies up to 8 has been
studied in the past [25]. Two different wake models were investigated. A free wake model in which
the vortices shed from the trailing edge move in accordance with the induced velocities of all other
vortices, in addition to the free-stream velocity and a prescribed wake model in which case the vortices
are convected downstream with the free-stream velocity. The results show that the wake model has
little effect on the forces generated by the airfoil. Therefore, in the unsteady ﬂexible propeller BEM
model a prescribed wake geometry is used. The wake geometry depends on the blade geometry,
which means that, for every calculation step in which the blade inﬂuence coefﬁcients are recalculated,
the prescribed wake geometry is redeﬁned and the wake inﬂuence coefﬁcients are recomputed as well.
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4. Propeller Fluid Added Mass and Hydrodynamic Damping
4.1. Decomposition of Total Pressure Field
For the derivation of the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping matrices, the total
disturbance potential, Φ, is decomposed in two parts. Without any assumption, Φ can be decomposed
into a disturbance potential ϕ due to only the vibration velocities of the blade in the non-uniform
wakeﬁeld and a disturbance potential φ for the ﬂexible propeller in the non-uniform wakeﬁeld
excluding the blade vibration velocity contribution,
Φ = φ + ϕ.

(28)

Note that this decomposition of the total disturbance potential looks similar to what has been
presented in [7], but differs on the following aspects. In [7], ϕ is the disturbance potential of the ﬂexible
blade in a uniform wakeﬁeld, here ϕ is the disturbance potential due to only the vibration velocities
of the blade in the non-uniform wakeﬁeld. Here, φ denotes the remaining part of the disturbance
potential, including the disturbance potential due to the rigid blades in a non-uniform wakeﬁeld and
the disturbance potential due to the blade deformations in that wakeﬁeld. In [7], formally, the later part
is included in ϕ, but has been neglected by assuming small blade deformations, which is expressed in
the kinematic boundary condition for ϕ.
With v0 as inﬂow velocity, the total velocity v is equal to
v = v0 + ∇φ + ∇ ϕ.

(29)

φ and ϕ can both be solved with the hydrodynamic method described before. The kinematic boundary
condition for φ is the impermeability condition as given in Equation (10), but for a deforming blade,

∇φ · n(x, δ) = −v0 · n(x, δ),

(30)

where the surface normal vector is also a function of blade deformation, δ, than only of x. The kinematic
boundary condition for ϕ is
∂δ
∂ϕ
=
· n(x, δ).
∂n
∂t

(31)

This boundary condition means that the ﬂow on the deforming blade should have the same
velocity as the vibration velocity of the deformed blade itself. The term ∂δ
∂t · n(x, δ ) denotes the normal
component of the blade vibration velocity.
The pressures on the blade follow from the unsteady Bernoulli equation,

p = pre f − ρ


∂φ ∂ϕ 1 2 1
+
+ |v| − |v0 |2 .
∂t
∂t
2
2

(32)

A pressure contribution due to vibration velocities only can be obtained by decomposing p in pφ
and p ϕ , where p ϕ denotes the pressure contribution due to blade vibrations and pφ is the remaining
force contribution,
p = pφ + p ϕ ,



∂φ
1
pφ = pre f − ρ
+ v0 · ∇φ + ∇φ · ∇ ϕ + |∇φ|2 ,
∂t
2


∂ϕ
1
− v0 · ∇ ϕ + |∇ ϕ|2 .
pϕ = ρ −
∂t
2
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For a total decomposition of the pressure contribution due to φ and ϕ, the term ∇φ · ∇ ϕ in
Equation (33) has been neglected [7]. In addition, the second order term 12 |∇ ϕ|2 is excluded by
assuming that ϕ is small compared to φ [7].
4.2. Fluid Added Mass and Hydrodynamic Damping Matrices
To obtain closed form expressions for added mass and hydrodynamic damping, the assumptions
regarding the pressure contributions of ∇φ · ∇ ϕ and 12 |∇ ϕ|2 are adopted, which results in,


∂φ
1
+ v0 · ∇φ + |∇φ|2 ,
pφ = pre f − ρ
∂t
2


∂ϕ
− v0 · ∇ ϕ .
pϕ = ρ −
∂t

(34)
(35)

The pressure pφ can be obtained by solving φ with the hydrodynamic method described in
Section 3.3.4. The pressure contribution p ϕ can be related to blade vibration velocities and accelerations.
Similar to a rigid blade problem, the vibration velocity induced potential ϕ can be obtained by applying
Green’s identities. Hence, in discrete form,
⎧
!
∂ϕ
⎪
−1
⎪
,
with a constant strength vortex wake sheet,
⎨ [ B∗ ] [ S∗ ]
∂n !
(36)
{ ϕ} =
∂ϕ
⎪
−1
⎪
,
without a vortex wake sheet.
⎩ [ D∗ ] [ S∗ ]
∂n
The dipole and source inﬂuence coefﬁcient matrices [B∗ ], [D∗ ] and [S∗ ] are taken time-invariant,
assuming that the change in inﬂuence coefﬁcients with time is negligible, which is assumed valid
for small blade deformations [7]. By using the matrices with summed key- and symmetry inﬂuence
coefﬁcients, the implicit assumption is that the blade vibration problem is symmetric. The two cases of
a constant strength vortex wake sheet and without a vortex wake sheet (i.e., not satisfying the Kutta
condition) are introduced here because it will be shown in Section 5.1 that these two cases provide the
upper and lower limit of the frequency dependent ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping.
∂ϕ
According to Equation (31), ∂n is related to the blade vibration velocities. When u̇ are the blade
nodal velocities obtained from the structural calculation, the kinematic boundary condition for ϕ can
be written as
!
∂ϕ
= [T] [N] {u̇} ,
(37)
∂n
where [N] is the transformation matrix to obtain the surface normal velocities from the 3D nodal
velocities. According to Equation (31), this transformation matrix is a function of the blade deformation.
To obtain closed form expressions for added mass and hydrodynamic damping, this has to be neglected,
which is assumed valid for the case of small blade deformations [7]. This means that, for the closed
form expressions, the kinematic boundary condition as given in [7] is applied
∂δ
∂ϕ
=
· n(x),
∂n
∂t

(38)

where n is for the undeformed blade geometry. The transformation matrix [T] relates the normal
velocities at the nodes to the collocation points in the BEM analysis. In case of a constant strength
vortex wake sheet, the pressures, pv0 ∇ ϕ , due to v0 ∇ ϕ at the BEM collocation points are given by
"

#
pv0 ∇ ϕ = −ρ [V0 ] [∇] [B∗ ]−1 [S∗ ] [T] [N] {u̇} ,
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where [V0 ] is the matrix with inﬂow velocities and [∇] the discrete form of the gradient operator.
Then, the forces at the BEM collocation points, f v0 ∇ ϕ , are obtained after multiplying the pressures with
the BEM panel areas:
"

#
f v0 ∇ ϕ = −ρ [A] [V0 ] [∇] [B∗ ]−1 [S∗ ] [T] [N] {u̇} ,

(40)

where [A] is the matrix with the BEM panel areas on its diagonal. The 3D force components at the
nodes are equal to
"

#
fv0 ∇ ϕ = −ρ [T] T [N] T [A] [V0 ] [∇] [B∗ ]−1 [S∗ ] [T] [N] {u̇}

(41)

from which it can be concluded that the hydrodynamic damping matrix, [Ch ], is equal to

[Ch ] = −ρ [T] T [N] T [A] [V0 ] [∇] [B∗ ]−1 [S∗ ] [T] [N] .

(42)

Due to v0 , the hydrodynamic damping matrix depends on the inﬂow velocity. Hence, in case
of a propeller operating in a non-uniform ﬂow, the hydrodynamic damping matrix will change in
accordance with the blade rotation angle. To arrive at a constant hydrodynamic damping matrix,
the authors propose to decompose the non-uniform propeller inﬂow velocity into a circumferentially
averaged constant velocity ﬁeld in which the free-stream velocity only depends on the radial position
and a disturbing ﬂow ﬁeld, denoted with v̄0 and v
$0 . Then, the total inﬂow velocity is
$0 (x, t) .
v0 (x, t) = v̄0 (x) + v

(43)

The constant hydrodynamic damping matrix is then equal to

[Ch ] = −ρ [T] T [N] T [A] [V̄0 ] [∇] [B∗ ]−1 [S∗ ] [T] [N]

(44)

in case of a constant strength vortex wake sheet. Without a vortex wake sheet, the constant
hydrodynamic damping matrix is

[Ch ] = −ρ [T] T [N] T [A] [V̄0 ] [∇] [D∗ ]−1 [S∗ ] [T] [N] .

(45)

In a similar way, the ﬂuid added mass matrix can be derived. Analogous to Equation (37), it can
be written
!
∂2 ϕ
= [T] [N] {ü} .
(46)
∂t∂n
In case of a constant strength vortex wake sheet, the pressures due to
!
p ∂ϕ
∂t

= −ρ [B∗ ]−1 [S∗ ] [T] [N] {ü} .

∂ϕ
∂t ,

p ∂ϕ , are given by
∂t

(47)

Then, the forces at the BEM collocation points, f ∂ϕ , are
∂t

!
f ∂ϕ
∂t

= −ρ [A] [B∗ ]−1 [S∗ ] [T] [N] {ü} .

(48)

The 3D force components at the nodes are equal to
!
f ∂ϕ
∂t

= −ρ [T] T [N] T [A] [B∗ ]−1 [S∗ ] [T] [N] {ü}
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from which it can be concluded that the ﬂuid added mass matrix, [Mh ], is equal to

[ M h ] = − ρ [ T ] T [ N ] T [ A ] [ B∗ ] −1 [ S∗ ] [T ] [N ]

(50)

in case of a constant strength vortex wake sheet. Without a vortex wake sheet, the ﬂuid added mass
matrix is

[ M h ] = − ρ [ T ] T [ N ] T [ A ] [ D∗ ] −1 [ S∗ ] [ T ] [ N ] .

(51)

In the derivation of the closed form expressions for added mass and hydrodynamic damping, the
following assumptions have been made:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

2
1
2 |∇ ϕ | and ∇ φ · ∇ ϕ are negligible.
The inﬂuence coefﬁcient matrices can be taken time-invariant.
The summed key- and symmetry inﬂuence coefﬁcients matrices can be used.
The blade deformation can be neglected in the kinematic boundary condition.
The ﬂuctuating part of the hydrodynamic damping in case of an non-uniform wakeﬁeld
is negligible.

It will be shown in the next section that the ﬁrst assumption is only valid for high reduced
frequencies for which conditions the hydrodynamic damping force is small anyway and the added
mass force dominates. Assumptions 2 and 5 will be evaluated in Section 6 by comparing results of fully
coupled FSI analyses of the Seiun–Maru propeller obtained from different BEM modelling approaches.
4.3. Fluid Added Mass Validation
In order to validate the ﬂuid added mass matrix calculation, the natural frequencies of the four
Boswell propellers [26] have been calculated and compared to results as presented in [7]. The four
propellers were designed to study the inﬂuence of the skew angle on propeller performance and
cavitation behaviour and have skew angles of 0◦ , 36◦ , 72◦ and 108◦ , identiﬁed by number 4381, 4382,
4383 and 4384, respectively. The natural frequencies of the propellers have been calculated with
the commercial FEM package MSC MARC/Mentat using the following material properties: ﬂuid
density 1000 kgm−3 , blade material density 2800 kgm−3 , Young’s modulus 75 GPa and Poisson ratio
0.33. The FEM models consist of one propeller blade without the hub part. The stiffness contribution
of the hub has been modelled by a full clamping of the propeller blade at the blade–hub interface.
The models were discretised by quadratic solid elements using a 29 × 30 × 4 element distribution,
meaning that 29, 30 and 4 elements are distributed in chord-wise, radial and through-thickness
direction, respectively [13,27]. The added mass matrices have been computed from Equation (51) and
diagonalised with a Hinton–Rock–Zienkiewicz lumping technique, which means that the diagonal
entries of the full added mass matrix are scaled with the ratio of the sum of the entries that contribute
to the motion in the same direction over the sum of the diagonal entries that contribute to the motion
in that direction [7].
Figure 5 shows the dry and wet natural frequencies for the four propeller blades from Young [7]
and present work. By comparing the results, it can be concluded that natural frequencies from present
work are consistent with the results as presented by Young [7]. The dry natural frequencies of [7] and
present work are close together. The biggest differences are in the wet natural frequencies, probably due
to a slightly different added mass calculation—for instance, by calculating the added mass from the
inﬂuence coefﬁcients of one blade only instead of including the inﬂuence coefﬁcients of the symmetry
blades in the added mass calculation.
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Figure 5. Comparison of dry (left) and wet (right) natural frequencies of the Boswell propeller blades
from Young [7] and present work.

5. Hydrodynamic Loads on a Plunging Hydrofoil
In this section, the hydrodynamic loads on a plunging hydrofoil are investigated in order to
evaluate the modelling of ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping with the closed form
expressions. The problem considered here concerns the hydrodynamic loads on a prismatic hydrofoil
with a span of 20 m, chord of 1 m, a NACA 0012 cross section proﬁle and a zero angle of attack for
a prescribed sinusoidal plunge motion in water (density ρ is 1000 kg/m−3 ). The ﬂow velocities, v0 ,
in (m/s) are characterized by the following three velocity components:
%
v0 = v x

vy

vz

&T

&T
%
= 1 0.1 · sin(ωt) 0 ,

(52)

where v x and vz are the chord- and spanwise velocity components, respectively. The plunge velocity is
denoted by vy and ω is the plunge frequency.
5.1. Fluid Added Mass and Hydrodynamic Damping of a Plunging Hydrofoil
The ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping of the plunging hydrofoil have been obtained
in two different ways. The ﬁrst approach is from the closed form expressions for ﬂuid added mass and
hydrodynamic damping (Equations (44), (45) and (50), (51)) and taking the sum of matrix elements
that contribute to the plunge motion. The second approach is by obtaining the hydrodynamic loads on
a plunging hydrofoil from an unsteady PROCAL calculation.
The values obtained from the closed form expressions for the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic
damping depend on the wake model. The two limit cases are a constant strength vortex wake sheet
like in steady ﬂow calculations and without a vortex wake sheet. Without a vortex wake sheet, the
ﬂuid added mass of the hydrofoil in water as obtained from Equation (51) is approximately 16 ×
103 kg, (note that this corresponds to the added mass of ﬂat plat with length 20 m and width 1 m).
For that case, the hydrodynamic damping obtained with Equation (45) is zero, since without a vortex
wake sheet the circulation is zero.
By satisfying the Kutta condition and assuming a constant strength vortex wake sheet, the added
mass of the hydrofoil calculated from Equation (50) is much bigger: 46 × 103 kg. A hydrodynamic
damping of 52 × 103 kg/s has been obtained from Equation (44) in that case. As a sanity check, this
value has been compared to the lift force of a NACA 0012 proﬁle, for instance presented in [28]. For the
maximum plunge velocity of 0.1 m/s, the angle of attack is approximately 0.1 rad. For this small angle,
the lift force is approximately equal to the force in plunge direction, which is 0.1 × 52 × 103 = 52 ×
102 N; then, the lift coefﬁcient is equal to 0.52, which corresponds to [28].
In the second approach, the prescribed plunge velocity is imposed on a BEM model of the
hydrofoil and the forces are calculated with an unsteady PROCAL calculation. The hydrodynamic
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forces in plunge direction are subdivided in a circulatory and non-circulatory part. The non-circulatory
part is the force contribution from the acceleration potential in the Bernoulli equation and is due
to the body acceleration. The circulatory part is the remaining force contribution and contains the
hydrodynamic damping part.
The non-circulatory plunge force is subdivided into two force contributions, one 90◦ out of phase
with the body acceleration and the other in antiphase with the body accelerations. The added mass
is obtained by dividing the latter part by the body acceleration. In the same way, the hydrodynamic
damping is determined: the hydrodynamic damping is the circulatory plunge force in antiphase with
the body velocity, divided by the body velocity.
Figure 6 shows the results obtained for the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping.
The results show that ﬂuid added mass and damping depend on the reduced frequency of the
plunging motion. The low frequency limits are obtained for a constant strength vortex wake sheet
(Equations (44) and (50)). The high frequency limits are obtained from the closed form expressions
without taking into account the vortex wake sheet (Equations (45) and(51)). This shows that the
assumption of a constant added mass [29] and hydrodynamic damping is only valid for sufﬁciently
low or high reduced frequencies.
×
Hydrodynamic damping [ kg
s ]

Fluid added mass [kg]
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Eq. 50, constant strength vortex wake
Eq. 51, without vortex wake
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×
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Figure 6. Added mass and hydrodynamic damping of the hydrofoil for different plunge frequencies.

5.2. Circulatory and Non-Circulatory Forces on a Plunging Hydrofoil
Figure 7 shows for which reduced frequencies the circulatory and non-circulatory forces in
plunge direction can be correctly predicted with the closed form expressions for ﬂuid added mass
and hydrodynamic damping. The left graph of Figure 7 presents the amplitude of the non-circulatory
force in plunge direction obtained with the unsteady BEM as a function of the reduced frequency,
together with the force amplitudes which are obtained from the high and low frequency limit of the
ﬂuid added mass force. The right graph shows something similar but then for the circulatory force
in plunge direction. Figure 8 presents the phase shift between the circulatory plunge force and the
body velocity, and non-circulatory plunge force and body acceleration. The most important results of
Figures 7 and 8 can be summarized as follows:
•

•

For small reduced frequency, the amplitude of the circulatory plunge force is underestimated
with the low frequency limit of the hydrodynamic damping force as obtained from Equation (44).
This is a result of neglecting the pressure term due to 12 ∇ ϕ2 in the derivation of the closed form
expressions. However, the circulatory plunge force is well in antiphase with the body velocity.
For small reduced frequency, the amplitude of the non-circulatory plunge force agrees well with
the low frequency limit of the added mass force as obtained from Equation (50). However,
the non-circulatory plunge force is not perfectly in antiphase with the body acceleration.
This phase lag is due to unsteady wake effects.
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•

•

For high reduced frequency, the amplitude of the non-circulatory plunge force agrees well with
the high frequency limit of the added mass force as obtained from Equation (51). Furthermore,
the non-circulatory plunge force is well in antiphase with the body acceleration.
For high reduced frequency, the amplitude of the circulatory plunge force approaches the high
frequency limit of the hydrodynamic damping force as obtained from Equations (45).
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Low freq. limit
High freq. limit




k

Unsteady BEM
Low freq. limit
High freq. limit

Amplitude circ. force [N ]

Amplitude non-circ. force [N ]

This means that, only for high reduced frequencies (k > 4), the plunge forces can be correctly
estimated with the closed form expressions. As revealed in Section 2.2, the reduced frequency for
propeller blade vibrations excited by the ﬁrst shaft harmonic is around 0.5. Hence, the question that
remains is how accurately the hydro-elastic response of ﬂexible propellers is predicted by modelling
the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping effects with the closed form expressions. This will
be discussed further in Section 6.
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Figure 7. Amplitude of non-circulatory and circulatory forces in plunge direction for different
plunge frequencies.
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Figure 8. Phase shift between non-circulatory plunge force relative to acceleration and circulatory
plunge force relative to velocity for different plunge frequencies.

6. Steady and Unsteady Flexible Propeller Calculations with Different BEM-FEM
Coupled Approaches
The following questions regarding the FSI modelling of ﬂexible propellers with a BEM-FEM
coupled approach could be raised based on what has been discussed:
(1)

How important is the re-calculation of key and symmetry body and wake inﬂuence coefﬁcients
in the BEM modelling?
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(2)
(3)

(4)

Is it valid to use for the symmetry surface inﬂuence coefﬁcients at time step k isym the symmetry
inﬂuence coefﬁcients of time step k, in order to reduce computer memory?
Can the hydro-elastic response of ﬂexible propellers be accurately predicted by modelling the
ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping effects with the closed form expressions and what
has been taken for the the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping matrix, i.e., the low
frequency limit, high frequency limit or something in between?
As the structural response is stiffness dominated, would a quasi-static FEM calculation
be sufﬁcient?

In order to give answers to these modelling questions, different BEM-FEM coupling approaches
were implemented and the hydro-elastic responses of quasi-isotropic glass–epoxy and carbon–epoxy
Seiun–Maru propellers in uniform and non-uniform ﬂows have been compared. In order to judge
from these results which modelling approach is acceptable and which is not, criteria on accuracy
levels have to be given. The purpose of the BEM-FEM coupled calculations is to predict correctly
the hydro-elastic behaviour of ﬂexible propellers. A measure for the hydro-elastic behaviour from
a propeller performance perspective is the blade thrust change due to ﬂexibility. An accuracy level
of 10% on the blade thrust change is considered as acceptable. This seems signiﬁcant but means
that an accuracy of 1% in blade thrust is required in case the blade thrust change is 10% of the blade
thrust itself. Additionally, in order to assess the structural response results, an accuracy level of 5% is
considered as acceptable.
6.1. BEM Models for Steady and Unsteady Flexible Propeller Calculations
In contrast to standard PROCAL applications, for ﬂexible propellers, the blades deform and for
unsteady cases induce ﬂuid velocities and accelerations due to blade vibrations as well. As a result of
blade deformations:
•
•
•

panel normal vectors become time-dependent, which is reﬂected in the panel source strengths.
pressures have to be evaluated from the computed velocity potentials on a modiﬁed grid.
inﬂuence coefﬁcients of key- and symmetry blades and wake surfaces become time-dependent.

The blade vibration velocity and acceleration hydrodynamic effects can be included in the
FSI calculations in two ways: either implicitly by imposing the kinematic boundary condition
of Equation (31) in the PROCAL calculations or explicitly by including the ﬂuid added mass
and hydrodynamic damping effects in the FSI calculations with the closed form expressions of
Equations (44), (45) and (50), (51). Based on this, the following three BEM models have been proposed:
•
•
•

Fully geometry dependent BEM model with ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping
effects implicitly included, denoted by FGDI-BEM.
Fully geometry dependent BEM model with ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping
effects explicitly included, denoted by FGDE-BEM.
Partially geometry dependent BEM model with ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping
effects implicitly included, denoted by PGDI-BEM.

Uniform ﬂow calculations can be considered as a special case of an unsteady calculation without
time effects, blade velocities and accelerations, which means the implicit or explicit modelling of ﬂuid
added mass and hydrodynamic damping is irrelevant and the different BEM models are denoted by
FGD-BEM and PGD-BEM.
6.1.1. FGDI-BEM Model
In the FGDI-BEM model, all the geometry dependent items in a PROCAL calculation,
including source strengths, blade and wake inﬂuence coefﬁcients, are recalculated based on the
deformed blade geometry and the pressures are evaluated on the modiﬁed BEM model. Note that,
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for the symmetry surface inﬂuence coefﬁcients of time step k isym , the symmetry inﬂuence coefﬁcients
of time step k have been used in order to save computer memory. The blade vibration velocity and
acceleration effects are implicitly included in the BEM calculation by imposing Equation (31) as an
additional boundary condition supplementary to the boundary condition of Equation (30).
6.1.2. FGDE-BEM Model
The FGDE-BEM model is the same as the FGDI-BEM model except that PROCAL solves only
the disturbance velocity potential without the contribution of blade vibration velocities, φ, from the
kinematic boundary condition of Equation (30). The blade vibration velocity and acceleration effects
are included in the FSI analyses by means of the closed form expressions for ﬂuid added mass and
hydrodynamic damping. The main advantage of this approach is that the ﬂuid added mass and
hydrodynamic damping can be explicitly included in the structural computation, which stabilizes the
FSI solution and reduces CPU time [30].
The question that remains is which ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping matrix have to
be taken. The reduced frequency for propeller blade vibration ﬂows is around 0.5 for an oscillation
frequency equal to the shaft rotation rate. For higher harmonics, the reduced frequency is obviously a
multiple of the fundamental reduced frequency. From the left graph of Figure 6, it can be concluded
that, for such high reduced frequencies, the ﬂuid added mass is approaching the high frequency
limit. Therefore, the added mass matrix has been computed without taking the vortex wake sheet into
account, i.e., Equation (51).
Based on the right graph of Figure 6, 50% of the low frequency limit of the hydrodynamic damping
term, i.e., Equation (44), has been taken for the hydrodynamic damping matrix.
6.1.3. PGDI-BEM Model
In the PGDI-BEM model, blade vibration and velocity effects have been incorporated in the
same way as in the FGDI-BEM model. The difference is to which level the blade geometry update is
included in the BEM calculations. In the PGDI-BEM model for each time step, source strengths are
recalculated from the deformed blade geometry and pressures and forces are evaluated on the modiﬁed
BEM model. However, the blade and wake inﬂuence coefﬁcients are kept constant throughout the
analyses. This can reduce the CPU time signiﬁcantly. The blade and wake inﬂuence coefﬁcients used
in the unsteady calculations with the PGDI-BEM model are obtained for the averaged deformed blade
geometry. The average deformed blade geometry is calculated from a steady BEM-FEM computation
with the circumferentially averaged wakeﬁeld v̄0 for the inﬂow velocities. The steady calculations with
the PGD-BEM model are conducted with the hydrodynamic inﬂuence coefﬁcients of the undeformed
propeller blade geometry.
6.2. Steady and Unsteady BEM-FEM Coupling
In [13], the BEM-FEM coupling for the steady analyses has been presented, including a validation
study. The coupling is based on a partitioned approach in which ﬂuid and structure problem are solved
in separate codes. For the ﬂuid part, any of the PROCAL BEM models as described above has been
used. For the structural modelling, the FEM package MSC MARC/Mentat has been used. The blade
FEM modelling has been extensively described in [13,27]. In summary, the FEM models consist of
one propeller blade without the hub part. The stiffness contribution of the hub has been modelled
by a full clamping of the propeller blade at the blade–hub interface. The models are discretised by
quadratic solid elements using a 29 × 30 × 4 element distribution, meaning that 29, 30 and 4 elements
are distributed in chord-wise, radial and through-thickness direction, respectively. The unsteady FEM
calculations have been conducted in modal space and a model reduction is applied by using only the
ﬁrst 40 mode shapes.
Since a partitioned FSI approach has been adopted, coupling iterations between BEM and FEM
solver are required to converge to the monolithic solution. For steady analyses, these coupling
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iterations converge in any case. However, without a dedicated coupling algorithm instabilities occur
in unsteady analyses due to strong ﬂuid added mass effects. Special attention has been paid to the
coupling algorithm for the unsteady BEM-FEM analyses. A detailed description of this BEM-FEM
coupling is out of the scope of this work and will be revealed in a future publication. In short, in
the unsteady BEM-FEM coupling, the periodicity of the problems is utilized by coupling the BEM
and FEM solver on period level instead per time step. This time periodic coupling [31] is the most
obvious approach to couple PROCAL with the structural problem because PROCAL is completely
periodical in nature. Think of the vortex wake shedding and the use of symmetry blades and therefore a
non-periodic solution could not be treated in PROCAL. Furthermore, the time periodic approach allows
for ﬁrst letting PROCAL converge before new disturbances enter the equations. After all, the PROCAL
computations itself are already iterative and, in strongly coupled FSI problems, it is advantageous
to have the inner loop converge ﬁrst. In order to stabilize the coupling iterations on period level,
a Quasi-Newton inverse least squares partitioned solution method has been implemented [32].
The unsteady BEM-FEM coupling procedure has been veriﬁed with the FSI solutions of a pitching
hydrofoil in water with a span of 1 m, chord of 0.1 m, a NACA 0009 cross section proﬁle and a zero
initial angle of attack subjected to a controlled external moment, M0 , equal to 34.9sin(ωt) Nm [33].
The inﬂow velocity, v0 , is equal to 5 m/s. For this problem, the equation for the pitch motion, θ, reads:
Iθ θ̈ + Cθ θ̇ + Kθ θ = M0 + M f luid ,

(53)

where Iθ is the structural moment of inertia equal to 1.429 × 10−3 kgm2 , Cθ is the structural damping
parameter equal to 0.096 kgms−1 , Kθ is the structural torsional stiffness equal to 1000 Nm. M f luid is
the moment exerted by ﬂuid forces. M f luid has been subdivided in ﬂuid added mass, ﬂuid damping
and ﬂuid stiffness forces deﬁned by the following approximation formulas [29]:
M f luid = − M f θ̈ − C f θ̇ − K f θ,
π
ρc4 ,
Mf =
128
'
0.105k−0.4 ρv0 c3 ,
for k≤4,
Cf =
0.010k0.6 ρv0 c3 ,
for k≥12,
'
for k≤4,
(0.090k − 0.80) ρv20 c2 ,
Kf =
for k≥12.
(0.065k − 0.90) ρv20 c2 ,

(54)

The monolithic solution is obtained by moving the ﬂuid forces from the right-hand-side of the
equation of motion to left-hand-side and then the exact solution for θ can be computed. The coupling
procedure solution is obtained by keeping the ﬂuid forces on the right-hand-side as unknowns and
iterations are required to converge to the monolithic solution. Figure 9 shows the monolithic solution
and the time periodic coupling solution for two of the cases with ﬂuid added mass to structural mass
ratio of 1.72 as also presented in [33]. For both cases, the time period coupling procedure converges to
the monolithic solution, for the ω = 4.83 rad/s case in four coupling iterations and for the case with
ω = 483 rad/s in seven coupling iterations. This shows that the coupling procedure is appropriate for
periodic FSI problems with strong ﬂuid added mass effects, like in ﬂexible propeller FSI analyses.
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Figure 9. Comparison of monolithic and coupling procedure solution of the predicted pitch motion, θ,
as a function of the normalized time, t/T, for ω = 4.83 rad/s (left) and ω = 483 rad/s (right) graph.

6.3. Steady Analyses with FGD-BEM Model and PGD-BEM Model
In order to obtain an answer to the ﬁrst modelling question raised in the beginning of this section,
calculations were performed with the FGD-BEM and PGD-BEM model on the Seiun–Maru propeller
for various uniform ﬂow conditions. All steady BEM-FEM coupled calculations are performed for a
quasi-isotropic glass–epoxy material, with material properties as presented before. The advance ratio J,
free stream velocity V, propeller rotation rate and blade thrust T0 in undeformed conﬁguration are
given in Table 2. The rotation rate and advance speeds were selected in such a way that the undeformed
propeller thrust is more or less the same for all the ﬂow conditions and the power required for the
advance ratio of 0.7 corresponds roughly to the maximum continuous rating power of the Seiun–Maru
vessel [34].
Table 2. Flow conditions for steady ﬂexible propeller calculations.
J
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9

V (m/s)
2.98
5.72
9.97
19.6

(rpm)
165
191
237
364

T0 (kN)
96.6
96.0
96.2
97.3

Figure 10 shows the results that are obtained with the FGD- and PGD-BEM model. In the left
graph, the reduction in blade thrust due to blade ﬂexibility calculated with the two models is given as a
percentage of T0 , together with the percentage difference between the blade thrust reductions obtained
with both models. It can be seen that with the PGD-BEM model the blade thrust reduction is smaller
for all advance ratios. The relative difference between the blade thrust reductions obtained with both
models reduces with increasing advance ratio. The explanation for this is that, for increasing advance
ratio, the relative contribution of the disturbance velocity potential, calculated with the PGD-BEM
model in a simpliﬁed way, reduces.
The right graph shows the tip displacements obtained with both models. Since the blade thrust
calculated with both models is close, the differences in tip displacements are relatively small as well.
From the results, it can be concluded that without recalculation of the blade and wake inﬂuence
coefﬁcients, the inaccuracy in thrust change for the two lowest advance ratios is slightly larger than the
10%, but satisﬁes the 5% deformation inaccuracy. The PGD-BEM results for the two highest advance
coefﬁcients satisfy the accuracy criteria, which means that updating of the inﬂuence coefﬁcients is not
necessary for these conditions.
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Figure 10. Blade thrust (left) and tip displacement (right) results obtained with the FGD- and PGD-BEM
model for various advance ratios. The subscripts FGD and PGD indicate with which BEM model the
results were obtained.

6.4. Unsteady Analyses
This section presents results obtained for various non-uniform ﬂows, fully BEM-FEM coupled
calculations on the Seiun–Maru propeller and its ship effective wakeﬁeld [35] as shown in Figure 11.
All the calculations are performed for quasi-isotropic glass–epoxy or carbon–epoxy material,
with material properties as presented before. All the calculations are performed for a ship speed
of 21 knots and a rotation rate of 240 rpm, which is roughly the rotation rate resulting in the maximum
continuous engine power of 7723 kW [34], according to the graph showing the power against propeller
revolution rate as presented in [18].

Figure 11. Seiun–Maru ship effective wakeﬁeld. (Image republished from [19] with permission of
the author.)
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First, several results obtained with the FGDE-BEM model are presented together with a result,
which is obtained from a static calculation of the blade structural response. In addition, the
contributions of ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping forces are revealed. Secondly, results
obtained with the FGDI-, FGDE- and PGDI-BEM model are compared, results obtained from a static
blade structural response calculation are included in this comparison. Finally, the results of two
different PGDI-BEM model calculations are compared.
6.4.1. Unsteady Analyses with FGDI-BEM, PGDI-BEM and FGDE-BEM Model
In this subsection, results obtained with the FGDI-BEM, PGDI-BEM and FGDE-BEM models
have been compared in order to ﬁnd answers to modelling question 2 and 3 and to answer modelling
question 1 from an unsteady problem perspective.
Figures 12 and 13 show the blade thrust for one revolution calculated for the glass–epoxy and
carbon–epoxy propeller with the three methods, together with the blade thrust obtained for an unsteady
PROCAL analysis with a completely rigid propeller.
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Figure 12. Blade thrust computed with different BEM-FEM couplings for the glass–epoxy Seiun–
Maru propeller.
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Figure 13. Blade thrust computed with different BEM-FEM couplings for the carbon–epoxy Seiun–
Maru propeller.

Figures 14 and 15 show the modal participation factors for the ﬁrst three dry blade modes as
obtained from these analyses. Figure 16 summarizes the reduction of minimum, maximum and average
blade thrust due to blade ﬂexibility as obtained from these calculations. An interesting outcome of these
calculations is that the reduction of the peak thrust due to blade ﬂexibility is signiﬁcantly larger than
the reduction of the average thrust. This demonstrates the potential advantage of ﬂexible propellers to
improve cavitation inception speeds and cavitation noise.
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Figure 14. Modal participation factors for the ﬁrst three modes computed with different BEM-FEM
couplings for the glass–epoxy Seiun–Maru propeller.
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Figure 15. Modal participation factors for the ﬁrst three modes computed with different BEM-FEM
couplings for the carbon–epoxy Seiun–Maru propeller.
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Figure 16. Thrust reduction for minimum, maximum and average blade thrust calculated for the
glass–epoxy (left graph) and the carbon–epoxy (right graph) propeller as obtained from the BEM-FEM
coupled calculations.

The FGDI-BEM model is the most extensive and complete BEM modelling of the ﬂexible blades;
therefore, all the other results will be compared to results obtained with this model. First, it can
be seen that the differences between the results obtained with the FGDI-BEM and the PGDI-BEM
model are small, meaning that the computationally intensive process of recalculating all the inﬂuence
coefﬁcients at every time step is relatively unimportant. This is in line with the results obtained with
the FGD-BEM and PGD-BEM model for the steady cases. In answer to modelling question 1, it can
be concluded that updating of the inﬂuence coefﬁcients can be omitted for these unsteady ﬂexible
propeller calculations. Based on this conclusion, an answer can be given to the second modelling
question as well. Since updating of the inﬂuence coefﬁcients makes such a small contribution to
the ﬁnal results, it can be concluded that the symmetry surface inﬂuence coefﬁcients of time step k
instead of k isym can be safely used for the symmetry surfaces because the symmetry surfaces are in the
far-ﬁeld with respect to the key blade and therefore the error in thrust reduction from this modelling
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choice will be much smaller than the modelling error introduced by not updating the key surface
inﬂuence coefﬁcients.
An answer to the third modelling question can be based on a comparison of the results obtained
with the FGDE-BEM model to the results obtained with the FGDI-BEM calculations. It can be concluded
that the hydro-elastic response prediction of the glass–epoxy ﬂexible Seiun–Maru propeller with
the FGDE-BEM model does not satisfy the accuracy criterion regarding the change in blade thrust.
However, it can be seen that the hydro-elastic responses are fairly well predicted by modelling the ﬂuid
added mass and hydrodynamic damping effects with the closed form expressions, more speciﬁcally
by using the high frequency limit for the ﬂuid added mass matrix and for the hydrodynamic damping
matrix by taking 50% of the low frequency limit. The main reason that the results obtained with the
FGDE-BEM model are fairly close to results obtained with the FGDI-BEM model is that the structural
response of ﬂexible propellers is dominated by stiffness and therefore the consequences of modelling
errors in the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping contributions are relatively small.
6.4.2. Unsteady Analyses with FGDE-BEM Model
The purpose of this subsection is to give an answer to the fourth modelling question. It will be
shown whether a quasi-static approach for the blade structural response calculation gives acceptable
results (i.e., inaccuracy in thrust change <10% and inaccuracy in structural response <5%) and
what the contribution is of the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping forces. Therefore,
several computations with the unsteady FGDE-BEM-FEM coupling were conducted. The FGDE-BEM
model has been taken, since the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping forces are explicitly
calculated and their contribution to the total force can be easily presented.
Figures 17 and 18 show the blade thrust for one revolution computed with four different
FGDE-BEM-FEM coupled calculations for the glass–epoxy and carbon–epoxy propeller, including ﬂuid
added mass and hydrodynamic damping, without hydrodynamic damping, without ﬂuid added mass
and a quasi-static analysis of the structural response. In these ﬁgures, the force contributions due to
ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping are included as well.
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Figure 17. Blade thrust, ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping force computed with the
FGDE-BEM-FEM coupling with and without including the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic
damping in the calculations, for the glass–epoxy Seiun–Maru propeller.
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Figure 18. Blade thrust, ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping force computed with the
FGDE-BEM-FEM coupling with and without including the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic
damping in the calculations, for the carbon–epoxy Seiun–Maru propeller.

Figures 19 and 20 show the modal participation factors for the ﬁrst three dry blade modes
as obtained from the three different analyses. Figure 21 summarizes the reduction of minimum,
maximum and average blade thrust due to blade ﬂexibility.
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Figure 19. Modal participation for ﬁrst three modes computed with the FGDE-BEM-FEM coupling
with and without including the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping in the calculations,
for the glass–epoxy Seiun–Maru propeller.
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Figure 20. Modal participation for ﬁrst three modes computed with the FGDE-BEM-FEM coupling
with and without including the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping in the calculations,
for the carbon–epoxy Seiun–Maru propeller.
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Figure 21. Thrust reduction for minimum, maximum and average blade thrust calculated for glass–
epoxy (left) and carbon–epoxy (right) propeller as obtained from the various FGDE-BEM calculations.

These results show that a quasi-static FEM modelling cannot be used for an accurate prediction of
the hydro-elastic response for these cases. This can be illustrated for instance with the blade thrust
reduction results for the carbon–epoxy calculation. It can be expected that a quasi-static FEM approach
will work the best for this case, since the structural frequency ratio for the carbon–epoxy propeller is
signiﬁcantly smaller than for the glass–epoxy propeller. However, a signiﬁcant difference between
reduction of the maximum thrust value calculated with the FGDE-BEM and the quasi-static approach is
obtained for this case. Therefore, it is concluded that a quasi-static FEM modelling of ﬂexible propellers
should be applied with great care.
The importance of including ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping in the calculations has
been illustrated with two other calculations: one, BEM-FEM coupled calculation with the FGDE-BEM
model without hydrodynamic damping included and one without ﬂuid added mass included.
These results show that, by neglecting ﬂuid added mass or hydrodynamic damping, the average
thrust corresponds very well with the average thrust obtained from a calculation in which both terms
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are included. However, signiﬁcant differences can be seen in the calculated maximum blade thrust
values and the shape of the blade thrust curves during a full revolution. The same conclusion can
be drawn from the structural responses, as the differences in results obtained from the different
calculations are too big to justify neglecting ﬂuid added mass and/or hydrodynamic damping.
7. Conclusions
This work presents expressions to characterize the ﬂow and structural response of ﬂexible marine
propellers. From these formulas, the conclusion can be drawn that the structural frequency ratio of
ﬂexible blades and the reduced frequency of vibrating blade ﬂows is independent of the geometrical
propeller scale.
The formulas were used to estimate the dry and wet fundamental blade frequencies of the highly
skewed Seiun–Maru propeller for different blade materials. These frequencies were compared to
results obtained from FEM calculations, from which can be concluded that reasonable results are
obtained by using the estimation formulas. From the prediction of the structural frequency ratio for
a quasi-isotropic glass–epoxy and carbon–epoxy Seiun–Maru propeller, it can be expected that the
structural response is stiffness dominated. It can be discussed what the structural behaviour of ﬂexible
propellers is in general. It is the authors’ opinion that the structural response of ﬂexible propellers
is dominated by the stiffness in general because the structural frequency ratio is independent of the
geometrical propeller scale. Secondly, the Seiun–Maru propeller has relatively low blade frequencies
due to the heavily skewed blade, and, therefore, in the case of other blade geometries, the structural
frequency ratio is probably smaller.
A large part of this publication is used to explain possible BEM modelling approaches of ﬂexible
propellers. A derivation is presented on how ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping matrices
can be obtained from the hydrodynamic inﬂuence coefﬁcients. To obtain closed form expressions for
the added mass and hydrodynamic damping, several assumptions were made. The validity of using
the closed form expressions for added mass and hydrodynamic damping forces has been studied by
investigating the hydrodynamic loads on a plunging hydrofoil. The results of this study show that
ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping forces are frequency dependent due to ﬂow memory
effects as a consequence of the vortex wake sheet. The high frequency limit of the added mass and
hydrodynamic damping forces is obtained without considering a vortex wake sheet. The low frequency
limit is obtained for a constant strength vortex wake sheet. For sufﬁciently high reduced frequencies
(k > 4), the added mass force converges to the high frequency limit and the hydrodynamic damping
approaches the high frequency limit for the damping force, which is zero. From the results obtained
for the hydrofoil only it cannot be concluded that the closed form expressions can be used for correctly
modelling ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping effects in case of ﬂexible propellers. Three
other modelling questions regarding the hydro-elastic response modelling were raised and answers to
these questions have been obtained by comparing results of different BEM-FEM coupled analyses of
the Seiun–Maru propeller in steady and unsteady ﬂows. In order to assess the different results, criteria
on accuracy levels has been adopted. As acceptable accuracy level for the blade thrust change 10% has
been used. That seems signiﬁcant but means, in the case of 10% blade thrust change due to ﬂexibility,
an accuracy of 1% on the blade thrust itself. For the structural response, an accuracy level of 5% in
blade deformation response has been considered.
From the study with the different BEM-FEM calculations, the following conclusions can be drawn.
Firstly, the recalculation of inﬂuence coefﬁcients seems to be of minor importance and can be omitted
to reduce CPU time.
Secondly, by modelling explicitly the blade vibration and acceleration hydrodynamic effects by
using the high frequency limit for the ﬂuid added mass term and by taking 50% of the low frequency
limit for the hydrodynamic damping term, the hydro-elastic response was reasonably well predicted,
although the glass–epoxy propeller case did not satisfy the accuracy criteria. The main reason for these
reasonable results is that the structural response of ﬂexible propellers is dominated by the stiffness and
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therefore the consequences of modelling errors in the ﬂuid added mass and hydrodynamic damping
contributions are relatively small. For cases with structural frequencies around 0.2, the application
of this modelling approach needs to be considered carefully and is not recommended for cases with
higher structural frequency ratios as considered in this work.
Regarding a quasi-static FEM modelling of the structural response of ﬂexible propellers, it can
be concluded that this is not recommended for two reasons. First of all, the ﬂuid added mass and
hydrodynamic damping contributions are relatively small but not negligible. Secondly, the structural
response of ﬂexible propellers is dominated by stiffness, but already the results for the carbon–epoxy
propeller with a structural frequency ratio of around 0.15 show that dynamic effects have to be included.
This would be even more important for cases were the structural frequency ratio is higher or the higher
harmonics of the blade force are more signiﬁcant.
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Abstract: In the past several decades, many papers have been published on ﬂuid–structure coupled
calculations to analyse the hydro-elastic response of ﬂexible (composite) propellers. The ﬂow
is usually modelled either by the Navier–Stokes equations or as a potential ﬂow, by assuming
an irrotational ﬂow. Phenomena as separation of the ﬂow, ﬂow transition, boundary layer build-up
and vorticity dynamics are not captured in a non-viscous potential ﬂow. Nevertheless, potential
ﬂow based methods have been shown to be powerful methods to resolve the hydrodynamics
of propellers. With the upcoming interest in ﬂexible (composite) propellers, a valid question
is what the consequences of the potential ﬂow simpliﬁcations are with regard to the coupled
ﬂuid–structure analyses of these types of propellers. This question has been addressed in the
following way: calculations and experiments were conducted for uniform ﬂows only, with a propeller
geometry that challenges the potential ﬂow model due to its sensitivity to leading edge
vortex separation. Calculations were performed on the undeformed propeller geometry with
a Reynolds-averaged-Navier–Stokes (RANS) solver and a boundary element method (BEM).
These calculations show some typical differences between the RANS and BEM results. The ﬂexible
propeller responses were predicted by coupled calculations between BEM and ﬁnite element method
(FEM) and RANS and FEM. The applied methodologies are brieﬂy described. Results obtained
from both calculation methods have been compared to experimental results obtained from blade
deformation measurements in a cavitation tunnel. The results show that, even for the extreme
cases, promising results have been obtained with the BEM-FEM coupling. The BEM-FEM calculated
responses are consistent with the RANS-FEM results.
Keywords: ﬂexible composite propellers; BEM-FEM coupling; RANS-FEM coupling; propeller
deformation measurements

1. Introduction
In the last several decades, many papers have been published on the hydro-elastic analysis of
ﬂexible (composite) propellers. The majority of the studies were limited to steady inﬂow conditions.
In these studies, mainly three different approaches were used for the hydrodynamic calculations of
ﬂexible propellers viz. Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes methods (RANS), boundary element methods
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(BEM) and vortex lattice methods (VLM). In BEM and VLM computations, the ﬂow is assumed to be
a potential ﬂow.
RANS solvers were used in the ﬂexible propeller FSI computations presented in [1–4]. BEM solvers
were applied in the hydro-elastic propeller analysis as presented in [5–12]. In the hydro-elastic coupling,
procedures presented in [13,14] VLM solvers were applied.
The fundamental difference between RANS computations and potential ﬂow based calculations
is that phenomena as separation of the ﬂow, ﬂow transition, boundary layer build-up and vorticity
dynamics are not modelled in the latter one. For rigid propellers, the consequences of these ﬂow
simpliﬁcations have been studied in the past. Results of such studies were presented in the proceedings
of the ﬁrst and fourth Symposium on Marine Propulsors, for instance. These proceedings include
papers with results of comparative studies with different RANS and BEM calculations together with
experimental results for rigid propellers [15,16]. Around the optimum efﬁciency, a good agreement
between BEM, RANS and experimental results is obtained. An increasing inaccuracy of the BEM
results can be expected for larger skew angles and smaller advance coefﬁcients [12]. This is explained
by the increased leading edge vortex strength for decreasing advance ratios and increasing skew angles.
This indicates that, for blade integrated values like thrust and torque, vorticity phenomena may not be
negligible for high loading conditions and propellers with considerable skew. However, comparative
studies between RANS and potential ﬂow based hydro-elastic calculations for ﬂexible propellers are
still lacking.
Recently, the inﬂuence of viscous effects on the hydro-elastic response of hydrofoils has
been investigated [17,18]. It has been shown that the ﬂow-induced bend-twist coupling effects
of a ﬂexible hydrofoil in fully turbulent and attached ﬂow conditions are well predicted with
an inviscid ﬂuid–structure interaction (FSI) method [17]. However, when the stability boundaries are
reached (i.e., static/dynamic divergence or ﬂutter velocity boundaries), viscous FSI methods were
recommended to predict the dynamic response, especially for solid-to-ﬂuid added mass ratios smaller
than four [18]. Therefore, it is expected that, for uniform ﬂow conditions, in which dynamic instabilities
are irrelevant, an accurate prediction of the FSI response of marine propellers can be obtained with
an inviscid method when the ﬂow is fully turbulent and attached.
However, both conditions are not met for the small scale propellers considered in this work.
Measurements and calculations have been performed at a transitional ﬂow regime, partly laminar
and partly turbulent. Secondly, experiments have been conducted at relatively high angles of attack
resulting in a leading edge vortex and ﬂow separation at the trailing edge. Finally, due to the ﬁnite
blade size, a vortex is generated at the blade tips. The inﬂuence of these viscous effects and vorticity
phenomena on the hydro-elastic response prediction is not known. Therefore, experimental and
RANS-FEM results have been used to validate a BEM-FEM coupled calculation for uniform ﬂows.
The main purpose of this paper is to validate the RANS-FEM and BEM-FEM coupled calculations
with experimental results and to show what the consequences of the potential ﬂow simpliﬁcations
are with regard to the coupled ﬂuid–structure response. This work is structured as follows: ﬁrst,
the different propellers are described in Section 2. Section 3 provides information about the structural
modelling. In Section 4, the ﬂuid models are explained. The BEM-FEM and RANS-FEM coupling
are described in Section 5. Section 6 presents a comparison of open water measurements and BEM
and RANS calculations for a rigid propeller. In Section 7, the cavitation tunnel experiments are
explained. Section 8 presents an uncertainty estimation for measurements and RANS-FEM and
BEM-FEM calculations. In Section 9, the experimental results obtained for the ﬂexible propellers
are compared to results obtained with the BEM-FEM and RANS-FEM coupling. Conclusions and
recommendations are given in Section 10.
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2. General Description of Propellers and Flow Conditions
2.1. Propellers
Four propellers are considered. The propellers have a diameter (D) of 0.34 m and are similar in
size and geometry, but differ with respect to blade material. Two propellers are made out of glass ﬁbre
reinforced epoxy with different laminate orientations. The other two propellers are made of isotropic
material: one bronze propeller and one made of epoxy. The propellers have been labelled as follows:
•
•
•
•

Propeller bronze: this propeller is assumed completely rigid.
Propeller epoxy: this propeller is the most ﬂexible one.
Propeller 45: [+45◦ /−45◦ ] laminate lay-up.
Propeller 90: [0◦ /90◦ ] laminate lay-up.

The 0◦ -direction of the laminae is parallel to the z-axis of the propeller blade coordinate system,
where positive x-, y- and z-axis are pointing forward, portside and upwards, respectively. All the
results are presented according to this coordinate system.
2.2. Material Properties
The Young’s moduli E, Poisson ratios υ and the shear moduli G of the epoxy material and the
composite laminate are given in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1. Elastic properties of epoxy.
E (GPa)

υ (-)

G (GPa)

3.60

0.300

1.39

Table 2. Composite [0◦ /90◦ ] laminate elastic properties.
E11 (GPa)

E22 (GPa)

E33 (GPa)

υ12 (-)

υ13 (-)

υ23 (-)

G12 (GPa)

G13 (GPa)

G23 (GPa)

18.8

18.8

8.00

0.132

0.275

0.275

2.81

2.49

2.49

2.3. Flow Conditions
For the open water calculations, computations have been performed for a constant rotational
speed (n) of 1170 rpm and varying advance speed, keeping the Reynolds number as constant as
possible for different ﬂow conditions.
The ﬂexible propeller calculations have been performed for the measured conditions with advance
ratios around 0.37, 0.64 and 0.85 as given in Table 3. All calculations have been performed for uniform
inﬂow conditions. The last column of Table 3 presents the Reynolds number, Re, based on the chord
length (C) and ﬂow velocity at 0.7 of the propeller radius (r),
Re0.7r =

ρC0.7r

(

v2 + (0.7πnD )2
μ

,

(1)

with ρ the density of water taken as 1000 kgm−3 and μ the dynamic viscosity equal to 1.01·10−3 Pa·s.
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Table 3. Flow conditions for the ﬂexible propeller calculations and measurements.
J=
Prop. Epoxy, blade 1
Prop. Epoxy, blade 1
Prop. Epoxy, blade 1
Prop. 45, blade 1
Prop. 45, blade 1
Prop. 45, blade 1
Prop. 90, blade 2
Prop. 90, blade 2
Prop. 90, blade 2

60v
nD

0.37
0.64
0.85
0.38
0.64
0.85
0.38
0.66
0.85

v (m/s)

n (rpm)

Re0.7r × 106

1.88
3.97
6.73
1.92
3.99
6.75
1.98
4.09
6.74

900
1098
1392
900
1098
1398
900
1098
1398

1.28
1.60
2.10
1.28
1.60
2.10
1.28
1.60
2.10

3. Structure Model
For FEM modelling and computations, MSC Marc/Mentat has been used. The FEM models
consist of one propeller blade without the hub part. The stiffness contribution of the hub has been
modelled by a full clamping of the propeller blade at the blade–hub interface. The models were
discretised by quadratic solid elements. A mesh convergence study has been conducted in order to
ensure a mesh independent solution for the calculated displacements. Structured FEM meshes have
been used, identiﬁed with the following three discretisation parameters: Nc the number of elements in
chordwise direction, Nr the number of elements in radial direction and Nn the number of elements in
through-thickness direction. Table 4 presents the displacements of the tip for a static load case obtained
with FEM models for different meshes.
Table 4. Results of ﬁnite element method mesh convergence study.
Nc

Nr

Nn

Tip Displ. (mm)

116
58
58
29

120
60
60
30

4
4
8
4

16.76
16.76
16.76
16.74

These results show that, for the 29 × 30 × 4 element distribution, the tip displacement differs
approximately 0.1% from the grid independent solution. Therefore, the 29 × 30 × 4 element distribution
has been used for all the FEM calculations.
In the FEM modelling, special attention has been given to the establishment of the material
orientations in composite blades. In [19,20], the importance of a proper material orientation for
doubly curved structures has been described. Standard commercial FEM software packages are
usually not able to deﬁne unambiguously the material orientations in complex geometries [19]. In [20],
an approach has been presented to determine the element dependent material orientations in doubly
curved structures. In this method, the through thickness direction and the projection of the transverse
laminate (90◦ )-direction on the element surface is used to establish the material orientation per element.
A more detailed description of this approach and the blade FEM modelling can be found in that paper.
4. Fluid Models
4.1. BEM Model
For this work, the BEM PROCAL, developed by the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands
(MARIN) [21,22] was used. In BEM, only the surfaces of the object have to be discretized. From a grid
sensitivity study, it was concluded that a 29 × 30 element distribution is sufﬁcient to obtain
a grid independent solution. In the previous section, it was revealed that, in the FEM model,
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29 and 30 elements are distributed along the blade chord and radius, respectively. This means that the
BEM and FEM solvers require a similar distribution of panels or elements on the propeller surface.
This property has been used by applying identical mesh distributions in the FEM and the BEM model in
order to avoid the need for an interpolation of pressure and structural response between the two grids.
Two corrections are applied on the PROCAL pressures before they are imposed on the FEM
model. The ﬁrst correction is to rectify for an overestimation of the pressures at the propeller tip.
In general, with a potential ﬂow solver, a pressure difference between blade face and back at the
tip will be computed, while, in reality, this pressure difference will be zero. To correct for this,
the calculated pressures from a certain propeller radius are smoothed to a zero pressure coefﬁcient at
the tip. The default from where this tip pressure correction is applied is 95% of the propeller radius.
This value has been used throughout this work. The pressure smoothing radius has an important
inﬂuence on the propeller blade deformations at the tip, since the tip is relatively ﬂexible and therefore
the tip deformations are sensitive to small changes in pressure distribution [23].
The second correction is a viscous correction to include frictional losses. The viscous shear
stresses have been computed using the maximum skin friction coefﬁcient calculated from the
Blasius formulation for laminar ﬂow, ITTC formulation for transition to turbulent ﬂow [24] and
the Prandtl–Schlichting formulation. The skin friction coefﬁcients have been used to calculate the
blade tangential forces from the total velocities and element areas per element. These forces have been
imposed on the FEM model.
The correction for the minimum allowable pressure coefﬁcient as explained in Section 6.1.1 has
not been used in the BEM-FEM calculations because this correction applies only for the lowest advance
ratios of 0.37 and 0.38, but hardly affects the hydro-elastic response for these conditions.
4.2. RANS Model
RANS calculations have been conducted with the CFD software ReFRESCO developed at MARIN.
ReFRESCO [25] is a community based open-usage/open-source CFD code for the maritime world.
It solves multiphase (unsteady) incompressible viscous ﬂows using the Navier–Stokes equations,
complemented with turbulence models, cavitation models and volume-fraction transport equations
for different phases. The equations are discretised using a ﬁnite-volume approach with cell-centered
collocated variables, in strong-conservation form and a pressure-correction equation based on the
SIMPLE algorithm is used to ensure mass conservation [26,27].
Since open water conditions are considered, the computations can be done using a body ﬁtted,
rotating reference system. For this, the propeller has been modelled in a rotating circular domain
with diameter and length three and ﬁve times the propeller diameter, respectively. The propeller is
located in the middle of this domain. The computational domain consists of a structured multi-block
grid built with GridPro, using a standard block topology developed at MARIN. The topology is
applied quite often and gives good quality grids, most of the time. However, for the propeller
considered here, grid generation was cumbersome due to the relatively high skew of the propeller
blades, the relatively thin leading edge and propeller section thickness’s. The quality of the grid was not
very high, which leads to convergence problems of the solver when using higher order discretisations
of the convective ﬂuxes (QUICK scheme). Therefore, for all calculations, a blending between central
and upwind discretisation was used.
Figures of the domain, grid and propeller are depicted in Figure
√
√ 1.
For all the calculations, the k − kL turbulence model has been used as described in [28]. The k − kL
turbulence model gives very similar results as the k − ω SST model, but shows in general an improved
iterative convergence. This has been shown explicitly for propeller ﬂows [29].
The boundary conditions applied on the domain and propeller are given in Table 5. At the inlet,
the velocity is imposed. At the outlet, a combination of an outﬂow and pressure condition is imposed.
Behind the propeller, the velocity derivatives are imposed to be zero; at the remainder of the outlet,
the pressure is imposed. The propeller, hub and shaft have a no-slip boundary condition. In the
calculations, no wall functions have been used, i.e., in all calculations, the non-dimensional wall
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distance y+ was below 1. At the outer surface of the circular domain, a free-slip boundary condition is
applied, i.e., the velocities normal to the surface are zero and the tangential velocities are free.

Figure 1. Domain and grid for Reynolds-averaged-Navier–Stokes computations.
Table 5. Boundary conditions for Reynolds-averaged-Navier–Stokes calculations.
Boundary Condition
Inlet
Inner outlet
Outer outlet
Propeller, hub and shaft surfaces
Outer surface ﬂow domain

Prescribed inﬂow velocity.
Neumann boundary condition on velocity and pressure.
Dirichlet boundary condition on pressure, Neumann on velocity.
Velocity is zero, no wall functions applied (y+ should be <1).
Normal and tangential velocity are zero and free, respectively.

Thrust and Torque RANS Discretisation Uncertainties
The discretisation errors in the thrust and torque values obtained with the RANS calculations
have been estimated with the method described in [30]. In this approach, the numerical uncertainty
is obtained using solutions on systematically reﬁned grids. The error is estimated with power series
expansions as a function of the typical cell size. The expansions are ﬁtted to the data in the least-squares
sense. For the present uncertainty estimation, four grids with cell densities described in Table 6 have
been used. The third row gives the relative step size. This parameter identiﬁes the representative grid
cell size and is the cubic root of the ratio between the amount of grids cells for ﬁnest grid and the
considered grid.
Table 6. Amount of cells and relative step size for different grids.
Grid

Amount of Cells

Relative Step Size

A
B
C
D

917,000
2,390,000
3,790,000
9,460,000

2.18
1.58
1.36
1.00

Figure 2 shows the results of the discretisation uncertainty quantiﬁcation for the thrust and torque
values computed for the three advance coefﬁcients. The ﬁgures show that the order of accuracy p is
in the range 0.5 to 1.7. p = ∗1, 2 means that a ﬁt was made using ﬁrst and second order exponents.
The order of accuracy is smaller than the typical value of two that would have been obtained when
a quadratic upwind differencing (QUICK) scheme was used for the convective ﬂux discretisation.
However, with a QUICK scheme, the computations did not converge.
The results show that the discretisation uncertainties are small (<3%) for the advance ratios
0.37 and 0.64. The uncertainties are the highest for the largest advance coefﬁcient, 7.7% and 11.2% for
the thrust and torque, respectively. These values are higher than generally accepted. Therefore, for the
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672
670
668
666
664
662
660
658
656
654

p=1.7
U=0.7%
Torque [Nm]

Thrust [N]

advance ratio of 0.85, a computation has been performed with a further reﬁned grid. Unfortunately,
this calculation required a smaller blending factor to converge and therefore it was decided to stay
with grid D.

0

0.5

1
1.5
relative step size

2

-33.5
-33.6
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-33.8
-33.9
-34
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2.5
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0
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2
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2
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1
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2
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0

(c) Thrust, J = 0.64.
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1
1.5
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Thrust [N]

(a) Thrust, J = 0.37.

0.5

2
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(e) Thrust, J = 0.85.
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-42
-43
-44
-45
-46
-47
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p=.5
U=11.1%
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1
1.5
relative step size
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(f) Torque, J = 0.85.

Figure 2. Numerical uncertainty of thrust and torque, U and order of accuracy p for various
advance ratios.

5. Fluid–Structure Coupling
5.1. BEM-FEM Coupling
Figure 3 shows the coupling procedure between the BEM solver PROCAL and the FEM software
MSC Marc. In this coupling, the following nonlinear equation is solved:
Ku = fBEM (u) + fviscous (u) + fcentri f ugal ,
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where fBEM , fviscous and fcentri f ugal denote potential ﬂow force, viscous forces and centrifugal forces,
respectively. K is the stiffness matrix. Essentially, all the variables in Equation (2) are a function of the
deformations u. Since the blade deformations are relatively small, geometric linear elastic analyses are
performed with the FEM solver and therefore the stiffness matrix and centrifugal force vector are not
functions of u.
The ﬁrst step in the coupled BEM-FEM calculation is a PROCAL calculation on the undeformed
geometry. The tip pressure correction is applied on the pressures obtained with PROCAL as
explained above. Next, the viscous forces are calculated to account for frictional losses. Subsequently,
the calculated pressures and viscous forces are used to calculate the structural response of the propeller
blade. The structural deformations are used to construct a new propeller geometry from which new
ﬂuid pressures are calculated. When not converged, the iteration loop starts again.
FRPSXWH
SUHVVXUHV

DSSO\WLSSUHVVXUH
FRUUHFWLRQ

DSSO\YLVFRXV
FRUUHFWLRQ

VROYHVWDWLF
SUREOHP

FUHDWHQHZ%(0
PRGHO

FRPSXWH
SUHVVXUHV

1R

&RQYHUJHG"

Figure 3. Flow chart of BEM-FEM coupling.

5.2. RANS-FEM Coupling
Recently, MARIN has developed an FSI module in ReFRESCO, the implementation and
a veriﬁcation study have been presented in [31]. The method is a partitioned strong coupling approach,
meaning that the ﬂuid and structural problem are solved separately and coupling iterations are
performed each timestep to obtain the coupled solution. To stabilize this procedure under-relaxation is
applied by means of the Aitken adaptive under-relaxation method. For transfer of information across
the ﬂuid–structure interface, a radial basis-function (RBF) interpolation is used.
In [31], a veriﬁcation study was presented for the unsteady problem of the ﬂow around a rigid
cylinder with a ﬂexible ﬂap (the Turek benchmark [32]). Results obtained with the FSI module of
ReFRESCO were in good agreement with results presented in literature.
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The FSI module has been developed for unsteady FSI problems. For steady FSI problems, like the
ﬂow around a ﬂexible propeller in open water conditions, the FSI module can be used by performing
unsteady simulations until equilibrium is obtained. This was applied in this work, since only open
water conditions have been considered. For steady FSI problems the equilibrium solution should
be irrespective of the time step in the RANS and FEM calculation, which was the case for all the
computations. The most convenient was to apply the same time step in RANS and FEM calculation.
Figure 4 shows the ﬂow chart for one time step with the RANS-FEM coupling. Each time step
starts with a RANS computation. Then, the pressures are transferred to the FEM calculation by using
an RBF interpolation. With FEM, the structural response is computed. Subsequently, the structural
response is transferred to the RANS calculation by again using an RBF interpolation. Based on the
blade deformations, the RANS grid is adapted and the pressures are recomputed until convergence
is obtained. Then, the following time step is resolved in the same way. For the steady problems
considered in this work, the RANS-FEM calculation runs through a number of time steps until the
steady state solution is obtained.
FRPSXWH
SUHVVXUHV

WUDQVIHUSUHVVXUHV
DFURVVLQWHUIDFH
ZLWK5%)

QH[WWLPHVWHS

VROYHHTXDWLRQVRI
PRWLRQ

WUDQVIHU
GHIRUPDWLRQDFURVV
LQWHUIDFHZLWK5%)

GHIRUP5$16JULG

FRPSXWH
SUHVVXUHV

<HV

&RQYHUJHG"

1R

Figure 4. Flow chart of one time step with RANS-FEM coupling.

6. Comparison of Experimental, BEM and RANS Results for the Bronze Propeller
6.1. Open Water Diagram Bronze Propeller
The open water diagram of the bronze propeller has been measured and compared to calculated
open water diagrams with PROCAL and ReFRESCO. Open water measurements have been performed
in the deepwater towing tank of MARIN at a constant rotational speed of 1170 rpm and varying
advance speed. The Reynolds number based on velocity and chord length at 0.7 of the propeller radius
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then varies between 1.64 × 106 and 1.90 × 106 . A total measurement uncertainty (precision and bias) of
3% on thrust and torque can be adopted for these measurements.
6.1.1. Comparison of Experimental and BEM Results
For the BEM calculations, a discretisation error of 0.5% in thrust and torque is estimated by taking
the percentage difference between the mesh independent thrust and torque values and the values
obtained for the considered panel distribution. The measured and calculated open water curves are
depicted in Figure 5 with their uncertainty bands. Particularly for J < 0.4 and J > 1, a relatively large
discrepancy between measured and calculated curves is seen, especially for the torque coefﬁcient.
For J > 1, viscous effects play an increasingly important role and therefore the results of the PROCAL
calculations diverge from the measured results. The discrepancy for low advance coefﬁcients is
attributed to the relatively sharp leading edge the potential ﬂow modelling. This results, for heavy
loading conditions, in unrealistic high ﬂow velocities and consequently low pressures at the leading
edge, since the ﬂow does not separate in the BEM calculation. In reality, the ﬂow will separate, which
will limit the suction pressure. The torque is mainly affected by the unrealistic low pressures at the
leading edge because the surface normals at the leading edge point mainly in the direction of the
blade nose-tail line and therefore the low leading edge pressures reduce the drag rather than the lift.
A correction on the suction pressures can be applied by restricting the minimum pressure coefﬁcient,
C p , obtained with the BEM calculation by replacing lower pressures with that value. By properly
selecting the minimum allowable pressure coefﬁcient for the different advance ratios, the dotted KQ
curve of Figure 5 is obtained. For J > 0.4, no minimum pressure correction has been applied.
0.6

measured
RANS
BEM
BEM, min. Cp correction

0.5
10KQ

KT -10KQ

0.4
0.3
KT

0.2
0.1
0
-0.1
0

0.25

0.5

0.75
J

1

1.25

1.5

Figure 5. Measured and calculated open water diagrams of the bronze (rigid) propeller.

6.1.2. Comparison of Experimental and RANS Results
The calculated open water coefﬁcients with ReFRESCO together with the discretisation uncertainty
bandwidths are depicted in Figure 5 as well. The RANS computed thrust and torque coefﬁcients are
smaller than the measured values. The uncertainty bars show that the differences can be explained
from uncertainties in the RANS computations and the measurements, except for the highest advance
coefﬁcient. That means that, with the present RANS calculation, the thrust and therefore the pressure
distribution cannot be correctly resolved for this propeller at J = 0.85. A plausible explanation for this
is the modelling error originating from the turbulence model, while a transition model might be more
appropriate. This modelling uncertainty might be signiﬁcant for this condition, since, for an increasing
advance ratio, the lift force decrease and viscous forces become more important.
6.2. Comparison of BEM and RANS Pressure Distributions
Figure 5 shows signiﬁcant differences between BEM and RANS results. Not surprisingly,
the RANS results seem more accurate than the BEM results, since the RANS calculation includes
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viscous ﬂow modelling and a vorticity phenomena. To investigate the differences between BEM and
RANS results in more detail, pressure distributions obtained with both methods for the ﬁrst three
ﬂow conditions of Table 3 are compared. For these ﬂow conditions, the limiting streamlines on the
propeller suction side are depicted in Figure 6. As indicated by the contraction of the streamlines,
three ﬂow separation areas can be distinguished: separation at the leading edge resulting in a leading
edge vortex, a separation area at the trailing edge and ﬂow separation at the propeller tip. The least
ﬂow separation is obtained for the highest advance coefﬁcient.
The pressure distributions for the three BEM and RANS computations are presented in
Figures 7–12. In these ﬁgures, the pressure is made dimensionless with the ﬂuid density, propeller
rotation rate and diameter. These results show that the suction side pressure is generally lower for the
BEM computations. Overall, the BEM computed pressures on the pressure side are higher than those
obtained from the RANS computations. These results correspond with the differences in thrust and
torque between the RANS and BEM computations as presented in Table 7.

Figure 6. Limiting streamlines on propeller suction side for J = 0.37, J = 0.64 and J = 0.85.
Table 7. KT and 10KQ for rigid propeller Reynolds-averaged-Navier–Stokes and boundary element
method calculations.

J = 0.37
J = 0.64
J = 0.85

KT (BEM)

KT (RANS)

%

10KQ (BEM)

10KQ (RANS)

%

0.255
0.177
0.114

0.222
0.149
0.089

−13%
−16%
−22%

0.344
0.278
0.208

0.331
0.247
0.172

−4%
−11%
−17%

For the conditions J = 0.37 and J = 0.64, the angle of attack on the blades is high, leading to
a strong suction peak in the pressure distribution. In the RANS computations, the ﬂow separates as
shown in Figure 6. At the blade tip, the differences in pressure distribution obtained from RANS and
BEM computations are evident: the BEM calculations show unrealistic pressures due to a non-physical
modelling of the ﬂow. In the BEM-FEM coupled calculations, the tip pressure correction is applied to
correct for that.
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Corrected tip C p

Figure 7. Pressure coefﬁcient, C p , on the suction side for J = 0.37, RANS (left) BEM (right). The insert
ﬁgure shows the BEM pressure distribution after the tip pressure correction.













Corrected tip C p

Figure 8. Pressure coefﬁcient, C p , on the pressure side for J = 0.37, RANS (left) BEM (right). The insert
ﬁgure shows the BEM pressure distribution after the tip pressure correction.














Corrected tip C p

Figure 9. Pressure coefﬁcient, C p , on the suction side for J = 0.64, RANS (left) BEM (right). The insert
ﬁgure shows the BEM pressure distribution after the tip pressure correction.
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Corrected tip C p

Figure 10. Pressure coefﬁcient, C p , on the pressure side for J = 0.64, RANS (left) BEM (right). The insert
ﬁgure shows the BEM pressure distribution after the tip pressure correction.

Corrected tip C p

Figure 11. Pressure coefﬁcient, C p , on the suction side for J = 0.85, RANS (left) BEM (right). The insert
ﬁgure shows the BEM pressure distribution after the tip pressure correction.













Corrected tip C p

Figure 12. Pressure coefﬁcient, C p , on the pressure side for J = 0.85, RANS (left) BEM (right). The insert
ﬁgure shows the BEM pressure distribution after the tip pressure correction.
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7. Flexible Propeller Cavitation Tunnel Experiments
Usually, thrust, torque and blade deformations are measured and used for validation of the
hydro-elastic propeller calculations. In this work, the focus is on the blade deformations rather than
thrust and torque values for several reasons: ﬁrst of all, the deformation ﬁeld provides spatially
distributed information about the propeller response in contrast to the blade integrated values like
thrust and torque. Secondly, the uncertainties in the measured blade deformations are smaller than
the uncertainties in thrust and torque changes due to blade ﬂexibility. The reason is that thrust and
torque changes can be easily affected by unintended small deviations in propeller geometry introduced
in the complicated manufacturing of ﬂexible propellers. Stereo-photography with a Digital Image
Correlation (DIC) technique was selected to measure the propeller blade deformations. With this
system, a very accurate recording of the complete 3D blade deformation ﬁeld was achieved.
7.1. Test Set-Up
The measurements were conducted by MARIN using their cavitation tunnel test facility.
The propeller is mounted on the tunnel shaft, which is connected to an encoder. This encoder sends
impulse signals used for the triggering of the strobe lights and the cameras. The test set-up used in the
cavitation tunnel is explained in Figure 13. It consists of the following elements:
•
•
•
•

Two synchronized and calibrated cameras with FireWire interface; resolution: 1388 × 1038 pixels;
maximum frame rate 16 fps at full resolution.
Stroboscopic lights with ﬂash duration in the micro second range. Flash duration is kept as short
as possible to avoid motion blur at the blade tip.
The shaft encoder mounted on the shaft, provides 360 pulses per revolution.
A pulse selector is able to select one of these 360 pulses as a trigger, which is sent to the
stroboscopes and the cameras. Therefore, a trigger can be supplied, with a resolution of one
degree for every blade position. The cameras and the strobe are synchronized such that the strobe
ﬂash falls within the time frame that the camera shutter is open.

Figure 13. Cavitation tunnel set-up diagram.

Figure 14 shows the initially proposed camera set-up. Two purpose-built windows were mounted
in place of the cavitation tunnel lateral windows to have an optimal camera view. Figure 15 shows
a picture of the realized test set-up. During the experiments, one of the windows was moved to the
bottom of the tunnel to further improve the view on the blade surfaces. In addition, the cameras were
mounted on a vibration damping structure to ensure their isolation from vibrations.
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Figure 14. Proposed camera set-up.

Figure 15. Picture of the cavitation tunnel test set-up.

7.2. Measurement Technique
The image data acquired with the calibrated stereo camera system have been used to compute
the blade deformations by means of DIC. DIC is a full-ﬁeld image analysis method, based on grey
value digital images, that ﬁnds the displacements and deformations of an object in three-dimensional
space [33]. During the blade deformation, the method tracks the grey value pattern from which the
deformations of the object are calculated. This method can be used in several applications. In particular,
it has been successfully applied for blade deformation measurements both in uniform ﬂow in the
cavitation tunnel and in behind ship model condition in the towing tank [34].
In order to use the DIC technique, the surface of the measured object must have a random speckle
pattern with no preferred orientation and sufﬁciently high contrast. The size of the features in the
pattern should be large enough to be distinguished. If the material does not naturally show a usable
speckle pattern, this must be applied through printing or painting. With this technique, very accurate
measurements of the blade response were achieved. Several images for each blade position were
acquired and image averaging was applied to ﬁlter out displacements resulting from high frequency
vibrations of the propeller blade, and to remove possible bubbles or particles in the water. The results
were further post-processed and a procedure was applied to correct for rigid body motions induced by
vibrations and movements of the shaft.
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8. Experimental, Modelling and Discretisation Uncertainties Flexible Propeller Cases
8.1. Experimental Uncertainties
Regarding the experimental uncertainties, two types of errors can be distinguished: precision
errors and systematic errors. Precision errors are due to the statistical variability in the measured data
set and can be reduced by repeating the test a number of times until the true average value of the
measurement distribution is obtained. To reduce the precision errors in the measurements, averaging
of the results was applied. Thrust, torque, ﬂow speed and rotation rate are time averaged values.
To obtain the true average displacements, image averaging with 30 images was applied. Therefore,
it is expected that the precision errors are small compared to the systematic errors. Only for the DIC
measurements was a precision error determined because this precision error is not reduced with the
image averaging, since the results are averaged before the cross-correlation. In order to estimate this
precision error, a test was performed. A rigid ﬂat plate, with a speckle pattern, was mounted on the
cavitation tunnel shaft. The displacements of the plate in the axial direction due to different tunnel
speeds (from 0 to 6 m/s) were measured. Given the stiffness of the plate, bend and shear deformations
of the plate can be neglected. Therefore, the measured displacements are due to the compression of the
tunnel shaft and are assumed constant over the plate area. The distribution of the rigid displacement is
an indicator of the precision error. A 95% conﬁdence interval of around 20 μm was obtained. From the
results, it was also concluded that this precision error is independent of the displacement magnitude
or tunnel ﬂow speed (see also [23]).
A DIC systematic error of 30 μm has been assumed. This value is based on the measured blade
response adjacent to the hub where a zero blade displacements can be expected, but which is generally
not the case. The total uncertainty for the DIC measurements becomes 50 μm by simply adding the
precision and systematic error together.
8.2. Modelling Uncertainties
Modelling uncertainties originate from different sources. There are modelling uncertainties due
to simpliﬁcations in the mathematical models. For instance, in the√BEM calculations, by assuming
a potential ﬂow and in the RANS calculations by adopting the k − kL turbulence model instead of
a transition model, which would be able to predict the transition from laminar to turbulent ﬂow.
There are also modelling uncertainties in the RANS-FEM and BEM-FEM calculations due to not
exactly modelling the properties and conditions as appearing in the cavitation tunnel experiments.
For this class of modelling errors, uncertainty levels have been estimated. The following modelling
errors have been judged to be the most important, modelling errors due to:
1.
2.
3.

using the design propeller geometry instead of the as-built geometry,
using the design propeller stiffness instead of the actual propeller stiffness,
neglecting of the cavitation tunnel walls.

The ﬁrst modelling error is due to using the design propeller stiffness instead of the actual
propeller stiffness. Based on measured and computed blade natural frequencies, a stiffness systematic
error of ±5% and ± 10% has been assumed for epoxy propeller and composite propellers, respectively.
An important modelling error is introduced by performing the calculations with the design
geometry instead of the as-built geometry. The inﬂuence of the difference between as-built and design
geometry on the blade forces was investigated by comparing results of BEM calculations obtained
for the different geometries. This investigation indicated that, depending on the propeller blade and
ﬂow condition, a signiﬁcant difference in thrust force due to inaccuracies in the blade geometry can be
assumed (see also [23]).
The modelling error due to neglecting the tunnel walls is only relevant for the BEM-FEM
calculations, since the RANS-FEM calculations were performed in a bounded circular domain.
This error has been estimated with Glauert’s correction for tunnel wall effects [35]. With Glauert’s
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correction, the unbounded ﬂow velocity is replaced by an equivalent mean tunnel ﬂow speed resulting
in the same thrust.
8.3. Discretisation Uncertainties
The discretisation uncertainties in the BEM-FEM calculations are smaller than 0.5% and assumed
negligible compared to the modelling errors as described above. The RANS grid discretisation
uncertainties in bend and twist deformations have been estimated with the same method and grids
as used for the thrust and torque uncertainty estimation in Section 4.2. This means that, in total,
twelve RANS-FEM calculations have been performed—for every ﬂow condition, four calculations with
the four RANS grids. Then, for each radial station, the uncertainties in mid-chord bend deformation
and twist deformation were calculated from the solutions of the four systematically reﬁned grids.
8.4. Total Uncertainties
Tables 8 and 9 present the uncertainties at the propeller tip for the RANS-FEM calculations.
The separate uncertainty contributions are are added in quadrature, resulting in the total uncertainties
as given in the last columns. From these results, it can be concluded that the discretisation uncertainty
dominates in the total bend and twist deformation uncertainty of the lowest and highest advance ratio.
From this, it can be concluded that convergence of thrust and torque (as shown in Section 4.2) does not
automatically mean that the blade structural response is converged as well.
The separate contributions of the modelling uncertainties for the composite propellers are
not shown here. However, for propeller 90, the stiffness uncertainty has the largest contribution.
For propeller 45, the blade geometry uncertainty has more or less the same magnitude as the stiffness
uncertainty. The contribution in uncertainty due to the presence of the tunnel walls for the epoxy
propeller BEM-FEM calculation was relatively large, since the stiffness uncertainty is smaller than for
the composite propellers.
Table 8. Uncertainties (lower and upper levels) in mid-chord bend deformation at the tip in (mm).

J = 0.37
J = 0.64
J = 0.85

RANS-FEM Result

Modelling Uncert. 1

Modelling Uncert. 2

Discretisation Uncert.

Total Uncert.

4.34
4.11
4.20

−0.157; 0.0
−0.184; 0.0
−0.233; 0.0

−0.212; 0.211
−0.200; 0.201
−0.185; 0.183

−0.386; 0.386
−0.025; 0.025
−0.290; 0.290

−0.468; 0.440
−0.273; 0.202
−0.415; 0.343

Table 9. Uncertainties (lower and upper levels) in twist deformation at the tip in (◦ ).

J = 0.37
J = 0.64
J = 0.85

RANS-FEM Result

Modelling Uncert. 1

Modelling Uncert. 2

Discretisation Uncert.

Total Uncert.

−2.29
−1.95
−2.58

0.0; 0.066
0.0; 0.083
0.0;0.128

−0.089; 0.090
−0.093; 0.091
−0.101; 0.102

−0.508; 0.508
−0.092; 0.092
−0.335; 0.335

−0.515; 0.520
−0.131; 0.154
−0.350; 0.373

9. Comparison of Experimental, BEM-FEM and RANS-FEM Results
Figures 16–18 show the uncertainty intervals for measured and calculated bend and twist
deformations against the radial position on the blades. By investigating the results obtained for
the epoxy propeller, in general, the measured bending responses are well predicted with RANS-FEM
calculations. The uncertainties bandwidths for the RANS-FEM calculated twist deformations of the
lowest and highest advance ratio are relatively large, mainly caused by the discretisation uncertainty,
but do not partially overlap with the measurements. The differences between the twist deformations
obtained from the RANS-FEM calculation and measurements for J = 0.85 is explainable given
the deviation between RANS computed thrust and the rigid propeller open water measurement as
presented in Section 6.1.2 for this condition. It was pointed out that these differences might originate
from modelling errors in the turbulence modelling. A plausible explanation for the differences at
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J = 0.37 is the severe ﬂow separation that might be not correctly resolved with a RANS model and
the turbulence model. It can be concluded that the best agreement between measurements and the
RANS-FEM calculations is obtained for the advance ratio of J = 0.64, in which leading edge vortex
separation is present but limited compared to the lowest advance ratio, and viscous forces might be
less dominating than for the highest advance coefﬁcient.
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(a) Bend deformation, J = 0.37.
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(c) Bend deformation, J = 0.64.



  
  







(d) Twist deformation, J = 0.64.
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(b) Twist deformation, J = 0.37.









  
  










(e) Bend deformation, J = 0.85.



  
  







(f) Twist deformation, J = 0.85.

Figure 16. Uncertainty intervals for bend (left) and twist (right) deformations of mid-chord
points of epoxy propeller blade 1 against the radial position on the blade, for the measured and
calculated responses.

In general, the responses calculated with the BEM-FEM coupling are larger and differ more from
the measured deformations than those obtained with RANS-FEM calculations. This is in line with the
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differences in thrust and torque computed with BEM and RANS compared to the measured open water
diagram as presented in Figure 5. By looking at the BEM-FEM calculated response of the composite
blades, it can be concluded that, for all the blades and loading conditions, the uncertainty intervals
for measured and BEM-FEM calculated responses overlap up to 0.7 of the propeller radius. Overall,
the best resemblance between measured and BEM-FEM calculated responses is obtained for the epoxy
propeller. This is explained by the less complicated modelling of the epoxy material than that of
composite material.
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(a) Bend deformation, J = 0.38.
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(b) Twist deformation, J = 0.38.
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(c) Bend deformation, J = 0.64.



  
  







(d) Twist deformation, J = 0.64.
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(e) Bend deformation, J = 0.85.



  
  







(f) Twist deformation, J = 0.85.

Figure 17. Uncertainty intervals for bend (left) and twist (right) deformations of mid-chord points of
propeller 45 blade 1 against the radial position on the blade, for the measured and calculated responses.
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In general, the results obtained for epoxy and composite propellers are consistent: bend
deformations are always over-predicted with the BEM-FEM coupling. For the twist deformations,
it depends on the loading condition: for the lowest and the highest advance coefﬁcient, the twist
deformations are under-predicted and over-predicted, respectively. For the intermediate advance
coefﬁcient, the best agreement between measured and calculated twist deformations is obtained.
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(a) Bend deformation, J = 0.38.
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(b) Twist deformation, J = 0.38.
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(c) Bend deformation, J = 0.66.



  
  







(d) Twist deformation, J = 0.66.
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(e) Bend deformation, J = 0.85.



  
  







(f) Twist deformation, J = 0.85.

Figure 18. Uncertainty intervals for bend (left) and twist (right) deformations of mid-chord points of
propeller 90 blade 2 against the radial position on the blade, for the measured and calculated responses.

Since no RANS-FEM computations are performed for the composite propellers, it is difﬁcult to
examine whether the differences between calculated and measured responses for these propellers
can be explained from the BEM modelling uncertainty. For propeller 45, it is assumed that this is the
case, since qualitatively the predicted and measured response for this propeller is very similar to the
response of the epoxy propeller. For propeller 90, the differences between measured and calculated
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response are larger, especially for the advance ratio of 0.85. Furthermore, the twist deformation of this
propeller is completely different from the other two propellers, but qualitatively well-predicted with
the BEM-FEM coupling.
10. Conclusions, Recommendations and Further Work
In this work, a BEM-FEM coupling is presented for analysing the hydro-elastic behaviour of
ﬂexible propellers in uniform ﬂows. This code has been validated with small scale experiments and
compared to the results of RANS-FEM calculations.
From the comparison between the measured open water diagram and the open water curves
calculated with BEM and RANS, it can be concluded that, for the two lowest advance ratios considered
in this work, the resemblance between RANS predicted and measured KT and KQ values is acceptable.
The differences that were found for the highest advance ratio might originate from the turbulence
modelling. A transition model might be more appropriate, especially for the highest advance coefﬁcient,
but was considered out of the current scope. It can be concluded that the open water curves calculated
with PROCAL clearly show the limitations of BEM. For high advance coefﬁcients (J > 1), the viscous
effects play an increasing role and therefore the PROCAL results become inaccurate. For J < 0.4,
a strong leading edge vortex is generated in the RANS results, and it is hypothesized that this
is the reason that the results of the PROCAL calculations diverge from measured results for low
advance ratios.
Interesting results are obtained from the uncertainty analysis with the RANS grids. However,
the thrust and torque values were converged, and it has been shown that this does not automatically
mean that the blade structural response is converged as well. Therefore, it is recommended to include
a criteria on the convergence of blade bending and twisting in grid reﬁnement studies for these types
of calculations.
From the comparison of RANS-FEM and BEM-FEM results to the results of the blade deformation
measurements on the epoxy propeller, it can be concluded that the bending response is well predicted
with the RANS-FEM and BEM-FEM simulations. For the BEM-FEM coupling, this is despite the
limitations of BEM and the complicated ﬂow characteristics, and, therefore, it is expected that,
for many other propeller geometries, the BEM-FEM coupling can correctly predict the bending
response. Depending on the advance ratio, a fair to poor prediction of the twist deformations of the
epoxy propeller is obtained with the RANS-FEM and BEM-FEM coupling. The best agreement between
measured and calculated twist deformations is obtained for the RANS-FEM results for an advance
ratio of 0.64, in which leading edge vortex separation is present but limited compared to the lowest
advance ratio and viscous forces might be less dominating than for the highest advance coefﬁcient.
The results of this work show that the differences between measured and predicted responses
of the composite propellers are larger than for the epoxy propeller. This is attributed to the more
complicated FEM modelling of the composite material and most likely there is a bigger spread between
design and actual material properties than for the epoxy material. Therefore, it is recommended to
validate these types of ﬂuid–structure analyses with propellers made out of isotropic and ﬂexible
material. When composite materials are used, it is recommended to do the experiments on a larger scale
or with very ﬂexible composite blades so that the measurement uncertainty becomes less dominant.
Regarding the consequences of the potential ﬂow simpliﬁcations on the FSI response of ﬂexible
propeller, it can be concluded that, for the lowest and the highest advance coefﬁcient, the uncertainty
bandwidths of the twist deformation curves obtained with BEM-FEM and RANS-FEM overlap.
This is due to the large RANS-FEM discretisation uncertainty in these calculations, rather than
a correct prediction of the twist deformations with the BEM-FEM coupling, since, for these conditions,
the BEM-FEM predicted twist responses deviate signiﬁcantly from the measurements. The differences
between measured and BEM-FEM calculated twist deformations are, for the low advance ratio,
explained by the strong leading edge vortex separation, which is not computed in the BEM. For the
highest advance ratio, viscous effects play an increasingly important role. It is obvious that the
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best resemblance between measurements, RANS-FEM and BEM-FEM results, is obtained for the
intermediate advance ratio for which ﬂow separation and viscous effects play a less dominant role.
Hence, it can be concluded that, with a BEM-FEM approach, the bending response can be well
predicted; however, in case of extreme ﬂow separation and viscous effects, a BEM-FEM approach for
computing the twist deformations is not recommended.
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Abstract: Propeller designers often need to base their design on the nominal model scale wake
distribution because the effective full scale distribution is not available. The effects of such incomplete
design data on cavitation performance are examined in this paper. The behind-ship cavitation
performance of two propellers is evaluated, where the cases considered include propellers operating
in the nominal model and full scale wake distributions and in the effective wake distribution, also in
the model and full scale. The method for the analyses is a combination of RANS for the ship hull
and a panel method for the propeller ﬂow, with a coupling of the two for the interaction of ship and
propeller ﬂows. The effect on sheet cavitation due to the different wake distributions is examined for
a typical full-form ship. Results show considerable differences in cavitation extent, volume, and hull
pressure pulses.
Keywords: propeller cavitation; wake scaling; effective wake; RANS-BEM coupling

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Propeller cavitation is strongly inﬂuenced by the non-uniform inﬂow to the propeller. As the
ship wake is dominated by viscous effects, it is subject to major scale effects. Still, propeller designers
are generally only provided with the nominal wake ﬁeld measured at model scale. This then needs
to be scaled to match the estimated full scale effective wake fraction from a self-propulsion test to
ensure that the average axial velocity in the propeller disk corresponds to the average effective inﬂow.
However, scaling the ﬁeld uniformly will not result in the right velocity distribution. In addition to the
scale effects, the actual inﬂow ﬁeld to the propeller is not the nominal ﬁeld, but the effective wake ﬁeld,
including hull–propeller interaction. As a result, the propeller designer might base design decisions
on insufﬁciently accurate information.
A successful propeller design is a trade-off between propeller cavitation performance and total
propeller efﬁciency. The ability to predict cavitation performance at early design stages will eliminate
the need for overly conservative designs. This paper intends to highlight the role of the wake ﬁeld in
the design, analysis, and optimization of a conventional ship propeller.
1.2. Background
Due to the higher Reynolds number at full scale compared to model scale, the boundary layer
around the ship hull changes and hence the velocity distribution near the hull is altered. This difference
results in a narrower wake peak and a lower wake fraction in full scale. The presence of the propeller
behind the ship adds to the complexity of the problem because the propeller–hull interaction modiﬁes
the inﬂow ﬁeld to the propeller as well.
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, 34; doi:10.3390/jmse6020034
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Single-screw ship wake ﬁelds are usually characterized by a strongly non-uniform distribution
of velocities with a wake peak at the 12 o’clock position, where the axial velocities are particularly
low. This means that the blade sections of a propeller operating behind the ship experience strong
variations in angle of attack. As the hydrostatic pressure acting on the blade reaches its minimum at
the same time as the blade experiences high angles of attack while passing through the wake peak,
this region of the wake ﬁeld is particularly critical in terms of cavitation.
Analyzing the different factors inﬂuencing propeller cavitation and related erosion and vibration
issues, an ITTC propulsion committee [1] pointed out that, for large container ships with highly-loaded
propellers, the wake ﬁeld characteristics—and not propeller geometry details—are the key to achieving
decent propeller cavitation performance.
Especially the depth of the wake peak, i.e., the difference between the lowest axial velocity
occurring there and the maximum velocity in the propeller disk, is of decisive importance for the
cavitation performance of a propeller behind the ship. When uniformly scaling the nominal wake
velocities to match the effective wake fraction, the width and depth of the wake peak are unlikely to be
represented properly.
As this has been known for many years, different methods exist for estimating the full scale
wake ﬁeld of a ship, covering a rather wide range of complexity and sophistication. Usually the
nominal wake ﬁeld, measured at model scale, serves as input for these methods. A review of the most
commonly used scaling methods was carried out some years ago by an ITTC specialist committee
on wake ﬁeld scaling [2]. That report mentions the simplest form of wake scaling, where one only
scales the wake ﬁeld by changing the magnitude of the velocities uniformly to match a target wake
fraction, as already described above. In that case, the shape of the isolines of the input ﬁeld (usually the
measured nominal wake ﬁeld) remains unchanged. Therefore, even calling this procedure a “scaling
method” is questionable. While the shortcomings of this approach are well-known, it still appears to
be commonly used for its simplicity.
Adding complexity while still only requiring very limited effort, the semi-empirical scaling
method described by Sasajima and Tanaka [3] decomposes the wake into a frictional and potential
component and contracts the frictional wake based on horizontal velocity proﬁles. This still-popular
method was recommended (with warnings) by the above-mentioned ITTC committee in 2011 for the
case when full scale wake data are not available.
The main challenges related to scale effects on the effective wake ﬁeld and the corresponding
effect on propeller cavitation are outlined in a review by van Terwisga et al. [4]. The work by
Bosschers et al. [5] is one of the relatively few examples that explicitly show and discuss differences
in propeller cavitation due to the effect of hull–propeller interaction and local changes in the wake
distribution. That paper focuses on scale effects, offers comparisons with experiments at model and
full scale, and uses similar methods as the present work for computation of effective wake ﬁelds and
sheet cavitation prediction.
Gaggero et al. [6] compared the cavitation performance of conventional propellers in nominal
full scale wake ﬁelds from CFD calculations to the performance in nominal full scale wake ﬁelds
obtained by applying an empirical wake scaling method to measured nominal ﬁelds at model scale,
and observed noticeable differences.
The present work focuses on the differences in predicted sheet cavitation behavior purely due
to the wake distribution, using computed nominal and effective wake ﬁelds at both model and full
scale. Section 4 presents analysis results for one propeller and different wake distributions. Section 5
introduces another propeller designed for the same ship, showing the difference in cavitation behavior
between propellers designed for different wake distributions.
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2. Methods
2.1. Boundary Element Method for Propeller Analysis
A potential-based boundary element method (“panel code”) serves as the main tool for propeller
analysis in the present work. As for all potential ﬂow-based methods, inviscid, incompressible,
and irrotational ﬂow is assumed. Sheet cavitation is modeled in a partially nonlinear way.
The present implementation’s approach to cavitation modeling—whose basic formulation is
reproduced below—follows the approach initially introduced by Kinnas and Fine [7] and is able
to predict unsteady sheet cavitation in inhomogeneous inﬂow, including supercavitation.
Mathematical Formulation
The velocity potential must satisfy the Laplace equation:

∇2 Φ = 0.

(1)

Given the linearity of Equation (1), the total velocity vector UTotal = ∇Φ can be split into a known
onset part UOnset (dependent on the wake ﬁeld with the local velocity UWake and the propeller rotation)
and the gradient of a propeller geometry-dependent perturbation potential φ that is to be determined:
UTotal = UOnset + ∇φ.

(2)

For a domain bound by the blade surface SB (with a continuous distribution of sources and
dipoles) and the force-free wake surface SW (with a continuous distribution of dipoles), application
of Green’s second identity gives the potential at a ﬁeld point p, when the integration point q lies on
the domain boundary. G is deﬁned as the inverse of the distance R between these two points, G = R1 .
The term Δφq corresponds to the potential jump across the wake sheet at an integration point q on
SW . An additional term appears in the presence of supercavitation, as additional sources—with the
∂φ

strength Δ ∂nq —are placed on the cavitating part of the wake, SCW ⊂ SW .
If the ﬁeld point p lies on the blade surface, the potential φ p is found from
2πφ p =




SB

φq






 
∂φq
∂φq
∂G
∂G
GΔ
Δφq
−G
dS −
dS +
dS.
∂n
∂n
∂n
∂n
SCW
SW

(3)

As the surface SW in principle consists of two surfaces collapsed into one inﬁnitely thin wake
sheet, the integral equation reads slightly differently if the ﬁeld point lies on SW . The potential φ p for a
ﬁeld point on the wake surface is
4πφ p = 2πΔφq +




SB

φq






 
∂φq
∂φq
∂G
∂G
GΔ
Δφq
−G
dS −
dS +
dS.
∂n
∂n
∂n
∂n
SCW
SW

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) are then discretized using ﬂat quadrilateral panels arranged in a structured
mesh. Introducing inﬂuence coefﬁcient matrices A through H that describe the inﬂuence from unit
strength singularities located on panel j on the control point of panel i, a system of JB + JCW equations
and unknowns results. For each panel on the blade, one equation of the following form exists:
2πφi =

∑
JB

−φj Aij + ∑ σj Bij +
JB

∑

JCW

σj Cij − ∑ Δφj Gij ,

(5)

JW

and, for each cavitating wake panel, there is an additional equation of the form
4πφi =

∑
JB

−φj Dij + ∑ σj Eij +
JB

∑

JCW
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(6)
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∂φ

On the wetted part of the blade, the source strengths σi = ∂n are known from the kinematic
boundary condition, Equation (8), and the dipole strength is the unknown:

∇Φ · n = UOnset · n +

∂φ
= 0,
∂n

(7)

∂φ
= −UOnset · n.
∂n

(8)

On the cavitating part of the blade and wake surfaces, a dynamic boundary condition is
applied, prescribing the pressure to correspond to the given cavitation number σn . To achieve this,
the corresponding local “cavity velocity” needs to be found. For convenience, this part is formulated
in curvilinear coordinates aligned with the panel edges. The v-direction is pointing outwards in the
spanwise direction and the s-direction is the chordwise direction, positive towards the trailing edge
on the suction side of the blade. The angle between the ŝ and v̂ vectors of a panel is designated θ and
is usually close to 90◦ . With Us and Uv as the s- and v-components of the onset velocity vector and z
as the vertical distance from the propeller shaft, the chordwise cavity velocity corresponding to the
cavitation number σn at shaft depth is


)
∂φ
∂φ
= −Us + cos (θ )
+ Uv + sin (θ ) f ,
(9)
∂s
∂v
where


f = (nD )2 σn + |UOnset |2 −

∂φ
+ Uv
∂v

2

−2

∂φ
− 2gz.
∂t

(10)

To be able to provide a Dirichlet boundary condition on the potential, Equation (9) is integrated
in chordwise direction and added to the potential at the chordwise detachment point φ0 , which is
assumed known and practically expressed by extrapolation from the wetted part ahead of the cavity:
φ = φ0 +

 sp
∂φ
0

∂s

ds.

(11)

The cavity extent on the blade (and wake) needs to be found iteratively. After an initial guess
based on the non-cavitating pressure distribution and cavitation number, the cavity thickness is
computed. The cavity extent is then changed until the cavity thickness is sufﬁciently close to zero at
the edges of the cavity sheet, so it detaches from the blade and closes on the blade or wake. For the
cavity closure, the pressure recovery model described in [7] is used.
The present implementation also includes additional features described in [8], such as the
split panel technique for faster convergence and more ﬂexibility in terms of mesh and timestep
size. However, the present implementation (the panel code “ESPPRO”, developed at the Technical
University of Denmark), uses lower-order extrapolation schemes throughout for increased numerical
stability. In addition, spatial derivatives in the cavity height equation are discretized using lower-order
ﬁnite differences.
The results obtained with the “ESPPRO” code agree well with the results reported for similar
methods in validation studies for ship propellers, such as [9,10].
2.2. RANS-BEM Coupling
In recent years, viscous ﬂow simulations around the hull coupled with potential ﬂow-based
propeller models have become a popular choice for numerical self-propulsion simulations. Usually,
ﬁeld methods solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations are used for the hull
part, and panel methods (boundary element methods, BEM) are a common choice for the propeller
calculations, as they allow for a good representation of the ﬂow physics while only requiring limited
computational effort. Computational approaches using this combination of tools are commonly called
“RANS-BEM Coupling”.
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In such an approach, the exact propeller geometry is not resolved in CFD, but the propeller is
accounted for by modeling its effect on the ﬂow by introducing body forces, provided by the propeller
model. This is an iterative process: the total velocity ﬁeld in the coupling plane (an approximation
of the propeller plane) is passed from the RANS solver to the propeller model, which then returns
the propeller forces that correspond to this inﬂow ﬁeld. The key part here is that the inﬂow ﬁeld
to the propeller model is not the total wake ﬁeld as extracted from the global CFD simulation, but
rather the effective wake ﬁeld, i.e., with the propeller-induced velocities subtracted from the total
wake ﬁeld. The induced velocity ﬁeld is approximated by using the values from the previous coupling
iteration. Thereby, the effective wake ﬁeld is not only a byproduct but also an inherent part of this
iterative coupling.
By being able to compute not only the effective wake fraction but also the distribution of the
effective wake velocities in the propeller disk, the RANS-BEM coupling approach provides a major
advantage over all CFD simulations beyond substantially reducing the computational effort.
In the present work, the RANS-BEM coupling approach is used to determine effective wake ﬁelds
at model and full scale to later investigate differences in propeller cavitation. On the RANS side,
the XCHAP solver from the commercial S HIPFLOW package is used. XCHAP solves the steady-state
RANS equations on overlapping, structured grids using the ﬁnite volume method and employs the
EASM (Explicit Algebraic Stress Model) turbulence model. Nominal wake ﬁelds are found using the
same RANS solver and identical grids, but with the propeller model switched off.
The DTU-developed panel code ESPPRO (whose basic formulation is described in the previous
section) serves as the propeller model. The unsteady propeller forces are time-averaged over one
revolution before being passed to XCHAP. In line with that, the induced velocity ﬁeld is also
time-averaged to compute the effective wake ﬁeld in the subsequent coupling iteration.
When modeling the propeller in RANS by a body force distribution only, the blade blockage effect
is present in the BEM, but not transferred to the RANS side of the computation. The implications of
this are shown in [11], which also discusses two possibilities to address this problem in a consistent
manner: either by accounting for the blockage on the RANS side by mass sources, or by removing the
blockage from the BEM side. In the present work, the latter option—the approach initially described
in [12]—is followed, excluding the contribution of all sources when computing forces and velocities
used as part of the RANS-BEM coupling.
To reduce computational effort, the non-cavitating condition is assumed in self-propulsion and
the cavitation model described previously remains disabled. This is not expected to have a noticeable
effect on the computed effective wake distributions, as in the present model a sheet cavity is primarily
represented by the presence of additional sources. As mentioned above, sources do not contribute to
relevant quantities used in the RANS-BEM coupling. The remaining relevant effect of the sheet cavity
on the computed effective wake ﬁeld, the change in the dipole strength distribution on the blade, is
considered negligibly small for the expected cavitation extent.
Previous work on computing effective wake fields using RANS-BEM coupling by Rijpkema et al. [12]
highlighted the importance and inﬂuence of the location of the coupling plane on self-propulsion
results. As singularities are placed on the propeller blade surfaces in the panel method, the induced
velocities can not be computed in the propeller plane directly. To avoid evaluating induced velocities
too close to the singularities, the coupling plane is usually chosen to be upstream of the propeller.
Extrapolating the effective wake to the propeller plane linearly from two upstream planes was
found [12] to give the best results in terms of predicting the self-propulsion point (effective wake
fraction in self-propulsion).
For the present work, the distribution of effective velocities in the coupling plane is of higher
interest than the mean velocity, i.e., the absolute value of the wake fraction. Therefore, and to remove
any potential extrapolation artifacts that affect the distribution, the effective wake is computed on a
single curved surface that follows the blade leading edge contour closely (at an axial distance of 2% of
the propeller diameter), essentially resulting in a curved coupling plane just upstream of the propeller.
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3. Case Study
All calculations are carried out for a state-of-the-art handysize bulk carrier, representing a modern
single-screw full hull form. The block coefﬁcient is 0.82 and the aftbody is of pram-with-gondola-type.
The simple conventional propeller used for the analyses was speciﬁcally designed for this ship and the
present work (see Section 5 for more details on the design method).
In this work, nominal wake ﬁelds at model and full scale for this ship are obtained by running
steady-state RANS-based CFD simulations. Effective wake ﬁelds at the self-propulsion point, also at
both model and full scale, are computed using the hybrid RANS-BEM method described in the
previous section. Additionally, Sasajima’s wake scaling method is applied to the computed model
scale nominal wake ﬁeld for comparison with the computed full scale ﬁelds.
The effect of the wake distribution on propeller cavitation performance, including cavitation
extent, cavitation volume, and hull pressure pulses, is examined by using the panel code with the
sheet cavitation model described in Section 2.1.
For the cavitation analyses, the axial components of all ﬁve wake ﬁelds (nominal and effective at
model and full scale, plus the result of Sasajima’s scaling method) are then uniformly scaled to the
same axial wake fraction, so the propeller is running at the same operating point in all wake ﬁelds.
Any differences in results are then due to the different velocity distributions in the propeller disk and
different in-plane velocity components.
All cavitation simulations are carried out at a cavitation number (based on the propeller speed n)
of σn = 1.8, corresponding to the full scale condition. The propeller for this ship is moderately
loaded (CTH = 1.4) at the operating point considered.
Note that approach, case, and all simulation conditions are identical to those used in the earlier
version of the present work, presented and published by the authors at the Fifth International
Symposium on Marine Propulsors (smp’17) [13]. Nominal and effective wake ﬁelds are unchanged,
while there are differences in cavitation simulation results. These differences are due to changes
made to the ESPPRO code and the corresponding preprocessor. The improvements allow for higher
spatial resolution and higher-quality meshes, and an improved cavity shape-ﬁnding mechanism that
reduces the openness tolerance by one order of magnitude compared to previous versions. Apart from
increasing accuracy, the latter also affects the rate at which the cavity can grow and shrink. The present
results thereby reﬂect progress made between January 2017 and January 2018. The authors are not
aware of major problems in either of the two versions, and the results primarily differ in magnitude,
showing the same trends and leading to the same conclusions.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Wake Fields
Figure 1a–d show the nominal and effective wake distributions based on the RANS and
RANS-BEM results. Figure 1e shows the full scale wake ﬁeld after applying Sasajima’s scaling
method, based on the computed nominal wake at model scale and the potential wake (see Figure 2),
computed using the panel code S HIPFLOW-XPAN.
Note, however, that all ﬁelds shown have been “scaled” or “corrected” to match the same axial
wake fraction of 0.25. This value corresponds to the full scale prognosis for the effective wake fraction
based on model tests with a stock propeller for a ship very similar to the case considered here.
Apart from this number, no further model test results have been used in any part of this work. For an
original wake fraction w0 and a target value of wt , the “corrected” non-dimensional axial velocity u at
any point is u = 1 − f + u0 f , where u0 is the original non-dimensional axial velocity at that point and
wt
f = w
.
0
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(c) Nominal Wake Distribution – Full Scale
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(d) Effective Wake Distribution – Full Scale
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Figure 1. Wake ﬁelds for cavitation analysis, all scaled to w = 0.25.
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Figure 2. Potential wake ﬁeld.

The uncorrected wake fractions are listed in Table 1. As expected, the wake fractions of the
model scale ﬁelds are substantially higher than the fractions in full scale, and the computed effective
wake fractions are lower than their nominal counterparts. Applying Sasajima’s semi-empirical scaling
method to the computed nominal model scale wake ﬁeld results in a wake fraction that is surprisingly
close to the computed effective wake fraction in full scale. Still, while the axial wake fractions are
similar, the differences in axial and radial wake distribution are substantial, as can be seen from
Figure 1d,e.
Table 1. Wake fractions before scaling.
Wake Field

Axial Wake Fraction

Nominal Model Scale
Effective Model Scale
Nominal Full Scale
Effective Full Scale
Sasajima Scaling

0.360
0.300
0.240
0.237
0.236

Target Value

0.250

A strong bilge vortex can be seen in Figure 1a, which results in low axial velocities in the region
between the hub and 40% of the propeller radius. It should be noted that, in this radial range of this
particular wake ﬁeld, the axial velocities in the usual “wake peak” region between 330◦ and 30◦ are
actually higher than in the lower half of the ﬁeld.
Looking at the effective wake distribution resulting from the self-propulsion simulation at model
scale, Figure 1b, the bilge vortex appears substantially weaker and closer to the centerline. This is also
obvious from the radial and tangential velocity components, which are otherwise of similar magnitude
as in Figure 1a. The effective ﬁeld shown in Figure 1b exhibits a much more deﬁned and pronounced
wake peak at 12 o’clock, the axial velocities reaching consistently low values in this region.
The asymmetric ﬂow at the innermost radii seen in Figure 1b is attributed to the lack of the
propeller hub in both the RANS and the BEM part of the simulation. No propeller shaft, hub, or even
stern tube was part of the RANS grids. The lack of the hub in the propeller panel code results in an
unrealistic ﬂow around the open blade root. Consequently, secondary ﬂow structures emerge at low
Reynolds numbers. While undesirable, the effect is local and is not expected to inﬂuence the cavitation
behavior. As can be seen in Figure 1d, this is of less concern at full scale.
Moving to full scale, the nominal wake distribution (Figure 1c) changes signiﬁcantly compared
to model scale, as expected. The bilge vortex is remarkably less dominant, and the isolines of the
axial wake distribution are more U-shaped. With a thinner boundary layer and a weaker bilge
vortex, the in-plane velocity components change as well. In both computed full scale ﬁelds, the radial
and tangential components indicate a less vortical and more upwards-directed ﬂow. Except for
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the remainders of the bilge vortex, the in-plane velocity distribution approaches the potential one
(Figure 2).
The trend towards a more deﬁned and narrower wake peak continues moving on to the effective
wake distribution at full scale, shown in Figure 1d. A bilge vortex can hardly be observed anymore.
Applying the method by Sasajima and Tanaka [3] leads to a very different wake distribution.
The method works by contracting the nominal model scale wake ﬁeld horizontally while also scaling
the axial velocities, depending on the relationship of frictional and potential wake. For this particular
case—with the above-described ﬂow features in the nominal wake ﬁeld at model scale—this results in
a box-shaped region of very low axial velocities, visible in Figure 1e. Given that all ﬁelds shown in
Figure 1 are uniformly scaled to the same wake fraction, the velocities in the outer and lower regions
are very high, compensating for the large low-velocity region described previously.
4.2. Sheet Cavitation
The unsteady sheet cavitation behavior of a conventional propeller was analyzed in the ﬁve wake
ﬁelds shown in Figure 1 using ESPPRO, the panel code for propeller analysis described in Section 2.1.
As mentioned before, the input to the simulations differed only in the wake distribution. Wake fraction,
cavitation number, scale, and all other parameters are identical across all cases presented below.
All results discussed in this section refer to Propeller “M”. A second propeller called Propeller “F” will
be introduced and discussed in Section 5.
Figure 3a gives an overview over the global differences in sheet cavitation over one revolution.
The lines indicate the radial extent of sheet cavitation for all blade angles in the different wakes.
The lower cutoff threshold for these plots is a cavity thickness of 5% of the blade section thickness at
r/R = 0.7.
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(a) Propeller “M”

(b) Propeller “F”
Figure 3. Radial cavitation extent.

As can be seen from Figure 3a, there is little variation in cavitation inception angle (around 330◦ )
yet noticable variation in terms of radial extent between the ﬁve wake ﬁelds over a relatively wide
range of blade angles. The nominal wake distribution at model scale clearly results in the smallest
cavitation extent, underpredicting the extent seen in the full scale effective ﬁeld, especially at the
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blade angles with maximum cavitation extent. Using the full scale distribution obtained by Sasajima’s
method, the extent is overpredicted signiﬁcantly, which is not surprising given the wake ﬁeld seen in
Figure 1e. The other three curves—representing the effective distribution at model scale and the two
full scale ﬁelds—result in remarkably similar extents. There also appear to be differences in the closing
behavior of the cavity, as can be seen from Figure 3a in the range 30–90◦ .
The time-variation in sheet cavitation is more easily quantiﬁed by looking at the cavity volume on
one blade (non-dimensionalized by D3 ), as shown in Figure 4a. Conﬁrming the general trends between
the wakes visible in Figure 3a, the small differences in inception and closure angle and large differences
in maximum cavitation extent appear more clearly from Figure 4a. The plot also already indicates that
the time-derivatives of the cavity volume are rather different between wake distributions when the
cavity is shrinking between approx. 10–70◦ blade angle, hinting at major differences in associated hull
pressure pulses. The second derivative of a B-Spline interpolation of the cavity volume with respect to
blade angle (or time) is shown in Figure 5a.
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Figure 4. Cavitation volume.
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Figure 5. Second derivatives of cavitation volume.

Disregarding the curve corresponding to the ﬁeld scaled by Sasajima’s method, particularly large
differences exist between the results based on the nominal model scale distribution and the other
computed curves. In that inﬂow ﬁeld, the maximum cavity volume is more than 20% smaller than for
the same propeller in the full scale effective wake distribution. In addition, second derivatives of the
cavity volume (see Figure 5a) appear to be considerably different, the nominal model scale distribution
again resulting in the smallest amplitudes.
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Hull pressure pulses are evaluated in a single point, located on the centerline, 17% of the
propeller diameter above the propeller plane. These calculations were done in the BEM part of
the simulation, applying the Bernoulli equation at an offbody point and Fourier-transforming the time
signal. The results are given in Figure 6, which provides the amplitudes at ﬁrst and second harmonic
of the blade frequency. The pressure pulse results also reﬂect the ﬁndings described previously.
For example, in the full scale effective wake distribution, the value for the ﬁrst harmonic is 17% larger
than in the nominal distribution at model scale. The differences are even larger for the second harmonic.
Higher harmonics have not been evaluated for this paper, as the driving factors, such as tip vortex
cavitation, are not captured or modeled in the present propeller analysis method.
8
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Figure 6. Pressure pulse amplitudes.

5. Results for Alternative Propeller Design
For the purpose of the analyses described in this paper, two simple conventional propellers have
been designed for the bulk carrier case mentioned in Section 3. Resistance and thrust deduction values
from model tests (which were carried out for the hull used in the present computations, but with
minor aftbody modiﬁcations) establish the thrust requirement for the propeller design. For the design
point, the predicted full scale effective wake fraction (based on self-propulsion model tests with a stock
propeller) of w = 0.25 is used.
For the propeller design, a lifting line-based propeller design tool is employed that ﬁnds the
optimum radial circulation (load) distribution for a circumferentially averaged wake ﬁeld and required
thrust. Radial pitch and camber distributions can then be found from the circulation distribution,
assuming a standard NACA66 proﬁle. Based on the designer’s experience, the propeller was chosen
to be 3-bladed with moderate skew and no rake. The expanded blade area ratio was selected as
A E/A0 = 0.3.
The nominal wake ﬁeld obtained from S HIPFLOW-XCHAP (see Figure 1a) is circumferentially
averaged and scaled to the target effective wake fraction. This circumferentially averaged and scaled
nominal wake ﬁeld at model scale (which still varies radially, see Figure 7) is then used as input for the
design tool. The optimum radial distribution of circulation found from lifting line theory for this case
is shown in Figure 8. The corresponding propeller—which is the basis for all cavitation analysis results
discussed so far—is referred to as Propeller “M” (as it is based on the model scale nominal wake).
Using this propeller, numerical self-propulsion simulations have been carried out to ﬁnd the
effective wake ﬁelds at model and full scale shown in Figure 1b,d, using the method described in
Section 2.2.
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In order to study the effect of nominal vs. effective wake on propeller design and resulting
differences in propeller cavitation performance, the same design process is repeated with the full
scale effective wake distribution as input, yielding Propeller “F”. Other input parameters, such as
design wake fraction, advance ratio, number of blades, and blade area ratio, remain unchanged.
The circumferentially averaged axial inﬂow for this case and the resulting radial circulation distribution
are shown as dashed lines in Figures 7 and 8. An inward shift of the loading compared to
Propeller “M”—corresponding to the difference in inﬂow—can be seen from the latter.
The differences in effective wake distribution due to differences in geometry and radial load
distribution between Propellers “M” and “F” are assumed to be negligible.
It can be seen from Figure 3b as well as Figure 4b that the characteristics of sheet cavitation
extent and behavior of Propeller “F” are generally similar to Propeller “M”. The magnitudes of all
values, however, are signiﬁcantly lower. The cavitation volume in the full scale effective distribution
is reduced by more than 30%, compared to Propeller “M”. Similar trends can be seen for the second
cavity volume derivatives in Figure 5. Corresponding reductions in pressure pulses appear from
Figure 6.
6. Conclusions
For the examined case of a modern and representative full-form ship, using the model scale
nominal wake distribution for propeller design and cavitation analysis leads to a signiﬁcant
underprediction of cavitation extent, volume, and pressure pulses, compared to the behavior of
the same propeller in the full scale effective wake ﬁeld. Therefore, a conservative design is required if
the propeller designer only has access to the measured nominal wake ﬁeld. Otherwise, the expected
extent of cavitation and acceptable levels of pressure pulses might be exceeded in full scale.
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Compared to the propeller designed on the basis of the nominal wake in the model scale,
the propeller designed for the effective full scale wake distribution performs better in all cavitation
criteria considered. This highlights the importance of accurate wake data and the beneﬁts of those—or
hull geometry information—being available to the propeller designer. Knowing the effective wake
distribution at full scale allows for a more realistic cavitation prediction in the propeller design process,
enabling more efﬁcient propeller designs.
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Abstract: In order to predict ship hull pressure ﬂuctuations induced by marine propellers,
a combination of several numerical schemes is used. The propeller perturbation ﬂow is solved by the
boundary element method (BEM), while the coupling between a BEM solver and a Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver can efﬁciently predict the effective wake. Based on the BEM solution
under the predicted effective wake, the propeller-induced potential on the ship hull can be evaluated.
Then, a pressure-BEM solver is used to solve the diffraction pressure on the hull in order to obtain
the solid boundary factor which leads to the total hull pressure. This paper brieﬂy introduces the
schemes and numerical models. To avoid numerical instability, several simpliﬁcations need to be
made. The effects of these simpliﬁcations are studied, including the rudder effect and the wake
alignment model effect.
Keywords: hull pressure; pressure ﬂuctuation; diffraction potential; wake alignment scheme;
boundary element method; cavitation

1. Introduction
Propeller-induced noise and vibration is one of the major issues that threatens onboard comfort,
causes mechanical failures, and potentially impacts marine animals. To resolve these issues during
the design stage, it is important to have a reliable prediction of the propeller-induced hull pressures.
Research has been done on predicting the hull pressure both experimentally and numerically. Most of
the experimental studies are performed in the model-scale with multiple pressure transducers mounted
on the hull surface above the propeller to monitor the hull pressure [1,2]. According to the level of
simpliﬁcation that can be made, the numerical approaches for underwater noise simulations can
be divided into compressible Navier–Stokes equation-based approaches, Lighthill equation-based
approaches, Ffowcs–Williams–Hawkings equation-based approaches [3,4], Helmholtz equation-based
approaches [5], and hybrids of any two. These equations are usually implemented by either a ﬁnite
volume method in which the propeller is modelled by a rotating boundary [4,6] or by the boundary
element method (BEM) [3,7] in which the propeller is represented by sources and dipoles on the
boundary surface.
To numerically predict the propeller-induced hull pressure, the BEM method is often used because
the propeller induced pressure ﬁeld is a small-amplitude high-frequency ﬁeld which can be decoupled
from the background ﬂow. Most of these BEM applications focus on the effect of cavitation because it is
the main contributor of high-level noise and vibrations [7,8]. For a cavitating propeller, the cavitation
source is the major excitation in the acoustic BEM model so that the inﬂuence of the propeller lifting
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, 52; doi:10.3390/jmse6020052
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force, the blade thickness, and the blade trailing wake can all be neglected. However, the continuous
low-level noise and vibration induced by non-cavitating propellers or marginally-cavitating propellers
can also be a problem. In this case, the lifting surface, the blade thickness, and the wake all have a
comparable inﬂuence on the induced pressure.
This paper focuses on a streamlined procedure of predicting the ship hull pressures. A BEM/RANS1
interactive scheme is ﬁrst used to predict the effective wake and the propeller-induced pressure ﬁeld
under this effective wake [9,10]. Then, a pressure-BEM solver is used to predict the diffraction pressure
which leads to the solid boundary factor. The method considers the lifting surface effect, the blade
thickness effect, cavitation source effect, and trailing wake effect so that it can predict the hull pressure
induced by either a wetted propeller or a cavitating propeller.
2. Methodology
2.1. Boundary Element Method
The BEM can be used to solve various types of partial differential equations. In this application,
the control Equation (1) can be obtained by inserting the Laplace equation into the Green’s third
identity. G is Green’s function; SB represents all the boundary surfaces in the ﬂuid domain; nq is the
normal vector at the point q pointing into the ﬂow ﬁeld.
φp
2

=




SB

∂φq
∂nq

G ( p, q) − φq


∂G ( p, q)
ds
∂nq

(1)

Equation (1) states that the value of the φ p at any point on the boundary surface SB depends only on
∂φ

the values of φq and ∂nqq at any point q on the boundary of the body B. Moreover, the value of φ p can
be expressed as the superposition of the potentials due to distribution of sources and normal dipoles
∂φ

on the boundary of the body of strengths ∂nqq and −φq repectively.
Special care should be given to the branch wake surface SW behind the hydrofoil of propeller. By
considering the wake surface, Equation (1) renders:
φp
2

=




SB

∂φq
∂nq

G ( p, q) − φq



∂G ( p, q)
∂G ( p, q)
ds −
ΔφW
ds
∂nq
∂n+
SW

After enforcing the kinematic boundary condition on the strength of the source potential
the Morino’s condition on the wake strength ΔφW , Green’s foumula ﬁnally becomes:
φp
2

=




SB




→
∂G ( p, q)
∂G ( p, q)
ds −
−U in ·nq G ( p, q) − φq
ΔφW
ds
∂nq
∂n+
SW

(2)
∂φq
∂nq

and

(3)

→

where U in is the inﬂow velocity. Equation (3) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for the
unknown φ. This analytic formulation will be solved for the unknown quantity, φ p by using numerical
implementation.
→

→

To predict the propeller performance, the total ﬂow U T can be docomposed to the known inﬂow
→

U I N (or background ﬂow) and the unknown propeller induced ﬂow U P , which can be treated as a
potential ﬂow. Therefore, the propeller perturbation potential is governed by the Laplace equation and
can be solved via the boundary element method. In the current boundary element solver, constant
strength panels are placed on the surface of the propeller and on the propeller trailing wake surfaces.

1

RANS is the abbreviation of the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes method.
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Equation (3) can then be discretized into a linear matrix system which can be solved by either a direct
method or an iterative method.
2.2. Wake Alignment Model
Assuming a propeller blade is a lifting body and the blade trailing wake is a material surface on
which the potential ﬁeld is not continuous, the trailing wake surfaces can be treated as a boundary in
the BEM model. The strength of the trailing wake is calculated by the Kutta condition and the location
of the wake sheet in the downstream is determined by the wake alignment model, which ensures both
sides of the wake surface have the same pressure (force free condition).
The basic philosophy behind the wake alignment model is that the wake sheet is a material
surface that needs to convect with the local stream. Two types of wake alignment models are available
in the current BEM solver depending the time dependency: the steady wake alignment model and
the unsteady wake alignment model. Whether the time variation of the incoming ﬂow is considered
(unsteady) or not (steady) is the major difference when implementing the alignment procedure. Brief
description of each alignment scheme is as follows:
(a) Steady wake alignment: the full wake alignment (FWA) scheme [11,12] considers only the
zeroth harmonic of the inﬂow velocity, therefore the higher harmonic components are neglected in
the alignment process. Axisymmetric variation of the incoming ﬂow in radial direction is the most
general case, and consequently the propeller performance becomes invariant to the angular position of
the blade. The shape of the blade wake is the same for all blades. Figure 1a shows propellers under
→

three different axisymmetric inﬂows. The induced velocity (or, perturbation velocity) U P in Figure 1b
is evaluated based on the effects from the blade, hub, duct (in case duct geometry is included), and the
wake itself. Along with the axisymmetric inﬂow, the induced velocity constitutes the total velocity
prior to implementing the alignment procedure in the FWA.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Propeller under the axisymmetric inﬂow; (b) Contributors of the perturbation velocity on
the wake surface, taken from Kim [12].
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(b) Unsteady wake alignment: it is similar to the steady case, but the consideration of time
variation of the incoming ﬂow is included. Full harmonics in the inﬂow are considered to evaluate
the velocity components on the wake panels depending on their locations. The alignmen starts with
the FWA in steady state (t = 0) and procedes into the unsteady alignment model (t > 0) using the
Euler-explicit sceheme with revolutions in a progressive manner.
→n

Xin++11 = Xin + X U TXi Δt
→n

Yin++11 = Yin + YU TYi Δt

Zin++11 =

(4)

→n
Zin + ZU TZi Δt
→

In the above equations, i and n denote the ith node point at the nth time step, U T is the total
velocity, and Δt is the time step size. X, Y, and Z are the coordinates of the nodal points on the wake
surfaces. Due to the time consideration of the total ﬂow, each blade has a different wake geometry
for different blade angles. At each time step, only the key wake is aligned, updated, and then saved
before proceeding to the next time step. After that, the saved key wake can be used for other blades
when they reach the same blade angle in the future time steps. This procedure will be repeated for
several revolutions until the converged unsteady force performances are obtained.
In the current panel model, some elements of the steady wake alignment scheme introduced by
Tian & Kinnas [11] are coupled with the unsteady wake alignment model by Lee [13] to improve the
convergence of the alignment procedure. Different from the Lee’s unsteady scheme, which evaluates
the total velocity at the panel center and then interpolates it into the panel corners, the coupled scheme
calculates the total velocity directly at the four corners on each wake panel, as shown in Figure 2.
This improves the numerical accuracy and stability. The convergence study on the wake panel numbers
showed that the predicted propeller performance was irrelevant to the panel number after 100 panels
are used. Detailed description of the unsteady wake alignment model coupled with the FWA can be
found in [12].

Figure 2. Key wake with the local velocity vectors (red arrows in the middle ﬁgure) plotted on each
nodal point of the wake, taken from Kim [12].

2.3. Boundary Element/Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Interactive Scheme
→

In Section 2.1, the BEM solver is used to evaluate the perturbation potential when the inﬂow U I N
is given. However, this inﬂow information is not always available. Some researchers monitor the ﬂow
(nominal wake) on the propeller disk plane without the existence of the propeller and then perform an
→

adjustment to the nominal wake to predict the effective wake U EFF . The effective wake considers the
propeller’s inﬂuence on the ﬂow and can be deﬁned by Equation (5).
→

→

→

U EFF = U T − U P
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To predict the effective wake, BEM solver is coupled with a RANS solver, as shown in Figure 3.
In the RANS solver, the propeller is represented by a local mass source term which is added to
the continuity equation and a local body force term which is added to the momentum equation.
The strength of the mass source term and the body force term is determined by the BEM solver.
→

The total ﬂow U T is evaluated out of the RANS solver and can be used to calculate the effective
wake by Equation (5). The details of this scheme can also be found in the work of Su & Kinnas [10].
Unlike some other similar implementations, the mass source term is included in the RANS model.
It is found that a consistent representation of the blockage effect in both the total ﬂow and the
propeller-induced ﬂow is important for the accurate prediction of the effective wake ﬁeld [10].

Figure 3. Numerical algorithm of the BEM/RANS2 interactive scheme.

2.4. Boundary Element—Solver for the Oscillating Hull Pressure
According to the Bernoulli equation, the small amplitude pressure oscillation P(t) can be
represented by the steady velocity potential Φ(t) , as shown in Equation (6). In this equation, ω
is the angular velocity of the propeller, Z is the number of blades, and Φn the velocity potential
magnitude at a certain frequency.
P ( t ) = −ρ

∂Φ(t)
= −ρ ∑ nZωΦn ieinZωt
∂t
n=1,2,...

(6)

Instead of solving the oscillating pressure ﬁeld, the velocity potential ﬁeld Φn is solved at
different frequencies. The potential ﬁeld Φn is governed by the Helmholtz equation. For the near-ﬁeld
small-amplitude pressure ﬂuctuation caused by marine propellers, an inﬁnite sound speed can be
assumed so that the Helmholtz equation is reduced to a Laplace equation, as shown in Equation (7).

∇2 Φ n = 0

(7)

Similar to the hydrodynamic BEM, the nth total velocity potential ﬁeld Φn can be decomposed to a
( R)

radiated potential ﬁeld Φn

2

(taken equal to the potential due to the propeller ﬂow in the absence of the

BEM is the abbreviation of the boundary element method; RANS is the abbreviation of the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes method.
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(D)

( R)

hull) and a diffraction potential ﬁeld Φn . The radiated potential ﬁelds Φn is the Fourier series of the
unsteady perturbation potential ﬁeld in the hydrodynamic BEM model which represents the propeller.
The lowest frequency for the Fourier decomposition is the blade-passing frequency Z (ω/2π).
Based on the boundary element method, the total potential ﬁeld Φn can be solved by Equation (8)
where S H is the hull surface and S I is the image of the hull.
1 
∂G
1
( R)
Φn
Φn = Φn −
dS
2
4π
∂n

(8)

S H +S I

Different from the hydrodynamic BEM model, the total potential, instead of the diffraction
potential, is solved. This eliminates the source-induced potentials term in the boundary integral
equation which saves computational time. However, the method cannot be used for the hydrodynamic
BEM model because the total velocity ﬁeld can be vortical and not governed by the Laplace equation.
Equation (8) can be solved the same way as in Section 2.1. Constant strength dipole panels are placed
on the ship hull and the rudder. The effect from the top tunnel wall is included by an image model.
Finally, the unsteady pressure ﬁeld on the ship hull can be calculated by Equation (8).
3. Numerical and Experimental Models
3.1. Experimental Model
Numerical schemes are validated by comparing them with the model test results [2,6]. In the
experiment, a 1:20 model hull is mounted on the ceiling of a cavitation tunnel, as shown in Figure 4.
Eight pressure transducers are placed on the model hull above the propeller. The arrangement and the
numbers of each transducer are also shown in Figure 4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Photo of the model test facility and (b) pressure transducer arrangement and numbering.

3.2. Hydrodynamic Model
In the hydrodynamic model, BEM is coupled with RANS to predict the effective wake as well
as the propeller performance. Figure 5a shows the hydrodynamic BEM model with 80 by 20 panels
on a single blade. 4-bladed P2772 propeller [2] is adopted, and the counterclockwise direction about
the center of hub is deﬁned to be the negative x direction. Both the steady and the unsteady wake
alignment models are tested in fully-wetted ﬂow. Figure 6 shows the RANS model as well as the
boundary conditions. The domain size of the RANS model matches the dimensions of the experiment
tank. As a result, the effect of the tank is included which can be helpful for reducing the different
between the experiment measurement and the numerical prediction. Around 2 million cells are used
in this RANS model and the mass/body force zone is shown in Figure 5b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Propeller geometry generated via (a) BEM and (b) Mass/Body force zone in RANS.

Figure 6. The RANS model in the BEM/RANS scheme.

3.3. Pressure Boundary Element Model
In the pressure-BEM model, an external ﬂow problem is solved, which means the BEM panels
need to be placed on the surface of a closed body. In reality, since the fore part of the hull has very
little inﬂuence over the propeller-induced pressure, only the aft part of the hull needs to be included,
as shown in Figure 7. An image hull is considered to represent the free surface effect. Therefore, the
pressure on the free surface needs not to be solved.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Pressure-BEM model (a) with and (b) without the upper part of the rudder (the propeller is
not a part of this model).

In the current scheme, the wake alignment model does not consider the inﬂuence from
the rudder. Therefore, it is almost certain that the blade trailing wake penetrates the rudder.
Even though the numerical simulation of the trailing wake/rudder interactions was already proposed
by He & Kinnas [14], this modeling is not included in this paper. It is because the interaction between
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the blade trailing wake and the rudder may cause singular radiated pressures on the rudder surface
where it touches the edges of the wake panels. To reduce this singular behavior, only the upper part of
the rudder is included in the pressure-BEM model. To study the effect of the rudder, a test is also made,
in which the rudder is totally neglected in the pressure-BEM model, as shown in Figure 7. Similarly,
the length of the hub is reduced so that it does not extend to the propeller zone. It should be noted
that the time-averaged interaction of the rudder with the propeller is already included through the
presented BEM/RANS algorithm.
Although this rudder geometry is not realistic, it is still used to test and study the validity of the
pressure-BEM model in this study. In the future, the hydrodynamic BEM model can be improved so
that the wake alignment scheme includes the effect of the rudder. As a result, the full rudder geometry
can be used in the pressure-BEM model.
The mesh convergence of the pressure-BEM model has been extensively conducted by Hwang et al. [15].
In that convergence study, a similar mesh density is used on the ship hull. The pressure-BEM model is
found to be invariant to the panel numbers used to discretize the hull surface.
3.4. Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Model
In addition to the experimental data, unsteady RANS (URANS) simulation is used to provide a
second reference. In the URANS model, the hull, the 4-blade propeller, and the rudder are modeled
while sliding interfaces are used to handle the motion of the propeller. Around 6 million cells are used
in this model and it takes 48 h on 240 × 2.7 GHz CPUs to solve this problem in ANSYS Fluent3 . Eight
pressure monitors are placed at the same locations as the pressure transducers in the real experiment.
4. Results and Comparison with Experiment
In this paper, all the dimensionless numbers are deﬁned based on the propeller diameter D, ship
speed Vs , and the propeller rps n. The advance ratio JS , the thrust coefﬁcient KT , the torque coefﬁcient
KQ , the cavitation number σ, and the pressure coefﬁcient CP are deﬁned by the following equations.
Vs
nD
T
KT =
ρn2 D4
JS =

KQ =
σ=
CP =

Q
ρn2 D5

P − PV
1/2ρn2 D2
P − P∞
1/2ρn2 D2

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

First, the BEM/RANS interactive scheme is applied to different load conditions by changing
advance ratios. The predicted propeller forces are compared to the experimental data, as shown in
Figure 8. In the experiment and the BEM/RANS model, the propeller is working behind the ship
hull at different advance ratios. A good agreement is obtained between the two. Figure 9 shows the
predicted effective wake ﬁeld for different advance ratios. In Figure 9, the axial effective wake velocity
is represented by the gray scale and the in-plane effective wake velocity is plotted by vectors. Since the
effective wake is deﬁned at the center of the blade panels, only the mid-chord disk of the 3-dimensional
wake ﬁeld is plotted.

3

The simulation is performed in the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) at The University of Texas at Austin (Austin,
TX 78703, USA). URL: http://www.tacc.utexas.edu.
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Figure 8. Comparison between the propeller force predicted by the BEM/RANS scheme and that from
the experimental data4 .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. The predicted effective wake ﬁeld at the advance ratios of (a) Js = 0.7; (b) Js = 0.9; and
(c) Js = 1.1. Only the effective wake distribution on the mid-chord disk is shown. The actual effective
wake ﬁeld may vary in the axial direction.

Then, the same scheme is applied to another load condition in which the advance ratio Js is
0.808 and the cavitation number σ is 7.34. The solution of the BEM/RANS scheme is imported to the
pressure-BEM model to evaluate the hull pressure ﬂuctuation on the eight different locations where
the pressure transducers are placed. For this load condition, several comparisons are made.
The ﬁrst comparison study is on the different wake alignment models. Both the steady wake
alignment model and the unsteady wake alignment model are tested. In the steady wake alignment
scheme, all the non-axisymmetric components of the effective wake are neglected so that the wake
geometry, as shown in Figure 10a, does not change with time. More importantly, the positive velocity
in the vertical direction of the effective wake, as shown in Figure 9, is neglected. Therefore, the steady
wake goes along the axial direction without any inclination. On the other hand, the unsteady wake
alignment scheme considers the non-axisymmetric part of the effective wake so that the wake geometry
is a function of time (or blade angle), as shown in Figure 10b,c. All the geometries in Figure 10 are
plotted in a rotating coordinate which is ﬁxed to the propeller shaft. When the BEM solver is used
to predict the propeller mean performance, the difference between the steady and unsteady wake

4

KT is the abbreviation of thrust coefﬁcient and is deﬁned by Equation (10). KQ is the abbreviation of torque coefﬁcient and
is deﬁned by Equation (11).
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alignment model are not signiﬁcant. However, if the results of the BEM solver are used to evaluate the
hull pressure ﬂuctuations, the accurate prediction of the wake geometry becomes more vital.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Comparison of steady wake geometry and unsteady blade wake geometries at different
blade angles. The blade-angle ranges between 0 and 2π and is deﬁned by the angle the blade has
passed starting from the “upright position”. The “upright position” means the mid-camber point of
the root section is located on the vertical axis above the hub (+y axis). (a) steady wake; (b) unsteady
wake 0 degrees; (c) unsteady wake 180 degrees. Please note the wake is shown relative to the propeller
ﬁxed system. So the hull is physicallly located above the propeller in (b), but “below” the propeller in
(c). Thus, in both cases, (b) and (c), the propeller wake appears to be aligned in a direction parallel to
the hull surface.

To study the inﬂuence of different wake alignment models, the pressure history monitored by the
pressure transducers and by the URANS model are compared with the pressure ﬂuctuation predicted
by our scheme with either a steady wake or an unsteady wake. Results are plotted in Figure 11.
The unsteady RANS results have a good agreement with the experimental data on transducer T3, T5,
T6, and T8. It also correctly predicted the peak pressure pulse amplitude while the location of the
peak pressure is shifted towards upstream (see pressure on location T4 and T7). URANS severely
under-predicted the pressure pulse at downstream locations (T1 and T2). This can be explained by the
numerical diffusion caused by the unstructured mesh. Because the pressure pulses at T1 and T2 highly
rely on the behavior of the blade trailing wakes, too much downstream diffusion can smooth out the
vortices and diminish the hull pressure pulse.
In terms of the pressure pulses predicted by the pressure-BEM method, the inﬂuence of different
wake alignment models is not signiﬁcant for upstream transducer locations (T3–T8), due to their
relative long distance to the trailing wake. For downstream points (T1 and T2), however, the
difference becomes bigger and unsteady wake alignment improves the results. This is because the
non-axisymmetric component of the effective wake pushes the wake towards the hull so that the wake
has a stronger inﬂuence on the hull pressure.
On transducers T1, T3, T6, T7, and T8, a good agreement is obtained between the BEM-predicted
pressure pulses and the experimental data. On transducer T2, the ﬂuctuation amplitude is correctly
predicted but the phase angle of the pressure peak is not accurate. This might be attributable to
the ignored rudder effect in the unsteady wake alignment model. In other words, although the tip
vortex of a blade is close enough to the hull to induce a correct pressure ﬂuctuation amplitude, the
time when the tip vortex reaches the closest point to the hull might not be well predicted due to
the ignored rudder effect. The complete description of the developed tip vortex cavity in BEM is
provided in Lee & Kinnas [16]. On transducer T4 and T5, current numerical scheme under-predicts the
pressure ﬂuctuation amplitudes. Unlike the pressure pulses from the URANS model and from the
experimental data, the pressure ﬂuctuation amplitude predicted by the pressure-BEM method is not
symmetric about the ship center; the scheme tends to under-predict the pressure pulses on the port
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side. This phenomenon can be traced back to the non-symmetric pattern of the effective wake, as can
be seen in Figure 9. As a result, the loading on the blade tip is relatively smaller on the port side and
larger on the starboard side.

(Transducer 8)

(Transducer 7)

(Transducer 6)

(Transducer 5)

(Transducer 4)

(Transducer 3)

(Transducer 2)

(Transducer 1)

Figure 11. Comparison among the experimental pressure data, Unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (URANS) method pressure history, and the pressure history predicted by pressure-BEM
solver with either a steady or an unsteady wake.

To understand how the hull pressure is affected by the different ways of evaluating the effective
wake, another study was made. Two cases were tested in this study and the results are compared with
URANS/experiments, as shown in Figure 12. In the ﬁrst case, the effective wake is evaluated at the
center of every BEM panel on the blade. In the second case, the axial-varying effective wake ﬁeld from
the ﬁrst case is extrapolated to a disk near the leading edge. The disk conforms to the leading edge
and has a constant distance (2% of max radius) to the leading edge. The details of both schemes can be
found in Tian et al. [9].
Based on Figure 12, the change of locations for evaluating the effective wake can signiﬁcantly
change the predicted hull pressures, especially for downstream monitors. For monitors T1, T2, and T8,
deﬁning the effective wake at the center of every blade panel shows a clear advantage over the other
method which deﬁnes the effective wake at a leading-edge disk. At other monitors (T3 to T7), there is
no clear advantage for either of methods. In summary, the hull pressure pulses are shown to be very
sensitive to the effective wake ﬁeld. Although our current axial-varying effective wake shows some
advantages, it still needs to be improved due to the inconsistency in the pressure of several monitors
between the BEM results and the experimental data.
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Figure 12. Comparison of hull pressures predicted by the pressure-BEM solver with different treatment
of the effective wake ﬁeld: (a) Effective wake ﬁeld is evaluated at the center of every blade BEM panel
(blue solid line); (b) The effective wake ﬁeld is extrapolated to the upstream curved surface close to the
blade leading edge (red dash line).

The last comparison study focuses on the effect of the rudder. According to Section 3.3, in order
to maintain numerical stability, only the upper part of the rudder is used in the pressure-BEM model,
as can be seen in Figure 7a. The underlying assumption is that the lower part of the rudder is far from
the pressure transducer locations and therefore, has a negligible inﬂuence towards the hull pressure
ﬂuctuation. To study whether this is a good approximation, we tried two different rudder geometries in
the pressure-BEM model: one is the original geometry which is shown in Figure 7a; the other geometry
totally neglects the rudder part, as can be seen in Figure 7b. The predicted hull pressures from both
cases are compared in Figure 13. According to the ﬁgure, the difference is negligible on T4 and T7
while the pressure on T1 is affective by the rudder geometry. This is because T1 is at a downstream
location which is close to the leading edge of the rudder. We can also further claim that by including
the upper part of the rudder, only the local pressure ﬁeld is noticeably affected. This supports our
original assumption that the lower part of the rudder would have an even smaller inﬂuence on the
predicted hull pressures, given its relatively longer distance from the hull.
It is worth noting that a more complete way for solving the numerical stability issue is to include
the wake-rudder interaction in both the unsteady wake alignment model and the pressure-BEM model.
This can be a future topic of this research.
Another neglected effect is from the blade boundary layer. The boundary layer effect, similar to
the blade thickness, can be represented by source panels in the BEM model. The BEM solver can be
used together with a boundary integral solver to determine the displacement thickness [17,18]. Then,
the thickness can be converted into source strength and applied to the BEM solver. The displacement
thickness can be as large as 15% of the blade thickness. Also, the source induced pressure decays slower
(∼ R−1 ) with distance compared to the dipole induced pressure (∼ R−2 ). Therefore, it is possible
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that the boundary layer effect contributes to the downstream hull pressure ﬂuctuation. The effect of
boundary layer is another future topic of this research.

Figure 13. Study of the level of simpliﬁcation on the rudder geometry in the pressure-BEM model.
The blade-angle ranges between 0 and 2π and is deﬁned by the angle the blade has passed starting
from the “upright position”. The “upright position” means the mid-camber point of the root section is
located on the vertical axis above the hub (+y axis).

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, several schemes are introduced to predict the propeller-induced hull pressure
ﬂuctuations. A BEM/RANS solver is ﬁrst used to determine the effective wake and the propeller
performance under the effective wake. Then, a pressure-BEM model is used to calculate the pressure on
the ship hull. In the pressure-BEM model, only the upper part of the rudder is used to avoid singular
radiated pressure on the rudder. A comparison study was made which indicated that excluding the
lower part of the rudder is a good approximation. The effect of wake alignment model is also studied.
The unsteady wake alignment scheme behaves better in terms of predicting the downstream hull
pressures. Including the non-axisymmetric effective wake and using the unsteady wake alignment
scheme improved the accuracy of the location of the wake and subsequently the accuracy of predicted
the hull pressures.
Future work includes studying the blade boundary layer effect on the hull pressure, incorporating
the unsteady wake–rudder interaction in the numerical scheme, and studying the effect of a ﬁnite
speed of sound. The scheme of predicting the effective wake can also be improved in terms of accuracy.
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Abstract: To better understand the inﬂuence of swirl on the thermally-stratiﬁed near wake of a
self-propelled axisymmetric vehicle, three propulsor schemes were considered: a single propeller,
contra-rotating propellers (CRP), and a zero-swirl, uniform-velocity jet. The propellers were modeled
using an Actuator-Line model in an unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes simulation, where
the Reynolds number is Re L = 3.1 × 108 using the freestream velocity and body length. The authors
previously showed good comparison to experimental data with this approach. Visualization of
vortical structures shows the helical paths of blade-tip vortices from the single propeller as well as
the complicated vortical interaction between contra-rotating blades. Comparison of instantaneous
and time-averaged ﬁelds shows that temporally stationary ﬁelds emerge by half of a body length
downstream. Circumferentially-averaged axial velocity proﬁles show similarities between the single
propeller and CRP in contrast to the jet conﬁguration. Swirl velocity of the CRP, however, was
attenuated in comparison to that of the single propeller case. Mixed-patch contour maps illustrate
the unique temperature distribution of each conﬁguration as a consequence of their respective swirl
proﬁles. Finally, kinetic and potential energy is integrated along downstream axial planes to reveal
key differences between the conﬁgurations. The CRP conﬁguration creates less potential energy by
reducing swirl that would otherwise persist in the near wake of a single-propeller wake.
Keywords: actuator line; near wake; stratiﬁed; net-zero momentum; self-propelled; mixed patch;
energy budget; axisymmetric

1. Introduction
Experiments show that propeller-driven wakes evolve from a complicated near wake with
discernible propeller-blade features, to a far wake, in which these features have mixed together to form
a nearly-axisymmetric ﬁeld [1,2]. Sirviente and Patel [3] show that the near-wake region transitions
to the far wake in roughly twelve initial wake diameters, but the development of the far wake can
be delayed by appendages on the body [4]. This transition is inﬂuenced by the Reynolds number,
body geometry, and operation of the propulsor [5], which itself has a large impact on the ingested
stern boundary layer and downstream turbulence [6,7]. The swirling propeller induces helical vortices
that are shed from the roots and tips of the individual blades. In the near wake, these vortices break
down, which is a topic of extensive study [8]. Although experiments show the contribution of swirl [9],
its role in the evolution from near to far wake is not well-characterized.
In a stratiﬁed wake, a mixed patch is formed by swirl from the propeller, turbulent mixing, and
potential effects from the upstream body [10]. This mixed patch can further modify the far wake in
the event of a mixed-patch collapse when buoyancy forces are large [11–14]. Numerous experiments
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, 46; doi:10.3390/jmse6020046
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have explored the interaction between stratiﬁcation and wake evolution with close observation
to the generation of internal gravity waves and coherent structures [15,16]. Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS) provides further insight into the physics of the ﬂow, particularly with its turbulence
properties [17,18]. Background turbulence increases the turbulent kinetic energy and energy transfer
in the wake, which in turn lowers the mean velocity and increases horizontal spreading [19]. Excess
momentum leads to changes in increased turbulent kinetic energy and qualitative changes in the wake
dynamics, particularly in downstream vortical structures [20]. High levels of stratiﬁcation in the wake
create a non-equilibrium region in which the mean velocity decay is reduced [21,22]. By reducing the
level of potential energy in the near wake thermal-haline distribution, the effects of buoyancy in the
far wake can be reduced.
Originally studied as a disc-with-center-jet [23] and later with self-propelled axisymmetric
bodies [24,25], the net-zero-momentum wake functions as a theoretical model of a self-propelled
marine vehicle. Beyond experiment, the study of self-propelled wakes includes several numerical
methods. Ordered by increasing ﬁdelity and computational expense, these methods include [26]:
panel/lattice methods, actuator models, and fully resolved rotating geometry. Generalized actuator
models include the Actuator Disk (AD), Actuator Line (AL), and Actuator Surface (AS) models. Each
of these models imposes a body force over a volume in a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulation to simulate the effects of a propeller on the surrounding ﬂuid. Although a fully resolved
propeller may offer more ﬁdelity, its computational requirements are often large, so an actuator model
provides a cost-effective alternative [27].
In a self-propelled near wake, the mixed-patch structure and overall potential energy depend
largely on the propulsor. A single propeller will mix ﬂuid unopposed within the swirling region of
the wake. Contra-rotating propellers of equivalent thrust will modify the initial swirl proﬁle thereby
changing the shape of the downstream mixed patch and reducing its potential energy. Contra-rotating
propeller blades add additional complexity to the interaction between root and tip vortices and reduce
the swirling kinetic energy of the wake. These inﬂuences on the near wake may be compared to the
simpliﬁed case of a zero-swirl, jet-propelled conﬁguration with uniform-velocity, which results in the
smallest generation of the potential energy in the wake.
The present study is an extension of Jones and Paterson [28]. The unsteady Reynolds-Averaged
Navier–Stokes (URANS) equations are solved to examine the near-wake evolution of the stratiﬁed,
turbulent, net-zero-momentum propeller wake of the axisymmetric Iowa Body using three different
propulsion schemes: single propeller, dual contra-rotating propellers (CRP), and a zero-swirl,
uniform-velocity jet. The propellers are simulated using the AL model. The Iowa Body hull
geometry is chosen for comparison to the non-stratiﬁed experiment by Hyun and Patel [2],
which is the only known experiment to have phase-averaged propeller data for a self-propelled
axisymmetric body. The authors have previously shown good agreement to this experiment for
towed and self-propelled conﬁgurations [27]. Flow visualization reveals the interaction between
propeller-root and tip vortices and the additional complexity introduced by CRP. Comparison between
instantaneous and time-averaged cross-plane proﬁles demonstrates the transition from near- to
far-wake regions. Circumferentially-averaged proﬁles of velocity reveal the evolution of momentum,
with observations drawn in comparison to the theoretical disc-with-center-jet that is often used in
far-wake simulations [11]. Mixed-patch velocity and temperature-deviation cross-plane proﬁles show
the structure of kinetic and potential energy in the developed wake. Finally, the relative growth, decay,
or persistence of integrated kinetic and potential energy of each propulsion scheme is considered.
Compared to the single-propeller conﬁguration, the CRP conﬁguration is more effective at reducing
potential and swirling kinetic energy in the wake, with potential energy reductions similar to that of
the zero-swirl jet.
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2. Approach
2.1. Governing Equations
This ﬂuid-ﬂow problem is deﬁned by the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
equations in Boussinesq form with an additional body force term f p to account for the propeller model.
∂Uj
=0
∂x j

(1)

∂(Ui Uj )
∂2 Ui
1 ∂ p̂
∂   Δρ
1
∂Ui
+
=−
+ν
+
uu +
gδ +
fp
∂t
∂x j
ρ0 ∂xi
∂x j ∂x j
∂x j i j
ρ0 j ij ρ0

(2)

The equations are written in terms of the non-inertial velocity Ui . In the equations, t is time, ν
is the kinematic viscosity, and ρ is density. The density is expressed as ρ = ρ0 + Δρ, where ρ0 is a
reference value and Δρ is the deviation from that value. The gravitational vector g j points downward
in the negative z direction, where z is the upward-positive, vertical position. This formulation includes
the piezometric pressure, p̂ = p − ρ0 gz where g is the magnitude of the gravitational vector.
The governing equations are solved using a custom solver written with the CFD framework
OpenFOAM. This custom solver takes into account salinity and temperature transport and the
corresponding turbulent ﬂuctuations. The transport of temperature T and salinity S in the stratiﬁed
environment are determined through the following equations with the diffusion coefﬁcients κ T and κS .
∂ (U j T )
∂T
∂2 T
∂  
+
= κT
+
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∂x j ∂x j
∂x j j
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+
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The Reynolds stresses ui uj and turbulent ﬂuxes uj t and uj s are determined using a linear
eddy-viscosity closure model.
2
−ui uj = 2νt Sij − kδij
3
νt ∂T
−uj t =
σT ∂x j
νt ∂S


−u j s =
σS ∂x j

(5)
(6)
(7)

In these equations, νt is the eddy viscosity, Sij is the mean rate of strain, and k is the turbulent
kinetic energy. For this study, the k − ω SST turbulence model is chosen to compute νt due to its ease of
implementation and relative advantage in computing the attached ﬂow over a body [29]. Production
terms in the k − ω equations are modiﬁed to include buoyancy effects, but in the near wake they are
small in comparison to the production due to shear. Wall functions are used in the computation of k
and speciﬁc turbulence dissipation ω at wall boundaries to relax mesh requirements near the hull in
the high Reynolds-number ﬂow.
Density is computed by solving the UNESCO seawater equation of state [30]. For the given
problem, it is appropriate to approximate the secant bulk modulus as constant at sea-level conditions,
even though it is a function of salinity, temperature, and pressure. Thus, the secant bulk modulus
is K (S, T, p) = K (0, 20, p atm ) where p atm is atmospheric pressure. Additionally, substituting the
hydrostatic pressure for the total pressure, the equation of state becomes,
ρ(S, T, p) =

ρ(S, T, 0)
1 − p/K (S, T, p)
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ρ(S, T, 0) = a0 + a1 T + a2 T 2 + a3 T 3 + a4 T 4 + a5 T 5


+ b0 + b1 T + b2 T 2 + b3 T 3 + b4 T 4 S


+ c0 + c1 T + c2 T 2 S3/2

(9)

+ d0 S2
where an , bn , cn and d0 terms are empirical coefﬁcients given in Table 1. Because the environment in
the present study is isohaline, only changes in temperature from the thermally-stratiﬁed background
affect changes in density.
Table 1. Coefﬁcients in UNESCO equation of state for seawater.
Coefﬁcient

Value

a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5

9.998425 × 102

Coefﬁcient

Value

Coefﬁcient

Value

b0
b1
b2
b3
b4

8.2449 × 10−1

c0
c1
c2
d0

−5.7247 × 10−3
1.0227 × 10−4
−1.6546 × 10−6
4.8314 × 10−4

6.793952 × 10−2
−9.095290 × 10−3
1.001685 × 10−4
−1.120083 × 10−6
6.536332 × 10−9

−4.0899 × 10−3
7.6438 × 10−5
−8.2467 × 10−7
5.3875 × 10−9

2.2. Kinetic and Potential Energy
The evolution and transfer of energy in the wake is examined in the form of kinetic and potential
energy deﬁned as,
g
1
1
( ρ − ρ0 )2
(10)
ke = ρU 2 , pe = −
2
2 ∂ρ0 /∂z
KE =



A

ke dA,

PE =



A

pe dA,

(11)

The per-unit-volume energy ke, and pe may be integrated over an axial slice of area A in the
wake to ﬁnd energy per-unit-length, KE and PE, as functions of downstream distance. Kinetic energy
is computed for the magnitude of velocity and also individually for each component of velocity in
cylindrical coordinates. The potential energy per-unit-volume pe follows the formulation of Holliday
and McIntyre [31].
2.3. Actuator-Line Model
The unsteady propeller for each non-BOR hull form is simulated using an AL model from the
Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications (SOWFA) library [32]. The AL model projects a distributed
line of force f p in the place of each propeller blade,
f p (r ) =

   
Fp
r 2
exp
−
ε
ε3 π 3/2

(12)

where Fp is the actuator element force composed of contributions from lift FL and drag FD . The distance
between CFD cell center and actuator point is r, and ε controls the Gaussian width. This function
decays to 1% of its maximum value when ε = 2.15r. If ε is too small, numerical oscillations arise, and if
ε is too large, the applied body forces will be smoothed considerably. Troldborg [33] recommends
ε ≡ 2Δx where Δx is the grid spacing at the actuator position. Martınez et al. [34] developed best
practices for AL modeling and suggested ε > 2Δx. For the present study, ε ≡ 4Δx was selected because
it eliminated the numerical instabilities that arose when ε ≡ 2Δx was assigned. The Cartesian-mesh
region of the propeller was reﬁned to a resolution such that, Δx/Δb = 0.74, where Δb is the width of
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each hydrofoil section. Martınez et al. [34] suggests a value smaller than 0.75. Lift and drag at each
section are computed from a lookup table of lift and drag coefﬁcients C and Cd as functions of α,
FL =

1
2
c w,
C (α)ρUrel
2 

FD =

1
2
cw
C (α)ρUrel
2 d

(13)

where ρ is the density, Urel is the local ﬂow speed, c is the chord and w is the width of the actuator
section. The relationship between C and Cd with α must be predetermined from experiment,
simulation, or theory for each hydrofoil section. Figure 1 shows the magnitude of the projected
propeller body force | f p |/(ρ0 R p rps2 ) on the AL propeller plane of the single-propeller case, where R p
is the propeller radius and rps is the propeller rotations per second.

Figure 1. Non-dimensional body force on mesh slice at propeller plane | f p |/(ρ0 R p rps2 ) for the
single-propeller case.

2.4. Iowa Body
The axisymmetric Iowa Body, described in the experiment by Hyun and Patel [2], is shown in
Figure 2 for the standard, single-propeller case. This geometry is representative of a typical marine
vehicle without appendages. Features of this geometry are listed in Table 2 where L is the body length,
D is the body diameter, D p is the propeller diameter, and Dh is the hub diameter.
Minor modiﬁcations are made to the Iowa Body hull for the CRP and jet conﬁgurations. For the
CRP conﬁguration, the hub is extended by the length of the rotating portion so that a second propeller
may be placed directly downstream of the ﬁrst. For the jet conﬁguration, the hub is truncated at the
propeller plane to function as an exhaust port. In effect, the zero-swirl, uniform-velocity jet exhausts
with an initial diameter of Dh .

Figure 2. Standard Iowa Body proﬁle.
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Table 2. Iowa Body geometry.
Feature

Value

L/D
D/D p
D p /Dh
Hub location
Propeller location
Number of blades
Propeller hydrofoil

10.90
1.369
6.266
0.9688 < x/L < 0.9832
x/L = 0.9755
3
NACA 66-Modiﬁed

2.5. Iowa Body Propeller
The Iowa Body propeller is deﬁned by 36 discrete sections to account for variations in radial
propeller-blade geometry. Sectional lift C is computed using the analytic expression of Brockett [35]
for the NACA 66-Modiﬁed foil,
C = 2π (1 − 0.83τ )(α + 2.05 f )

(14)

where α is the local ﬂow angle of attack, τ is the maximum thickness ratio, and f is the maximum
camber ratio. Sectional drag Cd is imposed by combining viscous and induced drag at each section,
Cd = Cd0 +

C2
πeAR

(15)

where Cd0 is the viscous drag, e is the efﬁciency factor, and AR is the aspect ratio.
For the present unsteady simulations, α at each section of the propeller blades remains below 3◦
at every instant in time. Because α remains small, these analytic expressions do not require additional
conditions for stall. Pitch, chord, thickness, and camber distributions for the Iowa Body propeller
blade are tabulated in Hyun [1]. The Iowa Body propeller has zero rake and zero skew.
2.6. Computational Mesh
The three computational meshes were generated using the software cfMesh [36]. Cells are focused
near the body, the propulsor region, and in the wake. The hull is located at a depth of one body
length. The inlet, outlet, and far-ﬁeld boundaries are located two body lengths away from the
hull. Comparison to simulations from spatially-larger meshes showed that the boundaries of the
computational domain did not affect the solution. Mesh design and quality features are listed in
Table 3. Because wall functions are used in the computation of turbulence variables, the dimensionless
wall distance requirement of y+ < 100 can capture the boundary layer effects and the viscous drag
of the hull even for boundary cells where y+ ≈ 100. A grid-reﬁnement study of the propeller- and
wake-region cells showed that 100 cells/D p adequately resolved the AL model and downstream
wake cross-plane proﬁles. These meshes are also visualized in Figure 3. Cutting planes reveal the
distribution of cells surrounding the hull and in the wake region. Views of the propulsor region show
how the mesh is modiﬁed for each conﬁguration. A single AL-modeled propeller is implemented
within the highlighted region for the single-propeller case. For the CRP conﬁguration, the hub is
extended with one AL-modeled propeller placed behind the ﬁrst. There is no AL model for the jet
conﬁguration since there is no propeller. Instead, ﬂuid is exhausted from the truncated hub.
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Table 3. Mesh design and quality features.
Mesh Feature

Value

Boundary layer cells
Near-wall mesh spacing
Propulsor and wake cells/D p
Wake region extends to
Total number of cells
Maximum aspect ratio
Maximum non-orthogonality
Maximum skewness

> 20
y+ < 100
100
x/L = 1.6
2 × 107
AR < 170
< 45◦
< 0.8

(a) Vertical cutting plane through standard Iowa Body mesh with nested reﬁnement.

(c) Propulsor region for standard mesh.

(d) Propulsor region for CRP mesh.

(b) Boundary-layer cells.

(e) Propulsor region for jet mesh.

Figure 3. Computational meshes generated for each conﬁguration.

2.7. Numerical Methods
The Navier–Stokes unsteady mass and momentum equations are solved using the
Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) method [37]. This segregated approach decouples
operations on pressure and velocity variables. At each time step, the following procedure is followed
in the customized OpenFOAM solver. First, the momentum equations are solved to provide velocity by
using pressure from the previous time step. Next, the pressure-Poisson equation is solved iteratively
with corrections to velocity to conserve mass. Three inner iterations are are used in the present study,
each with an additional mesh non-orthogonality correction step. After completion of these inner
iterations, turbulence quantities are solved for, followed by salinity and temperature. The time step is
then advanced.
Implicit, second-order, backward differencing is used in temporal discretization, while the
cell-centered ﬁnite volume method is used in spatial discretization. A second-order, linear-upwind
scheme is applied to the advective term of the momentum equations. A ﬁrst-order, upwind scheme is
applied to turbulence quantities, and a second-order, linear scheme is applied to all other divergence
terms. Laplacian terms are discretized using a second-order, linear scheme that is partially-limited to
correct for mesh non-orthogonality.
Two iterative methods are employed to solve the resulting systems of algebraic equations.
The pressure equation is solved using the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method with
a residual tolerance of 10−6 . The momentum, scalar transport, and turbulence equations are solved
using the Pre-Conditioned Bi-Conjugate Gradient (PBiCG) scheme with a residual tolerance of 10−8 .
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2.8. Initial and Boundary Conditions
Several boundary conditions are employed. Velocity at the inlet is set to the freestream velocity
U0 through a Dirichlet boundary condition. The no-slip condition is set on the hull boundary, and the
slip condition is set in the far ﬁeld. Zero-gradient conditions are speciﬁed for velocity and pressure in
the outlet. Background turbulence values of k and ω are computed assuming a turbulence intensity of
1% and eddy viscosity ratio νt /ν of 100. Turbulence variables on the hull boundary are computed with
wall functions. Other variables satisfy the zero-gradient Neumann boundary condition.
Initial conditions for pressure and velocity are computed by solving the potential ﬂow equations.
The PISO algorithm is then used in the transient simulation. Distributed body forces from the
propeller-blades rotate at each time step at the propeller’s rotation rate. The simulation is then run
until initial-transient ﬂow features advect far downstream and a periodic wake ﬂow ﬁeld is found.
2.9. Flow Field Analysis
This study examines primary ﬂow variables including: deviation of temperature from the
background ΔT and the axial, radial, and azimuthal velocities Ux , Ur , and Uθ , respectively. The
second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor Q is computed to visualize vortical structures. The
cross-plane-integrated kinetic and potential energies are examined, where the kinetic energy is
considered exclusively for each of the three components of velocity KEx , KEr , and KEθ . Data are
extracted in axial planes within 0.9755 ≤ x/L ≤ 1.5 where x is the downstream distance from the bow
of the body and L is the body length.
2.10. Flow Coefﬁcients and Case Studies
Several of the important ﬂow coefﬁcients for this propeller-driven ﬂow are the Reynolds number
Re L , advance ratio J, thrust coefﬁcient CT , and torque coefﬁcient CQ . An alternate expression for the
thrust coefﬁcient CT ∗ is computed for comparison to the jet conﬁguration.
Re L =

U0 L
,
ν

J=

U0
,
nD p

CT =

FT
,
ρ0 n2 DP4

FT
,
1
2
2
ρ
U
0
0 πR
2

CT ∗ =

CQ =

FQ
ρ0 n2 DP5

(16)

For these expressions, U0 is the freestream velocity, ν is kinematic viscosity, D p is the diameter of
the propeller, R is the radius of the Iowa Body, n is the propeller speed in revolutions per second, FT is
the thrust, and FQ is the torque. The thrust-to-drag ratio is FT /FD . The Reynolds number for this study
is Re L = 3.1 × 108 , a typical operating condition in the ocean. Other coefﬁcients are listed in Table 4.
The fore and aft propellers are listed individually for the CRP case, and total thrust is equivalent for
all cases.
Table 4. Flow coefﬁcients.
Conﬁguration

J

CT

CT∗

CQ

FT /FD

Single
CRP (fore)
CRP (aft)
Jet

0.86
0.90
0.86
-

0.047
0.024
0.023
-

0.084
0.041
0.041
0.082

0.011
0.0071
0.0072
0

0.99
0.50
0.50
1.07

The Froude number Fr provides a measure of the density stratiﬁcation, where an inﬁnite Fr means
zero stratiﬁcation, and a small Fr means high levels of stratiﬁcation. The present study considers a
linearly varying temperature stratiﬁcation, typical of an ocean environment, with a Froude number of
Fr = 350, where,

1 U0
1
− g ∂ρ
Fr =
, and N =
.
(17)
N D
2π
ρ0 ∂z
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In these expressions N is the Brunt Väisälä frequency, g is acceleration due to gravity, and z is the
vertical coordinate. The inﬂuence of buoyancy on the near-wake ﬂuid dynamics is often small and can
be quantiﬁed by the Richardson number Ri, which is the ratio of buoyancy to ﬂow gradient terms [15].
Ri =

g dT/dz
T0 (dU/dz)2

(18)

where T0 is a reference temperature, T is the mean temperature, and U is the mean velocity. For
the single-propeller case, Ri ≈ 2.54 × 10−3 which indicates that the near-wake inertial forces of the
propeller dominate the buoyancy forces. As the local velocity Ux decays, Ri increases and buoyancy
forces become important further downstream in the far wake, beyond the geometric bounds of
these simulations.
3. Results
3.1. Near-Wake Transition
Individual vortices are visualized using the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor Q.
Figure 4 shows contour surfaces of the non-dimensionalized ( L/U0 )2 Q = 16.9 with a vertical cutting
plane colored by axial velocity defect Ux /U0 − 1 that extends to half of a body length downstream
where x/L = 1.5. For the single-propeller case, root and tip vortices induced by the propeller are
apparent. These vortices follow a helical path and disappear by x/L ≈ 1.25. For the CRP case,
additional complexity is introduced by the interaction between the two propellers. Complicated
vortical structures are visible until x/L ≈ 1.35. Negligible vortical structures are found in the case of
the zero-swirl jet. This ﬁgure illustrates the complexity introduced by contra-rotating propellers in
comparison to the other two cases.
To better understand the transition from near to far wake regimes in the propeller-driven
cases, axial planes behind in the propulsor are examined. Figure 5 compares the instantaneous
and time-averaged axial velocity defect ﬁeld Ux /U0 − 1 for the single propeller case. Instantaneous
ﬁelds are taken at an arbitrary time long after initial-transient features have disappeared from the
simulation and the ﬂow ﬁeld has become periodic. Time-averaging occurs over temporal interval
of two periods of the propeller. Near the propellers, at x/L = 1.01 and x/L = 1.10, individual
propeller-blade wakes can be seen in the instantaneous ﬁeld. These blade wakes follow the azimuthal
motion of the propellers directly upstream. The time-averaged ﬁeld, by contrast, is axisymmetric.
Further downstream at x/L = 1.3, only a small variation is seen between the instantaneous and
time-averaged ﬁelds, and by x/L = 1.45, the two contour maps are nearly identical showing that the
wake is steady and axisymmetric. By half of a body length downstream, the ﬂow is stationary in time
and space when viewed from a body-ﬁxed reference frame.
For the CRP case shown in Figure 6, similar observations are drawn. Unsteadiness is apparent
for x/L ≤ 1.10, however by x/L = 1.45 the cross-plane proﬁle is temporally stationary. In this case,
a unique hexagonal shape is formed due to the interaction between the two opposing three-bladed
propellers. This shape is still present at half of a body length downstream of the propulsor.
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(a) Single propeller.

(b) Contra-rotating propellers.

(c) Jet.
Figure 4. Flow visualization for x/L ≤ 1.5 using Q-criterion visualization non-dimensionalized as
( L/U0 )2 Q = 16.9 colored by Ux /U0 − 1 with vertical cutting plane through mesh.
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Figure 5. Instantaneous (top); and time-averaged (bottom) velocity defect Ux /U0 − 1 for the single
propeller case.

Figure 6. Instantaneous (top); and time-averaged (bottom) velocity defect Ux /U0 − 1 for the CRP case.

3.2. Velocity Proﬁles
The evolution of the near wake may also be described by circumferentially-averaged velocity
proﬁles. Figure 7 shows the circumferentially-averaged velocity defect proﬁles Ux /U0 for the three
self-propelled conﬁgurations at the downstream positions x/L = 1.01, x/L = 1.3, and x/L = 1.5.
Just behind the propulsor at x/L = 1.01, the jet is shown to have uniform, positive velocity leaving the
exhaust port, while negative velocity due to drag appears for r/R p > 0.2. By x/L = 1.3 and further at
x/L = 1.5, the jet proﬁle appears as a classical net-zero-momentum wake and may be described using
the analytical formulation of the disc-with-center-jet.
Circumferentially averaged proﬁles of the swirl component of velocity Uθ are shown in Figure 8.
The jet conﬁguration proﬁle exhibits zero swirl because there are no sources of swirl for this case.
The jet exhaust contains uniform axial velocity, the body is axisymmetric, and buoyancy forces are
relatively small. The single-propeller conﬁguration at x/L = 1.01, shows swirl imparted by the
propeller and rotating hub. By x/L = 1.3 and x/L = 1.5, most of the momentum due to swirl exists
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in a region centered at r/R p ≈ 0.4. In the case of the CRP, regions of positive and negative swirl
develop due to interference between the opposing, contra-rotating blades. Throughout the near wake,
the CRP swirl magnitude is attenuated, remaining less than half of that of the single propeller, which is
explained by the interactions of opposing azimuthal forces of the two propellers.

Figure 7. Circumferentially-averaged velocity defect Ux /U0 − 1 proﬁles for each conﬁguration at
various distances downstream.

Figure 8. Circumferentially-averaged swirl velocity Uθ /U0 proﬁles for each conﬁguration at various
distances downstream.

The propeller-driven cases show their own unique proﬁles. Positive momentum from the
propellers exists in a region near r/R p ≈ 0.6, while negative momentum due to drag from the
body exists near the center and further outward. These two circumferentially-averaged proﬁles
are nearly equivalent and decay at similar rates, which is explained by the similar distributions
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of axial momentum. They also may be deﬁned analytically using a process described in Jones
and Paterson [27]. For all conﬁgurations, the positive momentum decays more quickly than the
negative momentum, which is a feature of idealized wakes described by Tennekes and Lumley [38].
The theoretical, axisymmetric drag wake decays with the power of −2/3, while the theoretical,
axisymmetric jet decays with the power of −1.
3.3. Velocity and Temperature Fields in the Mixed-Patch
The wake is mixed by half of a body length downstream of the stern. Unsteadiness from the
propulsor has disappeared and axial gradients are small in comparison to the transverse. This location
is signiﬁcant because a cross-plane proﬁle may be considered as the initial data plane (IDP) for further
far-wake simulations, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Unique features of the IDP cross-plane
proﬁles of velocity and temperature deviation are presented.
3.3.1. Velocity Field
Cross-plane contour maps of the axial velocity defect Ux /U0 − 1 at x/L = 1.5 are shown for the
single propeller and CRP cases in Figure 9. For the single propeller, axial velocity is axisymmetric and
has previously been ﬁt to an analytical curve as a function of radial distance [27]. The CRP, however,
is not axisymmetric, and a steady, hexagonal proﬁle is formed. The geometric shape is attributed to
the two three-bladed propellers interacting with one another. Unlike the single-propeller proﬁle, the
CRP proﬁle is a function of both radial and azimuthal positions. To create an analytical expression as a
function of radial position alone, the proﬁle must ﬁrst be circumferentially averaged.
The swirl component of velocity Uθ /U0 is shown in Figure 10. Again, the single-propeller velocity
is axisymmetric, while the CRP velocity has discernible geometry. The magnitude of swirl velocity is
much higher for the single propeller case, since the CRP propulsor imparts opposing azimuthal forces.
Swirl velocity from the CRP is less than half of that of the single propeller and varies in azimuthal sign.

Figure 9. Velocity defect Ux /U0 − 1 proﬁles at x/L = 1.5 for single propeller (a) and CRP (b) cases.
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Figure 10. Swirl velocity Uθ /U0 proﬁles at x/L = 1.5 for single propeller (a) and CRP (b) cases.

3.3.2. Temperature Field
Because these simulations take place in a thermally-stratiﬁed environment, any vertical
redistribution of the ﬂuid will generate potential energy. Mixing in the wake plays an important
role in the redistribution of temperature T. Given that the background temperature ﬁeld Tb is initially
linearly stratiﬁed, mixing from the wake develops a temperature deviation ΔT = T − Tb . This ﬁeld
is non-dimensionalized by the linear change in temperature over the depth of one propeller-blade
length ΔTR p .
Figure 11 shows ΔT/ΔTR p for the single-propeller case. Additional radial proﬁles help to visualize
how the ﬁeld varies in polar coordinates. A unique cross-plane proﬁle shape is formed that is steady
in time. Colder ﬂuid has been driven to the top, while warmer ﬂuid has been driven to the bottom of
the wake. A maximum is found near the center of the warm region and a minimum is found near the
center of the colder region. Two “tails” are shown trailing off of the warm and cold regions as a result
of the counter-clockwise swirling motion of the ﬂuid due to the propeller.
The mixed-patch ΔT/ΔTR p cross-plane proﬁle of the CRP case is shown in Figure 12. Compared
to the single-propeller case, the magnitude of ΔT/ΔTR p is less than half. The proﬁle is split
between an inner region where clockwise-swirling ﬂuid dominates and an exterior region where
counter-clockwise-swirling ﬂuid dominates as shown previously in Figure 8. The complexity and
lower ΔT/ΔTR p magnitude in the proﬁle arise directly from the initial interactions of the opposing
azimuthal forces of the contra-rotating blades that drive the swirling ﬂuid. While a single propeller
can transport the temperature ﬁeld across the swirling wake region unimpeded, the addition of an
opposing propeller directly counters this effect. The net-swirl in the wake is reduced and regions of
both positive and negative swirl exist. The inner, negative-swirl region forms a ΔT/ΔTR p proﬁle that
mirrors the single-propeller case because of the sign difference in swirl. The outer, positive swirl region
shares the same sign of ΔT/ΔTR p as the single-propeller case. In effect, the net loss in swirl reduces
the overall potential energy.
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(a) Cross-plane contours.

(b) Proﬁle in radial directions.

Figure 11. Single propeller ΔT/ΔTR p at x/L = 1.5.

(a) Cross-plane contours.

(b) Proﬁle in radial directions.

Figure 12. CRP ΔT/ΔTR p at x/L = 1.5.

Finally, the mixed-patch ΔT/ΔTR p cross-plane proﬁle of the jet case is shown in Figure 13.
For this conﬁguration, the magnitude of ΔT/ΔTR p is the smallest due to the absence of swirl. Instead,
the shearing of axial momentum and potential effects from the body control the shape of the proﬁle.
The positive-momentum “jet” core entrains ﬂuid from the negative-momentum “drag” periphery of
the wake. Potential effects from the body further inﬂuence the temperature distribution. The resulting
transport of ΔT/ΔTR p suspends warmer ﬂuid above colder ﬂuid in the center, and the reverse in sign
in the periphery. Without swirl, the distribution of ΔT/ΔTR p in the central core of the jet wake is
opposite in sign to that of the single-propeller case.
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(a) Cross-plane contours.

(b) Proﬁle in radial directions.

Figure 13. Jet conﬁguration ΔT/ΔTR p at x/L = 1.5.

3.3.3. Comparison to a Perfectly-Mixed Temperature Field
The simulated cross-plane proﬁles may be compared to the idealized, perfectly-mixed proﬁle
shown in Figure 14. This conceptual proﬁle assumes perfect mixing such that the temperature
distribution T is uniform up until the boundary of the wake disc, beyond which T = Tb .
The temperature deviation ΔT = T − Tb , however, varies because of changes from the background
stratiﬁcation within the disc. Given the linear background stratiﬁcation, ΔT also varies linearly in the
vertical direction. The single propeller case relates most closely to this idealized proﬁle, but, because
it does not perfectly-mix T, differences can be observed. The upper and lower regions of colder and
warmer ﬂuid are shifted from the centerline, and the maximum temperature deviations are not on the
wake boundary but instead closer inward. Results from the single propeller case show that T is not
mixed uniformly within the disc of the swirling wake.

(a) Cross-plane contours.

(b) Proﬁle in radial directions.

Figure 14. Idealized mixed-patch proﬁle of ΔT/ΔTR p for a wake region of constant T.
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3.4. Potential and Kinetic Energy Evolution
Kinetic and potential energy is integrated along axial planes downstream for the three
conﬁgurations, as shown in Figure 15. Kinetic energy KE is computed individually for the three
components of velocity, namely radial, swirl, and axial as KEr , KEθ , and KEx , respectively, as well as
for the velocity magnitude, KE. Downstream distance is described both by x/L measured from the
bow and by x  /D p measured from the stern.

Figure 15. Integrated energy evolution downstream of the vehicle for each conﬁguration, with x
measured from the bow of the hull and x  measured from the stern.

For all three cases, KEr decays more rapidly than KEx and KEθ . The swirl component notably
exhibits the slowest decay in the near wake, an observation consistent with Sirviente and Patel [9].
For the single-propeller case, this relative persistence leads to a rise in PE due to expansion of the
wake and entrainment of the surrounding passive scalar T, indicating a change in density. For the CRP,
the PE does not grow due to the opposing regions of positive and negative swirl velocity. Instead, the
PE decays with a rate similar to the zero-swirl jet. This result shows that the contra-rotating blades can
effectively reduce PE, which will reduce the strength of buoyancy effects in the far wake.
Comparing the swirl component for the three cases, KEθ of the CRP is an order of magnitude
lower than that of the single propeller. Counteracting azimuthal momentum leads to a reduction in
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the swirl kinetic energy. The reduced KEθ of the CRP is consistent with its reduced PE. The jet KEθ is
small because of the initial absence of swirl.
Additionally, comparison of the total KE shows that the CRP is the most-effective conﬁguration
for the total reduction of energy by x/L = 1.5. This increased decay rate suggests that the CRP far
wake will decay more quickly than the single propeller and jet cases. The single propeller is less
effective than the jet due to persisting KEθ from its unidirectional swirling velocity.
4. Conclusions
The inﬂuence of swirl on the evolution of self-propelled, stratiﬁed near wakes and the
development of the mixed patch has not previously been well-characterized. In this study, the linearly
stratiﬁed near wake of the Iowa body was investigated with three separate propulsor conﬁgurations:
single propeller, contra-rotating propellers, and a zero-swirl, uniform-velocity jet. Unsteady, rotating
propeller blades were simulated using an AL model in a URANS computation. Comparison between
the conﬁgurations revealed unique differences in the evolution of the near wake.
While clear root and tip vortices were visible in the single-propeller case, the CRP disrupted
these structures, introducing additional complexity in the wake evolution. Nevertheless, by half of
a body length downstream, the wake ﬂow ﬁelds were steady in time. The single-propeller and CRP
cases shared similar circumferentially-averaged axial velocity defect proﬁles due to similar spanwise
loading in the propulsor. Swirl velocity, however, varied between the two propeller-driven cases, with
the CRP introducing both positive and negative swirl regions exhibiting half of the magnitude of
the single-propeller case. Furthermore, by half of a body length downstream, the magnitude of the
temperature deviation ΔT/ΔTR p for the CRP was less than half of that of the single propeller. The jet
ΔT/ΔTR p magnitude was the smallest, due to the absence of swirl. Contour maps of velocity revealed
that the single propeller has an axisymmetric proﬁle, whereas the CRP exhibits a unique hexagonal
structure as a result of its two three-bladed propellers. The evolution of kinetic and potential energy
varied as a direct result of the swirl imparted by each propulsor. Because of the interaction of positive
and negative swirl, the CRP conﬁguration showed an order of magnitude lower swirling kinetic energy
compared to the single propeller conﬁguration. Additionally, its potential energy was similar in decay
and magnitude to that of the swirl-free jet, and the total kinetic energy decayed most rapidly out of the
three propulsion schemes. These results indicate that the CRP can effectively reduce potential energy
that would otherwise develop from a single-propeller conﬁguration. By removing potential energy,
buoyancy effects in the far wake will be weakened.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AL
DNS
CRP
SOWFA
URANS

Actuator line
Direct Numerical Simulation
Contra-rotating propeller
Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications
unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes
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Abstract: A method to replace a propeller by force and mass rate density ﬁelds has been developed.
The force of the propeller on the ﬂow is calculated using a boundary element method (BEM) program
and used to generate the force and mass rate ﬁelds in a Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
solver. The procedures to calculate the ﬁelds and to allocate them to the cells of a RANS grid are
described in detail. The method has been implemented using the BEM program PROCAL and the
RANS solver OpenFOAM and tested using the propeller DTMB P4384 operating in open water.
Close to the design advance coefﬁcient, the time-average ﬂow ﬁelds generated by PROCAL and by
OpenFOAM with the force and mass rate ﬁelds match to within 1.5% of the inﬂow speed over almost
all of the ﬂow ﬁeld, including the swept volume of the blades. At two-thirds of the design advance
coefﬁcient, the match is about 4% of the inﬂow speed. The sensitivity of the method to several of its
free parameters is investigated.
Keywords: propeller; force ﬁeld; mass rate ﬁeld; RANS; BEM

1. Introduction
Although it is now feasible to use Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) solvers to calculate
the ﬂow around a propeller operating in the vicinity of its supporting structure, such calculations
are still complex and long. A simpler alternative is to replace the propeller in the RANS calculation
by a time-averaged force ﬁeld which accelerates the ﬂuid in the same manner. The force ﬁeld can
be determined by an independent propeller analysis program typically using the boundary element
method (BEM). To determine the mutual interaction between the propeller and its support, the ﬂow
calculation proceeds in an iterative manner with successive calculations of the ﬂow using the RANS
solver and the BEM propeller program. The RANS solver determines the inﬂow for the BEM program;
the BEM program determines the force ﬁeld to be used in the RANS solver.
The complete calculation is simpler than a full RANS calculation because the details of the
propeller need not be reﬂected in the RANS grid, nor is there a need to have a separate rotating domain
within the RANS grid. In addition, since the force ﬁeld is averaged in time, the RANS calculation
is usually steady resulting in much decreased computation times. Even if the RANS simulation is
unsteady, when the time scales associated with the propeller are much shorter than those of the RANS
ﬂow (as may be the case, for example, with a manoeuvering ship), signiﬁcant computational savings
may be obtained by using time-averaged forced ﬁelds to model the propeller.
However, it should be noted that time-averaging is not necessary. For example, Greve et al. [1]
have modelled the propeller of a ship in a seaway using a time-varying force ﬁeld. Nevertheless,
the time-saving advantages of the coupling scheme are not nearly so signiﬁcant when the RANS
solution is unsteady. In the remainder of this paper it will be assumed that the force ﬁelds are averaged
in time.
The RANS-BEM coupling scheme can be implemented whenever the interaction between the
propeller and its immediate surroundings is important. The problem that has motivated this research
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, 41; doi:10.3390/jmse6020041
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is that of a propeller operating on a ship and its interaction with the hull and its appendages.
The inﬂow into the BEM propeller program, including the interaction effects with the hull, is called the
effective wake.
The use of a force ﬁeld to model the propeller has a long history. Actuator disk theory dates back
to Rankine [2] and Froude [3]. In 1964, Hough and Ordway [4] determined an analytic solution for an
actuator disk with constant radial load. Their expressions were generalized further by Conway [5,6].
The purpose of an actuator disk is to provide a rudimentary model of the action of the propeller so its
effect on the ﬂow around the ship can be determined. Typically, the mutual interaction of the disk and
the ship is ignored although a linear theory of the interaction of an actuator disk and an axisymmetric
body was developed by Sparenberg [7].
The converse problem of determining the effect of the ship on the propeller, i.e., calculating
the effective wake, was addressed by Huang and Groves [8] with their V-shaped Segments (VSM)
method. It applied to axisymmetric hulls but was later generalized to arbitrary hulls by Bujnicki [9].
The Force Field Method (FFM) was developed at Maritime Institute of the Netherlands (MARIN) for
the Cooperative Research Ships organization [10]. Neither VSM nor FFM account for the effect of the
propeller on the ﬂow around the ship.
The mutual interaction of hull and propeller was modelled by Choi and Kinnas [11] using an Euler
solver initialized one propeller diameter upstream of the propeller disk and a vortex lattice propeller
code. Coupling of a RANS code for the ﬂow past the ship and a vortex lattice code for the ﬂow past the
propeller has been reported by Stern et al. [12]. Three methods were tried for adding the effect of the
propeller in the RANS solution: a force ﬁeld method, a method in which extra boundary conditions
were prescribed at the surfaces of an internal volume containing the propeller, and a method in which
the propeller-induced ﬂow ﬁeld was prescribed. They found that the force-ﬁeld approach gave the
best results.
In the RANS-BEM coupling scheme, since both programs calculate the propeller induction, it must
be subtracted from the ﬂow ﬁeld calculated by the RANS program before it is used as the inﬂow to the
BEM program. To avoid errors in the BEM inﬂow, it is important that the inductions calculated by
RANS and BEM match well. Hally and Laurens [13] showed that a good match cannot be achieved
unless the blockage of the ﬂow by the propeller is taken into account; because the propeller blades
displace some of the ﬂuid volume, they tend to retard the ﬂow upstream, an effect that is not captured
by the force ﬁeld since it displaces no ﬂuid. They accounted for this effect by calculating the ﬂow
inside the propeller blades in the BEM calculation to produce a force ﬁeld that included the retarding
effect. However, the ﬂow inside the blades has high velocities making the method sensitive to the
panelling of the propeller blades.
Starke and Bosschers [14] accounted for the blockage effects in a different way. Using the Morino
formulation [15] of the BEM, they argued that the blockage is caused by the source terms distributed
on the panels while the propeller induction is caused by the dipole terms. Therefore, when calculating
the propeller induction, they simply set the sources to zero and include the effect of the dipoles alone.
The match between RANS and BEM inductions is then good, but the upstream ﬂow is not correct since
any interaction with the hull caused by the retardation of the ﬂow will not be present.
Hally [16,17] described a third method for accounting for the propeller blockage by adding a
source term to the continuity equation in the RANS solver; an additional term must also be added to
the momentum equations to account for the change in momentum induced by the injection of mass.
This method has subsequently been used by Su et al. [18]. It is comparatively insensitive to the blade
panelling and includes the retarding effects in the propeller–hull interaction.
The current paper expands on the description by Hally [16,17] of the modelling of the propeller
by force and mass rate density ﬁelds. The expressions for the sources in the momentum and continuity
equations are derived more completely and an error in the momentum source induced by the injection
of mass is corrected. The method for allocating the force and mass rate densities to RANS cells is
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described in detail and the sensitivities to various parameters are investigated. An example of the use
of the method in a self-propulsion calculation can be found in Ref. [17].
2. Theory
2.1. The Boundary Element Method
Boundary element methods for propellers represent the ﬂow as a known background velocity, V,
plus the gradient of a potential, φ, which satisﬁes Laplace’s Equation:
v = V + ∇φ;

∇2 φ = 0.

(1)

Using Green’s Second Theorem, the equation for φ can be recast as a Fredholm integral equation
of the second kind:

 
∂G
∂Δφ
da,
(2)
Δφ
− 4πφ =
−G
∂n
∂n
S
where S is the surface of the body in the ﬂow, G is a Green function for the Laplacian, ∂/∂n denotes
a directional derivative along an outward pointing normal to the surface and Δφ = φo − φi is the
difference between the values of the potential on the inner and outer surfaces of the body. Equation (2)
is often rewritten as

 
1 ∂Δφ
Δφ
∂G
da;
σ=
;
μ=
,
(3)
σG − μ
φ=
∂n
4π ∂n
4π
S
with σ known as the source strength and μ the dipole strength. The condition that there be no ﬂux of
ﬂuid through the surface of the body requires that
∂φo
= −n̂ · V
∂n

(4)

on the outer surface of the body, where n̂ is an outward pointing normal to the surface.
Equation (2) is valid for the ﬂow both inside and outside the body. It is possible to specify the
value of either σ or μ arbitrarily; provided that the no-ﬂux boundary condition is satisﬁed, the ﬂow
outside the body remains the same; only the ﬂow inside is changed. In the Morino formulation [15],
the source strength is chosen to be
n̂ · V
.
(5)
σ=−
4π
On the inside surface, ∂φi /∂n = 0 implying that φ is constant, and consequently v = V,
everywhere inside the body.
BEM codes approximate the integral equation for φ by splitting the surface of the body into panels
on which the value of μ is unknown. The values of μ are determined so that the no-ﬂux boundary
condition is satisﬁed. If the surface generates lift, extra rows of panels are shed into the wake of the
body. On each row, μ is the same for each panel; its value is determined so that the Kutta condition is
satisﬁed where the panels detach from the body. The source strengths on the wake panels are zero.
The wake panels are convected by the ﬂow and so there should be no ﬂux of ﬂuid through them.
Since their source and dipole strengths are constrained, this can only be achieved by adjusting their
locations iteratively until the no ﬂux condition is satisﬁed. In practice, empirical formulae are often
used to impose the locations of the panels. The importance of different methods for placing the wake
panels is discussed further in Section 5.2.
2.2. Representing the Propeller as Mass Rate and Force Density Fields
If the propeller is modelled in the RANS solution using only a force ﬁeld, the effect of the physical
bulk of the blades—the blade blockage—is ignored. One way to account for the blade blockage is to
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include a source term in the continuity equation as well as a source term in the momentum equations.
In effect, the RANS solution is determined so that it mimics the BEM ﬂow both inside and outside
the blades.
Consider a small volume, δV, in the RANS ﬂow (hence in a ship-ﬁxed non-rotating coordinate
system) through which the surface, S , of a blade passes: see Figure 1. Let the area of S within δV be δs
and let ω be the angular speed of the blade (radians per unit time), r the distance from the propeller
axis and θ̂ a unit vector in the direction of travel of δs. The normal velocity relative to the blade surface
is n̂ · (v − ωr θ̂ ) = 0 on the outside of the blade and n̂ · (V − ωr θ̂ ) on the inside. Therefore, the ﬂux of
mass out of δV due to the convection of mass across δs is
δM = ρ n̂ · (V − ωr θ̂ ) − n̂ · (v − ωr θ̂ ) δs = ρn̂ · (V − ωr θ̂ )δs.

(6)

Similarly, there is a ﬂux of momentum equal to


δF = ρ V n̂ · (V − ωr θ̂ ) − v n̂ · (v − ωr θ̂ ) δs = ρV n̂ · (V − ωr θ̂ ) δs = δMV.

(7)

Consequently, if a source term, M, is included in the continuity equation to simulate an injection of
mass, a source term MV must be included in the momentum equations to account for the corresponding
injection of momentum. Because this momentum source is associated solely with the ﬂow inside the
blades, it is the velocity inside the blades, i.e., V, that appears in this term. The RANS equations to be
solved then become the following:
ρ∇ · v
ρ∇ · (vv)

=

(8)

M,

= −∇ p + ∇ · (μt ∇v) + MV + F,

(9)

where M is the rate of increase of mass per unit volume and F is the force density associated with
the thrust of the propeller (i.e., caused by the pressure distribution over S ). These equations have
been misquoted by Hally [16,17] and Su, Kinnas and Jukola [18]. In each case, the momentum source
associated with the mass source was given, either explicitly or implicitly (because the momentum
equations were cast in weak conservation form), as Mv: i.e., the total velocity was used, not the
background ﬂow from the BEM solution.

S

^
n

δV

δs

Figure 1. The intersection of the blade surface with a small volume of ﬂuid.

The mass rate is independent of the propeller rotation rate and therefore independent of the
advance coefﬁcient. Therefore, as the advance coefﬁcient decreases and the propeller becomes more
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heavily loaded, the contribution of the mass rate to the velocity ﬁeld becomes less signiﬁcant relative
to the contribution from the force ﬁeld. The mass rate term has the most effect at the inner radii where
the blade sections are thickest.
Although frictional forces are not included in the BEM solution, BEM solvers often include simple
predictions of the skin friction on the blades using boundary layer theory. It would be straightforward
to include the force due to the skin friction in F, but this should usually not be done when coupling
RANS and BEM solvers. Although the force and torque might be corrected for the skin friction in the
BEM solver, the velocity usually is not. Adding the effect of the skin friction in the RANS solver would
then cause an extra source of error when comparing the RANS and BEM induced velocities.
3. Calculating the Mass and Force Densities from BEM Output
3.1. The Force Density and Rate of Change of Mass
Consider a small area δs on the surface of a blade. The force of the blade on the ﬂuid caused by this
area is pn̂δs where p is the pressure and n̂ is an outward pointing unit normal to the surface. In a small
time δt, the rotation of the blade causes the surface to sweep out a small volume ωr |n̂ · θ̂ |δs δt where
ω is the angular speed of the blade (radians per unit time), r is the distance from the propeller axis
and θ̂ is a unit vector in the direction of travel of δs. The change in momentum of the ﬂuid during that
interval is pn̂ δs δt. Now consider this volume of ﬂuid to be ﬁxed in space. During one full revolution
of the propeller, the volume will not experience any additional change in momentum due to that blade,
but it will experience a similar change from each of the other blades as they pass through it, so its
change in momentum due to the action of the propeller over one full revolution is Zpn̂ δs δt, where
Z is the number of blades. The change of momentum per unit volume in one propeller revolution is
therefore Zpn̂/ωr |n̂ · θ̂ |. Since the period of the propeller revolution is T = 2π/ω, the force density
(equivalent to the average rate of change of momentum per unit volume) is Zpn̂/2πr |n̂ · θ̂ |. At any
point in the ﬂow, the force density is then obtained by determining when a blade surface will pass
through the point (if ever) and at which time. In general, there will be two surface points per blade:
one on the face and one on the back. The force density F at any point in the ﬂow is then
F=

Zpn̂

∑ 2πr|n̂ · θ̂ | ,

(10)

f ,b

where the sum is over points on the face and back of a single blade and it is understood that p is
evaluated at the moment that the surface passes through the point in the ﬂow.
Similarly, during the time δt, the discontinuity in velocity across the blade surface causes a mass
of −ρ(V − ωr θ̂ ) · n̂ δs δt to be introduced into the volume. The average rate of change of mass is then
M=

∑−
f ,b

Zρ(V − ωr θ̂ ) · n̂
=
2πr |n̂ · θ̂ |

ZρV · n̂

∑ − 2πr|n̂ · θ̂ | + ∑
f ,b

f ,b

Zρω sgn(θ̂ · n̂)
=
2π

ZρV · n̂

∑ − 2πr|n̂ · θ̂ | ,

(11)

f ,b

the term in ω vanishing because θ̂ · n̂ will have opposite signs on the face and the back.
Note that both F and M will be inﬁnite at locations near the leading edge where n̂ · θ̂ is zero.
As was pointed out by Starke and Bosschers [14], this can cause problems if the force densities are
simply interpolated either to the nodes of the RANS grid or to the centroids of the RANS grid cells.
Their solution was to smooth the force density while keeping the total thrust constant. This has the
difﬁculties that
•
•
•

since the force density is sampled before it is smoothed, an inﬁnite density may still be encountered
by an unlucky coincidence of a RANS sampling point where n̂ · θ̂ = 0,
the amount of smoothing required is not known a priori and may be different for different grids
and different propellers, and
the ﬂow is altered to some extent by the redistribution of force.
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Similar difﬁculties occur if the same approach is taken for the distribution of the rate of change of
mass. A different approach is considered here; it is described in the next section.
3.2. Allocation of the Force Density and Rate of Change of Mass to the RANS Equations
Propeller analysis programs that use BEM divide the blade surfaces into panels, typically but
not necessarily quadrilaterals. In the analysis that follows, it will be assumed that the panels are
quadrilaterals. Triangular panels can be treated by making two panel vertices coincident, while panels
with more sides can be treated by splitting them into several quadrilateral or triangular sub-panels.
When the ﬂow is unsteady because V is not uniform, the rotation of the propeller is broken into
Nt equal time steps per revolution. It will also be assumed that the BEM solution supplies the pressure
at each panel vertex at each time step. In the common case where the pressure is considered constant
over the panel, the values at each vertex will be the same.
Although the method has been presented as following from a BEM solution of the propeller
ﬂow, it can also be used to convert a RANS solution of the propeller ﬂow to force and mass rate
ﬁelds. The surface grid on the blades would then be used in lieu of the BEM panels. In this case,
it is more common that the pressures and velocities have distinct values at the corner points of each
surface element.
During each time interval Δt = T/Nt = 2π/ωNt , a panel sweeps out a small hexahedral prism
in a cylindrical coordinate system aligned with the propeller axis. If it is assumed that the force density
is trilinear over this volume (by trilinear interpolation from the values at the corners), then the force
imparted to the ﬂow during this interval can be obtained exactly. Similarly, integrating M over the
volume of the prism yields the total rate of change of mass caused by the panel.
To implement the source terms in the RANS equations, the cells of the RANS grid that intersect
each prism are determined. The force and mass rate associated with the prism is then split among the
RANS cells in a conservative way. A similar allocation scheme is described by Kinnas et al. [19] but
has the drawback that the RANS grid must be axisymmetric over the swept volume of the propeller
blades. The method described in Section 3.2.2 can be used on arbitrary RANS grids.
Section 3.2.1 gives expressions for the integrals of the mass rate and force density over a BEM
prisms. These expressions are derived in detail in the appendix. Section 3.2.2 provides details of the
method for allocating the force and mass rate to the RANS grid.
3.2.1. Integrating the Force Density and Mass Rate over the Swept Volume of a BEM Panel
Let the corner points in cylindrical coordinates of the hexahedron swept out by the panel in one
time step be xijk = ( xijk , rijk , θijk ) for i, j and k equal to 0 or 1. The k subscript represents the θ̂ direction.
The i and j indices are not associated with any coordinate direction, but they are chosen so that for
each k, x00k , x10k , x11k and x01k are ordered cyclically around one end of the hexahedron.
In Appendix A, it is shown that the mass rate obtained by integrating M over the hexahedron is
M2 ≡


2

M r dr dθ dx =

1

1

1

∑∑∑

i =0 j =0 k =0

Bxij Vxijk + Brij Vrijk + Bθij Vθijk =

1

1

1

∑ ∑ ∑ Bij · Vijk ,

(12)

i =0 j =0 k =0

where the symbol 2 indicates that the integration is done over the volume of the hexahedron,
Vijk are the velocity vectors in cylindrical coordinates at the corners of the hexahedron,
and Bij = Bxij x̂ + Brij r̂ + Bθij θ̂ are geometrical coefﬁcients depending only on the panel corners and
the time step: see Equations (A23), (A25) and (A27).
Appendix A also shows that the force obtained by integrating F over the hexahedron is
F2 ≡


2

F r dr dθ dx =

∑ Fijk pijk ,

i,j,k
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where pijk are the values of the pressure at the corners of the hexahedron and Fijk are again geometrical
coefﬁcients depending only on the panel corners and the time step: see Equations (A41) and (A42).
3.2.2. Allocation of Force Density and Mass Rate to RANS Cells
Like the method of force allocation described by Hally and Laurens [13], each hexahedron is split
into smaller hexahedra until the force and mass rate from each can be assigned to a cell in the RANS
grid. Each time the hexahedron is split, each of its edges in one direction are simply bisected. If all the
corner points of a hexahedron are contained in a single RANS cell, its entire mass rate and force can be
assigned to that cell. While more and more hexahedra will be wholly contained by a single RANS cell
as the number of splits increases, there will always be some hexahedra that span more than one RANS
cell. Therefore, one must impose a maximum number of splits for each cell and decide how to allocate
the force for hexahedra that span more than one cell. In the algorithm described here, the maximum
number of splits can be speciﬁed by the user. When a hexahedron still spans more than one RANS cell,
one eighth of the force and mass rate of the hexahedron is allocated to each cell containing a corner
point of the hexahedron. This simple scheme can be made as accurate as necessary by increasing the
maximum number of splits.
The expressions in Equations (12) and (13) for the mass rate and force for a hexahedron are linear
in the values of p and V at its corners. When a hexahedron is split, the values of p and V at the corners
of the new hexahedra are linear combinations of the values at the corners of the original hexahedron.
Therefore, there is a linear relation between the values of p and V at the panel corner points at each
time step, and the force and mass rate in each RANS cell. If pm is an array of values of pressure at the
panel corner points and Fn is an array of force densities in the RANS cells, then
Fn =

1
Vn

∑ Pnm pm ,

(14)

m

where Pnm is a sparse matrix mapping the pressures at the panel corner points to the forces in the
RANS cells and Vn is the volume of RANS cell n. Similarly, one can deﬁne a sparse matrix Qnm
mapping values of V at the panel corner points to the mass rate densities of each RANS cell:
Mn =

1
Vn

∑ Qnm · Vm .

(15)

m

The matrices Pnm and Qnm depend only on the panelling of the propeller blades, the RANS grid,
and the time step used for the propeller rotation. If they are saved, they can be reused when the
ﬂow environment is changed. For a RANS-BEM coupling with a large RANS grid, this can lead to
considerable savings in time.
Therefore, the allocation procedure is split into two parts: ﬁrst, the Pnm and Qnm are calculated
and saved, then they are used to determine the force and mass rate in each RANS cell. The latter step
can be repeated many times provided that the panelling, RANS grid and time step remain the same.
The values at the corner points of a split hexahedron are linear combinations of the values at the
original hexahedron from which it was split. Therefore, for each hexahedron, we store a tensor, Lijkqrs ,
which represents the mapping from the original values at corner (q, r, s) to the values at corner (i, j, k )
of the split hexahedron. For the original hexahedron, the mapping is the identity: Lijkqrs = δiq δjr δks .
When a hexahedron is split, say in the i direction, then two new hexahedra are created. The lower

hexahedron, from i = 0 to 12 , has mapping, Lijkqrs
, given by

= L0jkqrs ;
L0jkqrs


L1jkqrs
=

1
2

L0jkqrs + L1jkqrs ;
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Similarly, the mapping of the upper hexahedron, from i =
u
L0jkqrs
=

1
2

L0jkqrs + L1jkqrs ;

1
2

u
= L1jkqrs ;
L1jkqrs

u
to 1, has mapping, Lijk0qrs
, given by

for all j, k, q, r and s.

(17)

Splitting in the j and k directions is similar.
Let mqrs be the index of the panel corner point at time t that corresponds with corner (q, r, s) of
the unsplit hexahedron. Then, the pressures at the corners of the unsplit hexahedra are pmqrs and the
velocities are Vmqrs . The mass rate and force associated with any of the split hexahedra is then
M=

∑

Bij · Lijkqrs Vmqrs ;

i,j,k,q,r,s

F=

∑

Fijk Lijkqrs pmqrs .

(18)

i,j,k,q,r,s

When the splitting has ﬁnished, one eighth of the values of M and F are assigned to the RANS cell
containing each corner point of the hexahedron. If corner (i, j, k) of the split hexahedron is contained
in RANS cell n, then the corner (i, j, k) contributes

to Pnmqrs and

ΔPnmqrs = 18 Fijk Lijkqrs

(19)

ΔQnmqrs = 18 Bij Lijkqrs

(20)

to Qnmqrs .
The basic algorithm to calculate Pnm and Qnm is shown in Algorithm 1. The loop to populate the
list contiguous_hex_list ensures that the force and mass rate ﬁelds cover a contiguous volume of
cells in the RANS grid and prevents ‘lumpiness’ in their distribution due to some cells being missed
because they intersect the centre of a hexahedron and not its corners.
In theory, the sum of mass rate over all the RANS cells should be zero. While not exactly zero,
the sum is typically very small. For example, for the calculations described in Section 5, the total mass
rate was 3 × 10−7 times the ﬂux of mass carried through the propeller disk by the inﬂow velocity.
In the code implementing Algorithm 1, provision has been made to adjust the mass rate density so its
sum is zero to within machine accuracy, but it normally is not necessary.
In general, the thrust obtained when summing the x-component of the force density from all
the RANS cells will not exactly equal the thrust predicted by the BEM program. This is because
BEM programs usually integrate the pressure on the panels in the Cartesian coordinate system while
integration here is done in the cylindrical coordinate system. In the cylindrical coordinate system,
the panel edges are slightly curved leading to small differences in the results. The difference in thrust
will depend on the sizes of the panels but is typically a fraction of 1%. If desired, it is straightforward
to correct for the mismatch by scaling the values of the force density in the RANS cells.
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Algorithm 1 Basic algorithm to calculate Pnm and Qnm .
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

Make a list of RANS cells, blade_cells, intersecting the swept area of the blades.
Make sparse matrices to represent Pmn and Qmn , each initialized to zero.
Make a list of all the hexahedra swept out by the blades during the Nt time steps required for one
revolution.
for all hex in the list of hexahedra do
Find the cells in blade_cells that intersect hex and store them in hex_cells.
Make hex_list, a list of hexahedra containing only hex.
Make an empty list of hexahedra, contiguous_hex_list.
while hex_list is not empty do
Remove the ﬁrst element of hex_list, hex1.
if the two points at the end of any edge of hex1 do not lie in the same or neighbouring
RANS cells then
Split hex1 along the edge to create two new cells.
Add the two new cells to hex_list.
else
Set the split level of hex1 to zero.
Add hex1 to contiguous_hex_list.
end if
end while
while contiguous_hex_list is not empty do
Remove the ﬁrst element of contiguous_hex_list, hex1.
if all corner points of hex1 lie in the same RANS cell
or if its split level is the maximum allowed then
For each corner point of the cell, update Pnm and Qnm using Equations (19) and (20).
else
Split hex1 along the longest edge whose end points do not lie in the same cell.
Set the split level of the two new cells to one higher than the split level of hex1.
Add the two new cells to contiguous_hex_list.
end if
end while
end for
Save Pmn and Qmn .

3.2.3. Finding the RANS Cell Containing a Point
For Algorithm 1 to be efﬁcient, it is necessary to have a fast method for determining which
RANS cell contains an arbitrary point in space. The reason for restricting the lists of RANS cells in
steps 1 and 5 is to speed up the search. It can be made even faster by constructing a hierarchical tree of
bounding boxes containing the RANS cells in the list to be searched. Each level of the tree contains a
sub-tree for half of its RANS cells and a second sub-tree for the remaining RANS cells. It also contains
a bounding box, which is the union of the bounding boxes for each of the sub-trees. To ﬁnd the cell
containing a point, each tree is traversed by traversing each of its sub-trees, but only if the bounding
box of the sub-tree contains the point. When the lowest level of the tree is reached containing a single
RANS cell, that cell is tested to see whether it contains the point. If there are N RANS cells to be
searched, this scheme is roughly of order log N rather than order N for a simple cell by cell search.
3.3. Run Times
Although the CPU time taken to calculate Pmn and Qmn depends on the BEM panelling, the RANS
grid, and the maximum split level, it is typically shorter than the time taken to run the RANS solver,
even when the allocation algorithm is run in series and the RANS solver is run in parallel. For open
water calculations such as the one described in Section 5, a typical run time would be a few minutes.
For more realistic cases in which the RANS cells resolve the boundary layer down to the wall, a typical
run time is about an hour. Moreover, Algorithm 1 can easily be parallelized over the outer loop starting
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at step 4. Care only needs to be taken when accumulating the values of Pmn and Qmn since more than
one hexahedron can contribute to these values. A parallelized version of the algorithm can reduce the
run time back to a few minutes.
4. An Implementation Using OpenFOAM and PROCAL
The algorithms described in the previous sections have been implemented using OpenFOAM [20]
as the RANS solver and PROCAL, a BEM program developed by the Cooperative Research Ships
organization [21]. For the steady ﬂow problems considered here, OpenFOAM uses the SIMPLE
algorithm. It has been modiﬁed to include the source terms to both the continuity equation and
the momentum equation. One also must be careful not to use the ‘bounded’ forms of the difference
schemes used for the convective term of the momentum equation; these schemes assume that the
divergence of the velocity is zero, which is not the case when the mass rate ﬁeld is present.
PROCAL is an implementation of the Morino formulation [15] of the BEM described in Section 2.
Its output ﬁles give the pressures and velocities at the corner points of the panels at each time step.
The radial contraction and pitch of the wake panels can be determined from empirical formulae or by
an iteration, which approximates the convection of the panels by the ﬂow ﬁeld.
5. Comparison of RANS and BEM Flow Fields in Open Water
If the propeller operates in open water, the time-averaged ﬂow calculated using the BEM code
and the ﬂow calculated using the RANS code with force and mass rate ﬁelds should be the same.
Therefore, open water ﬂow provides a test of the ability of the force and mass rate ﬁelds to mimic
the action of the propeller. Here, the ﬂow past propeller DTMB P4384 is presented as an example.
This propeller is part of the NSRDC skewed propeller series described by Boswell [22]. It is the most
skewed of the series having 108◦ of unbalanced skew: see Figure 2. There is no generator rake for this
propeller, but the skew induced rake is 0.257D, making the angle of skew induced rake 33◦ (measured
from the generator line at the hub through the tip).
The points at which the RANS and BEM ﬂow ﬁelds are evaluated and compared will normally
depend on the details of the RANS-BEM coupling procedure. Often, the comparison is made at one or
more planes upstream of the propeller but Hally [17], Kinnas et al. [19] and Su et al. [18] have advocated
making the comparison at points within the swept volume of the blades. Here, the RANS and BEM
ﬂow ﬁelds will be compared throughout the ﬂow ﬁeld: upstream, in the swept volume of the blades,
and in the slipstream downstream.
The BEM panelling, also shown in Figure 2, used 40 panels between the leading edge and trailing
edge on each side of the blades, and 30 between the root and tip: 2400 panels in total per blade.
The panel heights were uniform, but their widths decreased near the leading edge and trailing edge to
resolve the blade geometry better in those locations. The hub was a cylinder extending one propeller
radius upstream and two propeller radii downstream. There were 150 panels along the length of the
hub and 15 panels between each pair of blades.

Figure 2. Propeller DTMB P4384. The panelling used in PROCAL is shown at the right.
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PROCAL has several different methods for determining the locations of the wake panels in
the slipstream of the propeller. For this comparison, the wake contraction was determined from an
empirical equation derived from a ﬁt to experimental data reported by Min [23]; an iterative method
was used determine the pitch of the panels. Details of these models are given by Bosschers [24].
The effect of the wake panels on the solution will be discussed further in Section 5.2.
The BEM solution provides values of the source and dipole strengths on each panel at each time
step. The velocity at any point in the ﬂow ﬁeld can then be obtained by summing the inﬂuence of each
panel at the point. Analytic expressions for the inﬂuence of a panel at an arbitrary point are given by
Morino et al. [15].
To determine the time-averaged BEM velocities at points between the blades, the method
described by Hally [17] was used: induced velocities at each time step are calculated at a sequence of
Np points joining the centroids of panels on neighbouring blades, then interpolated and averaged in
time. The portion of time that the evaluation point is inside one of the blades is included in the average
but contributes nothing to it as the induced velocity is zero inside the blades. A similar method is used
to determine the velocities in the wake. For these calculations, Np was set to 51.
The RANS grid covered an annular region between the cylindrical hub at r = 0.2R and an outer
cylinder at 10R. It extended 10R upstream and downstream and consisted of a single axisymmetric
structured block having 152 nodes axially, 89 nodes radially and 90 nodes around the circumference:
1,217,520 points and 1,195,920 hexahedral cells in all. Over the swept volume of the blades, the size of
the cells in the axial and radial directions was 0.025R and in the circumferential direction increased
from 0.014R at the hub to 0.07R at the tip. The node separation increased upstream, downstream and
radially beyond the blade tips.
When allocating the forces and mass rates to the RANS cells, a maximum split level of 9 was
used. Figure 3 shows the distribution of M/ρV and F/ρn2 D, where V is the speed of inﬂow, n is the
rotation rate in revolutions per unit time and D is the propeller diameter. The non-dimensionalized
mass rate is independent of the advance coefﬁcient; the non-dimensional force is shown for J = 0.6.
The distributions are shown in a single xr plane (the distributions are axisymmetric) with the ﬂow
coming from left to right. The mass rate is positive at the leading edge as V is directed into the
blades increasing the mass there, negative near the trailing edge where V is directed out of the blades.
The axial force is positive when directed downstream. The circumferential force is positive in the
direction of rotation of the blades.
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Figure 3. The distribution of M/ρV and F/ρn2 D for DTMB P4384 at J = 0.6. In the white regions,
M and F are exactly zero. The grey line is the outline of the swept volume of the blades.
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Figure 3 also provides an indication of the size of the RANS cells. Because the match between the
RANS cells and BEM panels is imperfect, the ﬁelds can extend up to one cell width outside the swept
volume of the blades. There are 43,290 cells in which the mass rate and force density are non-zero.
On the inﬂow plane, the velocity was set to match the inﬂow in the BEM computation; the normal
pressure gradient was set to zero. The outﬂow plane was divided into two annuli at r = 1.5R. On both
annuli, the normal gradient of the velocity was set to zero. The pressure was set to zero on the outer
annulus, but its normal gradient was set to zero on the inner annulus. Both the hub and the outer
cylinder were treated as free slip walls.
At J = 0.9, the thrust obtained from integration of the RANS force ﬁeld was 0.2% higher than that
obtained from summing the pressure-induced force over the BEM panels; at J = 0.6 it was 0.1% higher.
The torques obtained in a similar way were 0.3% higher for J = 0.9 and 0.2% higher at J = 0.6. In the
velocity ﬁeld comparisons shown below, no correction was made for this small mismatch.
Figures 4–6 show the components of the velocity ﬁeld, normalized relative to the inﬂow speed
V, generated by PROCAL and OpenFOAM at advance coefﬁcients J = 0.6 and 0.9. The latter is very
close to the design advance coefﬁcient of J = 0.889. The difference between the RANS and BEM
velocities is also shown (the BEM velocity ﬁeld is subtracted from the RANS velocity ﬁeld). The ﬂow
is displayed in a single xr plane with the outline of the swept volume of the blades shown as a grey
line. In these ﬁgures, the velocity components are consistent with the components of force in Figure 3:
i.e., the axial velocity is positive if it is directed downstream and the circumferential velocity is positive
in the direction of rotation of the blades.
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Figure 4. RANS and BEM axial velocity ﬁelds for DTMB P4384 at J = 0.6 and 0.9. The velocities are
normalized using the inﬂow speed V.
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Figure 5. RANS and BEM radial velocity ﬁelds for DTMB P4384 at J = 0.6 and 0.9. The velocities are
normalized using the inﬂow speed V.
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Figure 6. RANS and BEM circumferential velocity ﬁelds for DTMB P4384 at J = 0.6 and 0.9.
The velocities are normalized using the inﬂow speed V.
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At both advance coefﬁcients, the largest differences between the RANS and BEM ﬂow ﬁelds occur
in the wake at the radial extremes of the wake panels: i.e., close to the hub and close to the location
of the tip vortex. Discrepancies in these locations are not important for the RANS-BEM coupling
procedure as the RANS and BEM ﬂow ﬁelds will only be compared either upstream or within the
swept volume of the blades. There is also a relatively large mismatch in the circumferential velocity
where the blade meets the hub.
For J = 0.9, the differences are less than 0.01V everywhere upstream of the propeller and less
than 0.015V over almost the entire swept volume of the blades. For the lower advance coefﬁcient,
the differences are less than 0.01V everywhere upstream of the propeller and less than 0.04V over
almost the entire swept volume of the blades. The degradation in accuracy at higher loading has been
found to be consistent for a wide variety of propellers.
5.1. Sensitivity to the Maximum Split Level
The ﬂow ﬁeld predicted by the RANS solver will depend to some extent on the maximum split
level used when allocating the cells. The higher the maximum split level, the more accurately the force
and mass rate are distributed among the RANS cells. A choice which is too small will cause the ﬂow
ﬁeld between the blades to ﬂuctuate in an unphysical manner. However, the most appropriate choice
of maximum split level will also depend on the mean size of the cells in the RANS grid close to the
propeller. The more reﬁned the grid, the smaller the maximum split level can be.
The sensitivity to the split level was tested by generating force and mass rate ﬁelds with maximum
split levels of 0, 3, 6 and 9. Figure 7 shows the axial velocity predicted by OpenFOAM at three locations:
about one tenth of the chord length upstream of the leading edge, along the generator line, and about
one half of the chord length downstream of the trailing edge.
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Figure 7. The variation of the axial velocity with split level.

Upstream of the propeller, the ﬂow ﬁeld is insensitive to the maximum split level; in the swept
volume of the blades and downstream, the ﬂow ﬁeld is quite sensitive. If the RANS and BEM wakes
are to be compared upstream, then a maximum split level of 3 should sufﬁce. For comparisons between
the blades, the maximum split level should be at least 6.
5.2. Sensitivity to Wake Panels
The sensitivity to the location of the wake panels was tested by choosing among several of the
different wake model options provided by PROCAL. There are two empirical models for the wake
contraction: the Hoshino model [25] and a ﬁt to experimental data reported by Min [23]. Details of
these models are given by Bosschers [24]. In addition, there is an iterative method that adjusts the
contraction of the tip vortex so it is parallel to the ﬂow. The iterative model is not very robust and
could not be made to converge, so it was not considered in this study. The calculations shown in
Figures 3–6 used the Min method.
For this propeller, the Min method was much better than the Hoshino method. At J = 0.9,
the mismatch in RANS and BEM velocities at the outer edge of the slipstream was reduced by about
50%. At J = 0.6, the reduction was about 70%. There were similar reductions upstream of the blades.
In the swept volume of the blades, the difference between the two methods was signiﬁcantly smaller
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than the difference between the RANS and BEM velocities: about 0.002V at J = 0.9 and 0.007V at
J = 0.6.
The Min method is a ﬁt to experimental data for four propellers, all of which are closely related
to DTMB P4384; they are the other three propellers from the NSRDC skewed propeller series, P4381,
P4382 and P4383, as well as a fourth propeller equivalent to P4383 but with extra rake. Therefore, it is
perhaps not surprising that the Min method performs well for P4384. Whether it does so consistently
for other propellers is not yet clear.
The pitch of the wake panels can be set using three different empirical formulae depending
on the pitch at each section, the advance coefﬁcient and the skew angle at the tip (details given by
Bosschers [24]). There is also an iterative method that adjusts the pitch of the panels to be parallel to
the ﬂow.
At J = 0.9, the choice of method for the pitch of the wake panels resulted in very small differences
to the ﬂow: typically less than 0.003V and signiﬁcantly smaller than the differences between the
RANS and BEM ﬂow ﬁelds. Near the design advance coefﬁcient the choice of pitch model is not
very important.
At J = 0.6, the iterative wake model performed signiﬁcantly better than the empirical models
in the slipstream, reducing the RANS-BEM discrepancy in axial velocity by about 80%, though the
differences in the tangential velocity components were not signiﬁcant. Upstream of the blades there
was also a signiﬁcant reduction in the discrepancy of both the axial and radial velocity components.
In the swept volume of the blades, the RANS-BEM difference in axial velocity was consistently about
0.02V lower than for the empirical methods. This difference is a signiﬁcant portion of the total
RANS-BEM mismatch but meant that the empirical methods performed better near the leading edge
while the iterative method performed better near the trailing edge. Overall, the iterative method gave
the best results.
5.3. Sensitivity to RANS Cell Size
The sensitivity to the cell size in the RANS grid was checked by making a second grid with mean
cell size of 0.0125R radially and axially and with 180 cells around the circumference. For J = 0.9,
the difference in velocity was less than 0.003V over almost the entire ﬂow ﬁeld. For J = 0.6, the change
in all velocity components was less than 0.005V almost everywhere.
For both advance coefﬁcients, the highest differences occurred in the slipstream near the hub
and at its outer edge. At the outer edge of the slipstream where the velocity gradient is very high,
the differences were caused by increased diffusion on the coarser grid; the differences in this region
were considerably larger (about 0.05V ) at J = 0.6 than at J = 0.9 (about 0.01V). Near the hub,
the radial and circumferential velocities showed small oscillations when the coarser grid was used
causing differences of about 0.03V; these were much improved by the ﬁner grid.
For both advance coefﬁcients, there was also a small region where the leading edge of the blade
meets the hub for which the differences were about 0.01V.
5.4. Sensitivity to Other Parameters
The following sensitivity tests were also performed.
•
•

•

The sensitivity to Np , the number of points used to average the ﬂow ﬁeld between the blades,
was checked by repeating the calculations with 11, 21 and 51 points.
To check that the dimensions of the RANS ﬂow domain were sufﬁciently large, the RANS ﬂow
ﬁeld for the J = 0.6 case was recalculated on a grid whose outer dimensions were increased from
10R to 20R.
Two additional PROCAL blade panellings were used:
–
–

20 panels root to tip and 30 panels from leading to trailing edge;
40 panels root to tip and 60 panels from leading to trailing edge.
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In all cases, the changes in the RANS-BEM mismatch were found to be insigniﬁcant.
6. Conclusions
The BEM solution of the time-averaged ﬂow past a propeller can be simulated to high accuracy
in a RANS solution by replacing the propeller with force and mass rate ﬁelds. When the methods
described in Section 3 are used for open water ﬂow, the difference in the ﬂow ﬁelds upstream of the
propeller and in the swept volume of the blades is typically about 1–2% of the inﬂow speed when the
advance coefﬁcient is close to design. Downstream, the accuracy is similar except at the extremes of
the slipstream. As the advance coefﬁcient is decreased, the accuracy of the method begins to degrade.
It is likely that the accuracy is somewhat less for the more complex ﬂow when the propeller operates
behind a ship but it is not possible to measure that directly.
At higher loading, the choice of the wake model can affect the accuracy of the RANS-BEM match.
This is especially true both upstream of the blades and in the slipstream. When the BEM solver
provides different treatments for the wake panels, it is recommended that RANS-BEM procedures
should start with an open water test to determine the most appropriate wake model for the propeller
being evaluated.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
BEM
DTMB
FFM
NSRDC
RANS
VSM
Symbols
θ
μ
νt
ρ
σ
φ
ω
Bij
D
F
F2
Fijk
J
Lijkqrs
M
M2
Nt

Boundary Element Method
David Taylor Model Basin
Force Field Method
Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes
V-shaped Segments Method
Angular coordinate around the propeller axis
Dipole strength
Turbulent kinematic viscosity
Fluid density
Source strength
Velocity potential
Propeller rotation rate (rads/sec)
Coefﬁcients mapping velocity components to the mass rate density for a hexahedron
Propeller diameter
Force density
Force due to a hexahedron
Coefﬁcients mapping pressure to the force density density for a hexahedron
Advance coefﬁcient
Coefﬁcients mapping values at corner points of a split hexahedron to the
values on the original hexahedron
Rate of increase of mass per unit volume
Rate of increase of mass due to a hexahedron
Number of time steps in one propeller rotation
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n
n
Pmn
p
Qmn
R
r
T
tu , tv
u, v, w
v
V
V
Vn
x
Z

Propeller rotation rate (revs/sec)
A normal to a blade panel
Coefﬁcients mapping pressures at panel corner points to force densities for RANS cells
Pressure
Coefﬁcients mapping velocities at panel corner points to mass rate densities for RANS cells
Propeller radius
Distance to the propeller axis
Period of propeller rotation
Tangents to a blade panel
Parameters used to interpolate over a hexahedron
Fluid velocity
Background ﬂuid velocity in BEM solution
Inﬂow speed for a propeller in open water
The volume of RANS cell n
Distance along the propeller axis
Number of propeller blades

Appendix A. Integrating the Force Density and Mass Rate over the Swept Volume of
a BEM Panel
Let the corner points in cylindrical coordinates of the hexahedron swept out by the panel in one
time step be xijk = ( xijk , rijk , θijk ) for i, j and k equal to 0 or 1. The k subscript represents the θ̂ direction.
The i and j indices are not associated with any coordinate direction, but they are chosen so that x00k ,
x10k , x11k and x01k are order cyclically around one end of the hexahedron.
For any quantity, f , whose values are known at the corners of the hexahedron, we can form a
trilinear interpolant in terms of three parameters u, v and w as follows:
f (u, v, w)
f k (u, v)

*

= (1 − w) f 0 (u, v) + w f 1 (u, v),

=

1
4

=

f k + u f ku + v f kv + uv f kuv ,

(1 − u)(1 − v) f 00k + (1 + u)(1 − v) f 10k + (1 − u)(1 + v) f 01k + (1 + u)(1 + v) f 11k

(A1)
+

(A2)

with u ∈ [−1, 1], v ∈ [−1, 1], w ∈ [0, 1] and where
fk

≡

f ku

≡

f kv

≡

f kuv

≡

1
4(

f 00k + f 10k + f 01k + f 11k ) ≡

∑ Aij fijk ,

(A3)

i,j

1
4 (− f 00k

+ f 10k − f 01k + f 11k ) ≡ ∑ Auij f ijk ,

(A4)

1
4 (− f 00k

− f 10k + f 01k + f 11k ) ≡ ∑ Avij f ijk ,

(A5)

1
4(

i,j

i,j

f 00k − f 10k − f 01k + f 11k ) ≡

∑ Auvij fijk .

(A6)

i,j

We will also use
f˜(w)
˜f u (w)
f˜v (w)
f˜uv (w)

≡ (1 − w ) f 0 + w f 1 ,

(A7)

≡ (1 − w) f 0u + w f 1u ,

(A8)

≡ (1 − w) f 0v + w f 1v ,

(A9)

≡ (1 − w) f 0uv + w f 1uv ,

(A10)

so that
f (u, v, w) = f˜(w) + f˜u (w)u + f˜v (w)v + f˜uv (w)uv.
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Since the propeller is rotating around the x-axis, the x coordinates of the panel corners do not
change as it rotates. Therefore, when f is the coordinate x, we have x0 = x1 so that x̃ (w), x̃u (w), x̃v (w)
and x̃uv (w) are actually independent of w. Similarly, r̃ (w), r̃u (w), r̃v (w) and r̃uv (w) are independent
of w.
The coordinate θ satisﬁes θij1 − θij0 = Δθ so that
θ 1 = θ 0 + Δθ;

θ 1u = θ 0u ;

θ 1v = θ 0v ;

θ 1uv = θ 0uv

(A12)

and θ̃u (w), θ̃v (w) and θ̃uv (w) are independent of w, but θ̃ (w) is not. Therefore, when represented
in cylindrical coordinates, x̃u (w), x̃v (w) and x̃uv (w) are independent of w. Henceforth, they will be
written without the argument as x̃u , x̃u and x̃uv .
Two tangents to the panel at (u, v, w) are
∂x
∂r
∂θ
+ r̂ + r θ̂
= x̂ ( x̃u + v x̃uv ) + r̂ (r̃u + vr̃uv ) + θ̂ (θ̃u + vθ̃uv )r (u, v),
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂θ
∂x
∂r
+ r̂ + r θ̂
= x̂ ( x̃v + u x̃uv ) + r̂ (r̃v + ur̃uv ) + θ̂ (θ̃v + uθ̃uv )r (u, v),
x̂
∂v
∂v
∂v

tu (u, v)

= x̂

(A13)

tv (u, v)

=

(A14)

where x̂, r̂ and θ̂ are unit vectors in the direction of increasing x, r and θ, respectively, and
r (u, v) = r̃ + r̃u u + r̃v v + r̃uv uv.

(A15)

A normal to the panel at (u, v, w) is then
n(u, v) = tu (u, v) × tv (u, v)

= x̂ (r̃u θ̃v − r̃v θ̃u ) + u(r̃u θ̃uv − r̃uv θ̃u ) + v(r̃uv θ̃v − r̃v θ̃uv ) r (u, v)
+ r̂ (θ̃u x̃v − θ̃v x̃u ) + u(θ̃u x̃uv − θ̃uv x̃u ) + v(θ̃uv x̃v − θ̃v x̃uv ) r (u, v)
+ θ̂ ( x̃u r̃v − x̃v r̃u ) + u( x̃u r̃uv − x̃uv r̃u ) + v( x̃uv r̃v − x̃v r̃uv ) .

(A16)

Therefore, the components of the normal in cylindrical coordinates are
n x (u, v) = n∗x (u, v) r (u, v);
with

nr (u, v) = n∗y (u, v) r (u, v);

nθ (u, v) = n∗θ (u, v),

n∗ (u, v) = x̃u × x̃v + ux̃u × x̃uv + vx̃uv × x̃v .
The Jacobian of the transformation from ( x, r, θ ) to (u, v, w) is
,
, x̃ + v x̃
∂( x, r ) ∂θ
∂( x, r, θ )
,
uv x̃v + u x̃uv
=
=, u
, r̃u + vr̃uv r̃v + ur̃uv
∂(u, v, w)
∂(u, v) ∂w

,
, 1
θ̂ · n
,
,
=
,
, Δθ
Δθ

(A17)

(A18)

(A19)

the last step following from Equation (A16). The integral of the mass density over the hexahedron
is then
- ZρV·n̂
M2 ≡ 2 M r dr dθ dx =
2 2πr |θ̂ ·n̂| r dr dθ dx
,
,
Zρ - 1 - 1 - 1 V·n̂ , ∂( x,r,θ ) ,
= 2π 0 −1 −1 |θ̂ ·n̂| , ∂(u,v,w) , du dv dw
(A20)
-1-1 -1
= ZρΔθ
2π
0 −1 −1 V · n du dv dw
-1 -1
1
= ZρΔθ
4π ∑k=0 −1 −1 Vk ( u, v ) · n ( u, v ) du dv,
the last step being possible since the components of n in cylindrical coordinates are independent of w.
Notice that the terms in |θ̂ · n̂| have cancelled out so that M2 is ﬁnite even when θ̂ · n̂ = 0. Therefore,
M2 =






&
1
1 %
ZρΔθ 1
Vxk (u, v)n∗x (u, v) + Vrk (u, v)nr∗ (u, v) r (u, v) + Vθk (u, v)n∗θ (u, v) du dv.
∑
4π k=0 −1 −1
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We have
ZρΔθ
4π

-1 -1
−1

∗
−1 Vxk ( u, v ) n x ( u, v )r ( u, v ) du dv
ZρΔθ - 1 - 1
∗
=
4π
−1 −1 (V xk + V xku u + V xkv v + V xkuv uv )(r + r u u + r v v + r uv uv )( n x

=

ZρΔθ
π

%



V xk


1
∗
3 r n xv

+ V xkv
=

r n∗x

+

1
∗
3 r u n xu

1
∗
3 r v n xv





1
∗
3 r n xu

1
∗
3 ru nx

1
∗
9 r uv n xv



+ n∗xu u + n∗xv v) du dv

+
+ V xku
+
+

&
+ 13 r v n∗x + 19 r uv n∗xu + 19 V xkuv (r u n∗xv + r v n∗xu + r uv n∗x )

(A22)

∑i,j Bxij Vxijk ,

with

=

Bxij





Aij r n∗x + 13 r u n∗xu + 31 r v n∗xv + Auij 13 r n∗xu + 13 r u n∗x + 19 r uv n∗xv


&
+ Avij 31 r n∗xv + 13 r v n∗x + 19 r uv n∗xu + 19 Auvij (r u n∗xv + r v n∗xu + r uv n∗x ) ,

ZρΔθ
π

%

(A23)

where Aij , Auij and Avij are deﬁned by Equations (A3)–(A5). Similarly,
ZρΔθ
4π

 1  1
−1 −1

Vrk (u, v)nr∗ (u, v)r (u, v) du dv =

∑ Brij Vrijk ,

(A24)

i,j

with

=

Brij





1
1
1
∗ + 1 r n∗ + A
∗
∗
∗
Aij r nr∗ + 13 r u nru
uij 3 r nru + 3 r u nr + 9 r uv nrv
3 v rv


&
1
∗ + 1 r n∗ + 1 r n∗
∗
∗
∗
+ Avij 13 r nrv
3 v r
9 uv ru + 9 Auvij (r u nrv + r v nru + r uv nr )

ZρΔθ
π

%

(A25)

and
ZρΔθ
4π

-1 -1

−1 −1

Vθk (u, v)n∗θ (u, v) du dv
-1 -1
∗
∗
∗
= ZρΔθ
4π % −1 −1 (V θk + V θku u + V θkv v +&V θkuv uv )( nθ + nθu u + nθv v ) du dv
= ZρΔθ
V θk n∗θ + 13 V θku n∗θu + 13 V θkv n∗θv
π

=

(A26)

∑i,j Bθij Vθijk ,

with

=

Bθij

&
ZρΔθ %
Aij n∗θ + 13 Auij n∗θu + 13 Avij n∗θv .
π

(A27)

Therefore,
M2 =

1

1

1

∑∑∑

i =0 j =0 k =0

Bxij Vxijk + Brij Vrijk + Bθij Vθijk =

1

1

1

∑ ∑ ∑ Bij · Vijk ,

(A28)

i =0 j =0 k =0

where Bij = Bxij x̂ + Brij r̂ + Bθij θ̂.
The force induced by the hexahedron can be determined in a similar fashion:
F2 ≡

-

2 F rdr dθ dx

=
=

,

,

pn̂ , ∂( x,r,θ ) ,
Zρpn̂
Zρ - 1 - 1 - 1
2 2πr |n̂·θ̂ | rdr dθ dx = 2π 0 −1 −1 |n̂·θ̂ | , ∂(u,v,w) ,
ZρΔθ - 1 - 1 - 1
2π
0 −1 −1 pn du dv dw.

-
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Note, however, that here the normal does not appear in a dot product and, since its direction
changes with θ, it is not independent of w: i.e., while n x , nr , nθ and x̂ are independent of w, r̂ and θ̂ are
not. Since, for any cylindrical coordinate system,
dr̂
= θ̂;
dθ

dθ̂
= −r̂,
dθ

(A30)

dθ̂
dθ̂ dθ
=
= −r̂Δθ.
dw
dθ dw

(A31)

and, since θ = θ0 + wΔθ, we have
dr̂
dr̂ dθ
=
= θ̂Δθ;
dw
dθ dw
Therefore,
 1

= −

θ̂ dw

=

wr̂ dw

=

wθ̂ dw

=

0

 1
0

 1
0

 1
0



1 d θ̂
(θ̂ − θ̂0 )
1
dw = − 1
,
Δθ 0 dw
Δθ
 1
1
dr̂
r̂ − r̂0
dw = 1
,
Δθ 0 dw
Δθ
 1
dθ̂
θ̂
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( p1 − p0 )(n1 −n0 )
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Δθ 2

Equation (A29) now becomes
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du dv.

(A37)

To perform the integration, the normals n0 and n1 are converted to Cartesian coordinates (denoted
with a superscript c) and interpolated over the panel from the values at the corner points. Note that,
in general, ncuv is not zero, unlike nuv . For any trilinear interpolants f and g, let
I ( f , g)

≡

-1 -1

−1 −1 ( f

+ u f u + v f v + uv f uv )( g + ugu + vgv + uvguv ) du dv

= 4 f g + 43 f u gu + 43 f v gv + 49 f uv guv .

(A38)
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where 0 and 1 subscripts have been left off ncx since ncx0 = ncx1 .
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Equation (A28) shows that M2 is linear in the components of V at the corner points of the
hexahedron. Similarly, F2 is linear in the values of p at the corner points of the hexahedron:
F2 =

∑ Fijk pijk ,

(A40)

i,j,k

with
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Abstract: In the present work, a generic ducted azimuth propulsor, which are frequently installed on
a wide range of vessels, is subject to numerical investigation with the primary focus on performance
deterioration and dynamic loads arising from the inﬂuence of oblique inﬂow and the presence of free
surface. An unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) method with the interface Sliding
Mesh technique is employed to resolve interaction between the propulsor components. The VOF
formulation is used to resolve the presence of free surface. Numerical simulations are performed,
separately, in single-phase ﬂuid to address the inﬂuence of oblique inﬂow on the characteristics
of a propulsor operating in free-sailing, trawling and bollard conditions, and in multi-phase ﬂow
to address the inﬂuence of propulsor submergence. Detailed comparisons with experimental data
are presented for the case of a propulsor in oblique ﬂow conditions, including integral propulsor
characteristics, loads on propulsor components and single blade loads. The results of the study
illustrate the differences in propulsor performance at positive and negative heading angles, reveal
the frequencies of dynamic load peaks, and provide quantiﬁcation of thrust losses due to the effect of
a free surface without waves. The mechanisms of ventilation inception found at different propulsor
loading conditions are discussed.
Keywords: CFD; RANS; azimuth propulsor; unsteady loads; ventilation

1. Introduction
Pushing type ducted azimuth propulsors have become a very popular solution for propulsion
system on such vessels as tugboats, anchor handlers, offshore supply vessels, research vessels and
others. They are found to combine the advantages of ducted propellers under heavy loading with
the superior maneuvering characteristics of pod propulsors at low speed operation, while offering
reasonable efﬁciency in free sailing. At the same time, azimuth propulsors may experience considerable
deterioration in their performance characteristics and come at risk of failure due to high dynamic loads
arising from various factors. Heavy propeller loading in combination with large azimuth angles is
the frequent scenario at low speed operation that results in unsteady loads of high amplitude on the
whole propulsor as well as on the individual propeller blades. These loads put extra demands on
the structural strength of propulsor, and reliability of blade bearings and transmission mechanisms.
The operation conditions are further complicated by vessel drift, presence of sea current, orbital
velocities induced by free surface waves, and wave induced ship motions. Massive ﬂow separation
develops on propulsor components such as pod housing and ducts, which makes the inﬂow on a
pushing propeller highly inhomogeneous. As a consequence, propeller blades may experience sheet
and vortex cavitation of an unsteady nature, causing increased levels of noise and vibration, and posing
the danger of blade erosion. Operation in the vicinity of free surface is associated with the risk of
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, 37; doi:10.3390/jmse6020037
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ventilation. The aforementioned aspects of propulsor operation are the focus of the ongoing R&D
Project “INTER-THRUST” supported by the MARTEC II ERA-NET program (Maritime Technologies),
where the authors participate on behalf of SINTEF Ocean (formerly known as MARINTEK).
The complexity of hydrodynamic interactions taking place between the components of a ducted
azimuth propulsor has been noted in a number of studies [1,2]. Advanced numerical methods such as
those of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) need to be employed when targeting improvements
in propulsor design and its operational reliability. For the successful implementation of CFD results
in design practice, validation is however crucial. While there is a considerable amount of validation
material on pod propulsors with open propellers [3–6] and shaft ducted propellers [7,8], for ducted pod
propulsors, the available data are quite limited. The majority of CFD models currently employed for the
numerical simulation of pod propulsors are based on the unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) method with one or another isotropic turbulence closure model [9–11]. The SST k-ω turbulence
model is by far the most popular choice in this type of simulation, whether one considers an open
propeller case [3] or a ducted propeller case [8,12]. In model scale analyses, the GaReTheta transition
model based on the SST k-ω model formulation is more and more frequently employed to address
the inﬂuence of laminar-turbulent ﬂow transition at low Reynolds numbers [6,13,14]. More advanced
turbulence modelling approaches such as. for example, Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) gradually
ﬁnd their way into the engineering analyses, in particular, to address the scenarios where complex
unsteady interaction and massive separation are the salient ﬂow features, as in the case of a podded
thruster turning with constant azimuth speed [15]. As regards computational mesh, many authors
favour unstructured meshing approaches that offer ease of mesh generation and greater ﬂexibility
compared to structured meshes, when dealing with complex geometries. Adaptive mesh techniques
are shown to have certain advantages in modelling pod propulsors operating at very large heading
angles [16]. In the present work, the authors attempt a detailed validation study with the generic model
of a ducted azimuth thruster tested earlier at the SINTEF Ocean laboratory. The comparisons between
the numerical simulations and experiments cover a range of operational conditions from bollard to
free sailing, and a range of propulsor heading angles, at ﬁxed propeller RPM and zero azimuth speed,
in unbounded ﬂow. Both the total forces and moments acting on the unit and its components such
as the propeller, duct and gear housing, and loads on single blade are compared. Separately, CFD
calculations are performed with the same thruster operating in the presence of an initially undisturbed
free surface, at different magnitudes of submergence and different propulsor loading conditions,
in order to quantify the impact of free surface presence and ventilation phenomenon on propulsor
thrust losses and individual blade loads. The ﬁndings regarding the trends in propulsor characteristics
are supported by the analysis of underlying ﬂow mechanisms.
2. Propulsor Model and Simulated Conditions
The main characteristics of the generic model of the azimuth ducted pushing thruster tested in the
towing tank at SINTEF Ocean and used in the CFD simulations are given in Table 1. A picture showing
the general view of the test setup is presented in Figure 1. A more detailed model speciﬁcation,
including propeller blade drawings, is found in [17]. Regarding the propeller model, it has to be
noted that the blade design represents a compromise solution between an open propeller and a ducted
propeller, since the same propeller model and the same pod unit have been tested earlier in both the
ducted and open conﬁgurations [3,18].
The model tests in oblique ﬂow are conducted at constant propeller shaft immersion of 345 mm
(1.38 Dp, where Dp is the propeller diameter). A plate is mounted on top of the thruster to avoid wave
generation and aeration. Nevertheless, at high heading angles propeller rate of revolution had to be
reduced, in order to avoid aeration and mitigate excessive free surface disturbance. The propeller
was driven by an electric motor installed on top of the thruster via a right-angle transmission gear.
A six-component balance was positioned on top of the thruster unit to measure total loads on the
thruster, including propeller, but excluding the duct. A cylindrical rod of 35 mm diameter connected
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the duct to the two force transducers, which separately measured the axial and transverse forces acting
on the duct. A propeller balance measured propeller thrust and torque, the measured signals being
wirelessly transmitted to the acquisition system. During the blade load measurements, one of the
propeller blades was mounted on a blade dynamometer placed inside the hub. A pulse meter on the
shaft provided propeller rate revolutions, while another pulse meter inside the thruster registered the
angular position of the reference blade. An angular meter was installed on top of the rig to measure
the heading angle of the unit.
Table 1. Main particulars of the tested propulsor model.
Thruster Particular

Value

Vertical distance from propeller centre to upper end of strut (mm)
Gondola length (mm)
Strut chord length (mm)
Propeller P-1374 direction of rotation
Propeller diameter, Dp (mm)
Hub diameter (mm)
Design pitch ratio, P0.7 /Dp
Blade skew (degrees)
Expanded blade area ratio
Number of blades
Duct type
Duct length (mm)
Duct inner diameter (mm)
Blade tip clearance, tc/Dp
Duct max. outer diameter (mm)
Duct leading edge radius (mm)
Duct trailing edge radius (mm)

342
181
86
Right-handed
250
60
1.1
25
0.6
4
19A
125
252.78
0.0056
303.96
2.78
1.39

Figure 1. General view of model test setup.

The tests are performed at different heading angles ranging from −90◦ to +90◦ , at both negative
and positive advance coefﬁcients. The measured forces and moments include propeller thrust and
torque, duct thrust and side force, total thrust and total side force, steering moment, blade thrust
and torque, and blade spindle and bending moments. The conditions selected for the numerical
simulations and comparisons with experimental data in oblique unbounded ﬂow are summarized in
Table 2. The simulation conditions in the presence of free surface are reduced in Table 3.
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Table 2. Simulation conditions in oblique unbounded ﬂow.
Advance Coefﬁcient, J 1

Heading Angle (◦ )

0.6 (free sailing)
0.3 (trawling)
0 (bollard)

±60, ±35, ±15, 0
±35, ±15, 0
0
1

J = V/(n × Dp).

Table 3. Simulation conditions in presence of free surface.
Advance Coefﬁcient, J

Heading Angle (◦ )

Submergence, H/Dp 1

0.6 (free sailing)
0.2 (trawling)
0 (bollard)

0
0
0

2, 1.7, 1.5, 1.3, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5
1.5, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7
1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7

1

H is the vertical distance from propeller center to water surface level; Dp is the propeller diameter.

The thrust force, T, is deﬁned along the propeller shaft axis, and is positive forward. The side force,
S, is the horizontal force perpendicular to propeller shaft axis, and is positive to portside. The steering
moment, MY, is positive in an anti-clockwise direction when viewing from above. The blade loads are
deﬁned in the local Cartesian blade coordinate system with the origin at the blade root, and Yb-axis
along the Blade Reference Line. The blade thrust, Tb, is positive in the direction of the propulsor thrust
force. The blade torque, MXb, the blade spindle moment, MYb, and the blade bending moment, MZb,
are positive in an anti-clockwise direction when viewing from the end of the respective axes of the
blade coordinate system. Positive heading angles correspond to crossﬂow from portside. Propulsor
submergence is deﬁned as the vertical distance from propeller center to water surface level. These
deﬁnitions and sign conventions are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Deﬁnitions of forces and moments and sign conventions: (a) propulsor loads; (b) blade loads.

The standard deﬁnition of advance coefﬁcient is used as follows: J = V/(n × Dp), V being the
speed of inﬂow, and n being the propeller rate of revolution. In all simulations, the blade pitch setting
is P(0.7)/Dp = 1.10, which corresponds to the design pitch. At this pitch setting, the operation point
J = 0.6 selected for free sailing conditions is near the maximum of propulsor efﬁciency. All numerical
simulations are performed in model scale conditions, and propeller rate of revolution is ﬁxed to
11 (rps), according to model tests. The speed of inﬂow V corresponding to the speed of towing carriage
in model tests equals to V = 1.65 (m/s) at J = 0.6, and it equals 0.55 (m/s) at J = 0.2.
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3. Numerical Method
The unsteady RANS equations are solved in the commercial solver STAR-CCM+ (Version
11.02.010), using a ﬁnite volume method, to simulate the ﬂow around the studied propulsor. For the
resolution of interaction between the rotating and stationary components of propulsor, the interface
sliding mesh technique is employed, which allows the mesh region containing the propeller to rotate
at the same rotational speed as that of the propeller with respect to the outer region of stationary ﬂuid.
The implicit unsteady method is used with a ﬁrst-order temporal discretization scheme. The ﬂow is
considered fully turbulent, and the Shear-Stress-Transport (SST) k-ω model is used for turbulence
closure in most of the simulations, except additional test calculations in straight ﬂow condition,
where the GaReTheta transition model based on the same SST k-ω model formulation has been used.
The turbulence models are used in combination with All-Y+ wall treatment approach as implemented
in STAR-CCM+. In the problem, involving the presence of free surface, an Eulerian Multiphase Mixture
formulation is employed, with the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method and the Flat VOF Wave model to set
up the free surface conditions. The High-Resolution Interface Capturing (HRIC) scheme is used for
tracking the water-air interface. No cavitation model is included in the analyses, since the intention
was to separate, in the present study, the pure effects of free surface and ventilation.
The computational domain consists of two sub-domains (mesh regions): (1) a rotating sub-domain
that contains the propeller, part of the hub and part of the duct above the propeller; and (2) a stationary
sub-domain that includes the pod gondola and strut, and parts of the duct and hub, which are not in
the rotating propeller region. The rotating sub-domain is a cylinder surrounding the propeller. Both its
upstream and downstream boundaries are located at 0.15 Dp, as shown in Figure 3. In the present
approach, the circumferential boundary of the rotating propeller region coincides with the duct inner
surface. Therefore, only two sliding interfaces—upstream and downstream—are created between the
stationary and rotating mesh regions.

Figure 3. Rotating propeller region and sliding mesh interfaces: (a) propeller region; (b) sliding interfaces.

The boundary condition on the duct inner surface inside the rotating region is satisﬁed by setting
the wall rotation velocity to zero. In earlier studies, this approach has been tested against a more
traditional approach that implies the use of a complete cylindrical region around the propeller, with
additional circumferential sliding interface in the gap between the blade tip and duct inner surface.
Both the aforementioned approaches bring very close results in terms of integral (forces, moments)
and distributed (pressure, velocities) characteristics. However, the former approach with only two
sliding interfaces shows somewhat lower levels of solution residuals and lower oscillations in the
overall pattern of force convergence. It is also better suited for meshing the cases with more complex
conﬁgurations of the duct interior surface.
The computational grid is generated in STAR-CCM+ using polyhedral cells in the rotating mesh
block and hexahedral trimmed cells in the stationary mesh block. The boundary layer mesh consists
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of 10 prismatic layers applied on all solid surfaces, except the extended part of the strut, which is
protruded to the upper boundary of computation domain. The values of the stretching factor and
total thickness of the boundary layer have been set in order to achieve the target range of wall Y+
from 0 to 5 in model scale calculations, and at the same time, to ensure sufﬁciently smooth transition
from the boundary layer mesh to the core mesh. The inlet and outlet boundaries of the computation
domain are placed at 22 propeller diameters from the propeller center by applying prismatic extrusion
upstream and downstream from the core mesh, while the upper, bottom and side boundaries are
placed at 10 Dp. The mesh reﬁnement is regulated by means of curve, surface and volume controls.
The most important areas for mesh reﬁnement include the domain around the propulsor, leading and
trailing edges of the propeller blades, duct and strut, junction between the strut and gondola of the pod
housing, gap between the pod gondola and propeller hub, blade tip clearance, and wake downstream
of the pod housing. The gap between the rotating propeller hub and stationary gondola of the pod
housing is modelled explicitly, with about 25 cells placed across the gap. A similar number of cells
is accommodated in the clearance between the blade tip and duct inner surface. In the simulations
involving free surface, additional reﬁnement is applied in a vertical direction at the level of free surface
everywhere in the domain, and in all three directions above the propulsor, where deformations of free
surface and, eventually, ventilation are expected. Some details of surface mesh on propeller and duct
and volume mesh around the propulsor and free surface can be seen in Figure 4. The total cell count in
the computation mesh is about 21.5 million cells, of which about 4 million cells are in the propeller
region. The applied meshing approach is based on best practices elaborated by the authors in their
earlier studies regarding the CFD simulations of ducted propellers [7,19] and pod propulsors [20,21].

Figure 4. Details of computation mesh: (a) surface mesh on propeller and duct; (b) volume mesh
around propulsor and free surface.

4. Propulsor Operation in Oblique Flow Conditions
All the simulations discussed below have been run in two stages. At the ﬁrst stage, a converged
steady-state solution was attained using the Moving Reference Frame (MRF) method applied in the
propeller region. At the second stage, the implicit unsteady solution has been activated from the
solution of the ﬁrst stage, and the case has been run for 40 complete propeller revolutions, with the
time-step corresponding to 1 degree of propeller rotation. For comparison with the measurements,
the computed forces and moments are expressed as non-dimensional coefﬁcients by dividing them by
( × n2 × D4 ) and ( × n2 × D5 ), respectively. When post-processing the simulation results, the force
and moment coefﬁcients are time-averaged over the last 20 propeller revolutions.
4.1. Integral Forces and Moments on the Propulsor
The computed and measured propeller thrust, KTP, propeller torque, KQP, duct thrust, KTD,
and total unit thrust force, KTTOT, are compared in Figures 5 and 6. The numerical simulations
reproduce fairly well the variation of propeller thrust and torque with heading angle, for all loading
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conditions. The propeller torque is predicted somewhat better than thrust in most cases. At heavier
loading (J = 0.3), KQP is in a very good agreement with the measurements for the whole range of
heading angles. At J = 0.6, the computed KQP values are also close to the measured data except the
largest heading angles of ±60◦ , where KQP is over-predicted. The latter scenarios are associated with
massively separated ﬂow over the pod and duct, and therefore they represent considerable challenges
for numerical simulations. The numerical predictions of duct thrust, KTD, and total unit thrust, KTTOT,
are found to be in good agreement with the measurements in the whole range of studied conditions.

Figure 5. Measured (red) and computed (blue) propeller thrust, KTP, and propeller torque, KQP, at
different heading angles and loading conditions.

Figure 6. Measured (red) and computed (blue) duct thrust, KTD, and total unit thrust, KTTOT, at
different heading angles and loading conditions.

Regarding the prediction of KTP, at least two important phenomena are believed to play a role:
(1) effect of the gap between the rotating hub and stationary pod; and (2) pattern of the ﬂow over the
duct. In order to address the ﬁrst effect, additional CFD calculations have been performed in straight
ﬂow for different loadings and at two propeller pitch ratios, P/D. The simulations predict lower pod
resistance and lower KTP, compared to the measurements, while the computed total thrust, KTTOT,
and propeller torque, KQP, are predicted close to the measured data, as it can be concluded from
Figures 7 and 8, similar to the observations from Figures 5 and 6.
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While, as mentioned above, in the CFD model the gap width is included in exact accordance
with the test setup, the details of shafting, bearings and seals are not modelled. Furthermore, there
are also uncertainties associated with the pressure levels in the gap during model tests and their
effect on the measured propeller thrust KTP. At the same time, one needs to point out that without
including the hub/pod gap in the numerical model, one cannot achieve a realistic prediction of pod
resistance and hub contribution to propeller thrust, due to the uncertainties associated with pressure
integration over the sides of the pod and hub facing the gap. In general, the inﬂuence of gap ﬂow on the
results of CFD/EFD comparisons is relatively higher for podded propellers than for conventional shaft
propellers, either ducted or open. The “gap effect” is more pronounced for conical hub conﬁgurations
compared to cylindrical hub conﬁgurations, and it is also found dependent on the location of the gap
with respect to the cone, as well as on propeller operation mode with respect to the pod housing,
or dynamometer shaft, i.e., pulling more or pushing mode. For example, when using the numerical
model similar to the one employed in the present study, the predictions of propeller thrust for shaft
propellers featuring cylindrical hubs was found to be in close agreement with the measurements done
on ducted propellers [7] and on open propellers [21]. It is worth noting that the same propeller P1374
as used in the present study was also used in the referred papers.

Figure 7. Measured (red) and computed (blue—fully turbulent model, green—transition model)
propeller thrust, KTP, at the two propeller pitch settings, P/D, and different loading conditions.

Figure 8. Measured (red) and computed (blue—fully turbulent model, green—transition model)
propeller torque, KQP, at the two propeller pitch settings, P/D, and different loading conditions.
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The second phenomenon is attributed to the ﬂow over the duct at low Re numbers in model
scale, and it is closely related to ﬂow regime transition on the outer side of the duct. Unlike
the phenomenon of gap effect, it is mostly evident in light loading conditions. An estimation of
characteristic Reynolds number ReD for the duct ﬂow at J = 0.6, where the aforementioned ﬂow
transition effect becomes appreciable, results in the following ﬁgures: ReD = 1.8 × 105 for the outer
duct surface, and ReD = 3.0 × 105 for the outer duct surface. Flow transition affects the extent of ﬂow
separation on the duct, and also the ﬂow pattern over the duct trailing edge. It is mainly the trailing
edge ﬂow that inﬂuences the ﬂow velocity through the duct and results in changes in propeller thrust
and torque. In most cases, for conventional shaft ducted propellers, it has been observed that transition
leads to a somewhat larger expansion rates of propeller slipstream, and hence lower velocity through
the propeller compared to fully turbulent ﬂow conditions [7]. It leads to an increase of propeller thrust
and torque as observed in Figures 7 and 8, where the results of calculation using the transition model
show higher values of KTP and KQP at high advance coefﬁcients. At lower advance coefﬁcients (J < 0.6),
in straight ﬂow, propeller torque is very well predicted, while at higher advance coefﬁcients (J > 0.6),
KQP is under-predicted, as it can be seen from Figure 8. Since propeller torque is not inﬂuenced by the
gap ﬂow effect, one can conclude that in the range of loading conditions J ≤ 0.6, the inﬂuence of ﬂow
transition is minor, and the main reason for the differences in KTP should probably be attributed to
uncertainties associated with the gap ﬂow in both the physical and numerical models. In oblique ﬂow,
the ﬂow around the gap is no longer axisymmetric, and consequently, the contributions of gap walls to
pod resistance and propeller thrust change. In such cases, the gap ﬂow is also strongly inﬂuenced by
the conﬁgurations of hub and pod in the vicinity of the gap, as well as by the vortices shed from the
pod housing. Therefore, in the case of oblique ﬂow, even small differences in ﬂow pattern between the
simulations and tests may result in large differences in contributions to thrust from the gap walls.
Figure 5 shows that propeller thrust and torque increase with the increase in positive heading
angle, while they decrease with the increase in negative heading angle, in comparison with their
values at zero heading. This asymmetry of forces with respect to zero heading is a characteristic
feature of pushing podded units, and it is mainly associated with the interaction between the rotating
propeller and cross-ﬂow in the separated wake behind the strut. This phenomenon has been discussed
in detail in [9]. For ducted pushing propulsors, the force asymmetry is smaller than for open pushing
propulsors, due to the ﬂow-straightening effect of the duct. Furthermore, as it can be observed
from Figure 5, the asymmetric inﬂuence of cross-ﬂow altered by the strut wake on KTP is larger for
lighter loadings.
As mentioned above, the numerical predictions of duct thrust, KTD, and total unit thrust, KTTOT,
compare well with the measurements in the whole studied range. As one can see from Figure 6, KTD
exhibits nearly symmetric behavior with respect to zero heading angle, for the heading angles within
±35◦ , since the duct experiences very similar conditions in terms of inﬂow. At larger heading angles,
some asymmetry is introduced in the distribution of KTD by the differences in propeller loading at
positive and negative heading angles, as discussed above.
The comparisons of the measured and computed side forces acting on the duct, KSD, and on the
whole unit, KSTOT, are presented in Figures 9 and 10, for the loading conditions of J = 0.6 and J = 0.3,
respectively. Figure 10 also includes the results obtained for bollard condition, J = 0.0.
The major contribution to the total side force, KSTOT, is given by the duct at all heading angles,
and as the heading angle increases, the contributions by the pod and propeller are added. It has to
be noted that due to the ﬂow straightening effect of the duct on propeller ﬂow, the contribution by
the propeller to the total side force is much smaller than it is in the case of open pushing thrusters.
The duct straightens both the oblique inﬂow onto the propeller and the slipstream downstream of the
propeller. These two effects result in a reduction of propeller side force.
The numerical simulations appear to under-predict the total side force for all tested conditions.
This is obviously due to the under-prediction of the duct side force, KSD. It has been found from
earlier studies in the cases where ﬂow separation develops on the duct in straight ﬂow, that a fully
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turbulent calculation, especially with the SST k-ω model in use, results in a greater separation extent
than obtained from the calculations using the transition model [7,19]. Under the conditions of oblique
ﬂow, ﬂow separation on the duct leeward side becomes massive, which puts even heavier demands on
the turbulence closure. The use of a transition model does not remedy the situation in these cases.

Figure 9. Measured (red) and computed (blue) duct side force, KSD, and total unit side force, KSTOT,
at different heading angles and loading condition of J = 0.6.

Figure 10. Measured (red) and computed (blue) duct side force, KSD, and total unit side force, KSTOT,
at different heading angles and loading conditions of J = 0.3 and J = 0.0.

The comparison between the measurements and calculations in terms of the steering moment,
KMY, have been done for the moment quantity, excluding the duct contribution, since only this
quantity is measured in the tests. This comparison is presented in Figure 11, while the computed
distributions of the steering moment acting on the duct, KMYD, are shown in Figure 12. As one can
see from Figure 11, quite large deviations are observed between the measurements and calculations,
particularly at a high advance coefﬁcient of J = 0.6, and at large heading angles. However, the overall
variation of the steering moment with the loading and heading angle appears qualitatively well
reproduced by the CFD simulations, in particular at lower J = 0.3. The quantitative agreement with the
measurements is more difﬁcult to achieve, since the values of KMY are small, because KMY is the result
of opposing contributions from the propeller, KMYP, and from the pod, KMYG. At higher speeds,
the experimental data also appear affected by considerable scattering. At zero heading angle, KMY is
entirely determined by the contribution from the propeller. Minor difference in the location of resulting
force centers on the pod and propeller may lead to considerable difference in the contributions from
respective forces to KMY due to the force arm.
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Figure 11. Measured (red) and computed (blue) steering moment, KMY, excluding duct contribution,
at different heading angles and loading conditions.

Figure 12. Computed steering moment on the duct, KMYD, at different heading angles and
loading conditions.

Both the side force on the propeller, KSP, and side force on the pod, KSG, act in the direction
of cross-ﬂow caused by the heading angle. At zero heading, the propeller develops a small side
force acting in the direction of portside (for the right-handed propeller studied herewith) due to its
interaction with the wake of the pod housing. This small side force causes a deviation of the total
reaction force, resulting in a non-zero positive steering moment acting on the unit. The moment KMY
is larger at lower J values, where propeller loading is heavier. This is an important phenomenon that
has direct impact on course-keeping characteristics of vessels equipped with pushing and dual-end
pod propulsors.
At heading angles, the major contribution to the total steering moment is given by the duct.
It can be observed from Figure 12 that, for the same heading angle, the steering moment on the duct
(KMYD) may have different signs, depending on loading condition. More speciﬁcally, for the positive
heading angle of +35 degrees, at J = 0.6 the moment KMYD is positive, i.e., it tends to turn the rear
part of the unit in the direction of cross-ﬂow (opposite clockwise), whereas at J = 0.3 this moment acts
in the opposite direction. This result is explained by the differences in the contributions to KMYD
originating from the duct thrust and duct side force at different loading conditions. The side force
developed on the duct tends to turn the rear part of the unit in the direction of cross-ﬂow, similar to
the side force on the propeller. The force center of the duct reaction in oblique ﬂow is however not
located at the propeller shaft but is shifted towards the windward side of the duct (side facing the
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cross-ﬂow), and thus the duct thrust tends to turn the rear part of the unit in the direction opposite to
cross-ﬂow. At lighter loading conditions (J = 0.6), the duct side force gives a greater contribution to
KMYD. At heavier loading conditions (J = 0.3), it is on the contrary the duct thrust that gives a greater
contribution to KMYD, which explains the differences in sign of this quantity observed in the results.
As the heading angle increases, a massive ﬂow separation develops on the duct at higher speeds
(J = 0.6). It slows down the growth of duct side force with heading angle, while duct thrust continues
to increase with approximately the same gradient as at lower heading angles.
Thus, the ratio KSD/KTD is reduced, and due to the redistribution of pressure on the duct,
the arm of the KSD contribution is reduced as well. These changes result in a rapid decrease in the
steering moment produced by the duct as seen at the heading angles of ±60 degrees. Further, at these
heading angles, ﬂow separation on the pod housing develops to such extent that it affects the inﬂow
on the duct.
Separately, a frequency analysis has been performed on the computed time histories of propulsor
forces and moments, using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This analysis captured, in addition to the
propeller blade frequency of 44 Hz, a lower frequency peak in the range of 3.9 to 4.2 Hz, as shown in
Figure 13 for duct thrust. This low frequency peak is found to be related to the vortex shedding process
that accompanies ﬂow separation on the leeward side of the duct. Because of the interaction, the low
frequency peaks in the same range are also observed for the loads on other propulsor components.
The examples of ﬂow patterns around the propulsor at large heading angles are shown in Figure 14.
This ﬁgure shows ﬂow streamlines coloured by the magnitude of dimensionless axial ﬂow velocity
in the horizontal plane located approximately at 0.4 Rp, for the top vertical position of the propeller
blade (Rp being the propeller radius).

Figure 13. Power spectral density of duct thrust, KTD, at J = 0.6, for the positive and negative heading
angles of 35 degrees.

Figure 14. Examples of ﬂow pattern around propulsor at large heading angles, J = 0.6: (a) −35 degrees;
(b) −60 degrees. View from top.
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4.2. Single Blade Loads
The computed and measured loads on a single blade deﬁned in the local blade coordinate system
with the origin at the blade root are compared in Tables 4 and 5 in terms of the time-averaged values
and their standard deviations, for the advance coefﬁcients J = 0.6 and J = 0.3, respectively. The standard
deviations, σ, are expressed as a percentage of the time-averaged values. Similar to the integral
propulsor loads, the blade loads are given as dimensionless force and moment coefﬁcients, for blade
thrust, KTb, blade torque, KQb, blade spindle moment, KMYb, and blade bending moment, KMZb.
The numerical predictions compare quite well with the experimental data, especially in terms of blade
thrust, KTb, and blade bending moment, KMZb. The values of spindle moment, KMYb, are very
small and, therefore, sensitive to small variations. The computed ﬂuctuations of blade loads are
close to the measured values and, as expected, they increase as the magnitude of the heading angle
increases due to the propeller being subject to increasingly more intensive ﬂow separation from the
pod housing. The examples of computed time histories of blade thrust and bending moment from
5 complete propeller revolutions at J = 0.6 are shown in Figures 15 and 16 for the two heading angles
of +35◦ and −35◦ , respectively. The measured values are also plotted for comparison.

Figure 15. Measured and computed time histories of blade loads at J = 0.6 for the heading angle +35◦ :
(a) blade thrust, KTb; (b) blade bending moment, KMZb.

Figure 16. Measured and computed time histories of blade loads at J = 0.6 for the heading angle −35◦ :
(a) blade thrust, KTb; (b) blade bending moment, KMZb.

The horizontal lines represent the time-averaged values and the vertical lines represent the
12 o’clock positions of the reference blade. A good agreement is observed between the calculations
and measurements, particularly for KTb, in terms of the amplitudes of maximum blade loads and
corresponding angular positions of the blade. Similar observations are made for all the other tested
conditions. The experimental patterns exhibit higher frequency oscillations which are not evident
in the CFD results. These oscillations are presumably related to the inherent measurement “noise”,
and also to the presence in the ﬂow of intermittent vortex structures, which originate from the ﬂow
separation on propulsor components, and whose scale is beyond the resolution capabilities of the
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RANS method. Figure 17 illustrates the computed contours of the axial velocity together with the
tangential velocity vectors on a control plane upstream of the propeller for the positive and negative
heading angles of 35◦ .

Figure 17. Computed velocity ﬁelds on the control plane upstream of the propeller at J = 0.6 for positive
and negative heading angles: (a) +35 degrees; (b) −35 degrees. View from downstream.
Table 4. Measured and computed single blade loads at J = 0.6 for different heading angles.
−35◦

−15◦

0◦

15◦

35◦

Quantity

CFD

EXP

CFD

EXP

CFD

EXP

CFD

EXP

CFD

EXP

KTb
σ (KTb) %
10 KQb
σ (KQb) %
10 KMYb
σ (KMYb) %
10 KMZb
σ (KMZb) %

0.055
36.4
0.071
24.8
0.021
126.3
−0.130
26.5

0.049
38.9
0.086
23.5
0.016
194.4
−0.117
35.4

0.058
16.8
0.075
12.3
0.021
51.2
−0.136
13.4

0.056
17.5
0.089
12.1
0.015
95.7
−0.152
15.6

0.062
5.8
0.079
4.2
0.019
20.6
−0.143
4.6

0.059
6.3
0.098
4.8
0.008
64.9
−0.171
4.6

0.061
11.6
0.078
8.0
0.020
53.6
−0.140
8.5

0.063
13.1
0.095
8.5
0.011
100.1
−0.170
10.0

0.071
22.1
0.087
15.1
0.016
157.6
−0.158
15.7

0.071
22.0
0.087
19.0
0.012
247.0
−0.180
17.5

Table 5. Measured and computed single blade loads at J = 0.3 for different heading angles.
−35◦

−15◦

0◦

15◦

35◦

Quantity

CFD

EXP

CFD

EXP

CFD

EXP

CFD

EXP

CFD

EXP

KTb
σ (KTb) %
10 KQb
σ (KQb) %
10 KMYb
σ (KMYb) %
10 KMZb
σ (KMZb) %

0.071
11.9
0.087
8.3
0.014
80.8
−0.167
8.6

0.070
12.0
0.099
9.8
0.008
165.2
−0.176
9.5

0.074
7.1
0.091
5.4
0.012
52.1
−0.173
5.8

0.075
8.0
0.096
6.9
0.001
689.6
−0.198
6.4

0.076
4.0
0.092
3.0
0.012
29.2
−0.175
3.4

0.071
4.7
0.112
3.6
−0.006
48.4
−0.205
3.5

0.077
5.3
0.093
3.7
0.011
52.4
−0.177
4.1

0.078
5.6
0.108
4.9
−0.004
106.2
−0.206
5.3

0.081
8.1
0.097
5.3
0.010
105.9
−0.185
5.8

0.079
10.8
0.101
9.3
0.000
3776.1
−0.222
8.4

At the positive heading angle, the blade of a right-handed pushing propeller would experience
the heaviest loads at the 6 o’clock position, where it encounters the cross-ﬂow induced by the inﬂow.
Around the 12 o’clock position, the same cross-ﬂow would result in a decrease in blade loads, but the
separated wake from the strut produces velocities opposite to the cross-ﬂow, which increases the
blade loading. Accordingly, the two peaks are observed in the time histories of blade loads at positive
heading, as seen from Figure 15.
At the negative heading angle, the heaviest blade loads due to cross-ﬂow are observed around
the 12 o’clock position, where they appear reduced by wake induced velocities whose direction is
opposite to the cross-ﬂow. One peak is observed in the time histories of blade loads, around this
location. In addition to the above, there is also the inﬂuence of ﬂow retardation in the pod wake, which
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results in the local increase of blade loading when it enters the wake area. However, the effect of ﬂow
retardation is comparable at positive and negative headings. Thus, it can be concluded that the major
contribution to the unsteadiness of blade loads is related to the interaction of the propeller with the
separated wake from the pod housing. The degree of unsteadiness of blade loads increases with the
increase of heading angles, as the separation becomes more intensive. As one can see from Figure 14,
at the heading angle of 60◦ , separation on the pod also affects the inﬂow on the duct.
5. Propulsor Operation in the Presence of Free Surface
Under certain conditions, such as, for example, those of vessels in ballast, propulsor may operate
close to the free surface. The said conditions pose an increased risk of ventilation and, consequently,
loss of thrust. The main objective of the present study is to determine critical propulsor submergence
under different loading conditions, where ventilation occurs, and to quantify associated thrust losses.
Further analyses are carried out to assess the impact of ventilation on the magnitude of single blade
loads oscillations and to gain additional insight into the ventilation inception mechanisms. Similar to
the studies in oblique ﬂow, the operation conditions corresponding to free sailing (J = 0.6), trawling
(J = 0.2) and bollard (J = 0.0) are selected for investigation. Only the numerical results are presented in
this section. As mentioned above, the numerical simulations are performed without inclusion of the
cavitation model to separate the pure effects of free surface and ventilation.
5.1. Implications of Numerical Simulation in Multiphase Flow
When conducting numerical simulations of the propulsor in the presence of free surface according
to the VOF method, one needs, apart from the obvious considerations regarding the mesh reﬁnement,
to pay attention to the selection of time-step and simulation time. The time step is decided by the
propeller rate of revolution, and it is usually sufﬁciently small to resolve the required ﬂow features.
However, it has been noticed that, at early runtime instances, the air is sucked from the air-water
interface toward the propulsor even for deep submergences, thus resulting in non-physical ventilation
events. Only after a sufﬁciently large number of propeller revolutions does the propeller become free
of the air fraction, and a converged solution for free surface is attained. Figure 18 shows the contours
of volume fraction around the propeller at different solution time instances for the submergence of
H/Dp = 1, J = 0.6. Only after about 20 revolutions, no air fraction and no signiﬁcant changes in the
ﬂow pattern around the free surface and propulsor are observed. Therefore, the ﬁrst 20 propeller
revolutions should not be included in the analysis of simulation results.

Figure 18. Contours of volume fraction at different solution time instances for propulsor submergence
H/Dp = 1.0, at J = 0.6.
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5.2. Propulsor Ventilation at Free Sailing Conditions
The variations in propeller thrust, propeller torque and duct thrust with the magnitude of
submergence are illustrated in Figures 19 and 20, respectively. The time-averaged values of these
quantities are related to KTP0 , KQP0 and KTD0 , which refer to the corresponding values obtained from
the solution without the inﬂuence of free surface at J = 0.6. Both the propeller thrust and torque remain
almost unchanged until H/Dp = 1.3, and then they decrease gradually as the propulsor gets closer to
the water surface. The reduction in loading becomes appreciable at H/Dp = 0.8, where both the KTP
and KQP are reduced to about 3% of their values in unbounded ﬂow. Under the above conditions,
and until H/Dp = 0.7, the propulsor is still free of ventilation.

Figure 19. Variations in propeller thrust, KTP, and propeller torque, KQP, with propulsor submergence,
H/Dp, at J = 0.6. (KTP0 , KQP0 refer to the corresponding values in unbounded ﬂow).

Figure 20. Variations in duct thrust, KTD, with propulsor submergence, H/Dp, at J = 0.6. (KTD0 refers
to the corresponding value in unbounded ﬂow).

At lower submergences, a more rapid decrease in KTP and KQP is observed, and after H/Dp = 0.6
these quantities drop for 6%, while the duct thrust drops almost instantly by 36%, from the respective
values in unbounded ﬂow. This magnitude of submergence corresponds to a rapid onset of a fully
ventilated condition, in the form of a pocket-like deformation of the free surface above the propulsor.
At the lowest studied submergence (H/Dp = 0.5), the propeller thrust appears reduced by 12%, while
the duct thrust is reduced by 70%. The process of ventilation inception with the decrease in propulsor
submergence at the loading condition of J = 0.6 is illustrated in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Ventilation inception with decrease in propulsor submergence, H/Dp, at J = 0.6.

Under the conditions of developed ventilation (H/Dp ≤ 0.6), the upper part of the duct is exposed
to air, which causes a very large loss of duct thrust. However, under light propeller loading, there is no
signiﬁcant air entrainment by propeller blades on the duct interior side, so that the air fraction remains
limited to the upper part of the propeller disk area. This phenomenon can be seen more clearly from
the images presented in Figure 22. Thus, propeller forces experience more gradual and less signiﬁcant
decrease than the duct thrust.

Figure 22. Contours of volume fraction under fully ventilated conditions at the submergence values of
H/Dp = 0.6 and 0.5, J = 0.6.

The reduction of KTP, KQP and KTD observed with the decrease of submergence at non-ventilated
conditions is attributed to the changes in propeller inﬂow and ﬂow over the duct. Flow analyses
indicate that the inﬂow on the propeller does not change until the submergence of H/Dp = 1.0, where
the changes ﬁrstly occur at the inner blade sections, close to the propeller hub. They become more
pronounced as submergence decreases. In addition, the vertical extent of ﬂow retardation domain in
the wake behind the strut is reduced, resulting in higher velocities on the propeller. These changes are
the result of interaction between the propulsor and free surface, which causes redistribution of the
pressure ﬁeld, primarily on the upper side of the duct and in the area of the strut wake.
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The inﬂuence of propulsor submergence on single blade loads is presented in Table 6. In nonventilated conditions, the averaged blade loads and their standard deviations from mean values
do not show considerable variation with submergence. Around the submergence magnitudes
H/Dp = 0.8 ÷ 0.7, where the propulsor is close to free surface, but still free of ventilation, the
load amplitudes are reduced slightly due to the damping effect of free surface. The onset of ventilation
is associated with a rapid increase in load oscillations, which is noticeable in Table 6 by the large values
of standard deviation. The discussed trends are also illustrated by the time histories of single blade
thrust, KTb, presented in Figure 23. The maxima of blade loads occur at the time instances just before
the blade enters the air domain in the upper part of the propeller disk. Once the blade enters the said
domain, the blade load drops instantly, causing a large load gradient.
Table 6. Computed single blade loads at J=0.6 for different magnitudes of propulsor submergence.
Quantity

w/o FS

H/Dp = 2

H/Dp = 1.5

H/Dp = 1

H/Dp = 0.8

H/Dp = 0.7

H/Dp = 0.6

H/Dp = 0.5

KTb
σ (KTb) %
10 KQb
σ (KQb) %
10 KMYb
σ (KMYb) %
10 KMZb
σ (KMZb) %

0.062
5.8
0.079
4.1
0.020
19.8
−0.143
4.5

0.062
5.5
0.078
4.2
0.020
20.2
−0.142
4.0

0.062
5.7
0.079
4.6
0.020
19.9
−0.143
4.5

0.061
5.4
0.078
4.3
0.021
19.6
−0.141
4.0

0.060
4.5
0.077
3.7
0.021
17.5
−0.139
3.0

0.059
3.6
0.076
3.1
0.022
14.5
−0.137
2.4

0.058
15.0
0.073
14.0
0.011
85.5
−0.130
17.0

0.056
35.4
0.067
34.7
0.000
3481.4
−0.120
40.1

Figure 23. Computed time histories of single blade thrust, KTb, for different magnitudes of submergence,
H/Dp, at J = 0.6.

5.3. Propulsor Ventilation at Trawling and Bollard Conditions
Propulsor operation near the free surface at low speed, where propeller loading is heavy, shows
some distinct differences from the case of free sailing. The ventilation event occurs at deeper
submergence, and the ventilation inception mechanism is different from that in free sailing. As one
can see from Figure 24, under the trawling operation condition (J = 0.2), the presence of an air fraction
inside the duct is observed already at the submergence of H/Dp = 0.9, while at H/Dp = 0.8 a fully
ventilated condition is established. At the bollard condition (J = 0.0), ventilation inception is delayed
to slightly lower magnitudes of submergence, around H/Dp = 0.8, where it takes the form very similar
to the one observed for the trawling condition.
The ventilation inception mechanism at heavy loading conditions is associated with the formation
of a vortex, originating on the free surface and extending to the suction side of the propeller blade,
or at early instances, to the inner side of the duct, near the blade tip. Such a vortex, serving as air
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transport way, may ﬁrstly develop on one side of the propulsor strut, as observed in the case of J = 0.2,
H/Dp = 0.9. In this case, the said vortex shows unstable behaviour, and it does not appear at all
propeller revolutions. At lower magnitudes of submergence, and at heavier loading of the propeller,
such as at bollard, the ventilation vortex develops on both sides of the strut, and it exists all the time
as a stable structure attached to the suction side of the propeller blade. Three-dimensional images of
ventilation vortices derived from the CFD simulations are presented in Figure 25, for the conditions
discussed above.

Figure 24. Ventilation inception with decrease in propulsor submergence, H/Dp, at J = 0.2.

Figure 25. Ventilation inception vortex at the conditions of heavy propulsor loading: (a) H/Dp = 0.9,
at J = 0.2 (trawling); (b) H/Dp = 0.8, at J = 0.0 (bollard).

The described mechanism of ventilation inception in the form of an air-transport vortex has
earlier been discussed in the literature addressing ventilation on heavily loaded propellers as well as
on tunnel thrusters. In particular, reference [18] presents images of ventilation on the same ducted
thruster as studied in the present work, showing a very similar picture of two vortices existing on
both sides of the strut, as shown in Figure 25b, at an instance during a heave cycle at bollard operation
(J = 0.0).
The inﬂuence of free surface and ventilation on the propeller thrust and duct thrust is illustrated
in Figures 26 and 27, respectively. As above, the presented thrust values are related to KTP0 and KTD0 ,
which refer to the corresponding values obtained from the solution in unbounded ﬂow.
In non-ventilated conditions and at early stages of ventilation inception, the effect of submergence
on propeller thrust and duct thrust is more pronounced at J = 0.2 than at J = 0.0, which one can see
for example, from a greater reduction of KTP and KTD at H/Dp = 0.8. However, once ventilation has
developed, the loss of thrust takes place more rapidly at the bollard condition, J = 0.0. More precisely,
at J = 0.2, H/Dp = 0.8, KTP drops by about 4%, while KTD drops by about 34% of the respective
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values in unbounded ﬂow. At J = 0.0, and the same submergence, KTP drops by about 2%, while KTD
drops by about 3% of the respective values in unbounded ﬂow. At the submergence H/Dp = 0.7 (fully
ventilated condition at both loadings), KTP is reduced by17% at J = 0.2, and by20% at J = 0.0, and KTD
is reduced by 55% at both advance coefﬁcients. The trends in propeller torque are similar to those of
propeller thrust.

Figure 26. Variations in propeller thrust, KTP, with propulsor submergence, H/Dp, at J = 0.2 and J = 0.0.
(KTP0 refers to the corresponding value in unbounded ﬂow).

Figure 27. Variations in propeller thrust, KTD, with propulsor submergence, H/Dp, at J = 0.2 and
J = 0.0. (KTD0 refers to the corresponding value in unbounded ﬂow).

Unlike the case of free sailing, at low speed operation during the ventilation event there observed
a signiﬁcant air entrainment by propeller blades along the inner side of the duct, toward the bottom
part of propeller disk, as illustrated in Figure 28. A greater percentage reduction of propeller forces
registered at low speed operation condition is, to a large degree, related to the aforementioned air
entrainment phenomenon.
The inﬂuence of propulsor submergence on single blade loads is presented in Table 7, for the
trawling condition, J = 0.2. Similar to the observations made in the case of free sailing, in non-ventilated
conditions the inﬂuence of free surface on blade loads is very small. From H/Dp = 0.8, where
ventilation inception begins in the form of a vortex, one can notice an increase in load amplitudes
(higher values of standard deviation), and a reduction in the averaged values. In fully ventilated
conditions (H/Dp = 0.7), the load amplitudes increase further, while the averaged loads continue
decreasing, except for the blade spindle moment, KMYb. The noticed trend in KMYb, which is different
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from the trends of other blade loads, and also from the trends in KMYb in free sailing, is explained
by the effect of air entrainment by propeller blades, which results in redistribution of pressure on
the blade. Spindle moment is the quantity that is very sensitive to changes in pressure distribution,
especially in the vicinity of blade edges.

Figure 28. Contours of volume fraction under fully ventilated conditions at low speed operation
conditions: (a) J = 0.2, H/Dp = 0.8; (b) J = 0.0, H/Dp = 0.7.
Table 7. Computed single blade loads at J = 0.2 for different magnitudes of propulsor submergence.
Quantity

w/o FS

H/Dp = 1.5

H/Dp = 1

H/Dp = 0.9

H/Dp = 0.8

H/Dp = 0.7

KTb
σ (KTb) %
10KQb
σ (KQb) %
10KMYb
σ (KMYb) %
10KMZb
σ (KMZb) %

0.079
3.6
0.096
2.8
0.011
25.7
−0.183
3.3

0.077
3.3
0.093
2.7
0.012
24.9
−0.179
2.6

0.078
3.6
0.095
3.0
0.012
26.8
−0.181
3.0

0.078
3.7
0.094
3.1
0.012
30.2
−0.181
3.0

0.077
11.3
0.090
11.2
-0.005
203.2
−0.170
13.9

0.069
26.7
0.077
28.3
0.025
52.2
−0.143
33.9

The computed time histories of single blade thrust, KTb, are presented for different magnitudes
of submergence at the trawling condition (J = 0.2) in Figure 29. The occurrence of high-frequency
oscillations of KTb observed at H/Dp = 0.8 is associated with ventilation inception in the form of an
unstable free surface vortex. At H/Dp = 0.7, where ventilation is fully developed, the oscillations of
KTb increase signiﬁcantly, and the periodic pattern of time history is destroyed.

Figure 29. Computed time histories of single blade thrust, KTb, for different magnitudes of submergence,
H/Dp, at J = 0.2.
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6. Conclusions
A detailed veriﬁcation and validation study is prerequisite for numerical simulation of complex
ﬂow phenomena associated with dynamic loads on azimuth propulsors. The results of the present
work show that a good agreement can be achieved between the CFD calculations by an unsteady
RANS method and experimental data for a ducted pushing thruster operating in straight ﬂow and
oblique ﬂow, in the range of relevant loading conditions in the ﬁrst quadrant. The above conclusion
stands for both the integral forces and moments on the unit and individual blade loads, including their
amplitudes and time histories, with the exception of steering moment, where larger differences are
found. The steering moment, as a quantity of smaller order of magnitude compared to other loads on
the thruster, is very sensitive to small differences in ﬂow pattern, resulting in changes in the locations
of the force centers, and hence force arms.
The forces and moments on the ducted azimuth thruster reveal asymmetry with respect to positive
and negative heading angles, which is typical for pushing pod units. The said asymmetry is associated
with the interaction between the rotating propeller and cross-ﬂow in separated wake behind the strut.
Due to the ﬂow straightening effect of the duct, the said asymmetry of loads acting on the ducted unit
is found to be smaller compared to the case of an open pushing thruster. For a unit with a right-handed
propeller, the loads are smaller at negative heading angles, where the oblique ﬂow on the propulsor is
from starboard. At the same time, both the calculation results and experimental measurements show
that, at negative headings, the amplitudes of single blade loads are larger than at positive headings,
except the blade spindle moment, which shows an opposite trend.
The mentioned ﬂow straightening effect of the duct results in relatively small side forces produced
by the propeller, especially at small heading angles, where the main contributions to the side force and
steering moment are given by the duct.
At zero heading angle, the propeller develops a small side force acting in the direction of portside
(for a right-handed propeller) due to its interaction with the wake of the pod housing. This small
side force causes a deviation in the total reaction force and results in a non-zero steering moment
acting on the unit. The steering moment is larger at lower J values, where propeller loading is heavier.
This phenomenon has a direct impact on the course-keeping characteristics of vessels equipped with
pushing pod propulsors.
The frequency analysis of forces and moments acting on the propulsor at large heading angles
reveals, in addition to the blade frequency, the presence of a lower frequency peak, which is related to
the vortex shedding process that accompanies ﬂow separation on the leeward side of the duct.
The presence of free surface causes important changes in the performance characteristics of the
ducted azimuth thruster. In free sailing, the inﬂuence of free surface becomes appreciable at the relative
submergence, H/Dp, around 0.8, where both the propeller thrust and duct thrust appear reduced
by about 3% from their respective values in unbounded ﬂow, without the occurrence of ventilation.
The onset of fully ventilated conditions at H/Dp = 0.7 is associated with a 6% loss of propeller thrust
and 36% loss of duct thrust. Thrust losses continue increasing as submergence decreases. Under
the conditions of light propeller loading in free sailing, propulsor ventilation develops as a sudden
pocket-like deformation of the free surface above the propulsor. There is no air entrainment by
propeller blades, so that the air fraction remains limited to the upper part of the propeller disk.
The ventilation event begins at deeper submergence under the conditions of heavy loadings, such
as those of trawling and bollard operation. In the present study, ventilation inception is registered at
H/Dp = 0.9 for the trawling condition, and at H/Dp = 0.8 for the bollard condition. In fully ventilated
conditions, the propeller thrust loss amounts to 20%, and the duct thrust loss amounts to 55% from
their respective values in unbounded ﬂow. In the case of heavy propulsor loading, the mechanism of
ventilation inception is associated with the formation of a vortex extending from the free surface to the
suction side of the propeller blade, or to the inner side of the duct near the blade tip. The occurrence of
the ventilation event is accompanied by air entrainment by the propeller blades on the duct interior
surface and a very large increase in unsteady blade loads.
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Abstract: The understanding of the performance of a propeller in realistic operative conditions
is nowadays a key issue for improving design techniques, guaranteeing safety and continuity of
operation at sea, and reducing maintenance costs. In this paper, a summary of the recent research
carried out at CNR-INSEAN devoted to the analysis of propeller loads in realistic operative scenarios,
with particular emphasis on the in-plane loads, is presented. In particular, the experimental results
carried out on a free running maneuvering model equipped with a novel force transducer are
discussed and supported by CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) analysis and the use of a
simpliﬁed propeller model, based on Blade Element Momentum Theory, with the aim of achieving a
deeper understanding of the mechanisms that govern the functioning of the propeller in off-design.
Moreover, the analysis includes the scaling factors that can be used to obtain a prediction from model
measurements, the propeller radial force being the primary cause of failures of the shaft bearings.
In particular, the analysis highlighted that cavitation at full scale can cause the increment of in-plane
loads by about 20% with respect to a non-cavitating case, that that in-plane loads could be more
sensitive to cavitation than thrust and torque, and that Reynolds number effect is negligible. For the
analysis of cavitation, an alternative version of the BEMT solver, improved with cavitation linear
theory, was developed.
Keywords: off-design; propeller radial force; free running experiments; CFD maneuvering simulations;
propeller models; scale effects; cavitation

1. Introduction
The performance of marine propellers during realistic and off-design conditions nowadays
represents a topic worth of investigation for the perspective of both scientiﬁc research and marine
technology development. Traditionally, the propeller performance was analyzed considering the wake
of the ship advancing at the desired speed in calm water. However, a seagoing ship is often subjected
to environmental perturbations or desired control maneuvering actions that depart it from the ideal
straight ahead motion. In these circumstances, the inﬂow to the propeller is altered with respect
to the one adopted for the blade shape optimization and, consequently, the developed loads may
change considerably. During motion in waves or maneuvering, the cross ﬂow induced by the motion
and the consequent modiﬁcation of the viscous wake of the hull alter the blade hydrodynamics and,
consequently, the resultant propeller loads. In particular, in addition to the modiﬁcation of thrust and
torque, undesired in-plane forces and moments that further stress the propulsion system (shaftline and
bearings) and hull structure are generated.
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, 45; doi:10.3390/jmse6020045
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An extensive investigation carried out by different Classiﬁcation Societies (i.e., DNV, ABS,
Germanisher Lloyd) stressed that the failure of the tail shaft bearing resulted one of the most frequent
accident of the propulsion system for on–going vessels. In fact, due to the the higher power installed
to achieve higher speed in modern designs, very large radial loads are developed by the propeller
during maneuvers [1,2]. Moreover, this aspect is central for the safe mechanical sizing of orientable
propulsive devices; these novel propulsive devices replace the rudder to control and maneuver the ship
and, hence, might operate at relatively high drift angles. Moreover, free running CFD maneuvering
simulations highlighted that the in-plane forces acting on the propeller are not negligible during large
amplitude motions and, therefore, their quantiﬁcation is fundamental to correctly predict the response
of the vessel during maneuvering [3–5] or in motion in waves.
Recently, propeller design procedures oriented to account for realistic ship operative scenario were
explored by the NATO STO Task Group AVT-204, “Assess the Ability to Optimize Hull Forms of Sea
Vehicles for the Best Performance in a Sea Environment” [6]. A marine propeller design optimization
procedure was proposed accounting for hull wakes calculated by CFD at different relative position of
the hull with respect to the wave proﬁle. A systematic analysis on the effect of waves on propeller
performance, cavitation and pressure pulses was addressed in [7–9]. In these works, it became apparent
that changes of the wake distribution on the propeller disk play a crucial role in the performance of
the propulsion device and the related problems of ﬂuid structure interactions with the hull.
Although an increased level of attention is paid to the understanding and quantiﬁcation of the
propeller performance in off-design condition, studies (both numerical and experimental) are limited
and mainly focused on idealized conditions for the isolated propeller [10–18]. In fact typical size
of ship models makes it challenging the installation of dedicated devices to measure all propeller
loads in behind hull conditions; from the computational perspective, although CFD techniques were
successfully applied to many topics of naval architecture, including off-design scenario such as ship
maneuvering, the direct simulation of rotating propeller in behind hull is beyond the computational
availability of day-by-day design applications.
Numerical simulations employing the discretization of the rotating propeller for self–propulsion
or ship maneuvering studies are limited in the open literature [19–23]. Moreover, even if at disposal,
the detailed description of the propeller behavior is not provided and the results on hub and blade
loads are not validated with experiments. In turn, the availability of experimental data or validated,
high accurate data can be useful to improve low order propeller models usually coupled with CFD
solvers for ship motion predictions, this being an established approach to speed-up the simulations.
A series of free running model tests were carried out at CNR–INSEAN to investigate systematically
these issues. In particular, twin screw conﬁguration was the subject of the investigation, because
the inﬂow conditions for the propellers cause their off-design operation more critical with respect
to single screw ships. In fact, in twin screw propulsive conﬁgurations, the propellers are located
at larger distance from wall of the hull and, during maneuvering, the “shadow” effect of hull
is weaker; for this reason, the external propeller experiences an inﬂow inclined by an equivalent
angle given by the kinematic of the model (during tight maneuver this angle might be of the order
of 30◦ ). On the contrary, the internal propeller has the higher probability to be impinged by coherent
structures detached from the fore portion of the hull or appendages that are convected toward the
leeward side. Moreover, the quantiﬁcation of the asymmetric behavior of the propellers is of utmost
importance in case of cross-connect conﬁgurations, because the reduction gear can experience very
large fatigue loads. In particular, in [24] the analysis was entirely focused to monitor the overloading
and unbalancing phenomena of propeller thrust and torque during maneuvering conditions for a
modern twin screw ship. The same experimental set-up and the model was also considered for a
campaign dedicated to the quantiﬁcation of the in-plane loads developed by the propeller during steady
and unsteady maneuvers [25,26]; for this purpose, a novel 2–component transducer was developed.
The relation between the motion and propeller loads were preliminary assessed by simple momentum
theory. The analysis was then broadened by CFD computation and the use of simpliﬁed propeller
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modeling in order to clarify the effects of the wake evolution on propeller loads [27–29]. In the present
work, a synthesis of the experimental and numerical activity of these works is proposed to recap the key
aspects that drive the propeller performance in off-design functioning. In particular, the asymmetric
behavior of the propellers of the twin screw conﬁguration is related to the wake morphology obtained
by CFD computations analyzed by blade element propeller solver. Since the problem of damages of
the bearing loads is a critical aspect for the reduction of maintenance costs of a vessel, the problem to
full scale extrapolation of model test data was tackled. For this purpose, the blade element theory was
modiﬁed in order to analyze the effects of Reynolds number and cavitation number on blade loads,
with particular emphasis on the in-plane forces and moments. Finally, the future research activities
inspired by the present work on the off–design propeller performance are brieﬂy introduced.
2. Test Case
In this section, the experimental and numerical set-up are described.
2.1. Experimental Set-Up
The experimental activities were carried out at the outdoor maneuvering basin of the CNR–
INSEAN located at the Nemi lake. This location is ideal due to frequent long-term dead-calm water
conditions and environmentally protected area. The water surface is large enough to allow the
execution on any kind of manoeuvring test regardless the model size and speed.
The ship selected for present analysis is a fast twin screw/twin rudder ship, similar to those
analyzed in previous studies [24]. The model was equipped with bilge keels, propeller shafts with
brackets, a centerline skeg and two all–movable rudders; the propellers are inward rotating from
the top. In Table 1, principal geometric characteristics of the model and the propeller are reported and
an overview of the hull geometry and stern appendages conﬁguration is shown in Figure 1a,b.
Table 1. Geometric details of the model.
HULL
L/B
B/T
CB

7.5
3.25
0.5

PROPELLER
N. blades, Z
P/D, Pitch to diam. ratio
Expanded area ratio
Hub ratio

5
1.35
0.79
0.25

The layout of a typical set-up and the measurements devices employed in free manevering model
tests is sketched in Figure 2a. The model is equipped with IMU for the reconstruction of the 6DoF
motion, DGPS (differential GPS) and real time data transmission devices. Each propeller shaft is driven
by a dedicated electric brush–less motor and is equipped with a load cell for the measurement of
thrust and torque. The overall energy demand of the on–board instruments was provided by a diesel
electric generator.
The bearing radial force components were measured on the starboard shaft by an in-house
developed, pass-through hole 2–component transducer, positioned between the propeller and the tail
of the bossing of the astern V-brackets (see Figure 2b). The installation of the transducer at the tail
shaft and the shaftline conﬁguration are visualized in Figure 3a. The transducer was made waterproof,
because the layout of the propulsive shaft and the limited useful space inside the shaft bossing or
stern tube, constrain the transducer to be submerged in water (see Figure 3b).
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1. (a) hull and appendage geometry (b) geometry considered in the computation.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. (a) sketch of the instrumented model. (b) radial force transducer.

The transducer is composed by two systems of opposite cantilever beams that are the sensing
element of the device. Each couples of beams are connected each other by a pierced rigid beam through
which the propeller shaft passes. With this conﬁguration the deﬂection of the shaft caused by the
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forces generated by the propulsor is transmitted to the sensing beams that are equipped with strain
gauge sensors. The rigid beams are properly designed in order to obtain a decoupled measure of
the orthogonal components of the radial force. This conﬁguration allows to directly obtain the radial
load with respect to a ﬁxed frame and its set-up does not require any temporal synchronization of the
measure with the angular position of the shaft, as it is needed in case of transducer rotating with the
shaft [10].

(b)

(a)

Figure 3. (a) installation at the tail shaft (b) ﬁnal conﬁguration.

In Table 2 the test matrix of the experimental activity is listed; various kind of maneuvers were
carried out in order to investigate as broader as possible realistic operative scenario. In addition to
self–propulsion tests, the maneuvers considered both quasi–steady (turning circles) and unsteady
motions (zig–zag trajectories) at different rudder angles. All tests were carried out at constant propeller
rate of revolution and in a calm environment, in order to avoid external disturbances. The present
work does not consider the unsteady cases, the interested reader is referred to [26].
Table 2. Test matrix of the experiments.
Free Running Tests
Test

Speed

Rudder Angle [deg]

self–propulsion
turning circle (with pull–out)
turning circle (with pull–out)
zig–zag

0.05 < FN < 0.45
FN = 0.218, 0.31
FN = 0.35
FN = 0.218, 0.31, 0.35

δ = 0◦
δ= ±15◦ , ±25◦ , ±35◦
δ= ±35◦
δ= ±10◦ , ±20◦ , ±35◦

2.2. Numerical Set-Up
The numerical computations were performed on the geometry with rudder and propeller removed
(see Figure 1b), since the task was the evaluation of the nominal wake. In particular, the computations
focused both on quasi steady and transient periods of a turning maneuver; the core of the present
review is mainly focused on the steady turning maneuvers, because the phenomenology is driven by
similar propeller wake interactions also during unsteady motions [28].
The domain has been discretized by 186 body–ﬁtted patched and overlapped blocks, for a total
of about 10M cells. Grid distribution is such that the thickness of the ﬁrst cell on the wall is always
below one in wall unit, and at least 30 cells are within the boundary layer thickness (y+ = O(1),
with Δ/L pp = O(20/Re), Δ being the thickness of the cell adjacent to the wall). A four level multi–grid
technique is exploited in order to speed–up convergence, each level being obtained from the next ﬁner
one by removing every other point along each spatial direction. Details of the cells distribution are
listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Details of grid cells distribution.
Domain

Cells

Percent

HULL
BILGE KEELS
PROP. SHAFT
FORWARD BRACKETS
ASTERN BRACKETS
SKEG
STERN REFINEMENT
BACKGROUND BUFFER
BACKGROUND

2.81 M
1.42 M
1.50 M
0.33 M
1.35 M
0.80 M
1.54 M
0.36 M
0.11 M

27.52%
13.90%
14.69%
3.20%
13.20%
16.70%
7.80%
3.50%
0.10%

TOTAL

10.21 M

Mesh topology and particular of the overlapping grids in the stern region of the model is sketched
in Figure 4a,b, respectively.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. (a) Topology. (b) Mesh.

The numerical simulations corresponded to straight ahead and steady turning maneuvers with
rudder deﬂection angles δ = 15◦ , 25◦ and 35◦ at the lowest velocity considered in the experiments,
i.e., Fr = 0.26, for which Re = 1.60 · 107 ; without loss of generality of the phenomenological analysis,
the numerical simulations were carried out at the lowest speed. This had the advantage to reduce
the computational burden of the simulations, neglecting the modeling of the free surface. In fact,
the analysis of the experimental data highlighted that the variation of the in-plane loads was not
altered with the speed; moreover, at this speed the wave pattern of the model was weak and the
transom stern was completely wet and, therefore, ventilation phenomena that could have affected the
propeller loads were avoided.
The maneuvering simulations were carried out prescribing the angular velocity, drift angle and
turning radius monitored during the experiments. These parameters are listed in Table 4 for each
rudder angle considered.
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Table 4. Turning circle parameters.
Free Running Tests
Rudder

L

Yaw Rate · Vreppf

Drift Angle [deg]

0.236
0.333
0.363

7.5
12.5
13.5

15◦

δ=
δ = 25◦
δ = 35◦

3. Models and Methodologies
The CFD code solves the Navier-Stokes Equations for unsteady high Reynolds number (turbulent)
free surface–ﬂows around complex geometries. The interested reader is referred to [17,19,30–34] for
detailed description of the features of the solver.
The basic concepts of the propeller model are brieﬂy described, because are useful to follow the
discussion of the results and the correlation of the propeller loads with the wake features. The propeller
solver is based on the blade element method. In the present work, the basic solver described in [27,35]
was modiﬁed to account for scale effects; in this paragraph the basic algorithm is brieﬂy reviewed
(the interested reader can refer to [27,35]) and the modiﬁed one is discussed in Section 6.
The blade element method synthesizes the blade performance by the contribution provided by its
cross sections, each one formally treated independent from the others by the 2D airfoil representation.
Formally, the propeller loads are obtained by summation of the contribution provided by each blade
section once the “polar” characteristics, i.e., the coefﬁcients of lift (dL) and drag (dD), and the inﬂow
(velocity magnitude and incidence angle α) are known. Referring to a representative section of
the propeller blade (see Figure 5a), the inﬂow and the elemental forces are described in Figure 5b.
According to the 2D representation, we neglect the radial components. Without loss of generality,
the representation neglects the effects of the self–induced velocity. In particular:
α = Θ−γ

γ = tan−1



u
ωr + vθ


(1)

where Θ is the geometric pitch of the blade and γ is the inﬂow angle of the section, given by the
velocity system in the plane of the section (vθ is the tangential velocity given by the combination of
the components of the wake in the plane of the propeller in the azimuthal direction, see Figure 5a).
In addition, therefore, the loads are given by:
dL, dD ∝ CL,D (α)V 2

(2)

where CL,D is the lift and drag coefﬁcients. Once lift and drag forces generated by the foil are
determined, the elemental contribution to thrust dFx and tangential force dFt can be derived:
dFx = dLcosγ − dDsinγ

dFt = dLsinγ + dDcosγ

(3)

The step from a pure 2D representation to a three dimensional one that tries to model the key
physic of the blade (self–induced velocity due to trailing vortices and blade–to–blade interaction) can
be achieved by solving the non linear Prandtl–Betz relation for every section:



k − kr
Zc ∂CL
tanαi sin(φ + αi )
(Θ − φ − αi ) = acos exp −
16r ∂α
2sinαi

(4)

where Z is the number of blades, r and c are the spanwinse position and chord of the foil, respectively,
Θ is the picth angle of the section and φ is inﬂow angle of the nominal ﬂow (see Figure 5b); the equation
is non-linear and it is solved iteratively in terms of the self induction angle αi . The ﬂow chart reported
on the left half of Figure 6, explains the pseudo-code of the non-cavitating propeller solver: given
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the nominal incidence and the geometric details of the section, the Prandtl-Betz equation is solved to
determine the self-induced velocity ﬁeld. The strict coupling between the lift (circulation) generated by
the section and the induced velocity ﬁeld give rise to the non linear nature of the Prandtl-Betz equation.
It has to be stressed that the BEMT model is inherently quasi steady, because the Prandtl–Betz
condition implicitly assumes the balance of the load developed by the blade strip and the vorticity
(constant) carried by trailing vortex. However, as long as the inﬂow is time–varying, this equilibrium
condition is not suddenly met and its lag depends on the time rate of circulation detached at the trailing
edge of the airfoil, because it is responsible of an additional perturbation to the blade section [36].

(b)

(a)
Figure 5. (a) hub and blade reference system. (b) Inflow and forces generated on a generic blade section.

Figure 6. Solution algorithm for the blade element solvers.
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4. Results
In this section, the experimental results are synthesized with the complementary CFD results
and wake analysis by the BEMT solver. The discussion is carried out qualitatively to focus on the
key mechanisms that govern the off-design performance of the propeller and a comparison of the
numerical and experimental work is not reported. BEMT is reliable to capture the trends and the
order of magnitude of the loads, although absolute errors were rather high. These discrepancies
were ascribed, aside from the approximation of the propeller solver, to the off-line analysis of the
nominal wake. By this approach, the modiﬁcation of the wake due to the self–induction effect of
the propeller is obviously neglected and, consequently, the prediction of the loads might be affected.
In particular, on the internal side, this interaction can modify the strength and distribution of the
swirling ﬂow and, on the external shaft, the ﬂow around the appendages and the shaft. For this
reasons, weakly-coupled uRANSE − BEMT simulations in transverse plane should be carried out to
achieve a more accurate prediction of these loads; moreover, the real attitude in the transverse plane
(roll angle) should be considered in the simulation, because the in-plane loads are sensitive to the wake
and load distribution over the propeller disk as described in the following analysis. The interested
reader is referred to [27,28] for a deeper discussion on these aspects.
The velocity proﬁles are referred to the hub reference system, the propeller disk is viewed from
the stern, and the circumferential coordinate θ is positive signed when oriented in the same sense of
propeller rotation (that is, increases clockwise and anticlockwise for the port and starboard propellers,
respectively). In the discussion, the propeller disk is divided into four sectors, the ﬁrst one being
deﬁned by 0◦ < θ < 90◦ , and so on. Finally, consistently with [25,26], results for propeller loads are
summarized in uniﬁed graphs, where positive and negative rudder angles correspond respectively to
internal and external propellers.
In the following, all the quantities are made non dimensional using as reference quantities the
length between perpendiculars (Lref = L pp ), the approach speed at model scale (Uref = U∞ ), and the
density of water (ρref = 1000 kg/m3 ). The propeller loads are expressed in terms of coefﬁcients deﬁned,
as usual, by dividing the thrust and torque by the factors ρN 2 D4 and ρN 2 D5 respectively, where D
is the propeller diameter and N is the propeller rate of revolution (RPS). Without loss of generality,
kinematic values, forces and moments are always presented in terms of ratio with respect to values in
the approach phase (identiﬁed with the subscript “0”).
Experimental Results
The experimental results are reported in Figure 7 in terms of thrust, torque and radial force
components ratio for the three different FN . The results refer to the starboard propeller.
In general, a marked asymmetry of the loads generated by the external and internal propeller is
experienced. Moreover, the effect of speed is negligible: this fact is indicative of the limited effect of the
FN on the maneuvering response, as was also reported in terms of kinematic response and macroscopic
parameter of the maneuver in [25]. In other words, the propeller inﬂow (and therefore, the propeller
performance) would be morphologically similar for maneuvers carried out at the same rudder angle.
The thrust and torque show a similar behavior; on the external propeller (δ < 0◦ ) a remarkable
increase of almost 80% and 60% of the value in the approach phase, can be evidenced for thrust and
torque, respectively. The increase is almost linear with δ. On the internal side, the overloading is
considerably weaker (less than 10% for both thrust and torque) and the trend non-linear, the slope
being negative for δ = 15◦ and then positive.
The side force, Figure 7c, is always oriented to stabilize the vessel, i.e., it is oriented toward the
centre of curvature of the trajectory. During straight ahead motion, this force is oriented toward the
plane of simmetry of the model. On the internal side, the force shows a non-linear trend, it slightly
increases up to δ = 25◦ and then diminishes in case of the tighter maneuver. The average value over
the range of rudder angles corresponds to about about 15% of KT0 . On the external side, this force
increases almost linearly up to δ = −25◦ (where it reaches a value doubled with respect to the internal
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shaft) and at δ = −35◦ slightly diminishes. The external propeller develops a side force that is more
than doubled with respect to internal propeller.
The vertical component, reported in Figure 7d, resembles the same character of KTy . At δ = 0◦ the
force is upwards oriented due to the inclination of the shafts and the mean direction of the ﬂow in the
stern region; on the internal side, the trend is markedly non linear, KTz experiencing ﬁrst a maximum
at δ = 15◦ and thereby a linear decrease til δ = 35◦ (50% lower than the value observed during the
approach phase). On the external shaft, this component gradually weakens and achieves a negligible
value with respect to the side force at the maximum rudder angle. In general, it is interesting to observe
that, although the absolute magnitude of the radial force (given by the combination of KTy and KTz )
is similar for the internal and external shaft, it is developed at completely different maneuvering
conditions that lead to completely different inﬂow conditions to the propeller, as described in the
next section.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. (a) Thrust. (b) Torque. (c) Side force. (d) Vertical force.

5. Discussion
The different behavior of the propeller loads during the maneuvers, synthesized by a marked
asymmetry between the internal and external propeller and a linear variation of the loads on the
external side by contrast to a non-linear trend on the internal side, has to be ascribed to the different
evolution of the inﬂow to the propellers. The nominal wake experienced by the propellers in straight
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ahead motion and during maneuvering conditions at small and high turning rates (δ = 15◦ and 35◦ ) is
described in terms of axial velocity contours and tangential velocity and ﬁeld in Figures 8 and 9a, 10a.
In order to relate the ﬂow ﬁeld with the system of vortices detached from the hull and appendages,
Figures 9b and 10b visualize the coherent structures obtained by the vortex identiﬁcation method
based on the λ2 –criterion [37].
In rectilinear motion (see Figure 8) the inﬂow to the propeller is perturbed only on the upper half
of the disk, the velocity defect being associated to the wake past the brackets and the boundary layer
of the hull; moreover, the tangential ﬂow on the propeller disk (represented with vectors) is directed
upwards due to the inclination of the shaft and the mean orientation of the ﬂow along the stern cut-off
of the hull [25,27].
During maneuvering conditions, the wake is gradually modiﬁed and the asymmetry between the
internal and external propeller are evident also for the weaker maneuver at δ = 15◦ . In fact, on the
external shaft, the ﬂow always resembles a pure oblique ﬂow, the axial ﬂow being almost homogeneous
and the tangential ﬂow oriented horizontally; it can be noticed that at δ = 15◦ , the propeller is
moderately affected by the disturbance of a vortex detached from the bilge keel in the 1st quadrant,
whereas at δ = 35◦ the disk is weakly affected by smaller structures detached from the propeller shaft
(see Figures 9b and 10b). On the contrary, the inﬂow to the internal propeller develops in relation to
the evolution and interaction of the vortical structures detached from the hull and appendages. In fact,
at δ = 15◦ , the strong recirculation region in the 1st quadrant of the port propeller (see Figure 9a) is
associated to the passage of the vortex detached at the skeg and deﬂected toward the propeller disk
(see Figure 9b). At δ = 35◦ , the propeller is completely immersed in a large vortical structure formed
by the combination of skeg and bilge keel vortices; this large structure interacts also with the shaft and
brackets and causes the separation of smaller structures, whose trace is for example evidenced by the
recirculation region in the upper half of the disk (see Figure 10a).
The relation of the wake with the propeller loads can be effectively established focusing on the
single blade performance. Moreover, in the framework of blade element description (see Section 3),
a very effective and simple method can be introduced to explain the onset of the in-plane loads and
moments and to better synthesize the blade loads during the period of revolution [27]. For example,
the in-plane force, i.e., the lateral force, is due to the imbalance of the force developed by the blade in
the upper and lower half of the disk. Similarly, considering the thrust force, this asymmetric variation
of the blade loads generates the pitching moment. Similar conclusion can be easily derived for the
components relative to the vertical axis.
The thrust, side and vertical forces developed by the single blade and their distribution over the
disk are reported in Figures 11–13; the integral on single halves that support the simpliﬁed description
of the generation of the in-plane loads are reported in Figures 14 and 15.
At δ = 0◦ , the blade experiences higher local incidence angle in the 1st and 2nd quadrants
(downstroke cycle), 0◦ < θ < 180◦ (red line in Figure 11a,b) due to the velocity defect and the
upwards tangential velocity that acts to increase the local angle of incidence of the blade sections
(according to a blade element representation). Consistently, the blade develops higher thrust in this
sector, as clearly described by its distribution over the disk at the top half of Figure 11, causing the
generation of in-plane moments (see Figure 14); considering the starboard propeller (and the hub frame
of reference in Figure 5a), these consist of a positive pitching moment and a negative yaw moment.
Moreover, the vertical force is dominant with respect to the side force, because the asymmetry of the
load distribution is stronger between the left–right halves of the disk. This aspect is quantitatively
supported by the imbalance of KTy and KTz in the bottom/upper and left/right halves of the disk in
Figure 15a,b and by the trend of the single blade loads at the correspondent sectors (red line in Figures
12b and 13b).
In maneuvering conditions, the performance of the external propeller is markedly affected by the
cross ﬂow, its behavior being similar to the functioning of a propeller in pure oblique ﬂow. In general,
the load distribution over the disk is very different with respect to the rectilinear motion and shows an
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imbalance between the lower half (2nd and 3rd quadrants) and upper half (1nd and 2rd quadrants) of
the disk. The blade develops higher load in the lower half of the disk with respect to the opposite half.
In fact, the cross ﬂow induced by the motion, being opposite to the blade rotation, acts to increase
the tangential ﬂow experienced by the blade and consequently the developed loads; differently,
this mechanism is inverted in the upper half. This behavior is similar for the maneuvers considered
and it gradually ampliﬁes with the increase of rudder angle δ, as it can be clearly evidenced by the
distribution of the loads over the disk and the trend of the single blade loads (thrust and in-plane
forces) visualized in the ﬁgures. Speciﬁcally, the imbalance of the thrust causes a negative pitching
moment that is prevalent with respect to the yaw moment (see Figure 14); the side force, oriented in the
positive direction, is originated in the lower half of the disk, its partial contribution increasing faster
with respect to the upper half (where it is almost constant) (see Figure 15a). Obviously, the vertical force
is negligible, the counteracting contributions from the left and right halves of the disk being almost
coincident. It has to be stressed that the effects of the cross ﬂow is the primary element that determines
the behavior of the external propeller synthesized in Figure 7a–d [27]. In fact, the self-similar character
of the blade hydrodynamics determines the linear increase of thrust, torque and side force and,
conversely, the smooth drop of the vertical force; moreover, the marked overload with respect to
the internal propeller has to be also ascribed to the increase of the sectional incidence angle by the
cross ﬂow, since the mean velocity defect is stronger on the internal propeller (see Figures 9a and 10a).
On the contrary, on the internal side the blade hydrodynamics is more complicated, because the
disturbance due to the wake of the hull and appendages is superposed to the cross ﬂow. As a matter
of fact, the blade hydrodynamics is affected by the wake and interaction with vortical structures in
the upper half of the disk, while by cross-ﬂow in the lower half. At δ = 15◦ , interaction of the blade
with the skeg vortex (it acts to increase the tangential speed relative to the section, and consequently,
the loads) causes the localized increase of thrust at about θ = 60◦ , and ampliﬁes its ﬂuctuation during
the cycle (see Figure 11a). This interaction also provokes the increase of the magnitude of in-plane
moments and the relevant peak of the vertical force reported in Figure 7d. In particular, the increase
of the vertical force has to be ascribed to this localized phenomenon, because the trend of this load
developed by the single blade is similar to the one experienced in rectilinear motion with the exception
of the passage about θ = 60◦ . Moreover, because of the reduction of blade load in the lower half of
the disk due to cross ﬂow, the side force increases (see Figure 15a). At the maximum rudder angle,
δ = 35◦ , the localized effect of the skeg vortex is weakened, since the vortex moved further to the
lee side. The further buildup of thrust is originated in the left half of the disk, as it is proved by
the increase of the single blade load for 180◦ < θ < 360◦ (see Figure 7a); this is associated to the
combination of velocity defect and speed drop (experienced by the model during the maneuver), since
the tangential ﬂow, upwards oriented (see Figure 10a), acts to reduce the incidence angle of the blade
sections. The increase of the pitch moment and the yaw moment is weakened, as demonstrated by the
inversion of the trend of the load in the lower and left halves of the disk (see Figure 14). Consistently,
the in-plane loads are also reduced: the drop of KTz has to be ascribed to the weakening of left/right
imbalance of the load associated to the increase of the magnitude of vertical force in the left half of
the disk (see Figures 7d and 15b); similarly, the increase of the side force in the lower half of the disk
counteracts the force on the upper half and, hence, the asymmetry with respect to the horizontal axis
is reduced.
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Figure 8. Nominal wake during approach (rectilinear motion).

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. (a) Nominal wake during turn at δ = 15◦ . (b) Vortex structures.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 10. (a) Nominal wake during turn at δ = 35◦ . (b) Vortex structures.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Thrust (a) Internal propeller. (b) External propeller.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Side force (a) Internal propeller. (b) External propeller.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Vertical force (a) Internal propeller. (b) External propeller.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. (a) imbalance of thrust on the upper/lower half of the disk. (b) imbalance of thrust on the
left/right half of the disk.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15. (a) imbalance of side force on the upper/lower half of the disk. (b) imbalance of vertical
force on the left/right half of the disk.

6. Semi Empirical Method for Full Scale Prediction of in-plane loads
Scaling of results from model to full scale represents the most long been debated topic in marine
hydrodynamics since ever. The scaling to full scale during maneuvering is further complicated
(with respect to rectilinear motion) by the fact that the attitude of the model is also affected by scale
effects, inﬂuencing the distribution of the wake and the inﬂow over the propeller disk [25]. In this
investigation, only the effects of Reynolds number and cavitation on propeller loads are analyzed
by a simpliﬁed approach based on a modiﬁed versions of the blade element solver described in
Section 3. However, the same approach could be equally used together with a more advanced solver
(i.e., Boundary Element Method) and with an increasing level of accuracy by considering also the wake
distribution at full scale.
6.1. Effect of Reynolds Number
The scale effect due to different Reynolds number was accounted for by the ITTC procedure.
The method (the formulation is not reported for the sake of conciseness) provides the corrections
for thrust and torque of a propeller operating in open water conditions referring to the section at
r/R = 0.75. In our study, since the propeller sections meet a variable ﬂow during a period of revolution,
the method was implemented in the BEMT solver in two different ways. In particular, the corrections
were applied both for each blade section and only for the one at r/R = 0.75; in both cases, the total
correction was the result of the integral performed along the span and the complete revolution, and the
complete revolution only, respectively. In the propeller solver, the torque correction was properly
transformed to a modiﬁcation of the tangential force developed by element in order to compute the
scale effects also for the in-plane loads. The outcome of the study was that the viscous correction
provided a negligible contribution to the propeller loads, therefore the results were not reported.
The difference between the two implemented approaches was small; this was due to the fact that the
size of the propeller model is sufﬁciently big to guarantee that the local Reynolds number over the
largest portion of the blade is grater than the suggested one (i.e., 2 × 105 ) [38]. It has to be pointed
out that the ITTC scaling does not account for the effects of propeller loading and this aspect can be
important during maneuvering because the propeller loading increases.
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6.2. Effect of Cavitation Number
The BEMT model is improved to account for the effects of cavitation extension on blade loads by
means of the 2D partially cavitating foil linearized theory [39]. In fact, the lift coefﬁcient of a partially
cavitating foil depends on the cavitation length lCAV by:

CL = πα 1 +

1
sinβ


(5)

where β is parameter that deﬁnes the cavitation length (lCAV = cos2 β); lCAV is made non dimensional
with respect to the chord of the foil. To obtain β, the following equation must be solved:
1
1 − sinβ
α
= tanβ
σ
2
1 + sinβ

(6)

where σ is the cavitation number (σ = p − pvap /0.5ρV 2 ), and α is the (geometric) angle of attack of
the foil. Moreover, the volume of the attached bubble VCAV can be also determined:


πα
(7)
VCAV =
cotβ 1 + 4sinβ − sin2 β − 4sin3 β
16
The algorithm of the modiﬁed propeller solver is explained in Figure 6. In particular, the solution
for the cavitation length introduces an additional iterative cycle (Equation (6) is non linear) that is
nested in the iterative solution of the Prandtl–Betz condition: in–fact, the self–induced velocity ﬁeld,
being strictly coupled with the circulation (lift) generated by the section, is obviously related to the
cavitation extension (i.e., β, see Equation (5)). It can be observed that as long as the induced angle of
incidence αi changes to fulﬁll the Prandtl–Betz relation, the lift coefﬁcient is consistently adjusted to
obtain a physically consistent model. Obviously, this method presents the following drawbacks:
•
•

•

the cavitation lenght lCAV is overestimated because the linear theory does not account for thickness
the maximum value of the cavity length is lCAV = 0.75; in fact, Equation (6) admits two solutions,
a long and a short bubble. The long cavity is unstable and physically unacceptable. For this
reason, the iteration loop for the solution of Equation (6) was stopped when the bubble length
achieved this limit
during off-design conditions, the higher angle of incidences experienced by the blade sections
may give rise to types of cavitation other than the attached sheet cavity assumed in linear theory
(cloud cavitation, bubble cavitation)

In the computations, σ is calculated by considering the incident ﬂow magnitude scaled at full
scale and the nominal wake is kept the same of the model scale. The use of semi–empirical wake
scaling technique was out of the aim of this approximate analysis; it has to be noted that these scaling
techniques were not validated for maneuvering conditions and the most immediate way to assess or
improve their capabilities to ship maneuvering problems could be the use of CFD.
The propeller forces and moments obtained with the new model are reported in Figure 16 in terms
of ratio with respect to the values with cavitation switched off. The increase of the loads is qualitatively
similar on the external and internal propeller. Figure 16 highlights that the in-plane forces and moments
are more sensitive to cavitation phenomena with respect to the thrust and torque. This is due to the fact
that cavitation ampliﬁes the imbalance of these loads between the upper/lower and left/right halves
of the disk. This aspect is supported by the distribution of lCAV over the propeller disk for the internal
propeller at δ = 15◦ and the external one δ = 35◦ (see Figure 17). The cavitation pattern resembles
the same features of load distribution discussed previously and, in particular, the asymmetry of their
distribution over the disk; therefore, the consequent ampliﬁcation of the loads can be qualitatively
expected by relation (5). This aspect is further supported in Figure 18a,b, that show a comparison of
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the propeller thrust and in-plane loads in cavitating and non cavitating conditions with the cavitation
extent (Equation (7)) for the same representative maneuvers considered in the previous analysis. In the
ﬁgures, the vertical and the lateral force are reported with the thrust for the internal and external
propeller at δ = 15◦ and 35◦ , respectively. In particular, it can be observed that the discrepancy
between the loads during the cavitating (solid line) and the non cavitating (dashed line) conditions are
experienced in correspondence of the blade/wake interaction on the leeward side and in the lower
half of the disk on the windward side; moreover, in the cavitating conditions, the amplitude of the
ﬂuctuation of the blade load is higher (with consequent increase of the in-plane loads).
It is interesting to observe that on the internal propeller the increase of the loads is faster than the
external propeller up to δ = 25◦ for all the loads with the exception of the side force (see Figure 16a).
This can be ascribed to the large gradients of the inﬂow caused by the evolution of the wake and
coherent structures detached from the appendages. The effect of the non–homogeneity of the wake
on the onset and development of cavitation was also remarked in [7,8]. It has to be pointed out that
the abrupt increase of the vertical force on the external shaft and the peak of the side force at δ = 0◦
are not relevant converted to dimensional quantities. It can be further noticed that on the external
propeller KTx , KQx , KTy and KQy increase with a linear trend, the ﬂow being unperturbed by the wake
of the hull.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. Ratio between forces and moments in cavitating and non cavitating conditions. (a) forces.
(b) moments.

In general, for the worst conditions resulted at the maximum rudder angle, δ = 35◦ , the increase
of thrust amounts to about 5%; on the other hand, the side force and the vertical force experience a 20%
increment with respect to the non cavitating case, for the external and internal propeller, respectively.
The discrepancy between the torque and the other moments is weaker, although the torque increase
is almost halved with respect to the pitching and yawing moments. In order to obtain a full scale
prediction of the experimental data, the percentage increases obtained from this numerical analysis
could be imposed to the experimental data, considering also the fact that the Reynolds number effect
was negligible. For the mechanical sizing of the bearings of the propulsive shaft, the maximum values
of the loads exerted by the propeller should be known; extrapolation to full scale of the experimental
data can be performed, according to the present analysis, considering maximum percentage increase of
the load due to cavitation. Since this condition is experienced on the external propeller, characterized
by a pure oblique inﬂow condition, a cheaper approach could be to modify experimental value on a
free running model by the percentage increase of the loads for a propeller in open water set at the same
incidence of the model (determined by the kinematic of the maneuver) or, alternatively, presumed at
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the full scale achieved numerical (by a CFD computation) or water tunnel experiments. In principle
this approach is cheaper than a complete CFD analysis for the complete ship conﬁguration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Cavitation extent, BEMT solution via the linearized theory. (a) δ = 15◦ , internal propeller.
(b) δ = 35◦ , external propeller.

(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Correlation between blade loads and cavitation volume. (a) δ = 15◦ , internal propeller.
(b) δ = 35◦ , external propeller.

6.3. Further Remarks on the Scale Factors in Cavitating Conditions
The scaling factors were evaluated under the assumption that the maneuvering response and
the inﬂow to the propeller at model and full scale are the same. Obviously, the knowledge of the
wake at full scale is of utmost importance to obtain reliable predictions of propeller performance,
in particular when cavitation analysis and related side effects (pressure pulses and noise) are of
concern. In [40], it was highlighted that the nominal wake can lead to under prediction of the
cavitation pattern and evolution (pressure pulses) with respect to the use of the wake at full scale.
Referring to the case analyzed in this work, assuming a pure “contraction” of the nominal wake
for its scaling, the gradients of the inﬂow experienced by the blade section of the propeller could be
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stronger and hence, the increase of the load be higher than the predicted one. During maneuvering,
on the internal propeller, the evolution of the wake is characterized by a concurrent contribution of
vortical structures and non-organized separate swirling ﬂow, moving from smaller to higher rudder
angles. Therefore, the modiﬁcation of the scaling factor could be expected to be different for the
various maneuvers. On the external propeller, the ﬂow and the global propeller performance of the
propeller are governed by the cross-ﬂow induced by the motion; moreover, since these global effects
are (almost) linearly ampliﬁed with the rudder, it can be expected that the eventual correction of the
scaling factor changes in a similar way. For the purpose of the proposed analysis, i.e., the quantiﬁcation
of a scaling factor, the key point is the identiﬁcation of the most critical condition characterized by
the maximum ampliﬁcation of the loads due to cavitation. On the internal shaft, the worst condition
remains the maneuver at δ = 15◦ in terms of absolute increment of the load; in this case, the radial force
in non cavitating condition is of the same order of magnitude of the one experienced by the external
propeller. The obtained scaling factors for both cases lead to similar increment of the loads. The critical
phenomenology on the internal propeller is governed by a localized development of the cavitation
due to the interaction between the blade and the vortex; on the external propeller, the cavitation is
completely developed in the lower half of the disk and it is caused by the effect of cross-ﬂow that cause
the strong overload of the propeller in this sector. Although the contraction of the wake at full scale
probably ampliﬁes the extension of the cavitation pattern, a global effect similar to the that experienced
on the external propeller seems difﬁcult to develop (the absolute increment of loads on the external
propeller are almost doubled with respect to the internal propeller), considering also the fact that the
loading of the two propellers are completely different (see Figure 7a). This is particularly evident
also by comparing the blade thrust in Figure 11a,b: the maximum load of the blade at δ = 35◦ for the
external propeller during its rotation in the lower half of the disk is markedly higher with respect to the
load of the blade of the internal propeller. Therefore, the predicted order of magnitude for the safety
factor (on the external propeller) can be considered plausible (under the hypothesis and simpliﬁcation
of the model).
Finally, it has to be remarked that the present conclusions are valid for this speciﬁc conﬁguration
of the propulsion system, i.e., propeller inward rotating from the top; as it was shown in [29],
the inversion of the sense of revolution of the propellers completely alters the behavior of the internal
and external propellers.
7. Conclusions
Present work is a contribution to the understanding of the mechanisms that rule the performance
of a propeller operating in off-design conditions (maneuvering). In particular, the work consisted
of a synthesis of the results of free running model tests and their phenomenological assessment
with numerical computations performed with a uRANSE maneuvering simulations and simpliﬁed
propeller model based on Blade Element Momentum Theory. The test case for the study was a twin
screw model; the propulsive conﬁguration is particularly suitable for this study, since the regime of
the propellers on the leeward and windward sides is markedly different.
In fact, the propeller on the external side operates in a pure oblique ﬂow condition and the
increase of the loads is almost linear with the rudder angle. This propeller experiences the most
critical condition with respect to the internal one at maximum rudder angle. In fact, the thrust and
torque increases up to 80% and 60% of the value in straight ahead sailing; moreover, since the inﬂow
is directed almost in the horizontal direction, the propeller develops only a side force that acts to
stabilize the vessel and amounts to about 30% of the thrust generated in the approach phase of the
maneuver. On the other hand, on the internal side, the propeller hydrodynamics is markedly affected
by the evolution of the wake detached from the hull, the interaction with vortical structures convected
through the propeller disk and the cross-ﬂow induced by the motion. The dominance of one effect
with respect to the other at different maneuvering conditions is the reason of the non-linear variation
of the loads with rudder angle. Although the thrust and torque did not experience a large overload
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(10% with respect to the value during the approach phase), the behavior of the in-plane loads resulted
sensitive to these ﬂow conditions; indeed, the asymmetries and localized gradients of the inﬂow to the
propeller was responsible to a marked imbalance of the periodic blade loads, with the consequence
that the maximum magnitude of the radial force was comparable to the one developed on the external
shaft. Moreover, the peak of the radial force was experienced during a weaker maneuver (δ = 15◦ )
and was ascribed to the interaction of propeller blades with a coherent structure developed past the
appendages. These results stressed that also mild variations from the straight ahead conditions can
be critical for the propulsive system, even to the same extent of heavy off-design conditions, and can
possibly generate undesired noise emission, vibrations and fatigue loads on the shafting system.
Finally, a preliminary analysis on the scale effects on the propeller loads was carried out.
In particular, the study considered only the scale effects for the propeller, i.e., the Reynolds number
and cavitation number on propeller loads. To this aim, the BEMT propeller solver was modiﬁed
to calculate the loads corrections by the ITTC method for the former problem; for the second issue,
the propeller solver was enhanced with a linear, partially cavitating, hydrofoil theory, accounted in a
consistent way with the solution for the self–induced velocity ﬁeld. The study highlighted that viscous
effects on the propeller loads are negligible with respect to cavitation; moreover, the in-plane loads
are more sensitive to cavitation with respect to thrust and torque because it increases the asymmetry
of blade loads during the cycle. The ampliﬁcation of the loads due to cavitation is experienced on
the external shaft at the maximum angle for the present propulsive conﬁguration (propellers inward
rotating from the top); therefore, a viable scaling procedure during the design phase could be to
complement free running maneuvering tests with measurements or CFD computation for the isolated
propeller at the critical incidence and equivalent loading condition in cavitating and non-cavitating
conditions for achieving the scaling factor. A complete analysis of the propeller performance at full
scale cannot be performed without considering cavitation and its related effect; CFD simulations
with weak coupling with propeller models are feasible. More accurate analysis could be possible by
a multi–phase CFD solver (with discretized propeller); the computational burden is prohibitive for
design purposes and thus far this kind of simulation has not yet been carried out.
Reynolds number effects on the modiﬁcation of the nominal wake to the propeller is a very
challenging issue, since scale effects the maneuvering response and, therefore, the evolution of the wake.
These effects are also important to correctly predict the cavitation volume and, in particular, it dynamics
in order to predict accurately propeller hull induced vibrations and acoustic emission. In this regard,
CFD can provide a valuable insight on the modiﬁcation of the wake and, moreover, contribute to
understand whether the development of scaling techniques similar to those applied in straight ahead
motion are a plausible way to a safer extrapolation of the loads to full-scale. Obviously, measurements
at full scale, despite difﬁcult to set up, could provide useful hints to tune the extrapolation procedure;
unfortunately, at present the availability of data is extremely poor or restricted by industry.
To better understand the complex phenomenology of the propeller behavior in off-design
conditions, in particular to relate the loads to physic experienced at blade rate frequency, the set-up of
the free running model has been recently improved for the characterization of the single blade loads.
On the basis of these measurements, all the system of loads acting on the propeller can be determined
and these measurements represent a basis for deeper investigation also on propeller side effects related
to propeller vibration, pressure pulses and noise emission. In Figure 19a,b a partial overview of the
ad–hoc design propeller to house the measurement system of the single blade and in the behind hull
conﬁgurations are showed. The test case is a twin screw ships with a different stern geometry with
respect the one considered in this study and the model size is smaller. The experiments will be carried
out at the same experimental conditions on a free running, self propelled maneuvering model.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 19. (a) Propeller with hub transducer. (b) Behind–hull conﬁguration.
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Abstract: A semi-empirical method is presented that predicts broadband hull-pressure ﬂuctuations
and underwater radiated noise due to propeller tip vortex cavitation. The method uses a
hump-shaped pattern for the spectrum and predicts the centre frequency and level of this hump.
The principal parameter is the vortex cavity size, which is predicted by a combination of a boundary
element method and a semi-empirical vortex model. It is shown that such a model is capable of
representing the variation of cavity size with cavitation number well. Using a database of modeland full-scale measured hull-pressure data, an empirical formulation for the maximum level and
centre frequency has been developed that is a function of, among other parameters, the cavity size.
Acceptable results are obtained when comparing predicted and measured hull-pressure and radiated
noise spectra for various cases. The comparison also shows differences that require adjustments of
parameters that need to be further investigated.
Keywords: propeller; cavitation; tip vortex; hull pressures; underwater radiated noise

1. Introduction
Noise and vibration on board ships are important design considerations for the comfort of crew
and passengers. High comfort levels are especially required by passengers on cruise vessels and owners
of yachts. An important source affecting comfort is cavitation on the ship propeller. The collapse of
cavitation generates pressure ﬂuctuations that excite the ship hull above the propeller leading to on
board noise and vibration. The reduction of cavitation-induced noise and vibration is usually achieved
by unloading the propeller tip and decreasing sheet cavitation as much as possible, often leaving
only tip vortex cavitation on the propeller. However, this type of cavitation generates low-frequency
broadband hull-pressure ﬂuctuations that may lead to ship vibration issues [1,2].
The cavitating propeller is also an important contributor to the underwater radiated noise (URN)
of ships. URN is relevant for the acoustic signature of military ships, for the operation of equipment
that require low self-noise such as sonar, and for the inﬂuence on marine life. The latter used to be
relevant for ﬁshery research vessels only, but, in the last decade, the impact on the marine environment
of URN due to shipping in general has received considerable attention. URN by shipping is included
in the environmental descriptors to achieve Good Environmental Status of European Seas in the
EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive (2008/56/EC), The International Maritime Organization
(IMO) has released in 2013 non-mandatory guidelines for the reduction of underwater noise from
commercial shipping, and class societies DNV-GL, BV, RINA and LR have developed rules for URN of
commercial ships.
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The spectrum of the broadband hull-pressure ﬂuctuations is characterized by a hump,
the maximum level of which increases with ship speed, while the centre of the hump simultaneously
moves to lower frequencies. This centre frequency is typically located between 30 Hz and 200 Hz.
A possible explanation of the hump in the spectrum is that it is caused by a resonance frequency of the
cavitating vortex [3], although experimental evidence of this is missing. The proposed criterion for
resonance assumes zero group speed in the dispersion relation for cavitating vortices. Experimental
evidence for this dispersion relation is presented in [4] in which further support for the criterion for
resonance is also given. The relation between the broadband part and the blade rate tonals in the hull
pressure spectrum is brieﬂy discussed in [5].
It has been shown that the source level of URN due to propeller cavitation has a direct relation
with the pressure levels on the hull [6,7]. Source levels can directly be estimated from measured hull
pressures by correcting the hull pressures for the solid boundary factor on the hull and the distance
between cavity collapse and pressure sensor. These source levels are in reasonable agreement with
source levels obtained by hydrophone measurements in the far ﬁeld of the ship.
The hull-pressure ﬂuctuations and URN can be predicted in model test facilities [8–12] to evaluate
propeller designs. CFD methods are rapidly developing but are still computationally expensive and
not yet mature enough in this area to be used in the iterative design procedure. Rapid evaluation of
propeller designs usually relies on the use of potential ﬂow methods that can predict sheet cavitation
and the resulting hull-pressure ﬂuctuations and URN at the blade passage frequency [13–15]. The sheet
cavitation extents and dynamics can also be used in semi-empirical methods to predict the related
broadband URN [16,17]. Because vortices are ﬁtted rather than captured when using potential ﬂow
methods, alternative methods are required to predict developed vortex cavitation. The results of
the potential ﬂow method can be used in computational noise prediction methods that solve a
two-dimensional Rayleigh-Plesset type of equation for a vortex cavity segment [18–20] or that make
use of a semi-empirical model [21,22].
The present paper proposes a semi-empirical method to predict the broadband hull pressure
fluctuations and URN by propeller tip vortex cavitation that can easily be used in the propeller design
process. The method is based on the semi-empirical method to predict on board noise of cavitating tip
vortices by Raestad [21]. This method relates the noise to the size of the vortex cavity that is estimated
from a potential flow method. In the present method, use is made of the boundary element method (BEM)
PROCAL [14,23,24] to estimate the vortex strength (circulation) of the tip vortex. This strength is used in
a vortex model for the radial distribution of the azimuthal velocity to predict the cavity size for a given
cavitation number. The vortex model and cavity size prediction are discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively. The predicted cavity size has been used in an empirical relation for the centre frequency and
maximum level of the broadband hump. This procedure is presented in Section 2.3. A flow chart of the
method is shown in Figure 1. The spectral shape of the source level spectrum and conversion to hull
pressure spectrum and URN spectrum is presented in Section 3. Comparison of predicted and measured
spectra is presented in Section 4. The results of the method are discussed in Section 5.

Figure 1. Flow chart of the Empirical Tip Vortex cavity (ETV) model for broadband hull pressure
ﬂuctuations and underwater radiated noise.
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2. Prediction of the Maximum Source Level
2.1. Vortex Models
The relation between cavitation number and cavity size for a vortex cavity can be obtained from
the radial distribution of the azimuthal velocity vθ . It has been shown [25] that the variation of pressure
p with radius r can be computed within 10 to 15% accuracy using the relation
p − p∞ = −

∞
r

ρ

v2θ
dr.
r

(1)

Theoretical analysis has shown that the variation of cavity size with cavitation number for an
analytical solution of a columnar cavitating vortex is almost identical to that of a non-cavitating vortex
if the viscous core size does not change [26]. For the non-cavitating vortex, the cavity radius was taken
as the radius where pressure equals vapour pressure. Therefore, only non-cavitating vortex models
will be considered in the following.
The most simple vortex model is the potential ﬂow vortex of which the azimuthal velocity is
given by
Γ∞
v θ (r ) =
,
(2)
2πr
where Γ∞ corresponds to the vortex strength, which is deﬁned as the circulation Γ at large r.
A disadvantage of this model, referred to in the following as inviscid vortex, is the singular behavior at
the centre, which leads to an inﬁnitely low pressure at that location. In real ﬂow, this singular behavior
does not appear due to viscous effects. An analytical solution for a columnar vortex in laminar ﬂow is
the Lamb–Oseen vortex [27] with viscous core radius rv ,
v θ (r ) =

%
&/
Γ∞ .
1 − exp −ς(r/rv )2 .
2πr

(3)

The parameter ς is a constant that is selected such that vθ has its maximum value at r = rv ,
which gives ς = 1.2564. The Lamb–Oseen vortex can be interpreted as the solution of a potential ﬂow
vortex of which the vorticity has been distributed by diffusion. For tip vortices, the distribution of
vorticity is also inﬂuenced by the roll-up of the trailing vortex sheet that is generated by the spanwise
circulation distribution on wing or propeller. The velocity distribution resulting from such a process
has been proposed by Proctor et al. [28] and is given by
⎧
%
&/
*
"
+#.
⎨ 1.0939 Γ∞ 1 − exp − β(1.4 rv /B) p
1 − exp −ς(r/rv )2
2πr
v θ (r ) =
⎩ Γ∞ "1 − exp*− β(r/B) p +#
2πr

r ≤ 1.4 rv
r > 1.4 rv

.

(4)

In this formulation, B is the length scale related to the vorticity roll-up region, taken as the
wingspan of the aircraft by Proctor. The parameters β and p are non-dimensional empirical parameters,
which take the values β = 10 and p = 0.75. The variation of the azimuthal velocity with radius
is presented in Figure 2a and the corresponding pressure distribution is presented in Figure 2b.
The parameter B was taken as B/rv = 20 .
2.2. Prediction of Cavity Size
The vortex models described in Section 2.1 have been evaluated using experimental datasets for a
wing, Pennings et al. [29], and for a propeller, Kuiper [30]. The dataset for the wing consists of velocity
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measurements obtained with stereo particle image velocimetry (spiv) at several stations downstream
of the tip and of vortex cavity size measurements as a function of cavitation number σV ,
σV =

pw − pv
,
1
2
2 ρV

(5)

with pw the static pressure at the location of the wing, pv the vapour pressure and V the free-stream
velocity of the cavitation tunnel. The cavity size was obtained from image analysis using high speed
video (hsv). The wing was of elliptical planform (half-span B/2 = 0.15 m) and tested at three angles
of attack. The velocities were averaged in the circumferential direction and the resulting azimuthal
velocity distribution for 7 deg angle of attack is presented in Figure 3a, which also shows the results
of the vortex models. In these models, rv was taken as the radius at which the measured vθ has the
maximum value. The Proctor vortex is capable of describing the measured velocity distribution very
well after adjusting the coefﬁcients for β and p. The strength for the Proctor vortex was set to 80% of
the maximum value of the spanwise circulation distribution on the wing. This maximum value can
be computed from the measured lift coefﬁcient assuming that the circulation distribution is given by
the analytical formulation. The resulting variation of rc with σV of the Proctor vortex also shows very
good agreement with experimental data, as shown in Figure 3b. The inviscid and Lamb–Oseen vortex
do not describe the velocity distribution and the cavity size variation well. In the results shown, the
vortex strength for these vortices has been adapted such that the average cavity size is well predicted.
It is remarked that the good prediction of the variation of cavity size with cavitation number by a
vortex model for non-cavitating ﬂow is not understood from a physical point of view. Experiments for
cavitating ﬂow suggest that the viscous core size used in the vortex model changes in the presence of
cavitation, which results in a different prediction of the cavity size [26].
The data set for the propeller consists of the variation of rc with cavitation number σn ,
σn =

ps − pv
,
1
2 2
2 ρn D

(6)

with ps the static pressure at the shaft centre, n the shaft rotation rate [rev/s] and D the propeller
diameter. The propeller was four-bladed, speciﬁcally designed to show tip vortex cavitation only,
and has diameter D = 0.34 m and pitch ratio P0.7 /D = 0.74. The propeller was tested in open
water conditions at three advance ratios by varying the free-stream velocity of the cavitation tunnel.
The advance ratio J is deﬁned as J = V/nD. Each advance ratio was tested at two shaft rotation rates
resulting in two different Reynolds numbers. The Reynolds number was deﬁned as Ren = nD2 /ν,
with ν the kinematic viscosity.

(a) Non-dimensional azimuthal velocity distribution

(b) Non-dimensional pressure distribution

Figure 2. Comparison between various vortex models. The reference values are taken from the values
for the inviscid vortex at r = rv .
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(a) Non-dimensional azimuthal velocity distribution

(b) Variation of cavity size with cavitation number

Figure 3. Measured and ﬁtted azimuthal velocity distribution and cavity size variation for a wing of
elliptical planform at 7 deg angle of attack. Experiments by Pennings et al. [29].

The cavity size was estimated using image analysis of photographs. Roughness was applied
on two blades, except at the leading edge to investigate its effect and two blades were kept smooth.
However, the geometry of one of the smooth blades differed from the other blades and results for this
blade were excluded from the comparison. Overall, the change in cavity size due to the application
of roughness, as well as due to variations of air content in the tunnel, was within the measurement
uncertainty so the effect could not be determined.
For the present method, the tip-vortex strength was obtained from the circulation computed
by PROCAL at 0.95R, with R = D/2, and the viscous core size was obtained from model-scale
measurements by Jessup [31] scaled according to Equation (7), which is discussed later. Results are
shown for the Proctor vortex model only. Initially, the values for β and p were kept identical to the
values obtained for the wing, but these did not result in a good agreement with experimental data.
This indicates that the vorticity roll-up of the wake of the propeller differs from that of the wing.
A new tuning process was then applied for β and p, which resulted in a reasonable agreement with
experimental data, as shown in Figure 4. The variation in Reynolds number in the experiments results
in a variation in rv in the vortex model. In the present method, this dependency was taken into account
by using the Reynolds number scaling for cavitation inception of McCormick [32]. The viscous core
size can then be computed from the measured value by Jessup [31] referred to as ref,
r 
rv
v
=
c
c re f



Re
Rere f

−m/2
,

(7)

with c the chord length and Re the Reynolds number for the chord length and the resultant velocity at
0.95R. The value for parameter m is computed using the formulation by Shen et al. [33] resulting in a
value of 0.38 and 0.37 for the lower and higher Reynolds number, respectively. The effect of the change
in Reynolds number on cavity size is well predicted by this method. The vortex model shows that
the effect of the viscous core size on the cavity size decreases with increasing cavity size, as shown in
Figure 4a.
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(a) J = 0.4

(b) J = 0.5

Figure 4. Measured and ﬁtted cavity size variation for a propeller at two advance ratios. Experiments
by Kuiper [30], Ren1 = 1.38 × 106 , Ren2 = 2.76 × 106 .

Results were also analyzed for other angles of attack for the wing and other advance ratios for
the propeller. Good agreement was obtained for the other two angles of attack of the wing (5 and
9 deg) using the same settings for the vortex model (see also [26]). However, for the lowest advance
ratio of the propeller, J = 0.3, and hence the case with highest vortex strength, the predicted cavity
size was smaller than observed by experiments. A possible reason for this underprediction is that, in
the experiment, a combination of sheet and vortex cavitation was present. Unfortunately, no detailed
images are available for these conditions so this has not been further investigated.
2.3. Prediction of Source Levels
The semi-empirical formulation for the centre frequency and level of the hump was developed
using non-dimensional parameters. In the present study, use has been made of a combination of
model-scale, measured in the Depressurized Wave Basin (DWB), and full-scale experimental data
for hull pressures obtained for twin-screw vessels. The rms-pressure amplitudes were converted
into kp -values according to Equation (8), where Δ f corresponds to the resolution bandwidth of the
amplitude spectrum and f bp f to the blade passage frequency. The levels were converted to decibel
values according to Equation (9). The frequencies were made non-dimensional with f bp f :
kp =

ρn2 D2

p
(rms
,
Δ f / f bp f

k p [dB] = 120 + 20 log10 k p .

(8)

(9)

The resulting spectrum can then be interpreted as a non-dimensional power density spectrum
or non-dimensional rms amplitude density spectrum. The hull-pressure spectra were converted to
source levels by correcting for the propeller-hull clearance and the solid boundary factor. Only the
centre pressure sensor located directly above the 12 o’clock position of the propeller was considered,
as measurements at this location were available for all data sets.
To focus on the broadband character, the spectrum was converted to 1/6 octave band levels and
scaled back to a power density spectrum, an example of which is given in Figure 5. The resulting
spectrum then becomes a smoothened power density spectrum. Next, the centre frequency,
the maximum level and the bandwidth of the hump were determined by a curve ﬁt. In Figure 5,
the centre frequency was determined at f c / f bp f = 7.3.
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Figure 5. Example of a non-dimensional hull pressure power density spectrum of a two-bladed research
propeller. The solid line is the 1/6 octave band smoothened spectrum.

The parameters for the semi-empirical model are the cavity size rc made non-dimensional with
diameter D, the cavitation number σn and the number of blades Z. The empirical relation for the
maximum level, which equals the level of the hump centre, is given by
k p,max = a p + 20 log10

. r κ √ /
c
Z ,
D

(10)

in which the non-dimensional empirical constants a p and κ were obtained by curve ﬁtting of
Equation (10) to the experimental data. Raestad [21] has used κ = 2 in his formulation, but the
value κ = 3 is used in the present method as this is closer to the trend seen in the datasets. The
contribution from the total number of blades is summed as a set of incoherent sources. The formulation
for the centre frequency is based on theoretical considerations and is given by
fc
f bp f

= bf

√
σn
1
,
rc /D Z

(11)

with b f a non-dimensional empirical constant. Raestad derives this relation from the resonance
frequency of a bubble, although the relation has also been derived from the dispersion relation for a
cavitating vortex [3].
The vortex strength for the vortex models was obtained from the maximum circulation value
at 0.95R of all blade positions computed by PROCAL using model-scale measured wake ﬁelds.
For the analysis of sea trial conditions, these wake ﬁelds were scaled using a method developed
in a Cooperative Research Ships (CRS) working group [34]. This method decomposes the ship wake
into the contribution from the hull boundary layer and from the wake of struts and shaft, and scales
these components separately using semi-empirical formulations.
The ships in the experimental dataset used to derive Equations (10) and (11), and to determine
the empirical constants a p , κ and b f , consist of twin-screw vessels equipped with ﬁxed-pitch podded
propellers, and with ﬁxed or controllable pitch propellers with an open-shaft arrangement. The test
conditions were close to or in the design condition for varying ship speeds.
During the process of determining the empirical constants, it became apparent that the
experimental datasets had to be divided in separate groups. A distinction was made between cases for
which tip-vortex cavitation was dominant and cases for which, close to the tip, sheet cavitation was
also present. Figure 6 shows examples of these two situations. This behaviour was also expected in the
ﬁt of the cavity size for the propeller tip vortex cavitation as discussed in Section 2.2.
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(a) Tip vortex cavitation

(b) Tip-sheet and tip-vortex cavitation

Figure 6. Examples of cavitation patterns on the propellers used for the development of the method.

(a) Maximum level of hump

(b) Centre frequency of hump

Figure 7. Comparison between measured and predicted levels and frequency of the centre of the hump
for the cases used in the development of the method.

The accuracy of the ﬁt for the maximum level of the hump and for the centre frequency for the
two groups is presented in Figure 7a,b, respectively. An example of the ﬁt of the noise level for an
individual data set, not included in Figure 7, is presented in Figure 8. The propeller is a two-bladed
research propeller with skew and tip-unloading tested for a range of cavitation numbers and thrust
coefﬁcients [3]. The cavitation pattern on this propeller is a cavitating vortex structure that is generated
on the leading edge.
All results presented in Figures 7 and 8 are for the Proctor vortex model. Similar results could also
be obtained with the other vortex models but with different empirical constants showing that, for the
test-cases considered, the cavity size is in general much larger than the viscous core size. The results in
Figure 7 are quite reasonable for the group with vortex cavitation although the standard deviation of
the frequency is rather high. In particular, one condition is poorly predicted. The standard deviation
for the group with tip-sheet and vortex cavitation is signiﬁcantly higher than the group with tip-vortex
cavitation only. However, Figure 8 shows that the trend for a single propeller with tip-sheet and vortex
cavitation is well predicted by the used parameters.
The relation between maximum level, and centre frequency, and cavity size can easily be converted
to a relation in terms of propeller thrust coefﬁcient for the inviscid vortex model. The relation between
cavity size, cavitation number and circulation is then given by
rc
1 Γ∞ 1
√ .
=
D
2π nD σn
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(a) Maximum level of hump

(b) Typical cavitation pattern

Figure 8. Comparison between measured and predicted maximum level of the hump for a two-bladed
research propeller tested at various advance ratios and cavitation numbers. The cavitation pattern
corresponding to the encircled symbol is shown on the right.

The non-dimensional vortex strength can be written as the product of the propeller blade thrust
coefﬁcient KT /Z and a tip loading parameter τ. The relations for the maximum level and centre
frequency then read


 r κ √
τKT κ √
c
√
k p,max ∝
Z∝
Z,
(13)
D
Z σn
√
σn
σn
fc
1
∝
∝
.
(14)
f bp f
rc /D Z
τKT
If it is assumed that KT and J do not change with varying ship speed, the pressure amplitudes
scale with ship speed V as prms ∝ V 2+κ and the centre frequency as f c ∝ V −1 .
3. Shape of the Spectrum
3.1. Source Level
The shape of the spectrum of cavitation noise is described by e.g., [35–37]. The spectrum can be
divided in a low-frequency part and a high-frequency part. The low-frequency part is characterized
by a hump due to the overall growth, collapse and rebounds of the cavity. The high frequency part
is related to the ﬁnal phase of the collapse process during which velocities may approach or exceed
the speed of sound, and compressibility effects become important. The collapse and rebounds of the
smaller size bubbles generated by the collapse of the large scale cavity also contribute to the high
frequency part.
In the present method, it is assumed that f c corresponds to a resonance frequency of the cavitating
vortex. The related pressure signal can then be interpreted as a damped oscillatory signal, or, in a
simpliﬁed way, as an oscillatory signal multiplied with a rectangular window. The Fourier transform
of the latter is given by a sinc-function. Therefore, the shape of the spectrum, presented in decibel
values, has been deﬁned as

!
f − fc
,
(15)
Hh ( f ) = 20 log10 sinc
0.830 Δ f −6dB
where Δ f −6dB corresponds to the bandwidth of the hump where the pressure amplitude is half the
maximum amplitude. A small value for Δ f −6dB corresponds to a time trace with multiple rebounds
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(small damping) resulting in a narrow hump in the spectrum. A large value for Δ f −6dB corresponds to
a highly damped system resulting in a wide hump in the spectrum. Analysis of experimental data
suggested that Δ f −6dB is proportional to f c , although the scatter is high.
The shape of the spectrum at much lower and higher frequencies than the centre frequency of the
hump is modelled separately. The simple model used here consists of prescribed slopes at low and
high frequency in a power density spectrum
'
Hs ( f ) = 10 log10

2( f / f c ) α l

1 + ( f / f c )αl −αh

0
,

(16)

in which αh corresponds to the slope for high frequency, with typical value αh = −2, and αl corresponds
to the slope for low frequency, for which a value αl = 4 is used as suggested in [35]. For different
values of αl and αh , the maximum value of Hs is different from 0 dB, which needs to be corrected for.
The resulting spectrum is then taken as a weighted sum of powers of the two spectral functions
.
/
H ( f ) = 10 log10 α10 Hh ( f )/10 + (1 − α)10 Hs ( f )/10 ,

(17)

where α is a user deﬁned parameter. For practical applications, this parameter is computed from
ΔLα = 10 log10 (1 − α),

(18)

with ΔLα the difference in noise level between the maximum of the two-slope function and the
maximum of the sinc function.
Examples of the shape of the spectrum for the source level are given in Figure 9 for three values
of α, where the curve for α = 0.0 corresponds to the spectrum for the two-slope function and the curve
for α = 1.0 corresponds to the spectrum by the sinc function. In its current version, the default value is
α = 0.8. For some cases, however, the default values do not give a good representation of the measured
spectrum. It is remarked that the maximum absolute value of the argument of the sinc function has
been limited to avoid the presence of ‘sidelobes’ in the spectrum.

Figure 9. Examples of the shape of the spectrum for different values of α.

3.2. Hull-Pressure and URN Spectra
The hull-pressure spectrum is obtained from the source level spectrum by correcting for a solid
boundary factor and for the propeller-hull clearance. The spectrum of the URN levels is obtained
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from the source level spectrum by correcting for the interference with the free surface (Lloyd’s mirror).
A simple formula to correct for the propagation loss (PL) due to Lloyd’s mirror is given by Ainslie [38]

PL LM = −10 log10


1
1
+ 2 2 2 ,
2 4k ds sin θ

(19)

where k corresponds to the acoustic wave number, k = 2π f /c with c the speed of sound, ds to the
submergence depth of the cavity collapse and θ to the hydrophone depression angle. The function
is compared in Figure 10 to the theoretical formulation of the Lloyd’s mirror effect for a ﬂat free
surface [39]. The frequency in Figure 10 is made non-dimensional with the critical frequency f 0 ,
f0 =

c
.
4ds sin θ

(20)

The interference patterns at frequencies above the critical frequency are usually not observed in
ship noise data because of the presence of waves and bubbles near the free surface and the varying
position between ship and hydrophone. For that reason, the Ainslie model assumes that, at high
frequencies, the free surface leads to an uncorrelated image source.
The source level spectrum (SL) can now be deﬁned as
&
%
SL( f ) = L p,max + H ( f ) dB, re 1μPa2 m2 /Hz ,

(21)

with L p,max the maximum level of the hump of the power density spectrum, which is the dimensional
value of k p,max . The spectrum of the underwater radiated noise level (RNL) is computed from the SL
by correcting for Lloyd’s mirror
&
%
RNL( f ) = SL( f ) + PL LM ( f ) dB, re 1μPa2 m2 /Hz .

(22)

The RNL levels, or URN levels in general, are often presented in one-third-octave band levels
denoted by RNL1/3 and URN1/3 , respectively. The present model is referred to as ETV-2, the 2nd
version of the Empirical Tip Vortex cavity model.

Figure 10. Propagation loss due to the Lloyd’s mirror effect.

4. Comparison of Predicted and Measured Hull Pressures and URN
An example of the resulting spectrum of hull pressures predicted by the ETV model for the
two-bladed research propeller is presented in Figure 11. Overall, the hump is well represented by
the default spectral shape. The values of the empirical parameters for the maximum level and centre
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frequency were obtained from a dedicated ﬁt to the test series for this propeller. The comparison
between the resulting predicted and measured levels is given in Figure 8.
Examples of spectra for ship conﬁgurations used in the database are presented for model- and full
scale in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. Both cases are part of the vortex-cavitation group for which
results are presented in Figure 7. The model- test results show some disturbance at the eighth harmonic
of the blade passage frequency generated by the propeller drive train. However, this frequency
is located at a much higher frequency than the broadband hump due to the cavitating tip vortex.
Both ﬁgures are examples of cases that are well predicted by the model. As shown in Figure 7, there are
also some cases for which the maximum level and centre frequency are predicted less accurately.
The model- and full-scale data are all made non-dimensional using Equation (8). Since no
signiﬁcant differences in the trend of the maximum level and centre frequency with scale could be
discerned, it is concluded that Equation (8) can be used to scale the broadband pressure spectra from
model scale to full scale. In fact, the equation can also be obtained by rewriting the formulation that is
used to scale the (low-frequency) URN by cavitation as presented by e.g., Strasberg [40] and Bark [41].

Figure 11. Example of the measured and predicted non-dimensional hull pressure spectrum for a
two-bladed research propeller.

Figure 12. Example of the measured and predicted non-dimensional hull pressure spectrum for a ship
propeller of the database tested at model scale.
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Figure 13. Example of the measured and predicted non-dimensional hull pressure spectrum for a ship
propeller of the database tested at full scale.

The ETV-model has also been applied to predict the broadband hull-pressure levels on an 85 m
combi freighter equipped with a single controllable pitch propeller. This ship was not in the database
and, being a single screw vessel, it also does not resemble any ship in the data base. The sea trials for
the ship, which included URN measurements in deep water, were performed by DAMEN, DNV-GL
and MARIN and were ﬁnanced by the CRS BROADBAND2 working group. The effective wake ﬁeld
for the PROCAL computation was obtained from a coupled RANS-BEM procedure [42,43]. Details of
this data set are given in [44], which shows a comparison of the full-scale URN levels with predictions
from model tests in the DWB. The cavitation pattern on the propeller was characterized by strong tip
vortex cavitation. The values for the empirical constants derived using the complete database were
used in the ETV method.
The comparison of broadband hull pressures as predicted by the ETV method and as measured
during the sea trial at 10 knots is reasonable, as illustrated in Figure 14a. It is notable that the hump for
this single screw ship is overpredicted by the ETV method. The URN of this vessel is dominated by
a very pronounced hump that will be discussed later. This hump is not so obvious in the pressures
measured by the centre transducer (P1) but can clearly be seen in the spectrum of the pressure sensor
located closer to the collapse of the cavity (transducer P2).

(b) Adapted value for L

(a) Default values for the ETV-method

Figure 14. Measured and predicted non-dimensional hull pressure spectrum for the combi-freighter at
a ship speed of 10 knots. P1 corresponds to the centre transducer and P2 is located closer to the cavity
collapse. Experimental data measured by DAMEN and MARIN.
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In general, the results were considered to be quite acceptable for a range of pitch settings and shaft
rotation rates as long as the cavitation was present on the back side of the blade. In its present form,
the model was not capable of predicting the broadband pressure spectrum due to face side cavitation
for a low pitch setting.
The model that was developed using data for hull pressures has also been applied to predict
the URN due to propeller cavitation. The ﬁrst test case considered for the prediction of URN is the
single-screw combi freighter discussed above. The noise levels are presented in Figure 15a using
the default values. The centre of the hump is well predicted in terms of level and frequency, but,
at high frequencies, the predicted noise levels are approximately 10 dB too high. It is seen that the
hump is very pronounced. The difference in noise levels between the hump and the high frequency
region can easily be adjusted with the parameter ΔLα . Results for ΔLα = −20 dB are presented in
Figure 15b. The default value for the slope of the spectrum at high frequencies is in good agreement
with the sea-trial data. The hull-pressure prediction for this setting is also in better agreement with the
experimental data (see Figure 14b).

(b) Adapted value for L

(a) Default values for the ETV-method

Figure 15. Measured and predicted radiated noise spectrum in one-third octave band levels for the
combi-freighter at a ship speed of 10 knots. Experimental data by DNV-GL.

The second data set analyzed is that of the (twin-screw) cruise vessel Statendam as reported by
Kipple [45]. The length between perpendiculars is 182 m and the ship is driven by controllable pitch
propellers. The URN measurements were performed in deep water. The measured SL are directly
taken from [45] and the RNL are computed from the received noise levels at 500 yards as reported
in [45]. All measured levels are converted to levels at 1 m distance assuming spherical spreading loss.
The applied formulation in [45] to compute the source levels from the measured radiated noise levels
is unknown, but the applied propagation loss is similar to Equation (19), except for high frequencies
where the applied correction is 0 dB instead of 3 dB.
Results with default values are presented in Figure 16a. The maximum level is very well predicted,
but the measured values in that frequency region are reported to be mainly due to machinery noise.
At high frequencies, the agreement is not as good because the assumed slope of the spectrum is smaller
than in the experiments. Adjustment of the high frequency slope to αh = −1.6 gives good agreement
(see Figure 16b).
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(a) Default values for the ETV-method

(b) Adapted value for the high frequency slope  h

Figure 16. Measured and predicted radiated noise spectrum in one-third octave band levels for the
cruise vessel at a ship speed of 18 knots. Experimental data by Kipple [45].

5. Discussion
The ETV-method has been developed to predict the broadband noise by propeller tip-vortex
cavitation as present on propellers of twin screw vessels. Both model- and full-scale hull-pressure data
were used for this purpose. The tip-vortex cavity is attached to the blade and might also be interpreted
as an attached leading-edge vortex cavity that is directly connected to the tip vortex.
The majority of the test conditions were at or close to the design condition of the propeller.
This restriction in variability of conditions was deemed necessary to avoid the inﬂuence of sheet
cavitation on the measured hull-pressure data. Nevertheless, the cavitation observations showed
that, for some of the cases, a combination of tip vortex cavitation and sheet cavitation was present.
This sheet cavity detaches from the leading edge upstream of the blade tip. Due to the skew of the
blade, the re-entrant jet ﬂow at the cavity closure has a strong radial component, which is why it
is sometimes called a side-entrant jet [46]. This side-entrant jet forms a cavity closure vortex [47]
that is chordwise oriented in the tip region and that collapses when the blade leaves the wake peak.
The propellers with such a cavitation pattern have been considered as a separate group.
The broadband noise levels for the propellers with such sheet and vortex cavitation was
signiﬁcantly higher than for propellers with vortex cavitation alone, requiring adjustment of the
empirical parameter for the maximum level of the hump. Surprisingly, the adopted methodology
still seems to apply to such a cavitation pattern indicating that the noise due to the collapse of the
sheet-cavity closure vortex follows a similar trend as for the tip-vortex cavity. Another possibility is
that the collapse of the closure vortex excites the cavitating tip-vortex and that the tip-vortex cavity
is still responsible for the broadband hump. The standard deviation of the ﬁt for this small group of
propellers with sheet cavitation was higher than for the group with tip-vortex cavitation alone. Due to
the two groups of tuning parameters, some information on the expected propeller cavitation pattern is
required in the application of the method. This information can for instance be obtained from a sheet
cavitation computation by the applied boundary element method. Such information can probably also
be used to improve the ﬁt for the group of propellers with sheet cavitation.
The test-cases used for the development of the method were all twin-screw vessels. Despite the
limited variability of wake ﬁelds for these ships, the broadband hump was also well predicted for
a single-screw vessel equipped with skewed propeller blades. This gives some conﬁdence that the
method is applicable to a wider range of wake ﬁelds. The most important limitation of the method
is that it only describes the noise due to tip-vortex cavitation and, as discussed above, due to a
sheet-cavity closure vortex in the tip region. The method is therefore mostly suited for the analysis of
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tip-unloaded (and skewed) propeller blades and is not expected to work for heavy-loaded propellers
with extensive sheet cavitation.
The shape of the spectrum was not studied in much detail in the present study and requires
further research. This not only holds for the higher frequency part of the spectrum, as shown by the
URN prediction of the two test-cases shown, but also for the width of the broadband hump.
6. Conclusions
A semi-empirical method to predict broadband hull-pressure ﬂuctuations and radiated noise by
cavitating tip vortices on tip-unloaded propeller blades has been presented. The method makes use of
results obtained by a boundary element method and can therefore very easily be used for propeller
noise evaluation, for instance in a propeller design process. The principal parameter in the method is
the vortex cavity size from which the maximum noise level and the centre frequency of the broadband
hump was computed.
The standard deviation of the model ﬁt was about 3 dB for the maximum level and 0.75 for
the non-dimensional centre frequency, as long as no sheet cavitation was present on the propeller.
When sheet cavitation was present in the tip area, the methodology could still be used, but the empirical
parameter to predict the maximum of the hump had to be adjusted. The standard deviation of the
model ﬁt was higher than for the group with only tip-vortex cavitation.
The method was also applied to predict hull pressure ﬂuctuations and URN of two vessels that
were not used to develop the empirical relations. A good prediction was obtained for the broadband
hump, but the high frequency region of the URN required adjustment of the empirical parameters that
describe the spectral shape.
During the development and application of the method, a number of issues were identiﬁed
that require further investigation. An important aspect is the contribution of sheet cavitation and
the interaction between the sheet-cavity closure vortex and the tip-vortex cavity in the generation of
the broadband hump. Another aspect is the overall shape of the spectrum, in particular the relation
between the levels of the hump and the levels in the high-frequency part. Physical aspects that inﬂuence
the shape of the hump and the slope of the high frequency noise also require further investigation.
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Abstract: In this paper we present results of delayed detached eddy simulation (DDES) and
computational hydroacoustics (CHA) simulations of a marine propeller operating in a cavitation
tunnel. DDES is carried out in both wetted and cavitating conditions, and we perform the
investigation at several propeller loadings. CHA analyses are done for one propeller loading both in
wetted and cavitating conditions. The simulations are validated against experiments conducted in
the cavitation tunnel. Propeller global forces, local ﬂow phenomena, as well as cavitation patterns are
compared to the cavitation tunnel tests. Hydroacoustic sources due to the propeller are evaluated
from the ﬂow solution, and corresponding acoustic simulations utilizing an acoustic analogy are
made. The propeller wake ﬂow structures are investigated for the wetted and cavitating operating
conditions, and the acoustic excitation and output of the same cases are discussed.
Keywords: marine propeller; cavitation simulation; DDES; SST k-ω model; turbulence
modelling; hydroacoustics

1. Introduction
The growing global shipping rates are generating increasing acoustic output in the underwater
environment. The deep-ocean noise levels have grown over the past four decades, correlating with the
observed increase in global shipping rates [1]. In addition, the adverse effects of shipping noise on
marine mammals raised concern in the 1970s when the overlap between the main frequencies used
by large baleen whales and the dominant components of noise from ships was noted [2]. Fish have
also been observed to be disturbed by noise emitted from ships [3]. The sound emitted from naval
and research vessels and submarines can interfere with measurement equipment, or can be used for
detection. The noise emitting into the interior of the ship may disturb the crew as well as the passengers
on board and increase hull vibration levels. The noise emission levels are especially important for
cruise liners and yachts from the points of view of comfort and the mission of the ship.
Marine propellers are an important source of noise emitted from ships to the underwater
environment and to the interior of the vessel. A non-cavitating propeller induces discrete peaks
to the noise spectrum, which occur at the blade passing frequency and its multiples. These peaks
are related to blade thickness and loading-induced pressure pulses. In addition, a propeller induces
broadband noise, which is related to unsteadiness in the ﬂow ﬁeld. This corresponds to the turbulent
ﬂuctuations in the velocity and pressure ﬁelds. In the case of phase changes, the underwater noise
from cavitation usually dominates other propeller-induced noise (excluding singing), and all other
underwater noise from a ship [4]. Sheet and tip vortex cavitation generally increase the amplitude
of the tonal pressure ﬂuctuations, and cavitating vortices can also act as a source of broadband
excitation [5–7]. Additionally, unsteady cavitation structures such as cloud and bubble cavities give
rise to the propeller-induced broadband signature.
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, 56; doi:10.3390/jmse6020056
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During the past decade, CFD (computational ﬂuid dynamics) has been actively utilized
to study propeller performance in wetted and cavitating conditions [8–20]. For instance,
Turunen et al. [9], Asnaghi et al. [21], and Lidtke et al. [22] have investigated single- and two-phase
propeller ﬂows using the open-source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM. Flow structures in the wake
and tip vortex of a propeller employing different RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes) or
scale-resolving turbulence closures have been studied by Sipilä et al. [23], Guilmineau et al. [24],
and Viitanen and Siikonen [25]. Additionally, higher-ﬁdelity turbulence closures such as the
LES or DES (large eddy simulation or detached eddy simulation, respectively) approaches have
been used to compute the ﬂow past marine propellers by Liefvendahl et al. [26], Lu et al. [10],
Muscari et al. [11], Ji et al. [27], Chase and Carrica [28], and Balaras et al. [12]. For example,
Ji et al. [27] simulated a cavitating marine propeller using a partially averaged Navier–Stokes (PANS)
modelling approach, whereas Chase and Carrica [28] studied a submarine propeller with several
turbulence modelling approaches including a coarse direct numerical simulation (DNS) method.
Moreover, Balaras et al. [12] conducted investigations using LES in conjunction with an immersed
boundary method. Speciﬁc attention towards the peculiar nuisance of propeller-induced noise has
been given, for example, by Ianniello et al. [29], Lloyd et al. [30], and Lidtke et al. [22] via utilization
of the Ffowcs Williams–Hawkings acoustic analogy, where the CFD results of the propeller ﬂow
dynamics were utilized as source terms for the acoustic simulations. Budich et al. [31] studied the
Potsdam propeller test case (PPTC) in cavitating conditions, focusing on the shock wave dynamics
and including an erosion assessment with a compressible ﬂow solver.
The most general approach for acoustic simulations concerns the DNS, since the ﬂow solution
then includes both sound generation and its propagation. Unfortunately, DNS is computationally very
expensive and limited to problems with low Reynolds numbers. Acoustic analogies may be utilized for
the assessment of ﬂow-induced noise based on an a priori ﬂow solution, and the noise propagation is
evaluated from the results of the ﬂow simulation. Several different acoustic analogies are reviewed by
Uosukainen [32]. Computationally-less-intensive integral methods can be used for external problems,
but for practical cases (e.g., propeller in a cavitation tunnel), the assumption of a free-ﬁeld space may
not be valid. Then, one option is to use the variational formulation of Lighthill’s analogy in the ﬁnite
element method (FEM) context. We have chosen the latter approach for the investigations presented
here. With this procedure, moving boundaries are naturally taken into account, and there are no
limitations on the elasticity or geometry of the surrounding boundaries [33]. In the present acoustic
solution, the different types of sound sources are not explicitly distinguished, and we do not utilize the
pressure provided by the ﬂow solution. Instead, the acoustic sources are evaluated from the so-called
Lighthill tensor, which comprises the ﬂow momentum components. On the other hand, our approach
requires a volumetric discretization of the acoustic domain.
In this paper, we study a model-scale propeller, speciﬁcally the PPTC, in a uniform homogeneous
inﬂow condition. We conducted wetted and cavitating DDES (delayed DES) of the propeller to
investigate the inﬂuence of not only global blade loading effects but also transient wake characteristics
and turbulent vortical ﬂow structures, as well as sheet and tip vortex cavitation, on the harmonic
and broadband noise. The combined hydrodynamic–hydroacoustic problem was solved via a hybrid
approach. In the hybrid method, we assume that the ﬂow solution based on DDES is decoupled
from the acoustic propagation, which is composed of an acoustic FEM computation. The effective
assumption is that the acoustic ﬁeld does not modify the bulk ﬂow solution. Consequently, we solve
the ﬂow problem independently of and prior to the solution of the acoustic problem.
We conducted the ﬂow simulations with the general-purpose CFD solver F INFLO [8,34].
The code has been applied to both cavitating and non-cavitating propeller ﬂows [23,25,35].
The propeller-induced sound pressure levels were obtained using A CTRAN [33]. We concentrated
on one propeller operation point in wetted and cavitating conditions for the hydroacoustic
analyses. Similar hybrid CFD–CHA (computational hydroacoustics) investigations were carried out
for the PPTC propeller by Hynninen et al. [36] and Viitanen et al. [37].
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In the next section, the hydrodynamic and hydroacoustic modelling approaches are described.
Then, the test case is introduced, followed by an assessment and validation of the numerical results.
Finally, conclusions are drawn from the presented results.
2. Flow Solution
2.1. Governing Equations
The ﬂow model applied is based on a homogeneous ﬂow assumption, which is a common
assumption as far as cavitation is concerned [38]. The governing equations for the cavitation model are
∂αk ρk
+ ∇ · αk ρk V = Γk ,
∂t
∂ρV
+ ∇ · ρVV + ∇ p = ∇ · τij + ρg,
∂t

(1)

where p is the pressure, V the absolute velocity in a global non-rotating coordinate system, and τij the
stress tensor, αk is a void (volume) fraction of phase k, ρk the density, t the time, Γk the mass-transfer
term, and g the gravity vector. The void fraction is deﬁned as αk = Vk /V , where Vk denotes the volume
occupied by phase k of the total volume, V . For the mass transfer ∑k Γk = 0 holds, and consequently
only a single mass-transfer term is needed.
Although the phase temperatures do not play a signiﬁcant role in cavitation, the energy equations
are always solved in the present method. The aim is to apply a compressible form of the equations.
In order to predict the correct acoustic signal speeds, a complete model is needed. The phase
temperatures Tg and Tl also have some inﬂuence on the solution via the material properties that
are calculated as functions of the pressure and phase temperatures. The calculation of the material
properties is described in [39]. The sound speed c for a two-phase mixture is deﬁned as
1
α
1−α
∂ρ
1 ∂ρk
1
=
+
and 2 = k +
.
∂p
ρk ∂hk
ρc2
ρ g c2g
ρl c2l
ck

(2)

In the expressions above, the indices g and l refer to gas and liquid phases, respectively, and hk denotes
the enthalpy of phase k.
The energy equations for phase k = g or l are written as
∂αk ρk (ek +
∂t

V2
2 )

+ ∇ · αk ρk ( ek +

−∇ · αk qk + ∇ · αk τij · V + qik + Γk (hksat +

V2
)V =
2

V2
) + αk ρk g · V.
2

(3)

Here ek is the speciﬁc internal energy, qk the heat ﬂux, qik interfacial heat transfer from the interface to
phase k, and hksat saturation enthalpy. Since ∑k Γk = 0, by adding the energy equations together, the
following relationship is obtained between the interfacial heat and mass transfer
Γg = −

qig + qil
h gsat − hlsat

and


qik = hik
( Tsat − Tk ).

(4)

 is a heat transfer coefﬁcient between the phase k and the interface. The interfacial heat
Above, hik
transfer coefﬁcients are based on the mass transfer, as shown in Section 2.5.
The momentum and total continuity equations in the homogeneous model do not change, except
for the material properties like density and viscosity, which are calculated as

ρ=

∑ αk ρk

and

k

μ=

∑ αk μk ,
k
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where μ is the dynamic viscosity. The turbulence effects are currently handled using single-phase
models for the mixture.
2.2. Finite-Volume Form
Equation (1) can be written in a general ﬁnite-volume form for a cell Vi as
Vi
Vi

d ( α k ρ k )i
+ ∑(Sαk ρk ū) j = Vi Γk,i ,
dt
j

d(ρV)i
+ ∑ ṁ j V j + ∑ S j n j p j =
dt
j
j

∑ Sj (τij · n) j + Vi (ρi − ρ0 )g,

(6)

j

where the sum is taken over all cell surfaces j, n j is a surface normal on a cell face, and S j the cell face
area. The mass ﬂux dṁ = ρV · ndS = ρūdS can be identiﬁed in all ﬁeld equations. In Equation (6),
a Rhie–Chow-type damping term is added via the convective velocity ū. Instead of the commonly
used scaling, the term is scaled using an artiﬁcial sound speed [40]. Pressure differences are applied
and the ﬂux terms are written in terms of the void fraction. However, the implicit solution is based on
mass fractions:
d(ρx )i
+ ∑ ṁ j x j = Vi Γi .
(7)
Vi
dt
j
This form in the implicit stage is convenient, since the same mass ﬂows can be used in the Jacobian
matrices as in the case of the momentum equation.
Equation (6) can be applied for arbitrary cell shapes, although in the present solution a structured
grid is applied. For the time derivatives, a second-order three-level fully implicit method is used.
The viscous ﬂuxes as well as the pressure terms are centrally differenced. For the convective part, the
variables on the cell surfaces are evaluated using a third-order upwind-biased MUSCL (monotonic
upstream-centred scheme for conservation laws) interpolation [41]. A ﬂux limiter can be applied, but in
this study this is done only for the void fraction. The application of a limiter function to the convective
ﬂuxes of the void fraction may be necessary, since it is essentially a discontinuous quantity through the
phase boundary. This may lead to problems in a numerical solution, and the void fraction could locally
obtain non-physical values amidst an iterative solver. Additionally, cavitation volumes can exhibit
rapid temporal and spatial variation when, for instance, bursts of cloud cavities or ﬁne cavitating
vortices are present. Previously, it was shown that a compressive limiter with the void fraction equation
especially improves the predicted tip vortex cavitation patterns [25]. Hence, a compressive “superbee”
limiter of Roe [42] is employed for the cavitating cases considered in this study as well. A review of
the high-resolution limiters for two-phase ﬂows is given, for example, in [43].
2.3. Solution Algorithm
The solution method is a segregated pressure-based algorithm where the momentum equations
are solved ﬁrst, and then a pressure–velocity correction is made. The basic idea in the solution of all
equations is that the mass balance is not forced at every iteration cycle, but rather the effect of the mass
error is subtracted from the linearized conservation equations. A pressure correction equation was
derived from the continuity Equation (1) linked with the linearized momentum equation. The method
is based on the corresponding algorithm for a single-phase ﬂow [40], and is described in detail in
Ref. [25]. The resulting pressure-correction equation is


0.01Vi
V |Γ |
+ i i
ρi c2i Δt Δpmax



1
1
−
ρ g,i
ρl,i


pi − ∑
j

S2j
āuP,j

( pj+ − pi ) = ∑
k

Δṁk,i
,
ρk,i

(8)

where pj+ is the pressure change in the cell on the other side of face j, āuP,j the diagonal term of
the Jacobian matrix of the linearized momentum equation, and Δṁk,i an error in mass balance for
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phase k. The ﬁrst term on the left-hand side is a result of the compressibility, but mainly serves as an
under-relaxation for the pressure. An extra multiplier of 0.01 was added on the basis of test calculations.
Another parameter Δpmax is used to control the pressure changes caused by the mass-transfer term [25].
Two different solution strategies were utilized for the simulations of the ﬂow around the rotating
propeller. The ﬁrst one was to rotate the computational domain with the propeller rate of revolution,
and integrate the governing equations in the physical time. Consequently, results obtained from
this strategy are referred to as transient. The second approach exploited the fact that the governing
equations can yield a steady-state solution when the equations are expressed in the coordinate system
that is rotating with the propeller. This solution method is then referred to as quasi-steady.
In the transient simulations, a steady-state solution was sought within each physical time-step
by iterating until the L2 norms of the main variables decreased by a sufﬁcient amount (i.e., at least
2–3 orders of magnitude). Approximately 100 inner iterations were usually required within each
physical time-step for non-cavitating simulations. In the present study, between 150–200 inner
iterations were made for the cavitating simulations.
In the quasi-steady approach, absolute velocities were used in the solution, and the rotational
movement of the propeller was accounted for in the convection velocity and as source terms in the
y- and z-momentum equations as the propeller was rotating around the x-axis. The equations were
iterated until the global force coefﬁcients and the L2 norms of the main variables obtained a sufﬁciently
steady level, with the L2 norms having decreased to 10−5 · · ·10−7 .
2.4. Turbulence Modelling
Nominally a Reynolds-averaged form of Equations (1)–(3) was used, and the delayed
detached-eddy simulation (DDES) [44] that combines RANS and LES was also applied in the same
form. Usually, in cavitation modelling, turbulence is taken into account using single-phase closures.
Also in this study, the turbulence modelling was applied for the homogeneous mixture. The choice
of turbulence closure plays an essential role in the numerical prediction of the performance of a
marine propeller. While the global forces or steady cavitation patterns near the blades generally might
not considerably differ between the turbulence closures, the utilized model can have a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on unsteady ﬂow structures, or on the ﬂow in the wake of the propeller. In the case of
unsteady propeller cavitation, capturing the cavitation dynamics is crucial in order to assess not
only the performance but also the erosive tendency of collapsing cavities, as well as the induced
underwater noise. Moreover, accurate prediction of the wake ﬂow is important when considering the
propeller–rudder, propeller–pod, or multi-propeller interactions.
In this study, DDES is based on the shear stress transport (SST) k − ω-model [45]. DDES is a
slightly modified version of the detached-eddy simulation (DES). DES and DDES reduce to a RANS
model in regions where the largest turbulent fluctuations are of a smaller size than the local grid spacing.
Both are hybrid RANS/LES models, and function as an LES subgrid-scale model in regions where the
local turbulent phenomena are of greater size than the local grid spacing [46]. A time-accurate solution
is made to resolve turbulent fluctuations. In the present study, the calculations were performed up
to the wall, and the height of the first cell was adjusted such that the non-dimensional wall distance
)
d+ = ρuτ d/μ  1 for the first cell, with uτ = τw /ρ being the friction velocity, τw the wall shear stress,
and d is the normal distance from the solid surface to the centre point of the cell next to the surface.
In DES, the equation for the turbulent kinetic energy (k) can be written with a modiﬁed dissipation
term as [47]:
Dk
ρk3/2
= P−
+ D,
(9)
ρ
Dt
l DES
where P is the production of turbulence, l DES is the length scale, and D is the diffusion
term. The DES
√
length scale was computed as the minimum of the RANS length scale, l RANS = k/β∗ ω, and the local
resolution Δ. Here β∗ = 0.09 was a model constant. The parameter Δ was evaluated as the minimum
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of the local wall distance, and the grid resolution max(Δxi ), where Δxi denotes the thickness of the
cell in different index directions. The DES length scale was then
l DES = min(CDES Δ, l RANS ),

(10)

and the coefﬁcient CDES was computed from
k−ε
k−ω
+ F1 CDES
,
CDES = (1 − F1 )CDES

(11)

k−ε
k−ω
where the constants were CDES
= 0.61, CDES
= 0.78, and F1 is Menter’s blending function [45].
Furthermore, when utilizing DDES, the length scale is replaced by the expression [44]

l DDES = l RANS − F1 max(0, l RANS − CDES Δ).

(12)

Here F1 → 1 outside the boundary layer, and the length scale becomes l DDES = CDES Δ if the grid
spacing permits. The DDES variant of DES aims to improve the accuracy compared to Equation (10),
which has in some instances been observed to cause grid-induced separation.
2.5. Mass and Energy Transfer
A number of mass-transfer models have been suggested for cavitation [48]. Usually, the
mass-transfer rate is proportional to a pressure difference from a saturated state or to a square root of
that. In this study, the mass-transfer model is similar to that of Choi and Merkle [38]:
Γl =

ρl αl min [0, p − psat ]
1
2
2 ρ∞ V∞ ( Lcav /Vcav ) τl

+

ρ g α g max [0, p − psat ]
1
2
2 ρ∞ V∞ ( Lcav /Vcav ) τg

,

(13)

where psat is the saturation pressure, ρ∞ the reference (inlet) density, and V∞ the corresponding velocity.
The evaporation time constants were made non-dimensional using the reference length Lcav and the
velocity related to cavitation (Vcav ). In some cases, such as on a propeller blade, the cavitation length
and velocity differ from the reference length Lref and the reference velocity (V∞ ). The time constants
correspond to the parameters of the original model as τl = 1/Cdest and τg = 1/Cprod . The empirical
parameters of the cavitation model are calibrated in [49].
In the present method, the saturation pressure was based on the free-stream temperature, and
the gas phase was assumed to be saturated (i.e., Tg = Tsat ). Liquid temperature varies less because
of the mass and energy transfer. Since the gas temperature was forced to be Tg = Tsat , qig = 0.
From Equation (4), the interfacial heat transfer can be solved for the liquid phase
qil = −(h gsat − hlsat )Γ g − qig = (h gsat − hlsat )Γl .

(14)

Using Equations (13) and (14), the interfacial transfer terms in the continuity and energy equations can
be solved.
In order to decrease the oscillations in the solution owing to the rapid changes in the mass transfer,
the mass-transfer rate was under-relaxed between the iteration cycles as Γln+1 = αΓ Γ∗l + (1 − αΓ )Γnl ,
where αΓ = 0.5 is an under-relaxation factor, n refers to the iteration cycle, and Γ∗l is calculated
from Equation (13). For small values |Γnl | < 0.1 (kg/m3 s), under-relaxation was not applied.
The under-relaxation factor and the limit are quite arbitrary, although tested by numerous simulations.
3. Acoustic Solution
Instead of the direct solution of the compressible Navier–Stokes (N-S) equations, the
hydrodynamic and hydroacoustic problems are treated separately. The former is obtained from
compressible N-S equations (Equations (1)–(3)) using DDES, while the latter can be seen as a subsequent
solution of the compressible N-S equations in isentropic conditions. The acoustic problem is analogous
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to a direct solution in the sense that the ﬂow-generated noise propagates not through the mean ﬂow,
but according to a wave operator in a medium at rest. In this analogous problem, source terms are
utilized to represent the ﬂow. The effectively two-step approach requires one unsteady ﬂow solution
in the time domain and one subsequent acoustic analysis in the frequency domain.
The present solution to the acoustic problem is based on the acoustic analogy using the A CTRAN
code [33]. The propagation problem, in which noise is generated by ﬂow ﬂuctuations, is replaced by
an analogous problem, where the propagation is represented by a wave operator. In this study, the
analogy of Lighthill [50] is used, which utilizes a wave equation for density. The wave equation can be
derived by taking the time-derivative of the continuity equation, and the gradient of the momentum
equations. Combining these two yields
2
∂2 Tij
∂2 ρ
2∂ ρ
−
c
=
,
0
∂xi ∂x j
∂t2
∂xi2

(15)

where c0 is the speed of sound in the medium, and Tij = ρui u j + ( p − c20 ρ)δij + τij the Lighthill tensor.
Furthermore, Tij can be simpliﬁed by assuming isentropic, high-Re, and low-Ma ﬂows to comprise
only the ﬂuid momentum components, or Tij ≈ ρui u j . The wave equation can be transformed to the
frequency domain
∂2 T̃ij
∂2 ρ̃
− ω 2 ρ̃ − c20 2 =
,
(16)
∂xi ∂x j
∂xi
where ω is the angular frequency. In A CTRAN, the solution of the acoustic problem, Equation (15),
is based on variational formulation of the wave equation for density propagation, transformed into the
frequency domain, Equation (16). The code requires the Lighthill tensor in the frequency domain as
an input. The source terms ∇ · (∇ · T̃ij ) are related solely to the momentum components, which are
provided by the ﬂow solution.
In ACTRAN, instead of the density a transformed potential, ψ, deﬁned through
ρ̃ = −

iωψ
,
c20

(17)

is used. The alternative equation for the Lighthill analogy is then
ω2
∂2 ψ
1 ∂2 T̃ij
ψ+
=
.
∂xi ∂xi
iω ∂xi ∂xi
c20

(18)

The weak variational formulation for the density propagation in the frequency domain involving
stationary and moving geometry reads

−


Ω

ω2
ψδψdΩ −
ρ0 c2


Ω

1 ∂ψ ∂δψ
dΩ =
ρ0 ∂xi ∂xi


Ω

1 ∂δψ ∂Tij
dΩ −
ρ0 ω ∂xi ∂x j


Γ

1
F (ρ̃ṽi ni )dΓ ,
ρ0

(19)

where Ω is the volume and Γ is the surface of the boundary enclosing the propeller. Using this
formulation, the volume and surface source term inﬂuences can be evaluated. The quadrupole sources
(e.g., due to turbulence) are included in the volume term, whereas the monopole and dipole sources
are taken into account in the surface source term.
Two types of source terms are present in Equation (19). The surface source terms are evaluated on
the surface surrounding the propeller blades and hub. Conformal surface enclosing the propeller is
shown in Figure 1. The noise generation resulting from ﬂow phenomena such as turbulence, blade
loading, and cavitation take place inside the volume surrounding the blades and the hub, as shown in
Figure 1, which is accounted for by mapping the sources as deﬁned in Equation (19) onto the enclosing
surface. In practice, in order to achieve the most accurate source description, the surface should be
located close to the source (i.e., the unsteady ﬂow). The volume mesh encloses the propeller and
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the wake region as shown in Figure 1, and the volume source terms in Equation (19) are evaluated
in these volume elements. The hydroacoustic source terms are calculated in the time domain using
oversampling by default at every half CFD time step to avoid aliasing effects during the Fourier
transform, and are saved in an NFF database. The calculated hydroacoustic source terms are then
transformed on the acoustic mesh by integrating over the CFD mesh using the shape functions of the
acoustic mesh.

Figure 1. Lighthill surface mesh around the propeller blades and hub, and Lighthill volume mesh
around the propeller, and in the wake of the propeller.

4. Computational Case
The computational case was the PPTC propeller [51]. The diameter of the model-size propeller
is 0.250 m. The propeller has ﬁve blades, and a right-handed direction of rotation. The skew of the
propeller is moderate. Table 1 summarizes the main geometrical parameters of the PPTC propeller.
Photographs of the propeller are shown in Figure 2. A large database of experimental results has been
made available by SVA Potsdam (http://www.sva-potsdam.de/pptc-smp11-workshop/).

Figure 2. Photographs of the Potsdam propeller test case (PPTC) propeller [51].
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Table 1. Main geometric parameters of the PPTC propeller.
Diameter (m)
Pitch ratio at r/R = 0.7
Chord at r/R = 0.7
Expanded area ratio
Skew (◦ )
Hub ratio
Number of blades
Rotation

0.250
1.635
0.10417
0.779
18.837
0.300
5
Right-handed

We investigated the propeller operating in push conﬁguration (i.e., the shaft was located in front
of the propeller), and we considered three propeller points of operation. One operating point was
simulated both in wetted and cavitating conditions, while the other two cases were simulated only in
wetted conditions. The simulations were performed using a constant rate of revolution, n = 20 1/s.
The advance coefﬁcient and the cavitation number are deﬁned as
J=

VA
p − psat
,
and σn = 1
2
nD
2 ρ ( nD )

(20)

respectively, where VA is the propeller speed of advance, n is the propeller rate of revolution, D is the
propeller diameter, p is the pressure, psat is the saturation pressure, and ρ the ﬂuid density. The ﬁrst
investigated operation point was J = 1.019 in wetted conditions as well as in cavitating conditions
with σn = 2.024. The second non-cavitating case had the advance coefﬁcient J = 1.253, and the third
non-cavitating operating point was J = 1.408. The ﬁrst propeller operating point corresponds to the
PPTC Case 2.3.1 of smp’11 Workshop [52], while the cavitation tunnel LDV (laser Doppler velocimetry)
measurements of the propeller were carried out for the second operating point [53]. The third operating
point corresponds to Case 2.3.3 of the smp’11 Workshop. The thrust and torque of the propeller were
non-dimensionalized as
T
Q
KT =
and KQ =
,
(21)
ρn2 D5
ρn2 D4
respectively, where T denotes the thrust and Q the torque of the propeller. Finally, the open water
efﬁciency of the propeller is deﬁned as
J KT
.
(22)
η0 =
2π KQ
Below, we describe first the CFD numerical setup utilized, the grid, and related boundary conditions,
followed by a corresponding description of the numerical setup used in the hydroacoustic simulations.
4.1. CFD: Numerical Setup, Grid, and Boundary Conditions
The structured computational grid used consists of roughly 5.5 million cells in 28 grid blocks.
The computational domain is shown in Figure 3. Due to the symmetric nature of the problem of
a propeller operating in axial uniform inﬂow, only one blade was modelled. The blades, hub, and shaft
were modelled as no-slip rotational surfaces, coloured black in Figure 3. Boundary-layer transition to
turbulent ﬂow was not taken into account in the present simulations. A velocity boundary condition
was applied at the inlet, denoted as the red face, and a pressure boundary condition was applied at the
outlet. A slip boundary condition was applied at the simpliﬁed tunnel walls, which are coloured green
in Figure 3. Cyclic boundaries are denoted by the blue faces, and the whole computational domain was
considered as rotating with the given rate of rotation. The inﬂow velocity was set based on the advance
numbers of the propeller, and the background pressure level was set based on the cavitation number.
The inlet was located ﬁve propeller diameters upstream of the propeller, and the outlet was located
ten diameters downstream of the propeller. The rectangular cavitation tunnel of SVA Potsdam was
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here modelled as a circular duct of the same cross-sectional area, thus enabling also the quasi-steady
computation of the problem. The radius of the computational domain was then 0.3385 m.
The surface grid on the suction side of the blade is shown in Figure 4a. The surface grid on the
pressure side of the blade was similar. The grid had an O-O topology around the propeller blades.
The grid resolution around the leading edge was ﬁne, as shown in Figure 4b, and there were about
30 cells around the leading-edge radius. Due to the O-O topology, the same resolution was applied
around the blade tip and the trailing edge as well. The grid was refined normal to the viscous surfaces
such that d+ ≈ 1.

Figure 3. A perspective view of the grid topology used in the open-water computations.

The grid points in the helical blocks located downstream of the propeller were adaptively
concentrated in the region of the tip vortex, based on the propeller loading. Figure 5 depicts the
concentration of the grid points near the tip vortex induced by the rotating blades. In the ﬁgure,
|Ωi | denotes the absolute value of vorticity, and the propeller blades, hub, and shaft are coloured dark
red. The ﬁgure shows exemplary views of the resolution on the ﬁnest grid, demonstrating that the
tip vortex was well-maintained even beyond x/D ≈ 1. There were roughly 18 × 14 grid points in
the cross-section of the tip vortex on the ﬁnest grid on the plane x/D = 1. The helical blocks in the
slipstream of the propeller were extended to a pitch corresponding to approximately 450◦ of rotation
from the propeller plane.
The calculations were performed on three grid levels. On a coarse grid level, every second
point in all directions was removed compared to a ﬁner level grid. The ﬁne grid had roughly
5.5 million cells, the medium grid roughly 0.7 million cells, and the coarse grid approximatively
0.08 million cells. The computations were initiated such that a quasi-steady solution was ﬁrst
obtained on the coarse grid, which was then used as an initial guess for the medium grid quasi-steady
simulations. After a quasi-steady solution was obtained on the medium grid, time-accurate simulation
was continued on the medium grid from the quasi-steady results for approximately 10 propeller
revolutions. The quasi-steady solutions were obtained using Chien’s low-Reynolds-number k − ε
turbulence model [54], and all transient approaches relied on DDES. The results of the time-accurate
medium grid simulations were then used as an initial guess for the time-accurate simulations on the
ﬁne grid, and usually 5–10 propeller revolutions (or 25–50 propeller blade passages) were simulated on
the ﬁne grid. The presented approach is a relatively fast and overall efﬁcient computational procedure
for single and two-phase DDES of marine propellers. In the time-accurate simulations, a physical
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time-step of Δt = 6.9444 × 10−5 s was used, which corresponds to half a degree of propeller rotation.
In this paper, we present the results that were obtained on the ﬁne grid from time-accurate simulations.

(a) Grid resolution on the suction side.

(b) Grid resolution near the leading edge (LE).

Figure 4. Grid resolution on the suction side and near the leading edge of the blade.

(a) Cut plane y = 0.

(b) Cut plane x/D = 1.

Figure 5. Views of grid resolution on cut planes y = 0 and x/D = 1.

4.2. CHA: Numerical Setup, Grid, and Boundary Conditions
The acoustic FE mesh is shown in Figure 6, where the propeller is modelled inside the
cavitation tunnel. There were more than six elements for the shortest wave length. In total,
there were 450,000 quadratic tetrahedron elements in the mesh. At both ends of the cavitation tunnel,
non-reﬂecting boundary conditions were used. The tunnel walls were modelled as rigid. The maximum
frequency that can be resolved within the acoustic analyses is limited by the Nyqvist frequency and the
time step used in the transient CFD computations, or f max = 0.5/Δt = 3.6 kHz. In the CFD simulations,
every second time-step was written for the acoustic simulation (i.e., with a time-step corresponding to
one degree of propeller rotation). The lowest frequency that could be resolved, f min = 20 Hz, was set by
the physical simulation time chosen for the CFD–CHA coupling, which in this case was one propeller
revolution. While the transient CFD simulations were conducted for up to ten propeller revolutions,
the ﬂow solution of the ﬁnal propeller revolution was used as input for the CHA simulations.
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Figure 6. Acoustic ﬁnite element (FE) mesh inside the cavitation tunnel.

5. Results
Next, we report the results of DDES for the wetted and cavitating cases, followed by the
CHA results. First, the global forces (i.e., the thrust, torque, and open water efﬁciency of the
propeller) are given, followed by an assessment of ﬂow and cavitation patterns near the propeller
and in its wake. Finally, we show the results of the CHA simulations. In all ﬁgures depicting the
propeller, unless stated otherwise, a snapshot of the simulations with the blade at the top dead
centre position is shown, depicting instantaneous ﬂow structures near the propeller. We compare the
simulated and experimentally-determined propeller global performance characteristics at all studied
advance numbers. The propeller wake was validated at J = 1.253, whereas we carried out detailed
investigations of the wake ﬂow structures and acoustic excitation at J = 1.019 both in wetted and
cavitating conditions.
5.1. Validation and Cavitation Observations
A comparison of propeller performance characteristics is shown in Figure 7 in both wetted
and cavitating conditions. The experimental results are given by Barkmann [55] for the wetted
conditions, and by Heinke [51] for the cavitating conditions. In the ﬁgure, the CFD results are
given for the wetted and cavitating cases at J = 1.019, and for the wetted cases at J = 1.253 and
J = 1.408. Corresponding experimental results for the cavitating condition are shown as markers.
The CFD-predicted open water characteristics were in good agreement with the experimental data,
although the simulations tended to under-predict the thrust and torque of the propeller. For the lowest
investigated propeller loading condition, the simulations agreed better with the experiments than
for the two higher loadings. Overall, the thrust coefﬁcient differed from the experimental results by
2–8% in the wetted case, whereas the difference was smaller for the investigated cavitating case, 3%.
The torque coefﬁcient agreed better with the experiments, and the differences were within 1–3% for
both the wetted and cavitating cases. Deviations in the EFD (experimental ﬂuid dynamics) and CFD
propeller global forces could be due to various reasons, other than limitations in the numerical method.
Possible conﬁnement effects due to the geometry of the cavitation tunnel, which was simpliﬁed in
the simulations, may be a source of the observed deviations. The driving mechanism, including the
propeller shaft used in the experiments, could further add to the observed differences. However, the
magnitudes of the deviations between the EFD and CFD global performance characteristics were
relatively small and consistent with previous studies featuring more accurate turbulence modelling
approaches [11,24,25,28].
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Figure 7. Comparison of global propeller performance characteristics. CFD: computational ﬂuid
dynamics; EFD: experimental ﬂuid dynamics.

Next, we compare the axial wake of the propeller to the LDV measurements conducted in
a cavitation tunnel. The measurements were made at non-cavitating conditions at J = 1.253, and the
comprehensive LDV experimental results were reported by Mach [53]. The axial wakes at four axial
distances from the propeller plane were compared, namely on the plane x/D = 0.10 in Figure 8, on
the plane x/D = 0.13 in Figure 9, on the plane x/D = 0.16 in Figure 10, and on the plane x/D = 0.20
in Figure 11.

(a) EFD.

(b) CFD.

Figure 8. Comparison of axial wake distributions at x/D = 0.10 behind the propeller.
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(a) EFD.

(b) CFD.

Figure 9. Comparison of axial wake distributions at x/D = 0.13 behind the propeller.

Comparing the EFD and CFD axial wake distributions, it can be seen that overall the propeller
wakes were mostly very similar between CFD and the experiments. The accelerated ﬂow region on
both sides of the thin decelerated blade wakes were also clearly present in the simulations. The spatial
evolution of the blade wakes and associated ﬂow patterns around them were also well captured in
the simulations, including the form and strength of the tip vortices. The axial velocity distribution
near the tip vortices was very similar, although the simulations predicted the maximum local wake at
a slightly lower radius than was observed in the experiments. In addition, the simulations predicted
a somewhat larger velocity deﬁcit for the thin blade wakes. We note that the small deviations between
the present simulations and the experiments were in line with observations made during the smp’11
workshop (http://www.marinepropulsors.com/proceedings-2011.php), where several CFD codes
were compared with the LDV measurements.

(a) EFD.

(b) CFD.

Figure 10. Comparison of axial wake distributions at x/D = 0.16 behind the propeller.
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(a) EFD.

(b) CFD.

Figure 11. Comparison of axial wake distributions at x/D = 0.20 behind the propeller.

Figures 12 and 13 show the cavitation patterns at J = 1.019 on the suction side of the propeller
blades as well as in the propeller wake together with the observations made in the cavitation tunnel
tests. The propeller has strong tip vortex and hub vortex cavitation, which was visible in the
experiments and in the simulations. Shedding of root cavitation was observed in the experiments and
in the simulations. It should be noted that the unstable behaviour was very mild in the simulations.
Otherwise, the shape and extent of the root cavitation, as well as the tip and hub vortex cavitation,
were captured well. The tip and hub vortex cavitation extending far behind the propeller were
captured exceptionally well, as shown in Figure 13. Comparing the EFD and CFD results in Figure 13,
it can be seen that the modal shapes of the cavitating tip vortex were also qualitatively well-captured.
Furthermore, streak cavitation in the experiments at several radial locations near the leading edge of
the blade was identiﬁed, while the simulation predicted sheet cavitation at the leading edge.

(a) EFD.

(b) CFD.

Figure 12. Comparison of the cavitation patterns near the blade surfaces with the cavitation sketches
according to observations made in the experiments, cf. Ref. [37].
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(a) EFD.

(b) CFD.
Figure 13. Comparison of the tip and hub vortex cavitation extents behind the propeller.

The surface restricted streamlines and pressure coefﬁcients, C p = 2( p − p∞ )/(ρ∞ n2 D2 ), on the
blade surface in wetted and cavitating conditions, are shown in Figure 14. The boundary layer ﬂow
was mostly circumferentially directed along the blade. The effect of cavitation on the surface restricted
streamlines was signiﬁcant. The re-entrant jets were directed towards the cavitating tip vortex at the
closure line of the sheet cavitation, cf. Refs. [25,49]. In addition, ﬂow separation was visible in the
blade root region at cavitating conditions, caused by the blade root cavitation. Furthermore, the wetted
case computation predicted a more radially extended although relatively ﬁne separation region at the
trailing edge of the blade.
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(b) Cavitating conditions.

(a) Wetted conditions.

Figure 14. Surface restricted streamlines and non-dimensional pressure coefﬁcients on the suction side
of the blade surface. In the cavitating case, the iso-surface of void fraction value of 0.1 is shown as
transparent grey.

5.2. Wake Flow Structures
The pressure coefﬁcient near the propeller and in its wake is visualized in Figure 15. In the ﬁgure,
we compare the wetted and cavitating conditions. A corresponding comparison of the magnitude of
non-dimensional velocity (Vre f = VA ) is shown in Figure 16. It can be seen that the strong tip vortex
was preserved well in the slipstream. In both the wetted and cavitating cases, the ﬂow ﬁeld near
the tip vortex region was convected far in the wake, nearly unaffected by the distance it travelled.
Dissipation of ﬂow disturbances in the tip vortex region was low, and the tip vortices were well
preserved up to the extent of the helical grid.

(b) Cavitating conditions.

(a) Wetted conditions.

Figure 15. Distribution of the pressure coefﬁcient near the propeller on the cut plane y = 0. In the
cavitating case, the iso-surface of the void fraction α = 0.1 is coloured light grey.

In Figure 17, the ﬂow ﬁeld near the propeller is visualized by an iso-surface of the second invariant
of the velocity gradient tensor, or the Q criterion. The iso-surface had the value of Q = 20, 000, and it
was coloured by helicity H = Vr · Ω/(|Vr ||Ω|), where Vr is the relative velocity vector in the rotating
reference frame. The helicity denotes the cosine of the angle between the relative velocity and the
absolute vorticity vectors, and tended to ±1 in the vortex cores, the sign indicating the direction of
swirl. Several distinct areas characterized by different types of vortical ﬂow structures were seen in the
wake of the propeller in both the wetted and the cavitating cases. Distinct, regular, and strong vortical
ﬂow structures with dominant vorticity direction aligned with the ﬂow were due to the tip vortices
caused by the blades. As was noted above, these convect with little dissipation up to the extent of the
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helical grid. The modal shapes of the cavitating tip vortex are also seen in Figure 17b. At small radii
behind the propeller hub, the wake was dominated by the vortical ﬂow structures shed by the hub in
both cases. This also had a relatively regular structure, in addition to being strong enough to maintain
cavitation up to the extent of the helical grid, cf. also Figure 12. Flow structures that originate from
the root of the blade then again differed more between the wetted and cavitating conditions. In the
wetted case, several horseshoe-type vortical structures being shed in the wake existed, whereas in
the cavitating case, the wake structures did not appear as clearly. Furthermore, distinct ﬂow patterns
originated from near the midspan of the blade. In the wetted case, as the blade wake departed the
blades, the vortical ﬂow structures seemed to converge to a distinct vortex ﬁlament which then coiled
as a helical shape with its vorticity aligned with the ﬂow (i.e., H ≈ 1). Similar structures were present
in the cavitating simulations, but with less clarity of the helical composition; closer observation near
the trailing edges of the blades revealed that the vortical structures caused by the blade boundary layer
destabilized just after the trailing edge (TE) for the cavitating case. These differences were due to the
leading edge cavitation as well as the enhanced flow separation from the root section of the blades in the
cavitating conditions, since the relatively stable root cavitation caused the flow separation (cf. Figure 14)
as observed also in previous studies [25,37].

(b) Cavitating conditions.

(a) Wetted conditions.

Figure 16. Distribution of non-dimensional velocity near the propeller on the cut plane y = 0. In the
cavitating case, the iso-surface of the void fraction α = 0.1 is coloured by light blue.

(a) Wetted conditions.
Figure 17. Cont.
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(b) Cavitating conditions.
Figure 17. Vortical ﬂow structures visualized near the propeller by means of the Q criterion.
The iso-surface of the Q criterion is coloured by helicity.

5.3. Acoustic Excitations
Figure 18 shows the acoustic source terms obtained from the CFD solution on the cut plane y = 0
utilizing different turbulence models in wetted conditions. As shown by Saarinen and Siikonen [56],
the divergence of the divergence of the Lighthill tensor, or the source term of the acoustic wave equation,
can in incompressible cases be simpliﬁed to ∇ · (∇ · T̃ij ) = Sinc = −2ρQ (kg/m3 s2 ), where Q is the
second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor.

(c) Wetted conditions.
Figure 18. Cont.
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(b) Cavitating conditions.
Figure 18. Distribution of the acoustic source term based on delayed detached eddy simulation (DDES)
near the propeller on the cut plane y = 0. In the cavitating case, the iso-surface of the void fraction
α = 0.1 is coloured by light blue.

Figure 19 furthermore shows the acoustic source terms, obtained from the CFD solution, on the
plane x/D = 0.5 for the wetted and cavitating cases. The figure also shows the vortical flow structures
in terms of the Q criterion, together with contours of the acoustic source term on the plane. We can see
that in the wetted case, the acoustic source term distribution was more concentrated and regular near
the hub vortex than in the cavitating case. In the cavitating case, the source distribution was spread to a
slightly wider radius in the wake. For instance, the presence of the helical vortex filament that was shed
behind the blades in the wetted case can be seen in the acoustic source term distributions. The tip vortex
structure was slightly different between the wetted and cavitating conditions, and in the cavitating case
around the elongated core of the tip vortex a larger area of negative source region was present.
The sound pressure can be very sensitive to the location of the investigation point in the
propeller near-ﬁeld. The sound ﬁeld characteristics in a wave guide (e.g., a cavitation tunnel)
depend considerably on the type of the source, in addition to its position and orientation, as concluded
in Hynninen et al. [36]. To overcome this problem, in this paper, the mean square pressure over
the cavitation tunnel domain was used to compare the results. A comparison of the mean square
pressure inside the cavitation tunnel, in wetted and cavitating conditions, is shown in Figure 20.
Additionally, the ﬁgure shows a corresponding comparison of the mean square pressure at the ﬁrst ten
blade passing frequencies. The results were obtained from the CHA simulations.
In both investigated cases, the acoustic excitation was high at discrete frequencies at the blade
passing rate and its harmonics. A difference of more than 10 dB between the f bp f and its second
harmonic was observed in the wetted case, whereas in the cavitating case, we noted a corresponding
difference of approximately 5 dB. We observed that cavitation resulted in greater acoustic excitation
at the low-frequency range from f > f bp f and at the high-frequency end of the investigated range.
Additionally, the sound pressure levels at the harmonics of the blade passing frequency were on average
at a higher level for the cavitating case. Then again, at frequencies between tonals 8 < f / f bp f < 10,
the non-cavitating case exhibited a greater acoustic excitation.
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(a) Wetted conditions.

(b) Cavitating conditions.
Figure 19. Vortical ﬂow structures visualized with the Q criterion and acoustic source term distributions
in the propeller wake. The Q criterion is coloured by helicity. The boxed ﬁgure in the upper right
corner shows the acoustic source term distribution on the plane x/D = 0.5.
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Figure 20. Simulated mean sound pressure levels inside the cavitation tunnel.
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An increase in the predicted mean pressure levels was visible at around f / f bp f = 27 in the
cavitating case. The observed behaviour is due to the fact that an unsymmetrical tunnel mode was
excited—a phenomenon which is discussed by Hynninen et al. [36]. For broadbanded frequencies
higher than f / f bp f = 27, the cavitating case had larger acoustic excitation. The relatively equal level
of acoustic sound pressures at the blade passing rate then again presents a new issue, as previous
simulations with the SST turbulence model coupled with an EARSM (explicit algebraic Reynolds stress
model) [37] predicted higher acoustic excitations at the BPF for the cavitating case. This must be further
investigated in the future.
In the studied wetted case, ﬂow separation near the blade root or at the hub was not extensive.
Flow around the blades behaved smoothly, and also the wake ﬂow structures appeared somewhat
clearer. In the cavitating case, the computations also predicted a rather stable root cavitation,
which caused apparent changes to the ﬂow geometry that led to separation near the trailing edge.
This introduced instabilities in the wake as well, some being more prominent than those we observed
in the wetted case. Consequently, an increased level of broadband noise was induced due to cavitation.
6. Conclusions
We have presented results of a hybrid CFD–CHA study of a marine propeller in a cavitation
tunnel. DDES was used to obtain a transient solution of the propeller ﬂow and wake dynamics,
and an acoustic Lighthill analogy was used in the FEM context to simulate the propeller-induced
acoustic propagation.
The predicted open water characteristics of the propeller were close to the experimental results,
although the simulations had the tendency to under-predict the thrust and torque. Good agreement
was observed between the numerically simulated propeller wake patterns and experimental LDV
measurements, with the tip vortex evolution and other relevant wake ﬂow details captured with the
numerical simulations. Cavitation patterns were also well predicted, and the cavitating tip and hub
vortices were excellently captured with the DDES.
However, if we are mainly investigating the global propeller performance characteristics,
utilization of higher-ﬁdelity turbulence closures is not always justiﬁed due to also the higher
computational burden they impose. Then again, if one aims to resolve important vortical and cavitating
ﬂow structures and turbulent ﬂow patterns also in the propeller wake, the choice of appropriate
turbulence modelling approach becomes a key question. For such situations, hybrid RANS/LES type
approaches offer attractive alternatives to the propeller two-phase ﬂow simulations.
In the propeller noise simulations, a two-step hybrid approach was used. An examination of the
CHA results with respect to the CFD-simulated ﬂow ﬁeld indicated that the sound pressure levels were
reasonable, and effects due to cavitation were recognized. It was seen that the propeller wake could act
as an acoustic source in a wide frequency range, while cavitating tip vortex enhanced the higher-order
tonal signature. However, validation of the present acoustic simulations with experimental results is
still needed. Yet, the comparison of single-point measurements conducted in a cavitation tunnel and
the acoustic simulations is not straightforward. Sound pressure can be very sensitive to the location
of the investigation point in the propeller near-ﬁeld. The sound ﬁeld characteristics in a wave guide
(e.g., a cavitation tunnel) depend considerably on the type of the source, in addition to its position and
orientation. The transformation of the results to corresponding free-ﬁeld values is difﬁcult. These issues
are thoroughly discussed by Hynninen et al. [36].
A grid dependency study for the acoustic analyses is needed. In addition to evaluating the CFD
sources from coarser and ﬁner grids for the CHA, the sensitivity of the predicted noise levels to the
numerical approximation used in the FEM should be investigated. To further improve the ﬂow solution
for smaller turbulent ﬂuctuations and possible cavity instabilities, a ﬁner temporal resolution could be
utilized in the present DDES.
Cavitation also contributes to the acoustic excitation due to the source term related to the density
variations. A scale-resolving turbulence modelling approach further enhances the predictions of the
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wetted and cavitating propeller-emitted noise as it aims to resolve, instead of to model, the turbulent
ﬂow ﬂuctuations. In order to capture the possible broadband noise contribution due to rapidly
varying cavities, special attention needs to be given to the cavitation modelling apart from the present
compressible ﬂow solution algorithm. Currently, mass-transfer models are used which are based
on a pressure difference p − psat , on its square root or other similar relation. One option to improve
the cavitation modelling would be a multi-scale two-phase ﬂow model, such as that developed by
Hsiao et al. [57]. The ﬂow solution can be further developed by assuming unequal velocities for
the phases [58]. This creates new challenges for the modelling of turbulence and interfacial transfer,
which will be important research topics in the future.
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Abstract: In common model testing practise, the measured values of the self propulsion test are split
into the characteristics of the hull, the propeller and into the interaction factors. These coefﬁcients
are scaled separately to the respective full scale values and subsequently reassembled to give the
power prediction. The accuracy of this power prediction depends inter alia on the accuracy of the
measured values and the scaling procedure. An inherent problem of this approach is that it is virtually
impossible to verify each single step, because of the complex nature of the underlying problem.
In recent years the scaling of the open-water characteristics of propeller model tests attracted a
renewed interest, fuelled by competitive tests, which became the norm due to requests of the customer.
This paper shows the inﬂuence of different scaling procedures on the predicted power. The prediction
is compared to the measured trials data and the quality of the prediction is judged. The procedures
examined are the standard ITTC 1978 procedure plus derivatives of it, the Meyne method, the strip
method developed by the Hamburgische Schiffbau-Versuchsanstalt (HSVA) and the βi -method
by Helma.
Keywords: propeller scale effects; propeller open-water efﬁciency;
equivalent proﬁle; strip method; βi -method

surface roughness;

1. Introduction
The International Towing Tank Conference ITTC established the “1978 ITTC Performance
Prediction Method” (ITTC 1978) [1], which is widely used to extrapolate the data collected during
model test to full scale performance for trial or service condition. In recent years, it was suggested
by more and more people—mainly designers of unconventional propellers—that the predictions
made using this method often do not reﬂect the performance measured during ship trials, see for
example Brown et al. [2]. Most authors believe that these deviations between prediction and measured
performance is due to the scaling method for the open-water performance, which is needed by the
ITTC 1978 power prediction method. Consequently, they either modiﬁed the ITTC method or came up
with completely new methods (Praefke [3] and Helma [4,5]).
Since the performance of a full scale propeller is not easily available, Helma [4,5] suggested to
scale the open-water data from tests performed at different Reynolds numbers to the full scale propeller,
arguing that a good scaling method must give the same results for all model-test Reynolds numbers.
It also mentions that the ﬁnal validation should be done by comparing predicted with measured
performance data, which is the topic of this paper.
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2. Scaling Methods for Propellers
Currently, the following scaling methods are described in the literature:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Statistical methods
Analytical methods
CFD methods
Combinations of the above methods

2.1. Statistical Methods
Statistical methods try to match the measured data to the full scale performance by a relation
derived by statistical analysis.
2.1.1. ITTC 1978 Method
The best known statistical propeller scaling method is described in ITTC’s Performance Prediction
Method (ITTC 1978). The origin of this method is described by Kuiper [6] “as based on statistics and
the basis for the statistical values is very small”. This method correlates the change in the thrust and
torque coefﬁcients KT and KQ to the change in the section drag Δc D of a signiﬁcant section proﬁle,
the chord length to diameter ratio c/D, the number Z of propeller blades and the pitch to diameter
ratio P/D. The section drag again depends on the thickness to chord length ratio t/c and the Reynolds
number Rn calculated with the section length c. According to the ITTC 1978 method, the integral
characteristic of the propeller blade is substituted by a signiﬁcant section located at a fractional radius
of 0.75.
As long as the propeller to be scaled falls into the envelop of the propellers used in the
statistical analysis, this method gives good results. Nevertheless it should be mentioned that this
method introduces a dependency of the lift coefﬁcient c L of the signiﬁcant proﬁle on the pitch to
diameter ratio P/D (see also Appendix A). The authors believe that this behaviour does not capture
the underlying physics.
Another disadvantage can be seen in the fact that the method does not take the camber distribution
of the sections into account, resulting in a lower correction for propellers with higher cambers.
2.1.2. Derivatives
Based on the same statistical approach, some authors tried to improve the accuracy of the
ITTC 1978 method by using different form factors and friction lines [7].
2.2. Analytical Methods
Analytical methods derive the section’s lift and drag coefﬁcient c L and c D from the measured
open-water data. There are two approaches described in the literature.
2.2.1. Meyne Method
The method of Lerbs/Meyne [8] addresses propeller performance scaling in combination with
a propeller analysis step, which is lifting line based. It gives access to a hypothetical open-water
performance of the propeller valid for a non-viscous ﬂuid. In comparison with the experimental
open-water results, speciﬁc friction corrections are obtained for model scale, while global friction
adjustments are done for the full scale propeller. These are based on an equivalent proﬁle assuming
that the integral values of the whole blade are reasonably well reﬂected by the singular value of this
proﬁle. Meyne suggested to use the proﬁle located at 0.75R.
It should be mentioned that this method assumes that the propeller analysed has an optimum
circulation distribution with minimum losses. An immediate result is that this method does not work
as well for propellers with a non-optimum circulation distribution, such as propellers restricted in
diameter or tip-unloaded propellers.
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2.2.2. β i -Method
Helma [4,5] showed that the mean hydrodynamic inﬂow angle β̄ i into an equivalent proﬁle can
be calculated from the open-water test as follows:
tan β̄ i ( J ) = −γ
where the factor

dKT ( J )
,
dKQ ( J )

 4
dh
3 1− D
γ= ×
 3
8
1 − dDh

(1)

(2)

is a purely geometric constant depending only on the ratio of the hub to propeller diameter dh /D.
With this result, the measured thrust and torque can be split into the lift and drag of the equivalent
proﬁle, which can be scaled independently. In the last step of the calculation, they are combined again
to the scaled thrust and torque ﬁgures.
The advantage of this method is the decomposing into the lift and drag coefﬁcients, which are
aligned with the hydrodynamic inﬂow and not the nose-tail pitch line. It also does not assume any
special circulation distribution or a form drag of the section, but it still works on the assumption of an
equivalent proﬁle.
2.3. CFD Methods
The direct numerical simulation (DNS) represents the most accurate computational approach to
describe surface friction effects, but is too expensive for scaling purposes. The large eddy simulation
(LES) truncates the scales which are to be resolved to describe turbulent ﬂow, but remains too costly
when used with the exact propeller geometry. The RANS method reduces the required resolution in
time and space further by introducing empirical turbulence models at all scales. RANS results are
sensitive to grid qualities, turbulence modelling options and implementation details of the actual
computer code. There is more work to be done until the RANS method gives repeatable results
independent of the code used and the programme’s operator.
2.4. Combined Methods
2.4.1. HSVA’s Strip Method
The strip method was proposed as early as 1994 by Praefke [3] and recently deployed by HSVA [9].
It should cover any blade shape, because surface friction effects are treated in an integral manner
by dividing the blade into strips covering all sections between the hub and the tip. A section drag
coefﬁcient is dedicated to each strip depending on the local Reynolds number.
2.4.2. Numerical Section Drag
A boundary layer solver might be linked with a potential ﬂow solver to calculate section drag
including effects ignored by the friction lines mentioned previously, see Thwaites [10], Head [11] or
Drela [12].
3. Section Drag
With the exception of the CFD-based and the Meyne methods, all methods rely on the a priori
knowledge of the drag coefﬁcient c D of the propeller section proﬁles, either for a signiﬁcant section
or for all sections, which are subsequently integrated over the blade. According to Abbot and
Doenhoff [13], the drag of a two-dimensional section can be composed of the frictional drag c F
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of one side of a ﬂat plate and a drag increase c2d , due to the shape of the section, which can be written
in coefﬁcient form as
(3)
c D = c F,u + c F,l + c2d ,
where the indices u and l denotes the upper and lower faces of the section.
Whereas the frictional resistance coefﬁcient c F depends solely on the Reynolds number Rn and
the relative roughness k/c (with k the ﬁnished roughness of the propeller), the form drag c2d shows
a complicated relationship to the thickness to chord ratio tmax /c, the Reynolds number, the relative
roughness and also c F .
3.1. Viscous Drag of a Flat Plate
Generally speaking, two ﬂow regimes can be observed:
1.
2.

Laminar ﬂow and
turbulent ﬂow.

Depending on the Reynolds number, the inﬂow turbulence and the surface condition of the
ﬂat plate, the ﬂow might become turbulent while travelling along the ﬂat plate, leading to a
laminar-turbulent transition zone. The following cases can be observed:
Laminar case: The ﬂow is laminar over the entire plate. The viscous drag decreases with increasing
Reynolds number.
Transition governed case: The ﬂow starts to become turbulent. The higher the Reynolds number,
the earlier this transition occurs. Since the viscous resistance of a turbulent ﬂow is higher than
that of a laminar ﬂow, the frictional drag increases with higher Reynolds numbers.
“Fully” turbulent case: If the transition point moves close to the leading edge, the inﬂuence of the
laminar ﬂow on the overall drag diminishes and the viscous drag decreases again with an
increase in the Reynolds number.
The frictional resistance of the laminar ﬂow follows a simple correlation to the Reynolds number.
However, open-water tests of propellers are conducted around Reynolds numbers of 105 and 106 ,
thus putting them into the transition region. Real size propellers work well above a Reynolds number
of 107 , generally around 5 × 107 , subjecting them to fully turbulent ﬂow.
It is theoretically possible to calculate the frictional resistance of a hydrodynamically smooth ﬂat
plate for laminar and fully turbulent ﬂow. For one side of the plate these are given as local skin friction
coefﬁcients c f as follows:
Laminar region:
0.664
,
(4)
cf = √
Rnx
Turbulent region:




 
cf
2
1
2Π
= ln Rnδ
+B+
,
cf
κ
2
κ

(5)

where Rnx is the Reynolds number based on the distance x from the leading edge; Rnδ is the
Reynolds number based on the boundary layer thickness at x; and κ , B and Π are constant factors
suitably selected.
The behaviours of the friction lines discussed are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Values of the friction coefﬁcients for the whole plate. The relative roughness k/c is taken as
2 × 10−5 . The capital letters reference Tables 1 and 2.

3.1.1. Friction Line for Laminar Flow
Equation (4) can be readily integrated to give the normalized frictional drag c F for one side of the
whole plate:
2 × 0.664
(6)
cF = √
Rn
3.1.2. Friction Line for Fully Turbulent Flow
For the turbulent ﬂow, Equation (5) gives c f implicitly in terms of Rnδ . To make matters worse,
the Reynolds number used in this context depends on the local boundary layer thickness δ, which is
not known. There were many approximations given for both coefﬁcients c f and c F , some are
listed in Table 1. Some of them are based on a theoretical model and some are curves ﬁtted to
experimental data, which might explain the differences in these lines. Five relationships do not
explicitly include the relative roughness k/c, whereas the ITTC 1978 and two more general friction
lines take the surface ﬁnish into account.
It must be noted that the Streckwall et al. friction line e includes the form drag Δc2d (see Section 3.2).
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Table 1. Exemplary values mentioned in the literature for the viscous drags c f and c F for one side
of a ﬂat plate with fully turbulent ﬂow. The ﬁrst ﬁve relationships assume a hydrodynamically
smooth surface, the others take the relative roughness k/c of the surface into account.
Local skin friction coefﬁcients:
a Schlichting [14]:
√
c f = 0.0592/ 5 Rnx
b von Kármán [15]:


√
1/ c f = 4.15 log10 c f Rnx + 1.7
Friction coefﬁcients for the whole plate:
c Schönherr [16]:
√
0.242/ c F = log10 (c F Rn)
d ITTC 1957 [17]:
c F = 0.075/ log10 Rn − 2
e Streckwall
% et al. [9]

2

a:

c F = a d/ 1 + r2 + (1 − d) e− 2 r

1 2

&

with r = log10 Rn − b /c and suitable constants a, b, c and d
f Schlichting [14]b,c :
√
√
2/c F = κ1 ln (Rn × c F /2) + 2 + κ1 ln 3.4 − κ1 ln 3.4 + Rn c F /2 × k/c
g Schlichting, according to Schulze [7] b,c,d :
√
2/c F = κ1 ln (Rn × c F /2) + 5 − κ1 ln 3.4 + k+
tech
k
with k+
tech ≈ 0.01Rn c
h ITTC 1978 [1]:
*
+−2.5
c F = 1.89 + 1.62 log10 (c/k)
a Factors: a, b, c, and d = 0.02145435039201, 4.174741254548, 0.9112701673967, and 3.029492755962 (open-water condition),
respectively. a, b, c, and d = 0.02546689917582, 3.980310869827, 0.9163209307599, and 2.704789857162 (behind condition),
respectively.
b Factor κ = 0.41.
c Note that 2 + ln 3.4/κ ≈ 5 for κ = 0.41.
√
d There is a discrepancy between the presented formula
1/c F = log (c F /2 × Rn)/κ + 5 − log 3.4 + k+
tech with
k+
≈
0.001Rn
×
k/c
and
the
corresponding
diagram
in
[7]. Using the natural logarithm and k+
tech
tech ≈ 0.01Rn × k/c resolves
this inconsistency.

3.1.3. Friction Lines for Transition Region
The two friction lines presented in Equations (4) and (5) are only valid if the ﬂow is either
laminar or turbulent over the whole length of the ﬂat plate. Strictly speaking, this is only possible
for laminar ﬂow, since each turbulent ﬂow starts near the leading edge as laminar ﬂow and trips to
turbulent instantaneously at the transition point. With the Reynolds number increasing, this transition
occurs relatively closer to the leading edge. For high enough Reynolds numbers, this contribution of
the laminar region gets so small that it can be neglected; the ﬂow can be considered fully turbulent
and calculated accordingly.
The distance xt of the transition point from the leading edge depends not only on the local
Reynolds number, but also on the surface quality of the plate, the turbulence of the inﬂow and—in
the case of proﬁles—the chord wise pressure gradient. These factors pose a formidable challenge to
calculate a universal friction line for the transition region.
Some friction lines found in the literature are given in Table 2. It is noteworthy that none of these
takes the surface roughness of the plate or the turbulence of the inﬂow into account, which depend
on the common practice followed by the testing facilities. It can be assumed that the relationships
given by ITTC 1978 and Schulze (d, j and k) include these effects in a general way (for the ITTC 1978
line) or for one special towing tank (the Schulze line). The transition line i as used by Streckwall et al.
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integrates the local friction coefﬁcients c f ,lam and c f ,turb for the laminar and turbulent ﬂow over the
length of the plate. It assumes that the transition occurs at the position xt from the trailing edge.
This formulation would result in a discontinuity of the boundary layer thickness at the transition point.
For this paper, this formulation was improved in such a way that the local Reynolds number Rnx,δ for
the turbulent ﬂow was adapted, so that in the transition point the impulse loss thickness δ2 is the same
for the laminar and the turbulent boundary layer (Schlichting [14]).
Table 2. Exemplary values for the viscous drag c F of a ﬂat plate mentioned in the literature. xt is the
position from the leading edge along the plate where the ﬂow trips from laminar to turbulent a .
i Transition (with δ2 -continuity):
-x
-c
c F = 0 t c f ,lam dx + xt c f ,turb dx
- xt
-c
√
)
= 0 0.664/ Rnx dx + xt 0.0592/ 5 Rnx,δ dx
with suitable xt and Rnx,δ
j ITTC 1978 [1]:
c F = 0.044/Rn1/6 − 5/Rn2/3
k Schulze [7] b :
⎧
√
3
⎪
⎪
⎨0.3/ Rn
c F = 0.003
⎪
⎪
⎩3.913/ (ln Rn)2.58 − 1700/Rn

⎧
⎪
⎪Rn < 106
⎨
for

106 ≤ Rn ≤ 1.7 × 106
⎪
⎪
⎩Rn > 1.7 × 106

a Streckwall et al. speciﬁed the Reynolds numbers of the transition point x for the open-water condition as 4×105
t
(suction side) and 2×105 (pressure side), and for the behind condition as 3×105 (suction side) and 1×105 (pressure side) [9].
b In his presentation, Schulze has an obvious misprint when giving the value of 0.03 for the middle part [7]. It should be
0.003 to assure continuity at its boundaries.

3.2. Form Drag
The form drag c2d is the increase of the drag of a two-dimensional section when compared to the
purely viscous drag of a ﬂat plate. The reason for this increase is two-fold: Firstly, the ﬂow velocity
over the surface is higher due to the thickness of the proﬁle increasing the viscous drag. Secondly,
the pressure does not recover entirely due to losses in the boundary layer:
c2d = Δc F + c P ,

(7)

where Δc F is the relative increase of the friction due to the speed increase and c P is the drag coefﬁcient
due to pressure losses.
The increase of the friction due to the higher velocity depends on the relative speed increase,
the position of the transition point and the pressure gradient along the proﬁle. For symmetrical sections,
the speed increase is the same for both sides and only depends on the thickness to chord ratio tmax /c.
The position of the transition point depends on the Reynolds number, the turbulence of the inﬂow and
the section shape. Values found in the literature for symmetrical proﬁles are given in Table 3.
The pressure drag coefﬁcient c P can only be determined by analysing experimental results. It can
be argued that it also depends on the position of the transition point, the pressure gradient and the
occurrence of separation. Some values found in the literature for symmetrical proﬁles without ﬂow
separation are given in Table 4.
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Table 3. Values for the relative form drag Δc F /(2c F ) for symmetrical section proﬁles mentioned in the
literature. For the NACA 64 and 65 laminar proﬁles, the transition point was ﬁxed at 0.09c. Hoerner also
emphasised that the given relationship for these sections are only valid for rough surfaces [18].
A ITTC 1978 [1]:
2tmax /c
B Hoerner, tmax at 0.3c [18]:
2tmax /c for 106 < Rn < 107
C Hoerner, NACA 64 and 65 [18]:
1.2tmax /c
D Torenbeek [19]:
2.7tmax /c
Table 4. Values for the relative pressure drag c P /(2c F ) for symmetrical section proﬁles without ﬂow
separation mentioned in the literature. See also explanations given for Table 3.
A ITTC 1978 [1]:
0
B Hoerner, tmax at 0.3c [18]:
60 (tmax /c)4 for 106 < Rn < 107
C Hoerner, NACA 64 and 65 [18]:
70 (tmax /c)4
D Torenbeek [19]:
100 (tmax /c)4

4. Section Lift
Abott and von Doenhoff remarked in their book that the turbulent lift coefﬁcient of aerofoils
changes only minimally with the Reynolds number [13]. There are claims that this observation does
not hold for propellers, e.g., Bugalski et al. [20], who also gave a formula for the lift coefﬁcient as a
function of the Reynolds number. This possible inﬂuence of the Reynolds number is not included in
the current investigation.
5. Methodology
Since full scale open-water performance data for propellers are not easily attainable, the most
straight-forward approach is to compare the power and shaft revolutions predicted from model tests
with the values measured during full scale trials:
CP =

PDT
,
PDS

(8)

nT
,
nS

(9)

CN =

where CP and CN are model–ship correlation factors for the power and shaft speed, respectively;
PDT and PDS are measured and predicted delivered power, respectively; and n T and nS are measured
and predicted shaft revolutions, respectively.
If the prediction methods were perfect, these two model–ship correlation factors would be 1 for
every model test analysed However, it is to be expected that these factors scatter around a mean value,
which is not necessarily 1. This shift in the mean value can be corrected by applying the model–ship
correlation factor as a ﬁnal step in the power prediction, as stated in the ITTC 1978 method. A measure
of the scatter is the standard deviation, which assumes that the distribution of values forms the bell
shaped curve. The smaller the standard deviation the closer are the scattered values to the mean value,
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hence the better is the scaling method. Note that, before calculating the standard deviation, the values
must be normalized to give a mean value of 1.
The analysis was run by the Hamburgische Schiffbau-Versuchsanstalt (HSVA).1
HSVA currently uses the strip method and previously used the Lerbs/Meyne [8] and the standard
ITTC 1978 [1] methods, so these were already available. The βi -method was implemented by Stone
Marine Propulsion (SMP), just as the ITTC method. This was necessary, so that the ITTC method
can be used with different friction lines and form factors, which were implemented by SMP as well.
Using this newly developed program, it was possible to calculate the open-water characteristics for the
self-propulsion and full scale conditions for all possible combinations of scaling methods, friction lines
and form factors.
Based on HSVA’s databases of performance predictions and sea trials, the intersection of both
sets was identiﬁed. The expected power was calculated according to HSVA’s standard performance
prediction method [9].
The 25 scaling methods used are summarized in Table 5. The ﬁnished roughness k of the propeller
in full scale was assumed to be 20 μm.
Table 5. Scaling methods λ investigated. A mark in the -columns denotes that the scaling
procedure integrates the sectional friction over the whole blade. The capital letters specifying the
friction lines, form and pressure drag are references to the Tables 1–4, respectively (OW, open-water;
SP, self-propulsion; and FS, full scale). The ﬁnished roughness k of the propeller in full scale was
assumed to be 20 μm.

Method
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y

1

ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
ITTC
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Strip
Strip
βi
βi
βi
βi
βi
βi
βi
βi
βi
βi

-
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×
×
×
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×
×
×
×
×
×
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e
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j
—
j
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h
h
h
h
f
f
f
f
e
e
i
g
—
e
e
h
h
h
h
f
f
f
f
i
i

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
incl.
incl.
A
D
—
incl.
incl.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
—
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Data processing was done solely at HSVA and results on trial predictions related to the various propeller scaling approaches
were kept anonymous. The anonymous results on trial prediction were exclusively stored in normalized form, meaning that
the quality of power and shaft speed predictions were expressed by the two model–ship correlation factors CP and CN .
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5.1. Performance Prediction Method
At HSVA, self-propulsion is simulated via the so-called Continental Method. Model speeds are to
be converted to full scale following Froude’s similarity law. Under self-propulsion, the hull model
is additionally towed by a force FD to compensate for increased surface friction effects present in
model scale. The 1957 ITTC friction line is used to prescribe a hull surface friction coefﬁcient CF
(to be applied to the wetted surface) in model and full scale [17]. FD depends on the difference in
surface friction and the evaluation process solely involves the difference CFM − CFS without any
form factor entering. A correlation allowance C A (a function of the vessel’s length and its block
coefﬁcient) is added instead to evaluate FD . C A covers added resistance of the zinc anodes, standard
hull roughness and small openings. Assuming a complete geometrical similarity and disregarding any
superstructure, the model scale thrust would be directly convertible to full scale. However, the full
scale prediction of the shaft speed needs a prediction of the actual full scale effective wake fraction
and the Yazaki’s method [21] is applied for this purpose. As usual, to allow for a trial prediction,
the normalized propeller thrust measured behind the model is enlarged to account for air resistance
of the superstructure and (if necessary) to include appendages and hull openings not present during
the model tests. The thrust correction causes adequate power and shaft speed adjustments for the
sea trials, achievable by the aid of the propeller open-water diagram.
5.2. Analysis
The intersection of performance predictions and sea trials available at HSVA consisted of 360 data
records (see Table 6). For 183 records, the open-water characteristics could not be calculated for all
scaling methods considered. By visual inspection it was found that three sets have an obvious mistake
in either the available trial or prediction data. The remaining 174 datasets consist of 38 unique
propeller-hull conﬁgurations. The mean values of CP and CN were calculated for each of these
conﬁgurations using each of the 25 propeller scaling methods listed in Table 5. Finally, the resulted
distribution was ﬁltered according to Tukey’s range test: If for one dataset more then half of the
CP values are outside Tukey’s range calculated with the typical value of k = 1.5, this dataset was
disregarded. The Tukey’s range for valid data points was calculated with:
Q1,λ − k ( Q3,λ − Q1,λ ) < CP,i,λ < Q3,λ + k ( Q3,λ − Q1,λ ) ,

(10)

where Q1,λ and Q3,λ are lower and upper quartiles of all CP values for one scaling method λ,
respectively. Applying this test yields a total of 35 ships to be included in the evaluation. The range of
ships are shown in Table ??.
Table 6. Number of used datasets.
Discarded
Available datasets
Open-water data could not be calculated
Errors in reference data
Unique hull–propeller combinations
Outliers according to Tukey
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Remaining
—
183
3

360
177
174
38

3

35

Total

35
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Table 7. Range covered by the 35 ships included in the ﬁnal analysis.
Ship type
Ship length
Ship speed
Propeller diameter
Pitch to diameter ratio
Number of blades
Blade area ratio
Number of propellers
a

Mainly bulk carriers and container vessels
140–340 m a
L pp
Vs
14–26 kn
4.5–9.1 m b
DP
P/D
0.76–1.11
N
4–6
Ae /A0
0.4–1.02
Single screw

Two vessels have a length below 100 m, b For the range of L PP given above.

Using these 35 valid datasets, the following values were calculated for each scaling method λ:
•

Mean value of all datasets for each scaling method λ:
C P,λ =

•

1
N

N

(11)

CP,i,λ
,
C P,λ

(12)

i =1

Normalized model–ship correlation factors:
∗
=
CP,i,λ

•

∑ CP,i,λ ,

Standard deviation SP of all normalized datasets for each scaling method λ:
S∗P,λ

1
2
21
=3
N

N

∑

i =1



∗
CP,i,λ
−1

2

,

(13)

where N is the number of valid datasets and CP,i,λ is the model–ship power correlation factor for the
∗
i-th dataset. Note that the normalized mean values C P,λ are always 1.
The normalization (Equation (12)) of the model–ship correlation factors is necessary, because the
ITTC power prediction method deﬁnes the model–ship correlation factors as multiplication factors
(compared to an offset to be added) and the standard deviation changes, whenever the underlying
data-set is multiplied by a constant factor. Without the normalization, it would favour scaling methods
with smaller C P,λ values.
6. Results
The mean values C P,λ of the model–ship power correlation factors CP,i for each propeller scaling
method λ (Equation (11)) are shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that a mean value of 1 is not
necessarily an indicator for the quality of the propeller scaling method.
The following patterns can be seen in Figures 2 and 3:
1.
2.

3.
4.

The mean values of the model–ship power correlation factor is about 1 for most investigated
scaling methods.
The scaling methods which do not scale down to the Reynolds number of the self-propulsion test
typically perform better than the same method using the scaled down open-water characteristics
to analyse the self-propulsion test (B–A, D–C, F–E, H–G, J–I, O–N, Q–P, U–T and W–V, but not
S–R).
The methods using the original Schlichting friction line f for the full scale propeller tend to
perform better (E–A, F–B, G–C, H–D, T–P and W–S, but not U–Q and V–R).
All methods using the local surface friction i trying to capture the transition from laminar to
turbulent ﬂow do not perform very well (K, X and Y).
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5.

6.
7.

The βi -methods integrating the friction forces over the whole blade perform better than the same
method using only the friction force of a signiﬁcant proﬁle (R–P, S–Q, and W–U, but not V–T and
the notable exception Y–X). For the ITTC 1978 methods, this trend is reversed (C–A, D–B, G–E
and H–F).
The most recent methods perform better than the original ITTC 1978 method A.
The βi -methods R and W integrating the ITTC 1978 and Schlichting friction lines h and f over
the whole blade perform best, closely followed by other βi -methods using different approaches
regarding the handling of the viscous resistance. The next best method is the HSVA strip
method in a version O, which does not scale down to the Reynolds number range of the
self-propulsion tests.



































Figure 2. Mean values C P,λ of the model–ship power correlation factors CP,λ for all scaling methods λ.
If the same scaling method was investigated with and without scaling to the Reynolds number of the
self-propulsion test, the results are grouped together; the black bar stands for the no scaling to the
self-propulsion test. The capital letters reference Table 5.

Figure 3 shows the standard deviation S∗P,λ of the normalized model–ship power correlation
∗
factors CP,i,λ
(Equation (13)).
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Figure 3. Standard deviation S∗P,λ of the normalized model–ship power correlation factor CP,i
all scaling methods λ. If the same scaling method was investigated with and without scaling to the
Reynolds number of the self-propulsion test, the results are grouped together, the black bar stands for
no scaling to the self-propulsion test. The capital letters reference Table 5.
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7. Discussion
The scaling approaches compared in this paper rely on the estimates of the normalized drag forces
experienced by either a single section representing the blade or—in the integral cases, such as the strip
method—by individual sections building up the blade. All methods but the Meyne and βi -methods
consider the resistance force vector to be orientated in the direction of the nose-tail line; both the Meyne
and the βi -method calculate the direction of the hydrodynamic inﬂow and aligns the resistance force
parallel to it. In terms of a favourable standard deviation of the normalized power correction factor CP∗ ,
the quality of a speciﬁc approach is also linked to the qualities of the drag estimates achieved in model
or full scale. The ability to account correctly for local Reynolds number variations, either in the model
or full scale Reynolds number region, would be reﬂected in a lower standard deviation.
Generally, it can be considered more challenging to capture Reynolds number sensitivities in
the model scale case due to the extended presence of laminar ﬂow over the model propeller blade.
Referencing item 2 from the list presented in Section 5, it could be concluded that none of the used
friction lines is able to predict the friction forces in model scale accurately. Better results are achieved
by using the open-water data without any correction applied to analyse the self-propulsion test.
One possible reason for this behaviour might lie in the fact that the inﬂow into the propeller during
the self-propulsion test is more turbulent due to the boundary layer of the ship model than during the
open-water test. This turbulent inﬂow would trigger an earlier transition from laminar to turbulent
ﬂow similar to the open-water test in undisturbed inﬂow.
The data presented indicate that for full scale the original Schlichting friction line f might be a
good choice for any scaling procedure.
One has to be aware that not only the propeller scaling method has an inﬂuence on the predicted
power and shaft revolutions: The favourable settings for arriving at the target C P = 1 will depend on
other corrections entering the set-up and evaluation of propulsion tests. In particular the scaling of
hull resistance and effective wake are to be mentioned in this context. It should be noted that more
important than a C P value of unity is a small standard deviation. The offset of the mean value can
be compensated for, whereas the standard deviation is a measure of the spread of predicted values,
which should be kept small.
It should be mentioned that the strip method N has the advantage to have been conﬁrmed
previously by quite the same dataset used in this investigation to analyse all scaling methods.
All propeller scaling methods investigated in this paper are supposed to show negligible
differences in view of their inﬂuence on the full scale shaft speed prediction. Consequently, the isolated
sensitivity of the shaft speed forecast on the traditional propeller scaling approaches is to be considered
minor. This can be shown by calculating the ratios
∗(ITTC)

CN,i,λ

=

CN,i,λ
,
CN,i,λ=ITTC

(14)

where CN,i,λ=ITTC is the model–ship correlation factor for the shaft speed calculated using the ITTC 1978
propeller scaling method A. A ratio close to 1 for all propeller scaling methods indicates a minor
sensitivity of CN,i,λ , which is shown in Figure 4 for all 177 valid datasets used in this investigation.
This conﬁrms that the predictions for the shaft speed are hardly a matter of propeller scaling contrary
to the power predictions. The causes of this behaviour would justify an investigation on its own.
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Figure 4. CN,i,λ of the model–ship shaft speed correlation factors CN,i,λ normalized with the
ITTC 1978 propeller scaling methods. The small scatter around the value of 1 indicates a small
inﬂuence of the propeller scaling method on the prediction of the shaft speed.

8. Conclusions
The power and shaft revolutions were predicted by the standard HSVA performance prediction
method but with 25 different propeller scaling methods. These predictions were compared to the
measured trials data to quantify the quality of each propeller scaling method. The standard deviations
of the normalized model–ship power correlation factors were calculated as a measure of the quality of
the prediction. All investigated methods showed a mean value of this correlation factor of about 1.
Typically, better results can be expected if the open-water propeller characteristics are not scaled
down to the Reynolds number of the self-propulsion test. A possible reason is explained in Section 6,
but its cause should be investigated thoroughly, e.g., by paint tests and measuring the turbulence of the
inﬂow into the propeller in open-water and behind condition. Finally, either a Reynolds number for the
open-water test should be established, which results in the same ﬂow pattern as in the self-propulsion
test, or a friction line should be developed, which takes into account the increased turbulence of the
inﬂow behind the ship model.
From the data available, the most promising friction line for the full scale propeller is the original
Schlichting line f.
From the propeller scaling methods investigated, the βi -method in its variants R and W, where the
friction forces are integrated over the whole blade, showed the best results. The most likely reason is
that this method aligns the drag forces with the actual hydrodynamic inﬂow angle experienced by the
propeller blade and that it does not need to know the sectional form drag.
It might be worthwhile to investigate numerical methods to calculate the section drag, such as
outlined by Thwaites [10] and Head [11]. Drela implemented the transition from laminar to turbulent
ﬂow in the software XFoil [12]. The values for the section drag calculated numerically can be used by
any scaling method investigated in this paper.
It must be mentioned that the original 360 trial datasets were reduced to just 35 unique
propeller–hull combinations due to rigorous data checks and averaging over sister-ship cases. HSVA is
currently investing in a maintenance program for the database to allow for an enlargement of datasets,
which would pass the rigorous consistency checks.
With more data available, it becomes feasible to run an optimization on a parametrized friction
line with the target to further minimize the scatter of the model–ship power correlation factors.
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In the current investigation, the inﬂuence of different formulations of the form and pressure drags
was not investigated.
Finally, it must be noted that no unconventional propellers, such as end-plate, tip-raked propellers
or propellers with unconventional section shapes, such as the NPT propeller, were present in the
datasets available to the current investigation. Because of the underlying physical principles, it can
be assumed that the βi -methods integrating the friction forces over the whole blade will also perform
best for these propellers. When unconventional propellers are included in such investigations,
one should be aware that their number is very small compared to more conventional designs,
hence their inﬂuence on the overall outcome is most likely negligible. Since most newly developed
propeller scaling methods claim to give more accurate results for unconventional propellers, this group
of propellers must be looked at separately to isolate the effect of different propeller scaling methods.
9. Final Note
The software developed to calculate the scaled open-water characteristics is published with
an open license on the principal author’s GitLab website https://gitlab.com/sphh/PyOWscaling.
All functionality are realized as plug-ins written in Python. It is easy to write your own plug-in to
implement other propeller scaling methods, friction lines and in- and output formats. It would be
appreciated if you made your plug-ins available to the public.
Author Contributions: The idea of this paper emerged during discussions between S.H. and H.S. J.R. set up and
ran the power predictions. H.S. contributed the computer code for the strip method, parts of the manuscript,
preliminary post processing and evaluated the data ﬁltering. Stephan Helma contributed the computer code for
the other scaling methods. He did the data ﬁltering, the ﬁnal post processing and wrote most of the manuscript.
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CFD
DNS
FS
HSVA
ITTC
ITTC 1978
LES
OW
SMP
SP
RANS

Computational Fluid Dynamics
Direct Numerical Simulation
full scale
Hamburgische Schiffbau-Versuchsanstalt GmbH
International Towing Tank Conference
ITTC Performance Prediction Method [1]
Large Eddy Simulation
open-water
Stone Marine Propulsion Ltd.
self-propulsion
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes [equations]

Appendix A Review of ITTC 1978 Scaling Procedure
The total propeller force F can be composed from the propeller thrust T and torque Q

F =T +
2

2

Q
x D2

2
,

where x = fractional lever of the torque, which does not change with the scaling.
2

This relation can be made dimensionless by dividing by ρn2 D4 :
K2F = KT2 +
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Using the ITTC 1978 [1] scaling for KT and KQ
ΔKT = 0.3Δc D

P c
Z,
DD

ΔKQ = −0.25Δc D

c
Z,
D

it is possible to scale the propeller force coefﬁcient:
K F

2

= KT +
2

4  2
K
x2 Q

4
= (KT + ΔKT )2 + 2 KQ + ΔKQ
x

2
P c
KT + 0.3Δc D
=
Z +
DD
4 
c 2
+ 2 KQ − 0.25Δc D Z .
D
x
Hence
K F = f(KT , KQ , Δc D

2

c
P
Z, ),
D D

which shows that the scaled propeller force is not only a function of the thrust and torque ﬁgures and
the increase in section drag Δc D Zc/D, but also of the pitch to diameter ration P/D. In the opinion
of the authors this dependency cannot be explained with ﬁrst principles. This surprising result is a
property of all scaling methods which are based on the ITTC procedure.
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Abstract: Hydrokinetic turbines extract energy from currents in oceans, rivers, and streams. Ducts can
be used to accelerate the flow across the turbine to improve performance. The objective of this work
is to couple an analytical model with a Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) solver to evaluate designs. An analytical model is derived for ducted turbines.
A steady-state moving reference frame solver is used to analyze both the freestream and ducted
turbine. A sliding mesh solver is examined for the freestream turbine. An efficient duct is introduced to
accelerate the flow at the turbine. Since the turbine is optimized for operation in the freestream and not
within the duct, there is a decrease in efficiency due to duct-turbine interaction. Despite the decrease
in efficiency, the power extracted by the turbine is increased. The analytical model under-predicts
the flow rejection from the duct that is predicted by CFD since the CFD predicts separation but
the analytical model does not. Once the mass flow rate is corrected, the model can be used as
a design tool to evaluate how the turbine-duct pair reduces mass flow efficiency. To better understand
this phenomenon, the turbine is also analyzed within a tube with the analytical model and CFD.
The analytical model shows that the duct’s mass flow efficiency reduces as a function of loading,
showing that the system will be more efficient when lightly loaded. Using the conclusions of the
analytical model, a more efficient ducted turbine system is designed. The turbine is pitched more
heavily and the twist profile is adapted to the radial throat velocity profile.
Keywords: numerical methods; ducted turbine; computational ﬂuid dynamics; CFD

1. Introduction
Hydrokinetic turbines are a means to extract energy from the world’s oceans, rivers, and tidal
streams. Energy extraction from renewable sources can reduce human dependence on fossil fuels and
mitigate global warming. Ducts have been used to augment hydrokinetic turbines, wind turbines,
and propellers for decades. Understanding the ﬂuid dynamics effects of energy extraction within the
duct will allow for the development of more efﬁcient hydrokinetic turbines, which can in turn reduce
the overall generation cost of marine renewable energy.
Figure 1 shows a duct which passively accelerates the ﬂow at the throat. The duct is comprised of
two sections: an intake (from inlet to throat) and a diffuser (from throat to exit).
Ducts to increase the power of a wind or hydrokinetic turbine have been researched for decades [1–4].
Grumman Aerospace Corporation performed research on ducted wind turbines in the 1970s and 1980s
by analyzing ducts with screens to represent the pressure drop caused by a turbine [2,3]. These ducts
are characterized by high angle diffusers that result in an area ratio between the diffuser exit and throat
of 2.78 and mass ﬂow efﬁciencies that are less than 60% when the duct is empty [2]. This research
has been used to evaluate other models, like van Bussel’s, which uses back pressure at the diffuser
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, 43; doi:10.3390/jmse6020043
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exit as a calibration variable [2,5]. The ducted turbine, the Vortec 7, was the culmination of the
research performed by Grumman Aerospace Corporation [6]. Ducts have also been applied to other
wind turbines like the Windlens turbines [7] and to hydrokinetic turbines designed by OpenHydro,
Solon, and Lunar Energy [8]. The OpenHydro turbine is characterized by an open center turbine with
a rim-drive generator, but produces only an estimated 0.34 coefﬁcient of power [8,9].

Figure 1. Schematic of a ducted turbine.

Power extraction with ducted turbines creates complicated ﬂow effects around both the turbine
and the duct. Numerical methods like Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) computational ﬂuid
dynamics (CFD) can be useful for detailed analysis of the ducted turbine system, but analytical models
can provide a useful preliminary analysis. The objective of this study is to evaluate the differences
between a RANS CFD prediction and an analytical model prediction for ducted turbine performance.
Prior to examining the ducted turbine, two RANS CFD methods are examined for a freestream
turbine: a steady state moving reference frame (MRF) and an unsteady RANS (URANS) rotating
sliding mesh. The MRF approach is less expensive than the URANS rotating sliding mesh approach,
but the rotating sliding mesh approach can lead to more accurate predictions [10,11]. The MRF method
is broadly used for analysis of axisymmetric hydrokinetic turbine analysis, especially when the focus is
upon blade loading [12–14]. Both the MRF and URANS rotating sliding mesh techniques are evaluated
using the geometry of a marine current turbine which was tested in a cavitation tunnel and towing
tank [15]. The experiments have been widely used to evaluate other numerical tools ranging from
Boundary Element Methods [16] to RANS coupled with FEA [17].
This study examines how the performance of the turbine tested by Bahaj et al. [15] changes
when placed inside of a high-efﬁciency duct. The study expands upon prior work [18]. An analytical
model is derived and the results are compared to the CFD predictions of the turbine in the duct.
The predictions of the analytical model are also compared with other analytical models. The analytical
models are compared to two data sets. The ﬁrst data set is the screen tests presented by Gilbert et al. [2].
The second data set is the RANS CFD results of the Bahaj et al. [15] turbine inside of a tube. The new
analytical model differs from other models via the assumption that the pressure drop occurs at the
accelerated throat velocity, instead of as a function of the average of wake and freestream velocities.
The analytical model, once corrected for viscous effects, is used to improve the design of the ducted
turbine system.
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2. Materials and Methods
The methodology is comprised of four parts. First, an analytical model is derived. Second, the CFD
model for the freestream turbine is described. Third, the CFD model for the ducted turbine model
setup is described. Fourth, the numerical methods and turbulence modeling for both the freestream
and ducted CFD models are discussed. To compare the analytical model to the RANS CFD results,
each must be validated independently. The freestream CFD model is compared to the tow tank results
by Bahaj et al. [15], and the analytical model is compared to ducted screen tests [2].
OpenFOAM version 2.4.x is used for both freestream and ducted analyses. The steady state
MRF solutions are completed using the OpenFOAM solver simpleFOAM with MRF, referred to
as MRFSimpleFOAM. The rotating mesh URANS study is completed using the OpenFOAM solver
pimpleDyMFOAM with an Arbitrary Mesh Interface (AMI). MRFSimpleFOAM and pimpleDyMFOAM
are used to calculate the steady state and transient solutions, respectively, for the freestream turbines.
MRFSimpleFOAM is used to calculate the steady state solution for the ducted turbine.
MRFSimpleFOAM is a steady state solver that uses an MRF to simulate a spinning turbine.
MRFSimpleFOAM solves the steady state, incompressible Navier–Stokes Equations. The MRF speciﬁes
that the blades and the surrounding MRF domain are in a ‘spinning frame’ at the speciﬁed rate.
The rotating zone is a circular cylinder.
This same rotating zone is used for the pimpleDyMFOAM analysis. The difference between the
pimpleDyMFOAM (transient) analysis and the MRFSimpleFOAM (steady state) analysis is that the
rotating zone physically rotates in the transient case. The maximum Courant number for the reported
transient cases is 1.0.
MRFSimpleFOAM utilizes a stationary mesh and the ﬂow is assumed steady, so the solution time
is less than the transient rotating mesh URANS approach. This simpliﬁcation can lead to less accurate
results than the rotating mesh URANS approach [10,11]. Both methods are examined in the freestream
case to ensure that the MRF method provides accurate results for this study.
The ﬂow is assumed incompressible and gravity is neglected. The ducted turbine results assume
steady state.
The freestream model is created to validate the model against Bahaj et al. [15] turbine tests in
a tow tank at 1.4 m/s. Fresh water at 15◦ Celsius is used for both the freestream and ducted models.
This correlates to a kinematic viscosity, ν = 1.1386 × 10−6 m2 /s, and a density of ρ = 999.1 kg/m3 [19].
The 0.8 m diameter turbine is a three-bladed horizontal axis turbine, with a twenty degree root
pitch, a ﬁve degree tip pitch, and NACA 63-8xx sections [15]. The effects of the hub and the upright
support are assumed to be small and are ignored. The turbulent intensity for the freestream turbine is
2.9%. The ducted model uses the same turbine geometry and water parameters with the addition of
an efﬁcient duct design provided by V2 Wind Inc. This duct is designed for a ducted wind turbine
operating in near ground conditions. Therefore, ambient turbulent intensity is assumed 10% for the
inlet boundary condition of the ducted CFD cases. The speciﬁcs of the duct geometry are discussed in
Section 2.3.
The mesh is created using snappyHexMesh. SnappyHexMesh is an octree mesher which applies
reﬁnement levels to geometry by dividing each cell evenly into eight smaller cells. The mesh domain
size and background grid is the same for the freestream and ducted models. The rectangular domain
is set to extend 13 m upstream of the turbine, 37 m downstream of the turbine, and 8 m in both
the vertical and lateral directions. Three meshes are used: coarse, base, and ﬁne. The OpenFOAM
utility blockMesh is used to create a structured grid domain which is input to snappyHexMesh.
The blockMesh for the base mesh is set to have a uniform block of 12 cells × 12 cells in the vertical
and lateral directions for a square zone of 2 m × 2 m. From the edge of this uniform zone to the edge
of the domain, 8 stretched cells are used. There are a total of 160 uniformly distributed cells in the
longitudinal direction. The coarse mesh has half the number of cells in each direction as the base mesh,
while the ﬁne mesh has double the cells speciﬁed in each direction.
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The analytical model is derived and compared to the ducted screen tests [2], the CFD predictions
of a turbine inside of a tube, and the ducted turbine CFD predictions.
2.1. Derivation of the Analytical Model for Ducted Turbines
The analytical model uses a control volume analysis to determine the effective power extracted
inside of a duct. The fundamental equations are Bernoulli’s Equation, the conservation of mass
equation, and the effective power equation shown in Equations (1)–(3), respectively. Equation (1)
shows Bernoulli’s Equation for an empty duct. During extraction a pressure drop occurs between
Stations 1 and 2 as shown by Equation (3). Figure 1 deﬁnes the station numbers and variables where p
is pressure, v is velocity, ṁ is mass-ﬂow rate, ρ is density, A is area, Pe is effective power, and Δp1,2 is the
pressure drop. The thrust, T, is the product of Δp1,2 and A1 as shown by Equation (3). The fundamental
assumption of the analytical model, based on the momentum equation, is that the pressure drop occurs
as a function of the initial throat velocity without extraction, v1o , and the throat velocity under
extraction, v1 , as shown in Equation (4). Therefore, the model assumes that the pressure drop is the
difference between the dynamic pressure at the throat without extraction and the dynamic pressure at
the throat with extraction. Thus, dynamic pressure at the throat only decreases as a function of the
pressure drop. v1o must be determined by experiments or CFD analysis since most ducts do not have
ideal mass ﬂow rates. In this study, v1o is the empty throat velocity predicted by the steady state RANS
CFD using the base mesh. An ideal mass ﬂow rate is when v1o is equal to the product of v∞ and the
ratio of the maximum frontal area, Amax , to A1 . The analytical model also assumes that the mass ﬂow
efﬁciency does not change during extraction. Therefore, reduction in velocity is purely a function of
power extraction. Mass ﬂow efﬁciency, η, deﬁned by Equation (5), is the ratio of the initial velocity in
the duct compared to the ideal velocity in the duct.
1
1
1
ptot = p∞ + ρv2∞ = pin + ρv2in = p1 + ρv21
2
2
2
1 2
1 2
1
= p2 + ρv2 = p3 + ρv3 = pwake + ρv2wake
2
2
2
ṁ = ρA∞ v∞ = ρAin vin = ρA1 v1 = ρA2 v2

(1)

(2)

= ρA3 v3 = ρAwake vwake
Pe = Δp1,2 A1 v1 = Tv1

(3)

1
ρ(v21o − v21 )
2

(4)

Δp1,2 =

η=

v1o
.
v∞ Amax /A1

(5)

The analytical model is compared to the steady CFD results by comparing the velocity and power
to the throat coefﬁcient of thrust, CT,v1 , deﬁned in Equation (6).
CT,v1 =

T
1
2
2 ρA1 v1

.

(6)

α, deﬁned in Equation (7), is the percentage of the initial dynamic pressure that is converted into
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thrust. By iterating α we can calculate v1 for each level of conversion of dynamic pressure to thrust as
shown in Equation (8).
T
(7)
α= 1
2
2 ρA1 v1o
√
v1 = v1o 1 − α.
(8)
2.2. Freestream CFD Model
SnappyHexMesh applies nine reﬁnements levels to the turbine surface, creates a wake reﬁnement
zone with ﬁve reﬁnement levels, and creates the rotating zone with ﬁve reﬁnement levels. The turbine
diameter, D, is 0.8 m. The wake reﬁnement zone has a diameter of 1.1D that ranges from the blade
plane upstream to 2D (1.6 m) downstream. The rotating zone is 1.1D wide and ranges from 0.156D
(0.125 m) upstream to 0.312D (0.25 m) downstream. The size of the rotating zone is the same for both
the MRF and sliding mesh simulations. Analysis is done to ensure that the blades are independent of
the rotating zone size. The rotating zone diameter dependence is examined by doubling the selected
rotating zone diameter and ensuring that the forces on the turbine are negligibly affected. Similarly,
the computational domain is doubled in size to ensure that the domain size negligibly affects the
results. The coarse mesh has 0.73 million cells, the base mesh has 3.11 million cells, and the ﬁne
mesh has 16.16 million cells. Figure 2 shows the base mesh for the freestream model. The left image
shows a cut plane of the whole domain, where the ﬂow travels from left to right. The left boundary
is a velocity inlet with zero-gradient pressure, the turbine blades are no-slip walls, the sides of the
domain are symmetry planes, and the outlet is a ﬁxed pressure velocity inlet-outlet. The right image
shows a cut-plane of the mesh, the mesh on the AMI, and the turbine blades.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Freestream mesh. (a) The whole domain. (b) The mesh near the freestream turbine with the
wake reﬁnement and the cylindrical AMI.

2.3. Ducted CFD Model
The main difference between the ducted CFD study and the freestream study is the addition
of the duct. The duct length, L, is 2.63D (2.107 m). The exit plane of the diffuser is 0.736L (1.55 m)
downstream of the blade plane and the inlet is 0.264L (0.557 m) upstream of the blade plane. The duct
has an inlet diameter of 1.59D (1.27 m), a throat diameter of 1.2D (0.96 m), and a maximum diameter
at the duct exit of 1.92D (1.536 m). This correlates to a 20% tip gap, based on turbine radius, between
the turbine blade and throat wall. For a centrally mounted turbine, it is easier to manufacture a system
with a tip gap. Furthermore, the tip gap provides a space where marine life can safely pass through the
duct to outside the swept area of the rotor and the turbine tip is less likely to hit marine growth on the
duct, thus reducing maintenance costs. The area ratio between diffuser exit and throat is A3 /A1 = 2.56.
The rotating zone is set to have a radius of 1.1D (0.44 m), so that there is equal distance between the
duct wall and the turbine tip. The wake reﬁnement zone ranges from 0.57L (1.2 m) upstream to 1.73L
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(3.65 m) downstream. This size of a reﬁnement zone correlates to two diffuser lengths downstream
from the turbine plane. Due to the higher mesh count of the ducted turbine, only 4 reﬁnements are
used for the wake and rotating zone. Five reﬁnements are used on the duct and nine reﬁnements are
applied to the turbine blades.
The boundary condition on the duct is a no-slip wall with wall functions. The Reynolds number
on the blades is on the same order as the Reynolds number for the freestream blades because the
apparent velocity at the blades is dominated by the spin rate at high TSRs. The diffuser is in the
turbulent regime. All other settings remain constant for the ducted turbine study. More TSRs are
examined than in the freestream case. Grid dependence is examined with coarse mesh and base mesh
simulations. The coarse mesh has 1.35 million cells and the base mesh has 7.35 million cells. Figure 3
shows the base mesh for the ducted model. The left image shows a cut plane of the whole domain,
where the ﬂow travels from left to right. The left boundary is a velocity inlet with zero-gradient
pressure, the turbine and duct are no-slip walls, the sides of the domain are symmetry planes, and the
outlet is a ﬁxed pressure velocity inlet-outlet. The duct is shown in the image for reference. The right
image depicts a meshed cut-plane of the volume through the duct and one of the blades. The bottom
image shows a cross sectional view of the duct.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3. Ducted turbine mesh. (a) The whole meshed domain sliced in the middle. (b) The mesh near
the ducted turbine. (c) Cross section of the duct.

2.4. Numerical Methods and Turbulence Modeling
The Reynolds number, Re, of the turbine ranges from 1.0 × 105 at the lowest tip speed ratio
(TSR) to 2.5 × 105 at the highest TSR. This is in the transitional regime. The equations for TSR,
blade Reynolds number, Reblade , and duct Reynolds number, Reduct , are respectively shown in
Equations (9)–(11). TSR is calculated as a function of the turbine radius, r, the rotational speed,
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ω, and freestream velocity, v∞ . Reblade is calculated as a function of the chord at 70% of the radius,
cro = 0.03 m, v∞ , ν, the radius at 70%, r0 = 0.28 m, and ω. Reduct , calculated with duct maximum
diameter, Dduct = 1.536 m, at freestream velocity, is 1.9 × 106 . The power is calculated as the product
of the torque and rotational speed.
ωr
(9)
TSR =
v∞
(
v2∞ + (ωro )2 cro
Reblade =
(10)
ν
v∞ Dduct
.
(11)
Reduct =
ν
The k − ω SST turbulence model is used with wall functions. This turbulence model assumes
that the ﬂow is turbulent. Reblade is transitional but Reduct is turbulent. A transitional turbulence
model could be used in the future to potentially improve results. Due to the very thin boundary
layer thickness, base grids are used with an average y+ of around 20 on the freestream blades and
around 30 on the ducted turbine blades for computational efﬁciency, especially for the transient
simulations. The y+ on the duct is 135. The forces on the turbine are dominated by the inertia
of the ﬂuid. For a well-designed turbine like this, with little separation, the differences between
laminar and turbulent boundary layers on peak performance will likely be small. Potential ﬂow
methods have been used to accurately estimate the blade loading for the turbine examined herein [20],
thus, while on-design it is expected that laminar and turbulent predictions will also be accurate.
To illustrate this, the freestream turbine is run with both laminar and a k − ω-SST turbulence model.
Wall functions are applied to the walls (turbine and duct). In this study, RANS is used to depict
separation at the inlet of the duct. Methods such as potential ﬂow codes would not be able to depict
separation. However, wall resolved grids with y+ = 1 could be used to better capture viscous effects.
3. Results
The results are described in three subsections. The ﬁrst subsection discusses the freestream CFD
predictions. The second subsection discusses the CFD results for the ducted turbine. The third
subsection evaluates the accuracy of the analytical model by comparing it to experimental and
CFD results.
3.1. Freestream CFD Predictions versus Experiments
Equations (12) and (13) deﬁne the coefﬁcient of thrust, CT , and the coefﬁcient of power,
CP , respectively.
T
CT = 1
(12)
2
2 ρA1 v∞
CP =

P
1
3
2 ρA1 v∞

.

(13)

The CFD predictions of the base and ﬁne mesh match well with the experimental tow tank
results [15], with the exception of high TSRs. At the highest TSR of 11.4, only the ﬁne mesh matches
the experimental results. Figure 4 shows CT and CP as a function of TSR for the experiment and the
steady state CFD.
The coarse mesh over-predicts CT at high TSRs and under-predicts the CP . This is likely caused
by the coarseness of the mesh not accurately depicting the ﬁnest features of the body surface. For the
base and ﬁne meshes, the laminar and k − ω-SST models both match well with the experimental
results for CP . For the base mesh, the difference between the laminar and k − ω-SST model is less than
a percent, for all but the last two TSRs, with 1.32% and 2.19% difference, respectively. Even though
both the laminar and turbulent simulations match the CP results well, the laminar simulations match
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the results better, especially in the off-peak range of the highest TSR. The laminar model also does
better at predicting the CT at higher TSRs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Freestream CP and CT as a function of TSR. (a) CP ; (b) CT .

Figure 5 compares the results of the freestream predictions for the transient and steady-state
methods. The coarse transient solution is within 1.5% of the coarse MRF solution. The freestream
transient base mesh predicts higher CP than the coarse mesh. The transient base mesh predicts
a similar CP to the steady state ﬁne mesh at TSR = 10.00. For the calculation of mean blade loading,
especially on-design, there is little beneﬁt to using the transient method since it is much more
computationally expensive than the steady state method.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Steady state and transient results for freestream CP and CT as a function of TSR. (a) CP vs. TSR;
(b) CT vs. TSR.

3.2. CFD Results of the Ducted Turbine
Equation (14) depicts the power coefﬁcient, CP,Amax as a function of the maximum frontal area of
the duct, Amax .
P
.
(14)
CP,Amax = 1
3
2 ρAmax v∞
The addition of the duct leads to a decrease in performance from the freestream turbine based on
CP,Amax . If the power is examined based on the frontal area of the turbine alone, then the CP would be
higher. However, this is an unfair comparison due to the additional structure and frontal area necessary
for the duct. Figure 6 shows the ducted turbine results for the coarse and base meshes. The CP,Amax is
shown as a function of both TSR and CT,v1 . This ﬁgure also shows the velocity ratio v1 /v∞ as a function
of CT,v1 and CP as a function of TSR. The plot of CP as a function of TSR demonstrates that the power
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relative to the turbine area is increased compared to the freestream turbine, but a more fair comparison
would examine CP,Amax instead. This ﬁgure demonstrates that the coarse mesh and the base mesh for
the MRF results are in good agreement, except for the second lowest speed, TSR = 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. Ducted results. (a) CP,Amax vs. TSR; (b) CP,Amax vs. CTv1 ; (c) v1 /v∞ vs. CTv1 ; (d) CP vs. TSR.

The left side of Figure 7 shows a cut plane through the center of the turbine and the resultant
velocity field for TSRs of 4.29, 5.71, and 11.43. Asymmetry due to blade count is noted. Partial separation
occurs at the inlet at the lowest TSR and more significant separation occurs as the TSR increases. As the
separation increases, the efficiency of the duct decreases. The low velocity region behind the duct
is not convected downstream. This phenomenon should be compared to particle image velocimetry
(PIV) results or to large eddy simulation (LES) predictions which will not suffer from the temporal
averaging of RANS predictions. LES predictions may predict more accurate wake structures as well as
better resolve the flow features both inside and outside the duct. As the loading increases the angle of
attack of the flow entering the intake changes. The intake could be shortened or rounded to reduce
the separation at higher loadings. The right hand side of Figure 7 shows a cut plane through the
center of the turbine and the resultant velocity field for a TSR of 5.71 for the coarse and base mesh.
Overall, the flow structures are similar between the two meshes, but more numerical diffusion is seen
with the coarse mesh especially in the wake and separation region to the outside of the duct.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Flow visualization of ducted turbine. (a) Velocity ﬁeld of ducted turbine at different TSRs.
(b) Coarse mesh ﬂow and base mesh ﬂow at TSR = 5.714.

3.3. Comparison of the Analytical Model to Experimental and CFD Results of Ducted Turbine Cases
The accuracy of an analytical model for ducted turbine performance can be determined
by its ability to predict throat velocity, power, and thrust. This study compares the analytical
model to experimental screen results, the turbine inside of a tube, as well as the CFD simulations
previously described.
3.3.1. Analytical Model Prediction of Screen Tests for a Ducted Turbine
The analytical model is compared to screen tests of the 30◦ Gilbert et al. diffuser [2] . The diffuser
has an area ratio, Amax /A1 of 2.78 and η less than 60%. These screen tests are a means of measuring the
effective power extracted by a turbine, without the non-uniformity or complexity that a real turbine
may pose. Figure 8 shows the velocity ratio, CP,Amax , and CT as a function of CT,v1 . Other analytical
models like those proposed by Jamieson [21] as well as Werle and Presz [22], share the similar
assumption that the pressure drop occurs as a function of the freestream and wake velocities, instead of
the throat velocity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Analytical predictions along with the screen tests of Gilbert et al. [2]. (a) CP,Amax vs. CTv1 ;
(b) v1 /v∞ vs. CTv1 .

The analytical models that assume a pressure drop is a function of freestream and wake velocities
are unable to accurately predict the results of the screen test. In comparison, the proposed analytical
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model predicts each data point with more accuracy, with the exception of the highest CT,v1 value,
as shown in Figure 8. At the highest CT,v1 , the over-prediction of power and thrust likely occurs
because the accelerative efﬁciency is assumed to be constant. The mass ﬂow efﬁciency of the duct may
reduce at higher values of CT,v1 since the stagnation point on the leading edge likely translated inward,
leading to separation. The analytical model therefore could be improved with the ability to predict
loss in mass ﬂow efﬁciency at higher loadings.
3.3.2. Analytical Model Prediction of the RANS CFD Results for a Turbine in a Uniform Tube
A tube with an inﬁnitely thin wall thickness represents the simplest duct with Ain = A1 = A2 = A3 .
The tube used was the same length as the duct and had a diameter equal to the throat diameter of the
duct. Werle and Presz state that their model arrives at the freestream result when a turbine is placed
in a tube [22]. However, a turbine does not perform at the same efﬁciency in a tube as it does in the
freestream. Figure 9 shows the results of the Bahaj et al. turbine [15] inside of the tube. The CP,Amax is
over-predicted by a considerable margin, but the proposed analytical model only slightly over-predicts
the velocity and the effective power. This could be caused by viscous effects in the CFD calculation.
The coefﬁcient of effective power at the throat is deﬁned in Equation (15).
CP,eff =

Tv1
.
1
3
2 ρAmax v∞

(a)

(15)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9. Analytical models along with the CFD of Bahaj et al. turbine [15] in a tube with diameter
equal to duct throat diameter. (a) CP,Amax vs. CTv1 ; (b) CP,eff vs. CTv1 ; (c) v1 /v∞ vs. CTv1 .

3.3.3. The Analytical Model’s Ability to Predict RANS CFD Results for a Ducted Turbine
Since the analytical model assumes uniform and ideal extraction, the performance of the
ducted turbine will be over-predicted due to viscous effects and non-uniformity. The non-effective
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power related axial induction is referred to as blockage. Figure 10 shows that the analytical model
over-predicts both the CFD predictions of velocity and the coefﬁcient of power.
This over prediction is related to the large-scale separation at the leading edge of the duct under
extraction, shown in Figure 7. This large-scale separation leads to a decrease in η. Since the analytical
model does not account for blockage other than that caused by uniform power extraction, it is important
to correct the throat velocity for each data point. By iterating α and η, we can calibrate v1 for each
level of CT,v1 . Figure 11 depicts the results when the analytical velocity is corrected to match the CFD.
The velocity ratio is shown on the left and the CP,Amax is shown on the right. Despite the velocity having
been corrected, the power is still over-predicted since the turbine does not ideally convert effective
power to power. The analytical model predicts effective power, and not the actual power produced by
the turbine which is the product of torque and rotational velocity. Therefore, the variable of importance
is the effective power, which is also shown on the right of Figure 11. Based on this calibration, we can
determine the value of η as a function of CT,v1 , shown in Figure 12. This demonstrates how the
interaction between the turbine and duct leads to decreased performance. Uniform extraction, like that
simulated by a screen may cause a lower rate of rejection than a real turbine. η drops from nearly ideal
to below 50% with high loading.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Analytical model and ducted CFD predictions. (a) v1 /v∞ vs. CTv1 ; (b) CP,Amax vs. CTv1 .

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Analytical model and ducted CFD predictions with calibrated velocity. (a) v1 /v∞ vs. CTv1 ;
(b) CP vs. CTv1 .
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Figure 12. η as a function of loading.

4. Discussion
The analytical model demonstrates that the duct’s η reduces signiﬁcantly with high loading.
Therefore, the turbine inside the duct must have a high CP,Amax to CP,eff ratio. One method to improve
this ratio is to pitch the turbine so that the lift vector is directed more in the direction to produce torque
instead of thrust. Design implications of coupling the algorithm with the numerical solutions are
subsequently discussed.
Design Implications
The design of the ducted turbine can be improved by adapting the turbine to operate better within
the duct. The pitch is systematically varied from the original 20◦ root pitch to a 50◦ root pitch in
7.5◦ increments. TSR is varied at each pitch to determine which TSR produces the maximum power
for each pitch. Figure 13 shows the results for the maximum power for each pitch of the ducted
turbine. The CP,Amax is shown on the left axis and the corresponding CT,v1 is shown on the right axis.
CT,v1 decreases as pitch is increased. The optimum CP,Amax occurs at a root pitch of 42.5◦ with nearly
a 40% improvement in power over the original pitch. Appendix A shows a similar study for pitch
variation inside of a tube with the same length as the duct and the diameter of the throat. It shows
how the ratio of CP,Amax to CP,eff varies with TSR, correlating streamlines to illustrate why the power
ratio changes as a function of TSR, and the pitch distribution changes as a function of radial position.

Figure 13. Effect of pitch on CP,Amax and CT,v1 for a ducted turbine.

Adding pitch improves design considerably but does not account for the fact that the duct induces
a radial variation in velocity not present in the freestream case, nor that a heavily pitched blade must
have more twist than a less pitched blade. To account for this, the twist is increased so that each radial
section has the same angle of attack as the freestream turbine. For simplicity, this calculation ignores
the difference in induced tangential velocity, but uses the radial velocity distribution, rotation speed
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of each radial section, and the geometric pitch angle at each radial section to determine the angle of
attack. The blade is designed for a root pitch of 44.6◦ . The twist proﬁle and the method to determine
the twist proﬁle is shown in Appendix B. The twisted blade is pitched further to 50◦ , 55◦ , and 60◦ root
pitch. For this twist, it is found that a 50◦ root pitch is most efﬁcient. At a 50◦ root pitch, the effect
of reducing the tip gap is examined by scaling the blades up by ten percent. Theory suggests that
reducing the tip gap should reduce the unloading at the tip and improve performance. This again
leads to an increase in performance. As a function of pitch angle, Figure 14 shows CP,Amax for the best
TSR for each pitch angle.

Figure 14. Effect of pitch, twist, and scale for a ducted turbine.

5. Conclusions
The freestream CFD results match the tow tank results. A ﬁne mesh resolution is required to
properly calculate the off-performance loading for the highest TSRs.
While the results for the freestream turbine closely agree with the experimental results,
good correlation, especially near peak performance, is also achievable with less computationally
demanding methods like panel codes. RANS CFD is useful for pinpointing ﬂow features that panel
codes are not able to model, such as separation. Separation at the leading edge and exit of the duct are
critical design features that affect performance. RANS is a useful tool for an initial analysis of these
design features and is less computationally expensive than alternatives like LES.
It is evident that the underlying analytical system of equations for a ducted turbine is different
from that of a freestream turbine. The thrust not associated with power production must be reduced
for a ducted turbine to be efﬁcient, since the effective power at the throat, CP,eff causes a reduction in
the momentum and thus mass ﬂow through the device. Therefore, the turbine should be optimized to
increase the ratio of CP,Amax to CP,eff .
The RANS model has shown that when a freestream turbine is placed inside of a duct,
the performance decreases. However, this performance can be improved by reducing the
non-power thrust. An analytical model was developed to help analyze these results. The analytical
model accurately predicts the data from Gilbert et al. [2]. This suggests that the duct that
Gilbert et al. examined [2] maintained a constant level of η over a range of CT,v1 that is longer than
that of the duct examined with CFD. This also demonstrates that the pressure drop across the turbine
occurs at the accelerated velocity v1 . The analytical model over-predicts the velocity calculated by
the CFD models of an initially efﬁcient duct. This is because RANS CFD accounts for viscous effects
and the blockage, but the analytical model does not. This blockage is likely the result of complicated
viscous ﬂow interaction, non-ideal extraction, and the reduction in η as the stagnation point moves
inwards on the duct. The analytical model could be improved by incorporating a method to predict
loss of mass ﬂow efﬁciency during extraction. This study shows that the analytical model can be used
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to determine whether a duct design is efﬁcient enough to pursue with higher order tools and that it
can determine the degree to which the turbine causes losses within the duct.
Using the conclusions from the analytical model a more efﬁcient ducted turbine was designed.
Increasing the pitch of the blade signiﬁcantly improved the CP,Amax to CP,eff ratio. By increasing the
pitch, adapting the twist, and increasing the scale of the blade, the ducted turbine’s CP,Amax exceeded
the original freestream turbine’s CP . This design procedure could be continued to create an even more
efﬁcient ducted turbine. While not explored in depth in this study, the effect of tip gap should be used
to further optimize the turbine. Furthermore, the duct geometry could be altered to better match the
characteristics of a speciﬁc turbine design.
This work demonstrates that the duct and turbine should be designed together to create an
optimal system. An efﬁcient freestream turbine cannot simply be placed in a duct and expected to
perform with similar efﬁciency as it did in the freestream. By coupling the analytical model with RANS
CFD results we are able to determine how to optimize the ducted turbine system.
More research is needed to better understand how to efﬁciently extract power from ducted
turbines. It will be important to further analyze the effects of turbulent intensity on the system design
and the effects of transition from laminar to turbulent. A transitional turbulence model with wall
resolved grids could be used to better evaluate viscous effects. It is also important to understand and
quantify what causes the blockage and rapid decrease in η. More detailed CFD models should be
created to analyze the effects of the turbine wake interaction with the duct and the translation of the
stagnation point inwards leading to separation at the inlet. To do this, detached eddy simulation or
LES should be used.
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The duct used in this study is based off of V2 Wind Inc.’s patent application: US20160305247A1.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AMI
arbitrary mesh interface
CFD
computational ﬂuid dynamics
LES
large eddy simulation
MRF
moving reference frame
RANS
Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes
URANS unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes

Appendix A. Effect of Modifying the Pitch of the Turbine in a Tube
Figure A1 shows the power ratio as a function of both TSR and CT,v1 , as well as CP,Amax as
a function of CT,v1 for the turbine inside of a tube at different root pitch angles. As the pitch is
increased, the optimum TSR decreases and the maximum CP,Amax decreases. Conversely, the CP,Amax
to CP,eff ratio increases. As noted in the body of the paper, by improving this ratio, the efﬁciency of
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the ducted turbine will increase when this ratio is improved and the turbine is paired with a high
efﬁciency duct.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure A1. Effect of pitch on the power ratio and CP,Amax . (a) CP,Amax /CP,eff vs. TSR; (b) CP,Amax /CP,eff vs. CTv1 ;
(c) CP,Amax vs. CTv1 .

Figure A2 shows the streamlines at 70% span for the 35◦ root pitch case in the tube. The left hand
image shows the streamlines for the TSR that produces the maximum power and the image on the
right shows the over spin case. As pitch increases, the operating TSR decreases since the foil will begin
to operate at a negative angle of attack at a lower TSR earlier. As the blade begins to over-run the ﬂow,
the performance rapidly drops off as shown by the power ratio in Figure A1 for the 35◦ root pitch at
a TSR of 4.28. On the other hand, peak performance occurs when the ﬂow has a shock free entry as
shown in the streamlines for the TSR of 2.85 case.
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Figure A2. Streamlines at 70% span for the 35◦ root pitch turbine in the tube. (a) Peak TSR; (b) Over spin.

Figure A3 shows the pitch distribution. The 20◦ root pitch case is the original pitch distribution
speciﬁed by Bahaj et al. (2007). The other pitch distributions maintain the same twist proﬁle but have
an increased pitch.

Figure A3. Pitch distribution for original blade at different root pitch angles.

Appendix B. Design Twist and Pitched Blade Details for the Ducted Turbine
The pitch proﬁle was determined using Equation (A1), where φ(r ) is the pitch at radial location r,
u(r ) is the velocity at the blade plane at radial location r, and ω is the rotational speed. The subscripts,
f and d, stand for freestream and ducted, respectively. Thus, ignoring differences in induced velocity as
the pitch angle change, we are able to estimate the pitch necessary so that the blades sections operate
at the same angle of attack. The velocities used are the blade plane velocity under extraction for the
optimum freestream case, and the ducted case nearest the design point. Therefore, the induced velocity
proﬁle for the ducted turbine was calculated based on the 42.5◦ root pitch case. The method could be
reﬁned by using the CFD to determine the induced velocity near the leading edge of the blade and
therefore better determine the optimal pitch.
φ(r ) f − tan−1 (

u f (r )
u (r )
) = φ(r )d − tan−1 ( d ).
ωf r
ωd r
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The modiﬁed blade with designed twist is much more heavily twisted than the original blade.
The blade twist is nearly 30◦ , compared to the original freestream blade which had 15◦ of twist. The left
plot of Figure A4 shows the pitch distribution for the blade with design twist at different root pitches.
The right plot of Figure A4 below shows the pitch distribution for each of the blades tested. The optimal
pitch for the blade with designed twist was 50◦ , but the optimal pitch for the blade with the original
twist was 42.5◦ . When the right plot of Figure A4 is examined, this result makes sense since the pitch
is similar to the original twist blade with a 50◦ pitch near the hub, but has nearly the same pitch as the
original twist blade with a 35◦ root pitch at the tip. Therefore, the blade with original twist at 42.5◦ is
much ﬂatter, but somewhat averages the pitch distribution of the more optimal twist proﬁle.

(a)

(b)

Figure A4. Pitch distribution for the original blade at different root pitch angles and for the design
twist blade at different root pitch angles. (a) Design twist; (b) all blades.
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Abstract: A computational methodology for the hydrodynamic analysis of horizontal axis marine
current turbines is presented. The approach is based on a boundary integral equation method for
inviscid ﬂows originally developed for marine propellers and adapted here to describe the ﬂow
features that characterize hydrokinetic turbines. For this purpose, semi-analytical trailing wake and
viscous ﬂow correction models are introduced. A validation study is performed by comparing
hydrodynamic performance predictions with two experimental test cases and with results from other
numerical models in the literature. The capability of the proposed methodology to correctly describe
turbine thrust and power over a wide range of operating conditions is discussed. Viscosity effects
associated to blade ﬂow separation and stall are taken into account and predicted thrust and power
are comparable with results of blade element methods that are largely used in the design of marine
current turbines. The accuracy of numerical predictions tends to reduce in cases where turbine blades
operate in off-design conditions.
Keywords: marine current turbine; hydrodynamics; boundary element methods; trailing wake
models; viscous ﬂow correction

1. Introduction
Marine or hydrokinetic turbines for the production of renewable energy from tidal and ocean
currents is a rapidly growing technology. Large scale installations mainly consist of horizontal axis
turbines installed on structures ﬁxed to the seabed or supported by ﬂoating platforms.
The relatively fast maturation of hydrokinetic turbine technology as compared to other ocean
energy harvesting systems is partly due to experience gained over the last decades in the wind energy
sector. In most cases the shape of marine turbine blades resembles wind rotor blades except for the
aspect ratio that is substantially smaller to resist hydrodynamic loads in water. It is thus not surprising
that Blade Element Momentum methods (simply, BEM) originally developed for wind turbines are
extensively used for analysis and design of tidal and ocean current turbines, see e.g., [1]. BEM provides
fast and reliable estimates of turbine performance if suitable tuning is applied to overcome important
methodology weaknesses [2,3]. Speciﬁcally, blade loading is derived by prescribed lift and drag
properties of two-dimensional proﬁles and semi-empirical three-dimensional ﬂow corrections are
necessary to account for blade tip effects, blade/hub interaction, number of blades.
In contrast to this, the hydrodynamic design of marine propellers is typically based on boundary
element or panel methods that, under inviscid-ﬂow assumptions, provide a consistent representation
of the three-dimensional ﬂow around rotors in steady or unsteady ﬂow. To avoid confusion with
blade element (momentum) methods, the terminology Boundary Integral Equation Method (BIEM)
is used here. In spite of that, only few examples of applications of BIEMs to hydrokinetic turbines
exist, see e.g., Young et al. [4], He et al. [5]. Results in the literature highlight the difﬁculty of boundary
element methods to correctly describe the hydrodynamic performance of turbines designed to extract
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energy from an onset ﬂow. A major difﬁculty is that turbine blades frequently operate at high angle
of attack and viscosity induced separation and stall signiﬁcantly affect generated thrust and power.
Baltazar and Falcão de Campos [6,7] address the problem by proposing models to correct inviscid-ﬂow
predictions by a BIEM for three-dimensional steady ﬂows. The lift force contribution evaluated at
each blade section by BIEM is corrected by comparing viscous and inviscid ﬂow lift coefﬁcients of
two-dimensional proﬁles representatives of blade sections, while blade section drag is taken from
two-dimensional polar curves. The Kutta-Joukowski law is used to determine the incoming velocity to
blade sections, and the viscous ﬂow code X-Foil is used to determine polar curves. The methodology
includes an iterative wake alignment model to adjust wake pitch to the local ﬂow, while radial
expansion is not modelled.
The problem is tackled in the present work by revisiting the approach in [6] and developing
original viscous ﬂow and trailing wake models that are integrated into a BIEM originally developed
for marine propellers, see e.g., Salvatore et al. [8,9] and Pereira et al. [10]. In the proposed methodology,
the trailing wake geometry is determined by a semi-analytical model with wake pitch alignment
consistent with turbine-induced velocity perturbation calculated by BIEM and an experimental-based
deﬁnition of the expansion rate of the streamtube downstream of the rotor plane. Next, a viscous
ﬂow correction is determined by comparing distributions of blade loads by BIEM and lift and drag
properties of representative blade sections under viscous ﬂow conditions obtained from available
experimental data or from numerical predictions by two-dimensional viscous ﬂow solvers. Turbine
wake-induced velocity by BIEM is used to determine the effective inﬂow to blade sections.
The resulting methodology with Viscous-Flow Correction (VFC) is referred to here as BIEM-VFC.
A validation study for the proposed computational model is addressed by considering two
case studies taken from the literature with experimental results for three-bladed model turbines.
Speciﬁcally, Gaurier et al. [11] present results from the ﬁrst round-robin test on tidal turbines carried
out in the framework of the EU-FP7 MaRINET Project [12], with turbine performance measurements
from two towing tanks (Strathclyde University and CNR-INSEAN) and two ﬂume tanks (IFREMER
and CNR-INSEAN). Next, Bahaj et al. [13] present a detailed characterization of marine current turbine
performance by considering the effects of blade pitch variations. For this case study, BIEM-VFC is also
compared with other numerical models based on BEM and BIEM. Results of the comparative analyis
provide a clear overview of the accuracy of the proposed BIEM-VFC methodology and its range of
applicability as a marine current turbine analysis and design tool.
The paper is organised as follows. The theoretical and computational BIEM-VFC methodology
is outlined in Section 2, with details of viscous ﬂow and trailing wake models. The validation study
is addressed in Sections 3–5, while strenghts and weaknesses of the methodology are discussed
in Section 6.
2. Theoretical Model
The computational model proposed here for the hydrodynamic analysis of marine current
turbines is based on a Boundary Integral Equation Method (BIEM) that is valid under inviscid ﬂow
assumptions. The methodology has been originally developed at CNR-INSEAN to study marine
propulsors, see e.g., Salvatore et al. [8,9], and Pereira et al. [10].
The extension of the methodology to analyse marine turbine ﬂows requires the introduction of
suitable models to describe trailing vorticity dynamics and to correct blade loads when turbine blades
undergo ﬂow separation and stall. In this section, the original BIEM is brieﬂy reviewed and models
speciﬁcally developed for turbine trailing vorticity and viscosity effects are described in detail.
Assuming the onset ﬂow is incompressible and inviscid, the perturbation velocity v induced by the
turbine may be described by a scalar potential as v = ∇ ϕ, and general mass and momentum equations
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are dramatically simpliﬁed. Mass conservation yields the Laplace equation for the perturbation velocity
potential, ∇2 ϕ = 0, while the momentum equation reduces to the Bernoulli equation for pressure p
∂ϕ
1
p
1
p
+ ∇ ϕ + v I 2 +
+ gz0 = v I 2 + 0 ,
∂t
2
ρ
2
ρ

(1)

where p0 is the free-stream reference pressure, v I = w + Ω × x is the inﬂow velocity as seen from an
observer ﬁxed with blades rotating at angular velocity Ω while w is the onset ﬂow velocity. In case of
uniform inﬂow aligned to turbine axis x, one has Ω = Ωe x , w = Ve x with e x unit vector along x, see
Figure 1. Finally, gz0 is the hydrostatic head term referred to a reference vertical position z = 0.

Figure 1. Sketch of the frame of reference associated to the solid boundary describing an isolated
turbine and the surface of trailing wake shed by one blade.

The Laplace equation for ϕ is solved via a boundary integral formulation where problem
unknowns are distributed on the body surface SB and on the trailing wake surface SW . According to
potential ﬂow theory for lifting bodies, the trailing wake denotes a zero-thickness layer where
vorticity generated by lifting surfaces is shed into the downstream ﬂow. Through a classical derivation
(see, e.g., Morino [14]) the following boundary integral representation for ϕ at an arbitrary ﬁeld point
x is obtained

4 

∂G
∂G
∂ϕ
G−ϕ
dS(y) −
dS(y).
Δϕ
(2)
E(x) ϕ(x) =
∂n
∂n
∂n
SB
SW
Dealing with isolated turbines modelling by BIEM, a typical schematization is to represent the
device as an assembly of blades attached to a nacelle of ﬁnite length immersed in an unbounded ﬂow,
as sketched in Figure 1. As a consequence, SB denotes the solid surface combining blades and nacelle.
Vector n is the unit normal to body and wake surfaces, pointing outward on solid boundaries and from
pressure to suction sides at blade trailing edges to deﬁne the orientation on the wake. The symbol Δ
in Equation (2) is used to denote discontinuity of velocity potential across the trailing wake surface
deﬁned according to the convention used for the unit normal to SW , whereas E(x) is a function
that makes the same equation to be valid for points x on the body surface (E = 1/2) or inside the
ﬂuid domain, E = 1. Moreover, quantities G, ∂G/∂n are unit source and dipoles in the unbounded
three-dimensional space and depend only from the mutual position between the collocation point
x and the inﬂuencing point y on the boundary surfaces. A distinguishing feature of the present
formulation is that analytical expressions are used to evaluate the exact contributions of source and
dipole terms on hyperboloidal quadrilateral surface elements, see [14] for details.
Boundary conditions for the velocity potential are imposed at inﬁnity (vanishing perturbation
ϕ), on solid surfaces (impermeability, ∂ ϕ/∂n = −v I · n) and on the trailing wake, where convection
of vorticity generated on blades is imposed and a Kutta-Morino condition is used to impose identity
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between velocity potential difference at blade trailing edge pressure and suction sides and Δϕ on
the wake.
Equation (2) with E = 1/2 and related boundary conditions represents a boundary integral
equation whose solution determines ϕ on the body surface. By discretizing boundaries SB and SW into
surface panels, and enforcing Equation (2) at centroids of body panels, a linear set of algebraic equations
is obtained. The wake surface SW can be determined as a part of the solution by a wake-alignment
iterative procedure, as described in [15]. A faster and more robust approach is used in the present
study as described in Section 2.1 below.
Once Equation (2) is numerically solved, the velocity potential and its gradient are known on the
body surface and pressure can be evaluated using the Bernoulli Equation (1). Hydrodynamic loads
generated by the turbine are then obtained by integrating pressure and tangential stress τ over the
blades surface. In particular, the force contribution of a blade element of radial extension dr and chord
c can be written as
df(r ) = df p (r ) + dfτ (r ) = (− p n + τ t) dS ,

(3)

where dS = c dr, t is the unit vector tangent to the surface and aligned to the local ﬂow and
quantities f p , fτ denote, respectively, contributions by normal (pressure) and tangential (friction)
stress. Integrating elementary forces on all blades, turbine thrust T and torque Q follow
T=


SB

f · e x dS ,

Q=


SB

(x × f) · e x dS .

(4)

Surface stress τ is not part of the inviscid-ﬂow solution and could be evaluated by a coupled
viscous/inviscid model in which BIEM is combined with a boundary-layer model, as described
in Salvatore et al. [8]. A simpliﬁed approach popular in marine propeller models consists of estimating
quantity τ from formulas valid for attached laminar and turbulent ﬂow over a ﬂat plate, see e.g., [16]

√
CF = 1.328/ Rer

( Rer < 105 )

CF = 0.075/ (log10 ( Rer ) − 2)2

(5)

( Rer ≥ 105 )

where CF = τ/ 21 ρVI2 (r ) is the friction coefﬁcient, and
Rer = c(r )VI (r )/ν = c(r )

(

V 2 + (Ωr )2 /ν,

(6)

deﬁnes the Reynolds number characterizing the ﬂow around the blade section at radius r, where ν is
the water kinematic viscosity.
The accuracy of this approximated viscosity correction to hydrodynamic loads by BIEM is typically
limited to attached ﬂows on blade sections at low angle of attack. The VFC approach proposed here
aims at coping with a wider range of conditions including ﬂow separation and stall, as outlined in
Section 2.2.
2.1. Trailing Wake Model
In the present study, a semi-analytical model is used to determine the wake surface SW in
Equation (2). The wake is deﬁned as a generalised helicoidal surface with distributions of axial pitch
and radial expansion of the streamtube downstream of the rotor that are consistent with the operating
mode of hydrokinetic turbines.
For the axial pitch, two regions are considered: the tip-vortex region and the blade wake extending
spanwise between vortices released at blade root and tip. In the blade wake, trailing vortices are
convected downstream with velocity given as the average of the onset ﬂow speed and of the velocity
perturbation induced by the wake itself, vw . A boundary integral representation of vw is obtained by
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taking the gradient of the velocity potential Equation (2). Here, an approximated representation of this
velocity ﬁeld across the ﬂuid region of interest is obtained by using BIEM to evaluate vw at the rotor
plane and imposing a linear variation downstream to match a given farﬁeld distribution.
Then, the axial component of the wake-induced velocity, v x,w = vw · e x , may be written as
v x,w = (1 − ξ x )

∂ ϕ̃
| + ξ x v x,w | FF ,
∂x RP

(7)

where ξ x is a normalised abscissa with ξ x = 0 at rotor trailing edge and ξ x = 1 at the downstream
end of the discretised wake surface. Consistent with Betz theory [17], the axial induced velocity in the
farﬁeld v x,w | FF is twice the intensity at the rotor plane. Symbol (˜) denotes the wake-induced velocity
potential obtained from the gradient of the wake contribution in Equation (2), while subscript RP
refers to the rotor plane axial position.
In the tip-vortex region, Okulov and Sørensen [18] describe a trailing vortex shedding model
with axial velocity given as the average between velocity in the blade wake, Equation (7), and the
unperturbed axial velocity V outside the streamtube. Thus, denoting by φw,0 the hydrodynamic pitch
associated to the unperturbed ﬂow, one obtains the following expressions for the wake pitch φw

φw,bla ( x, r ) =

1+

v x,w ( x, r )
V


φw,tip ( x ) =

φw,0 ;

1
( x, r̂ ) + φw,0 ) ,
(φ
2 w,bla

(8)

φw ( x, r ) = ξ r φw,tip ( x ) + (1 − ξ r )φw,bla ( x, r ),
where pedices bla and tip denote, respectively, blade wake and tip vortex, and ξ r is a radial weight
function (in the present analysis, ξ r = (r/R)3 has been used, where R is the turbine radius). In the
evaluation of φw,tip , the blade wake pitch φw,bla is evaluated at a representative radial station r̂.
Next, the radial expansion of the wake streamtube downstream of the rotor plane is determined as


r = R + r0 1 − e−ξ x /C2 ,

(9)

where constants r0 , C2 are derived from experimental data describing the wake evolution of
hydrokinetic turbines over a range of operating conditions. In the present study, two datasets are
considered: Micek et al. [19] with wake ﬂow measurements up to 10 diameters downstream of a
three-bladed turbine with 3% onset ﬂow turbulence, and Del Frate et al. [20] ﬁtting measurements
in the axial range 0√< x/D < 0.8 and the limit at inﬁnite distance downstream of the rotor from
Betz theory, r/D = 2/2. Results extracted from the two datasets and the analytical expansion law
from Equation (9) with r0 = 0.35, C2 = 2 are illustrated in Figure 2. It should be noted that at large
axial distance from the rotor, the proposed law determines an expansion rate that is intermediate
between idealised conditions from the Betz theory and real conditions affected by non negligible
background turbulence.
Combining Equations (7) to (9), the generalised helicoidal surface deﬁning the trailing wake SW
is obtained. In fact, the evaluation of the velocity potential ϕ̃ in Equation (7) depends on the deﬁnition
of surface SW in Equation (2) and hence an iterative procedure is required. In the numerical analysis
addressed in the present work, it has been found that the iteration converges after few steps.
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Figure 2. Streamtube radius downstream of rotor plane from Equation (9) and comparative data
from experiments.

2.2. Viscous-Flow Correction Model
Assumptions of inviscid, irrotational ﬂow underlying BIEM yield that turbine hydrodynamics
is studied by fast numerical solutions of a linear problem with unknowns distributed only on the
solid surface of the turbine. Unfortunately, turbine performance is dramatically affected by blade
ﬂow separation and stall and hence neglecting viscosity effects may result into completely unreliable
predictions of turbine hydrodynamic loads and power output.
A methodology is proposed here to correct blade loads predicted under inviscid-ﬂow assumptions
by a procedure that preserves the reduced computing effort typical of BIEM. The idea is to (i) identify
conditions where blade ﬂow is subject to boundary layer separation and stall and (ii) estimate the
effect of viscosity on blade loads under such conditions. The BIEM model including this viscous ﬂow
correction is hereafter referred to as BIEM-VFC.
For this purpose, sectional loads along blade span evaluated by BIEM are compared to lift and
drag properties of two-dimensional (2D) proﬁles describing blade sections. Equivalence between
operating conditions of three-dimensional rotating blade sections and corresponding 2D proﬁles
is enforced in terms of local Reynolds number Rer (see Section above) and of the effective angle of
attack αe .
Quantity αe deﬁnes the angle of attack where wake-induced velocity contributions are accounted
for to evaluate the total velocity incoming to blade sections. A graphical deﬁnition of αe is given
in Figure 3, where inﬂow velocity components and hydrodynamic force components for a turbine
blade section at radius r are sketched. Axial and tangential induced velocity components, respectively
Δui and Δvi , represent three-dimensional ﬂow effects induced by trailing vortices shed by blades.
These quantitites are zero in case of 2D ﬂow around a lifting surface of inﬁnite span and the effective
and nominal angle of attack α coincide.
Lift and drag properties representative of blade section shape and operating conditions (αe , Rer )
are deduced from 2D foil polar curves, as sketched in Figure 4. Flow separation occurs when the lift
curve departs from linear dependence with incidence α (points labelled as SE+, SE-), while stall occurs
when lift drops as α increases in absolute value and drag rises abruptly (point ST).
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Figure 3. Inﬂow velocity components and hydrodynamic force components on turbine blade section at
radius r.

Figure 4. Notional lift and drag curves of a two-dimensional proﬁle: viscous ﬂow and inviscid ﬂow
conditions with ﬂat plate drag correction compared.

Inviscid-ﬂow solutions by BIEM determine blade sectional loads that are consistent with linear
relationship between lift and angle of attack and, using the ﬂat-plate analogy in Equation (5) with
minimum drag reﬂecting attached ﬂow conditions (curves in red in Figure 4). The comparison between
sectional lift and drag properties motivates the following deﬁnition of factors to correct sectional loads
by BIEM to represent both attached and separated ﬂow conditions:
inv

KD (αe , Rer ) = dD2D /dD2D

(10)

inv

K L (αe , Rer ) = dL2D /dL2D
inv

inv

where D2D and L2D are, respectively, drag and lift per unit length determined under inviscid 2D ﬂow
conditions (i.e., by a 2D BIEM) at angle of attack αe , while D2D and L2D are proﬁle drag and lift under
2D viscous ﬂow conditions.
Once quantities KD , K L are known, blade loads correction is obtained through the following
procedure. From the BIEM solution, sectional contributions to axial force d f x and tangential force d f t
are determined from Equation (3). Next, wake-induced velocity along blade span is determined by
taking the gradient of Equation (2) (with E = 1), and the radial distribution of the effective angle of
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attack αe (r ) is evaluated. Radial distributions of sectional drag and lift dD, dL follow by projecting
force in direction normal and tangent to the effective inﬂow, as sketched in Figure 3, where Φ is the
angular pitch of the blade section at radius r.
Separating pressure-induced and friction-induced contributions to force df as deﬁned in
Equation (3), lift and drag contributions are also split into pressure-induced and friction-induced
terms. Correction factors from Equation (10), yield
d L̂ p = K L dL p ,

d D̂ p = K2L dD p

d L̂τ = KD dLτ ,

d D̂τ = KD dDτ

(11)

where symbol (ˆ) labels viscous-ﬂow corrected quantities. While corrections for pressure-induced
lift L p and friction-induced drag Dτ are obvious, the assumption made here is that correction factor
for drag KD can be used to account for ﬂow separation and stall effects on friction-induced lift Lτ .
Pressure-induced drag D p correction by K2L stems from the approximated relationship between induced
drag and lift that is broadly valid for lifting surfaces. Numerical studies prove that contributions from
diagonal terms Lτ and D p are very small as compared to, respectively, contributions Dτ , L p .
Converting lift and drag back to respective axial and tangential load components yields quantity
d fˆx that integrated along blade span returns corrected blade axial force, while quantity dQ̂ = d fˆt r
returns corrected blade torque. Summing over all blades, turbine corrected thrust T̂ and torque Q̂ are
obtained (formally, Equation (4) with f replaced by f̂).
A full exploitation of the viscosity correction model described above implies that an iterative
procedure is enforced to make the potential ﬂow solution consistent with the modiﬁed loading on
blades. No iteration has been considered in the present analysis and the subject is brieﬂy address later
in Section 6.
3. Case Studies for Validation of Computational Model
Numerical applications of the proposed computational model are discussed by considering two
case studies taken from the literature. Both cases address three-bladed model turbines designed for
research activity.
For a turbine with radius R, swept area A = πR2 , rotating at angular speed Ω = 2πn in a current
with nominal freestream velocity V, the Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) is deﬁned as
TSR = ΩR/V.

(12)

Turbine performance is described through thrust, torque and power coefﬁcients, respectively
CT , CQ , CP , deﬁned as
CT =

T
1
2
2 ρAV

,

CQ =

Q
1
2
2 ρAV R

,

CP =

ΩQ
1
3
2 ρAV

= CQ × TSR

where P = Ω Q is the power generated by the turbine.
3.1. Fixed Pitch Turbine
Gaurier et al. [11] describe a 700 mm diameter, ﬁxed-pitch model turbine developed at IFREMER,
France. The model has been the subject of the ﬁrst round-robin test on tidal turbines carried out in
the framework of the EU-FP7 MaRINET Project [12], with turbine performance measurements from
two towing tanks (Strathclyde University and CNR-INSEAN) and two ﬂume tanks (IFREMER and
CNR-INSEAN). Turbine performance curves measured at inﬂow speed between 0.6 and 1.2 m/s
are presented as mean values and standard deviations.
Main turbine geometry parameters are summarized in Table 1. A full description is given in [11].
This testcase is referred to here as the IFREMER-FP turbine.
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Table 1. IFREMER-FP turbine main geometry parameters.
Rotor diameter, D
Blades number, Z
Pitch angle at 70% span, Φ
Thickness ratio, 75% span, t/c
Hub/rotor diameter ratio
Blade section proﬁle

700 [mm]
3
7.3 [deg]
0.21
0.131
NACA 63-4xx

3.2. Variable Pitch Turbine
Bahaj et al. [13] investigate a 800 mm diameter, variable-pitch model turbine developed at
the University of Southampton (U.K.). This model was analysed by extensive towing tank and
cavitation tunnel tests. Experimental data provide turbine performance at different blade pitch
settings, with blades rotated about the spanwise axis over a range of 15 degrees, from Φ = 15◦ to 30◦ ,
while Φ = 20◦ is taken as the design condition. This pitch deﬁnition refers to the nose-tail angle of the
blade at radius r/R = 0.2. Turbine performance curves are available for inﬂow speed between 0.8 and
2.0 m/s (cavitation tunnel tests) and between 0.8 and 1.5 m/s (towing tank tests).
Main turbine geometry parameters are summarized in Table 2, while a complete description can
be found in [13]. This testcase is referred to here as the UoS-VP turbine.
Table 2. UoS-VP turbine geometry parameters.
Rotor diameter, D
Blades number, Z
Pitch angle at 20% span, Φ
Thickn. ratio, 75% span, t/c
Hub/rotor diameter ratio
Blade section proﬁle

800 [mm]
3
15, 20, 25, 27, 30 [deg]
0.151
0.125
NACA 63-8xx

4. Fixed Pitch Turbine Study
The IFREMER-FP turbine performance is analysed with reference to experimental conditions
corresponding to the highest inﬂow speed, V = 1.2 m/s. This choice is motivated to avoid a too small
Reynolds number characterizing the blade ﬂow. The tip speed ratio is varied between zero and 8.
Comparing with the physical model in [11], it may be noted that the stanchion supporting the turbine
is not considered in numerical simulations. Similarly, the nacelle portion downstream of the turbine
hub is not present in the computational model, see Figure 5.

Figure 5. IFREMER-FP turbine. Computational grid used for calculations by BIEM.
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Blade and hub surface discretization parameters are determined as the result of a grid sensitivity
study. Each blade is discretized into MB elements chordwise from leading edge to trailing edge
and NB elements spanwise. Four blade grid levels with MB = 24, 36, 48, 60 and NB = 20, 30, 40, 50
are considered. Hub and wake surface discretizations are built according to blade grid reﬁnement
level. Figure 6 presents inviscid-ﬂow thrust and torque predicted by BIEM using the four grids.
Three representative TSR values are considered. The torque coefﬁcient evaluated by including the
viscous ﬂow correction is also presented to highlight that the VFC model has no effect on the sensitivity
of results to grid reﬁnement. From these results it is concluded that a discretization with MB = 36,
NB = 30 is adequate to minimise the effect of further grid reﬁnement on results. In this case, the hub
surface is divided into 42 and 54 elements, respectively, in circumferential and longitudinal directions,
and the wake is discretized into 36 elements along radius and 60 elements streamwise per revolution.
The wake portion considered in the numerical solution of Equation (2) extends for 10 revolutions.

Figure 6. IFREMER-FP turbine. Calculated thrust and torque coefﬁcients as a function of discretization
parameter MB . Left and center: thrust and torque by non-corrected BIEM; right: torque by BIEM-VFC.

The trailing wake model described in Section 2.1 is used to determine the turbine wake surface.
Figure 7 maps the intensity of wake-induced axial velocity evaluated by BIEM at axial locations
corresponding to rotor blade trailing edge and at different radial positions over a range of operating
conditions identiﬁed by the parameter TSR .

Figure 7. IFREMER-FP turbine. Calculated axial induced velocity distribution at rotor plane.
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The resulting surfaces for three representative values of TSR are shown in Figure 8. The effect
of TSR on wake pitch is clear: trailing vortices are rapidly shed away from the rotor at low TSR ,
while wake spirals pack-up close to the rotor as TSR increases. In all cases, wake pitch increases from
inner radii to the tip vortex.

Figure 8. IFREMER-FP turbine. Trailing wake geometry of BIEM model at different operating
conditions: TSR = 2 (top left), TSR = 3 (top right), TSR = 6 (bottom).

Viscous ﬂow effects on blade loads are determined by applying the VFC model described in
Section 2.2. The evaluation of correction factors in Equation (11) requires that blade section lift and
drag properties are known. For this purpose, the inviscid-ﬂow BIEM solution is used to estimate the
local Reynolds number Rer from Equation (6), and the effective angle of attack αe in Figure 3, at all
blade sections for the TSR range from zero to 8 considered in model tests. Results in left Figure 9 show
that the local Reynolds number varies between 1 × 105 and 3.5 × 105 over most of the TSR range of
interest. Right Figure 9 depicts a positive effective angle of attack αe that increases from values close to
zero for the highest TSR to 20–25 degrees for TSR between 1 and 2. At given TSR , both Reynolds and
angle of attack present limited variations over a wide blade portion between 30% and 90% of span.
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Figure 9. IFREMER-FP turbine. Reynolds number Rer (left) and effective angle of attack αe (right) as a
function of radius r and of TSR .

Experimental data of lift and drag curves of NACA 63-4xx proﬁles are available in the literature
only at Reynolds number of 106 and higher, which is outside the range of interest in the present
analysis as shown above. Lack of experimental data is overcome here by using numerical predictions
of polar curves by the X-Foil code [21]. This solver integrates a BIEM for two-dimensional, steady ﬂow
with the solution of boundary layer equations in integral form and is largely used in combination
with blade element (momentum) methods. The NACA 63-421 proﬁle corresponding to 21% thick
blade sections at 70% of span is taken as representative of all blade sections. At angle of attack
beyond stall, X-Foil predictions are not reliable and polar curves are completed by the following
extrapolation procedure. At very high incidence angles (here, α ≥ 30◦ ), lift and drag values are taken
from experimental data for the NACA 0015 proﬁle by Sheldahl and Klimas [22]. The assumption is
that for very high angles, hydrodynamic loads are weakly sensitive to Reynolds number and to proﬁle
shape details. A polynomial ﬁt is used to merge NACA 63-421 data from X-Foil and high angle of
attack NACA 0015 data at angle of attack between stall and 30 degrees.
Lift and drag curves calculated by X-Foil are presented in Figure 10. In particular, results for
5 values of Reynolds number are considered in order to adequately describe lift and drag properties
over the Rer range of interest (Figure 9 Left). Lift and drag curves from experimental data at Re = 3E6
in [23] are also given for comparison.

Figure 10. NACA 63-421 2D foil: lift (left) and drag (right) coefﬁcients calculated by X-Foil and from
experiments [23].
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Figure 11 maps correction factors KD , K L along blade span and over the TSR range of interest.
Values close to one denote conditions where blade ﬂow is attached or weakly separated and no
correction of sectional loads by BIEM is needed. This occurs at TSR  2.5 and higher, which corresponds
to effective angle of attack below 10–12 degrees, as shown in Figure 9. At lower TSR , the effective angle
of attack increases up to stall, as apparent from polar curves in Figure 10. As expected, the lift factor
K L drops below 1, while the drag factor KD rapidly grows, to simulate, respectively, stall-induced lift
loss and drag rise.
Predicted turbine thrust, torque and power curves are presented in Figure 12 and compared with
experimental data at V = 1.2 m/s from three facilities involved in the round-robin test: CNR-INSEAN
towing tank (INSEAN), IFREMER ﬂume tank (IFREMER) and Kelvin Hydrodynamics Laboratory at
University of Strathclyde (KHL). Results from the fourth facility participating to the round robin test,
CNR-INSEAN ﬂume tank, are omitted here since they fall within the range given by those considered
in plots. For the sake of precision, measured thrust and power coefﬁcients only are presented in [11].
Here, also the torque coefﬁcient is considered because this quantity provides a direct indication of the
accuracy of blade tangential forces evaluated by the numerical model.

Figure 11. IFREMER-FP turbine. Correction factors for radial contributions to lift (left) and drag (right)
as a function of radius r and of TSR .

It is important to observe that present experimental and numerical results use different deﬁnitions
of thrust and torque. Numerical thrust and torque are determined by integrating hydrodynamic loads
on blade surfaces, while in the experimental set-up, turbine torque denotes the axial moment measured
by a torque sensor placed between the rotating hub and the ﬁxed nacelle. Assuming the contribution
to torque of the rotating hub is negligible, numerical and experimental data are consistent. Both
numerical and experimental power are evaluated from the hydrodynamic torque Q as P = 2πnQ.
Less direct is the comparison between numerical and measured thrust. Turbine thrust reported
in [11] denotes the axial force at the top of the mast supporting the turbine. This quantity combines
blades thrust with a non negligible resistance contribution DHDM from hub, nacelle and the mast
piercing the free surface. Tests performed at IFREMER of a dummy IFREMER-FP rotor with no blades
determined DHDM = 16.89N at V = 0.8 m/s (not reported in [11]). For the sake of completeness,
top left Figure 12 also presents measured axial force with the DHDM contribution subtracted. This result
is referred to as ’Exp IFREMER Corr.’.
Numerical results in Figure 12 include both BIEM without viscosity correction and corrected
values by Equation (11) (label BIEM-VFC). As expected from the discussion above, viscosity effects are
negligible at TSR = 5 and higher, while small differences between standard BIEM (that is, with non
viscous ﬂow corrections) and BIEM-VFC predictions are noted for 3 < TSR < 5. In this range, numerical
and experimental results for torque and power are in good agreement, while thrust is underestimated
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in numerical results. The reason for this difference in thrust is not clear and could be related to hub,
nacelle and mast resistance contributions that are only approximately subtracted from axial force
measurements.
At TSR lower than 3, massive ﬂow separation and stall determine a dramatic reduction of thrust,
torque and power that is missed in standard BIEM results, while BIEM-VFC results capture the correct
trend. In particular, measured peak values of CQ and CP are matched at the correct TSR values. At very
low TSR , where deep stall conditions occur on blades, the BIEM-VFC model overpredicts both torque
and power, but the viscous ﬂow correction allows to recover most of the error affecting inviscid-ﬂow
predictions by non-corrected BIEM.

Figure 12. IFREMER-FP turbine performance predictions by BIEM and BIEM-VFC compared to
experimental data in [11]: thrust (top left); torque (top right) and power (bottom) coefﬁcients.

Figures 13 and 14 address blade pressure distributions evaluated by BIEM. Speciﬁcally, the pressure
coefﬁcient is deﬁned as
Cp =

p − p0
,
1
2
2 ρVI

(13)

where the pressure p is evaluated by BIEM and VI (r ) = [V 2 + (Ωr )2 ]1/2 is the velocity of the ﬂow
incoming to the blade section at radius r. Recalling that the VFC model applies only to global loads and
not to the pressure distribution, calculated C p is representative only in the TSR range where viscosity
correction is not signiﬁcant. For the present case, this approximately holds for TSR > 3. Figure 13
depicts pressure distributions on blades pressure and suction sides at TSR = 3.3 (peak power condition,
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see Figure 12). The effect of TSR on blade pressure distribution is illustrated in Figure 14, where C p
along the blade section at r/R = 0.7 for four values of TSR is plotted. As expected, the pressure jump
between pressure and suction sides tends to reduce as TSR is increased from the peak power condition.

Figure 13. IFREMER-FP turbine. Pressure distribution evaluated by inviscid-ﬂow BIEM, TSR = 3.3
(peak power condition). Left: pressure side; right: suction side.

Figure 14. IFREMER-FP turbine. Pressure distribution evaluated by inviscid-ﬂow BIEM at radial
section at 70% of blade span. From top left to bottom right: TSR = 3.3, 5, 6, 7.4.

5. Variable Pitch Turbine Study
The variable-pitch UoS-VP turbine described in Bahaj et al. [13] represents a valuable benchmark
to investigate the capability of a computational model to capture the effect of blade pitch variations on
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turbine loads and in particular to correctly describe performance in off-design conditions. As for the
ﬁxed-pitch IFREMER-FP turbine discussed above, a simpliﬁed three-dimensional model is used in
which the aft portion of the nacelle and the supporting stanchion are omitted. Another difference exists
at blade root where NACA 63-8xx sections are used in the computational model, while the physical
model presents cylindrical sections to actuate pitch variations. Figure 15 shows the computational grid
built for BIEM calculations. Discretization parameters are similar to the IFREMER-FP case.

Figure 15. UoS-VP turbine. Three-dimensional model and computational grid for BIEM analysis. Left:
front view; right: details of hub and blade roots.

Figure 16 depicts the intensity of wake-induced velocity v x,w from Equation (7) evaluated by BIEM
at axial locations corresponding to rotor blade trailing edge and 70% of blade span. Different blade
pitch settings and a range of operating conditions corresponding to model tests are plotted. For a given
value of TSR the intensity of the induced velocity increases with the blade pitch setting. It should be
noted that for the lowest pitch angle case the calculated value of the normalised induced velocity tends
to exceed the theoretical limit Δui /V = 0.5 at the rotor plane given by the Betz theory.
The resulting trailing wake surfaces for the design condition Φ = 20◦ and for three representative
values of TSR are shown in Figure 17.

Figure 16. UoS-VP turbine. Axial induced velocity distribution at axial position corresponding to blade
trailing edge and 70% of blade span. Different pitch settings Φ compared.

Turbine operating conditions considered in the present analysis refer to selected cavitation tunnel
test conditions from [13] as summarized in Table 3.
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Recalling Equation (6), Reynolds number Rer characterizing blade section ﬂow at radius r depends
on the inﬂow velocity V. Figure 18 maps its distribution as a function of radius and TSR for pitch
setting Φ = 20◦ , while Figure 19 compares Rer at 70% of blade span for the highest and lowest inﬂow
speed cases from Table 3. Results indicate that Rer approximately varies between 1 × 105 and 3.5 × 105
over most of the operating range of interest here.

Figure 17. UoS-VP turbine. Wake geometry of BIEM model at different operating conditions. From
left to right, TSR = 3, 6, 9. Design pitch setting, Φ = 20◦ .
Table 3. UoS-VP turbine. Inﬂow speed conditions.
Blade pitch setting, Φ [deg]
Inﬂow speed, V [m/s]

15
1.40

20
1.73

25
1.54

27
1.30

30
1.54

Figure 18. UoS-VP turbine. Reynolds number Rer as a function of radius r and of turbine operating
condition (TSR ).
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Figure 19. UoS-VP turbine. Reynolds number Rer at radius r/R = 0.7 for pitch settings corresponding
to the highest inﬂow speed (V = 1.73 m/s, Φ = 20◦ ), and for the lowest inﬂow speed (V = 1.3 m/s,
Φ = 27◦ ).

The effective angle of attack αe evaluated by standard BIEM is presented in Figure 20. Speciﬁcally,
αe distributions along blade span at variable TSR are presented for design pitch setting, Φ = 20◦ ,
and Figure 21 presents the variability of this quantity at different pitch settings at 70% of blade span.
Case Φ = 20◦ shows blade sections mostly operating in the range −5◦ < αe < 25◦ with higher values
only at TSR < 2. As expected, larger pitch angles determine lower αe values.

Figure 20. UoS-VP turbine. Effective angle of attack αe as a function of radius r and of turbine operating
condition (TSR ). Design pitch setting Φ = 20◦ .

Figure 21. UoS-VP turbine. Effective angle of attack αe at radius r/R = 0.7 for different pitch settings
and TSR .
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Reference [24] provides lift and drag curves of the NACA 63-815 foil at Re = 8 × 105 . This 15%
thick foil is taken as representative of UoS-VP turbine sections whose thickness ratio varies from 0.176
at 50% of span to 0.126 at tip. Recalling Figures 18 and 19, Re = 8 × 105 is higher than the range of
interest in the present analysis. In order to obtain lift and drag data in the actual Rer and αe ranges,
the X-Foil code is used and 6 polar curves for 1.5 < Rer < 4.0 · 105 are evaluated. Polar data are
completed at very high angle of attack using NACA 0015 proﬁle data and polynomial interpolation
as described in Section 3.2 for the IFREMER-FP turbine. Resulting lift and drag curves are plotted
in Figure 22 and experimental data from [24] are also shown for comparison. Lift curves show that
stall conditions are predicted by X-Foil at about 10–12 degrees, while experimental data show a more
gradual transition to stall between 8 and 12 degrees. Results for drag are in agreement only at negative
angle of attack, while experimental data present quite larger CD values than X-Foil between 2 and
12 degrees. These discrepancies cannot be explained because of the different Re numbers in the two
datasets. Furthermore, drag measurements also show a large scatter.
Lift and drag properties predicted by X-Foil are used to feed the viscous ﬂow correction model
described in Section 2.2. Contour maps in Figure 23 show K L and KD factors for design pitch setting
Φ = 20◦ , while Figure 24 depicts the variation of these quantities at r/R = 0.7 over the pitch settings
range. In case Φ = 20◦ , viscosity effects on blade section lift and drag are negligible at TSR of
about 3.5–4 and higher, which corresponds to non-separated ﬂow conditions at angle of attack below
8–10 degrees, see Figures 20 and 22. At lower TSR , the lift correction factor K L gradually decreases to
about 0.3 (lift loss under stall) while the drag correction factor KD suddenly increases to values of 30
and more (drag crisis).
Consistent with sectional angle of attack values commented above, pitch settings Φ > 20◦ limit
ﬂow separation and stall effects to very low values of TSR , while in case Φ = 15◦ , most of the
addressed operating range is under the effect of ﬂow separation and stall.

Figure 22. NACA 63-815 2D foil: lift (left) and drag (right) coefﬁcients used for the viscous ﬂow
correction of BIEM.
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Figure 23. UoS-VP turbine. Correction factors for radial contributions to lift (left) and drag (right) as a
function of radius r and of operating condition (TSR ). Pitch setting Φ = 20◦ .

Figure 24. UoS-VP turbine. Lift correction factor KL (top) and drag correction factor KD (bottom) at
radius r/R = 0.7 for different Pitch settings.

Turbine thrust and power predictions by BIEM and by BIEM-VFC using blade section polar data
from X-Foil are compared with model test measurements from [13] in Figures 25 and 26. In general,
it may be noted that standard BIEM predictions of both thrust and power fairly reproduce experimental
data only in the high TSR range for pitch setting cases 20◦ < Φ < 27◦ . For operating conditions
corresponding to peak power TSR and lower values of TSR , standard BIEM results overpredict both
thrust and power, since the effects of blade ﬂow separation and stall are not captured. When the
VFC model is applied to correct BIEM, predicted thrust and power of cases 20◦ < Φ < 27◦ are in
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fair agreement with measured data over a full TSR range. For extreme off-design cases Φ = 15◦
and Φ = 30◦ , large differences between numerical and experimental results are observed even if
the viscous ﬂow correction is applied. In particular, at Φ = 15◦ predicted CT presents an unphysical
trend with increasing TSR . A possible explanation for this result is that under extreme off-design
conditions, blade ﬂow is affected by a complex separated ﬂow phenomenology that is beyond the
limits of the proposed VFC model, and a detailed CFD analysis would be necessary. Unfortunately,
experimental data do not give information at very low TSR where deep-stall conditions are expected.
Large scattering of measured thrust and power is also noted in extreme off-design conditions.

Figure 25. UoS-VP turbine performance predictions by BIEM and BIEM-VFC compared to experimental
data in [13]. Thrust coefﬁcient at pitch settings Φ = 15◦ , 20◦ , 25◦ , 27◦ , 30◦ .
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Figure 26. UoS-VP turbine performance predictions by BIEM and BIEM-VFC compared to experimental
data in [13]. Power coefﬁcient at pitch settings Φ = 15◦ , 20◦ , 25◦ , 27◦ , 30◦ .

The capability of the BIEM-VFC model to correctly describe turbine performance trends at
different pitch settings can be discussed considering results in Figure 27, where four performance
indicators are considered: maximum value of thrust coefﬁcient CTmax , maximum value of power
coefﬁcient CPmax , and corresponding values of TSR where maxima are established (labelled, respectively,
as TSR@CTmax , and TSR@CPmax ). Numerical predictions by BIEM-VFC and polar data from X-Foil (label:
VFC, XFOIL Polar) are compared with polynomial ﬁts of experimental data from cavitation tunnel
tests as presented in Figure 7 of [13] (label: Model tests). Numerical results by BIEM-VFC using
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experimental data for blade section lift and drag taken from measurements in [24] are also presented
(label: VFC, Exp. Polar).
Quantity CTmax by BIEM-VFC and X-Foil and the corresponding TSR values fairly reproduce the
trend observed in experiments over the range 20◦ < Φ < 30◦ . Similar comments can be made for the
maximum power except for case Φ = 30◦ , where predicted CPmax is some 20% lower than measured.
However, ﬁtted experimental data at Φ = 30◦ show a rather inconsistent trend with Φ. At off-design
pitch Φ = 15◦ , BIEM-VFC and X-Foil results match experimental data for CPmax and the corresponding
TSR , while the CTmax prediction is not plotted since numerical results show an unphysical trend with
increasing TSR as already discussed.
Figure 27 allows to compare BIEM-VFC results based on X-Foil predictions of sectional lift
and drag properties with those obtained by considering measured lift and drag in [24]. As already
commented in Figure 22, measured drag is much higher than X-Foil predictions over a signiﬁcant
range of angle of attack. As expected, this results in underestimation of turbine power coefﬁcient,
bottom left Figure 27. Smaller differences between measured and X-Foil lift observed in left Figure 22,
have a negligible effect on predicted turbine thrust coefﬁcient, as shown in top Figure 27.

Figure 27. UoS-VP turbine. Effect of pitch setting Φ: from top to bottom, left to right, CTmax , CPmax and
corresponding TSR values TSR@CTmax , TSR@CPmax .

In order to complete the present validation study, it is also interesting to compare results by the
proposed BIEM-VFC approach with data from the literature obtained using different computational
models. Two cases are considered here: Bahaj et al. [25] present results by two solvers based on
Blade Element Method (BEM) for pitch settings from Φ = 15◦ to 27◦ . Next, Baltazar and Falcão de
Campos [7] present results by BIEM with viscous ﬂow corrections for cases Φ = 20◦ , 25◦ and 27◦ .
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For the sake of clarity, comparisons with BEM and BIEM results from the literature are presented
in different ﬁgures. Thrust and torque coefﬁcient predictions by the present BIEM-VFC model are
compared with results by BEM [25] in Figures 28 and 29. Results by BEM solvers GH-Tidal and
SERG-Tidal show an accuracy with respect to model test results in [13] that is broadly comparable
to what is obtained using the present BIEM-VFC. Predictions by BIEM-VFC and GH-Tidal are closer
to experiments than SERG-Tidal for pitch settings Φ = 20◦ , 25◦ , 27◦ , while the opposite holds for
Φ = 27◦ . This trend is only in part conﬁrmed in Figure 29 where power coefﬁcient results are shown.
While BIEM-VFC and SERG-Tidal show a comparable accuracy for CP at Φ = 20◦ , 25◦ , 27◦ , results by
GH-Tidal overestimate experimental data. It is also noted that off-design case Φ = 15◦ shows similar
results between BEM and the present BIEM-VFC for the thrust coefﬁcient, while power coefﬁcient
results are very different, with BEM models fairly capturing power peak and failing to predict results
at higher TSR .

Figure 28. UoS-VP turbine performance predictions by BIEM-VFC compared to results of BEM models
from [25]: thrust coefﬁcient CT . Pitch settings Φ = 15◦ to 27◦ .

Comparisons between the present BIEM-VFC model and the BIEM with viscous ﬂow correction
proposed in [7] are presented in Figure 30. In general, the agreement of the two numerical models with
experimental data is comparable with some exceptions. Results by the present BIEM-VFC model better
reproduce measured turbine power in case Φ = 20◦ and thrust in case Φ = 25◦ , while results from [7]
better predict thrust in case Φ = 27◦ . In these cases, differences occur throughout the TSR range and
hence they can be explained as a combined effect of different viscosity correction and trailing wake
models in the two formulations.
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Figure 29. UoS-VP turbine performance predictions by BIEM-VFC compared to results of BEM models
from [25]: power coefﬁcient CP . Pitch settings Φ = 15◦ to 27◦ .

Figure 30. Cont.
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Figure 30. UoS-VP turbine performance predictions by BIEM-VFC compared to results from the BIEM
model in [7]: thrust coefﬁcient CT (left); and power coefﬁcient CP (right). Pitch settings Φ = 20◦ to 27◦ .

6. Discussion
The analysis of present results compared to reference data from the literature highlights the
importance of adding a viscous ﬂow correction to standard BIEM results obtained under inviscid-ﬂow
assumptions. Although simple and partially based on semi-empirical corrections, the proposed
BIEM-VFC approach allows to signiﬁcantly improve the reliability of turbine performance predictions
by BIEM over a full range of operating conditions, including design and off-design blade pitch settings.
The main advantage of BIEM modelling compared to blade element momentum methods
routinely used for marine turbines is the possibility to determine a consistent representation of the
three-dimensional ﬂow around rotor blades and hub in steady or unsteady ﬂow. Pressure distributions
on the blade surface can be used as input to predict the occurrence of cavitation and to estimate its
detrimental effects in terms of vibrations, noise, erosion.
Nonetheless, a major weakness of the present BIEM-VFC approach is that viscosity correction
applies only to blade loads and not to the potential ﬂow solution as a whole. In particular, the correction
does not apply to the intensity of the vortex sheet shed at blade trailing edge, nor to the induced
velocity ﬁeld necessary to evaluate the effective angle of attack. Neglecting these effects is expected to
be the source of errors in performance predictions when the turbine operates at TSR lower than the
peak power condition.
To overcome this limitation, a generalization of the present VFC model is the subject of work
underway. Speciﬁcally, trailing vorticity distributions that are compatible with the correction of blade
loads determined by the VFC scheme described in Section 2.2 can be obtained through an iterative
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procedure in which the direct relationship between axial and tangential force contributions by a blade
element at radius r and turbine-induced velocity perturbation is derived by momentum and moment
of momentum balance. Furthermore, the boundary integral representation (2) is generalised to include
additional source terms according to the viscous/inviscid coupling methodology proposed in [26].
In addition to single turbine performance studies, the BIEM-VFC methodology is also applied
to study the hydrodynamic behaviour of turbines operating in arrays. In this case, the inviscid-ﬂow
BIEM with VFC model is combined with a viscous ﬂow solver (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes,
RANS) to correctly describe the turbulent, vortical stream that characterizes the inﬂow to a turbine in
the wake of similar devices placed upstream. An application of this combined BIEM-VFC and RANS
computational methodology has been discussed by the authors in [27], where the interaction between
two three-bladed turbines axially aligned with the upstream ﬂow is analysed and numerical results
are compared with experimental data from [28].
7. Conclusions
A computational methodology for the hydrodynamic analysis of horizontal axis marine current
turbines has been presented, and results of a validation study have been discussed. The approach
is based on a Boundary Integral Equation Model (BIEM) for inviscid ﬂows that is combined with
a trailing wake model speciﬁc for hydrokinetic turbines and with a viscous ﬂow correction model
(VFC) to include blade ﬂow separation and stall effects on predicted hydrodynamic loads. The latter is
derived by a semi-empirical approach in which inviscid-ﬂow blade loads by BIEM are corrected on the
basis of lift and drag properties of two-dimensional foils describing blade sections under equivalent
three-dimensional ﬂow conditions.
Numerical predictions by BIEM-VFC have been validated through comparisons with experimental
data and with numerical results from the literature. The analysis highlights the capability of the
proposed methodology to correctly describe turbine performance over a full range of operating
conditions. Speciﬁcally, reliable predictions of turbine thrust, torque and power are obtained at
medium/high tip speed ratio regimes, where blade ﬂow is mostly attached, but also at relatively low
tip speed ratio, where blade ﬂow separation and stall determine thrust loss and drag crisis. More in
details, good predictions of turbine performance are obtained for blade pitch settings close to design,
while discrepancies for both thrust and torque (power) are observed in off-design conditions.
Comparing BIEM-VFC with other computational models in the literature, a key ﬁnding is that
the accuracy of the proposed approach is aligned with blade element methods that are routinely used
for the analysis and design of marine as well as wind turbines. Such a result is particularly important
in that the present methodology based on BIEM provides a physically consistent description of the
three-dimensional ﬂow around a turbine in arbitrary onset ﬂow, while blade element methods rely on
taylored, case-dependent corrections for blade tip effects, for blade/hub interaction, number of blades.
Well known limitations of blade element methods to analyse non-uniform ﬂow conditions as well as
to study turbine cavitation are also overcome through the more general description of turbine ﬂow
obtained by a BIEM approach.
Future work will address the generalization of the present VFC scheme to achieve trailing vorticity
distributions and induced velocity distributions that are fully consistent with the viscosity correction
applied on blade loads. Further validation studies will focus on the capability of the generalised
BIEM-VFC model to predict turbine performance at low TSR and when turbine blades operate in
off-design conditions.
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Nomenclature
Symbol
c
Cp
CP
CF
CQ
CT
D
D
KD
KL
L
n
P
p0
Q
R
Rer
T
TSR
V
α
ν
ϕ
Ω
φ
Φ
ρ

Description
Turbine blade chord
Pressure coefﬁcient
Power coefﬁcient
Friction coefﬁcient
Torque coefﬁcient
Thrust coefﬁcient
Turbine diameter, 2R
Drag
Drag correction factor
Lift correction factor
Lift
Turbine rotational speed
Turbine power
Reference pressure
Turbine torque
Turbine radius
Reynolds number, Equation (6)
Turbine thrust
Tip Speed Ratio
Freestream velocity
angle of attack
Kynematic viscosity
Velocity scalar potential
Turbine rotational speed
Wake (linear) pitch
Blade pitch
Water density

Units
[m]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[m]
[N]
[-]
[-]
[N]
[s−1 ]
[W]
[Pa]
[Nm]
[m]
[-]
[N]
[-]
[ms−1 ]
[deg]
[m2 s−1 ]
[m2 s−1 ]
[rads−1 ]
[m]
[deg]
[kgm−3 ]
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Abstract: Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes simulations of an axial-ﬂow pump for waterjet
propulsion are carried out at model scale, and the numerical uncertainties are analyzed mainly
according to the procedure recommended by the twenty-eighth International Towing Tank Conference.
The two-layer realizable k-ε model is adopted for turbulence closure, and the ﬂow in viscous sub-layer
is resolved. The governing equations are discretized with second-order schemes in space and
ﬁrst-order scheme in time and solved by the semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations.
The computational domain is discretized into block-structured hexahedral cells. For an axial-ﬂow
pump consisting of a seven-bladed rotor and a nine-bladed stator, the uncertainty analysis is
conducted by using three sets of successively reﬁned grids and time steps. In terms of the head
and power over a range of ﬂow rates, it is veriﬁed that the simulation uncertainty is less than 4.3%,
and the validation is successfully achieved at an uncertainty level of 4.4% except for the lowest ﬂow
rate. Besides this, the simulated ﬂow features around rotor blade tips and between the stator and
rotor blade rows are investigated.
Keywords: waterjet propulsion; axial-ﬂow pump; unsteady; RANS; uncertainty analysis;
tip clearance ﬂow

1. Introduction
Due to high propulsive efficiency and superior cavitation performance, waterjet propulsion is
particularly suited for high-speed crafts. In recent years, it has been gradually applied to large-scale
ships; in such cases, it becomes important to accurately evaluate the hydraulic performance of the pump
in order to predict the ship’s powering performance correctly. The waterjet propulsion pumps have been
designed by means of potential flow-based theoretical methods since the last century. To improve the
cavitation performance of the rotor, experimental and numerical investigations are often conducted to
analyze the tip-clearance flow apart from optimizing blade loading distribution and section profiles. With the
rapid advances in computer hardware capability and CFD software technology, viscous flow simulation
has increasingly become preferred to assist in designing the waterjet propulsion pumps, as it is capable of
providing more detailed and realistic flow information in addition to more accurate hydraulic performance
predictions than those by potential flow methods. Meanwhile, however, the reliability of CFD simulation
has become an issue that has drawn increased attention from both research and design communities.
Starting with the convergence study of discretization scheme and grid size, the theories and methodologies
are gradually being developed for analyzing the numerical uncertainty in CFD simulation.
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In 1998, the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) presented the ﬁrst
CFD uncertainty analysis procedure [1], which consists of two processes: veriﬁcation and validation
(V&V); Roache [2,3] published a monograph on CFD uncertainty analysis, and proposed the grid
convergence index (GCI) method for veriﬁcation with at least two sets of grids. In 1999, the 22nd
International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) [4,5] introduced a preliminary procedure for CFD
uncertainty analysis based on the work of Stern et al. [6] and Coleman et al. [7], where the generalized
Richardson extrapolation (RE) approach [8] was employed to evaluate the uncertainty of numerical
simulations. In 2002, according to the GCI method, the 23rd ITTC revised the procedure by including
the safety factor approach in the existing ITTC procedure [9]. In 2017, the 28th ITTC introduced the
least squares root (LSR) method for error estimation [10] based on the studies by Eça et al. [11] and
Larsson et al. [12]. Besides this, Shen et al. [13] discussed the probability distribution of CFD simulation
results, analyzed the sources of numerical uncertainty, and proposed an uncertainty analysis method
based on orthogonal experiment design and variance analysis.
Simonsen et al. [14] conducted an uncertainty analysis of steady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) simulations for the tanker Esso Osaka in straight-ahead, pure drift, and static rudder conditions
according to the procedure proposed by Stern et al. [15]. As far as the resistance and hydrodynamic moments
are concerned, the analysis results for the appended hull indicate that the validation is at a high level but
not achieved for all the cases investigated. Zhang et al. [16] simulated the SUBOFF submarine model
by using three sets of successively refined grids and analyzed the numerical uncertainty of hull surface
pressure distributions according to the ITTC procedures. Yang et al. [17] analyzed the numerical uncertainty
due to grid size in the CFD simulation of an open-water propeller according to the ITTC procedures and
investigated the effects of turbulence models. It is noted that, as ships and propulsors have a complex
geometry, extremely fine grids (and time steps for unsteady flows) are needed in order for the solution
to fall in the asymptotic range. Limited by hardware resources, three sets of grids are typically used for
the RE-based analysis, and it seems difficult for the solution to reach the asymptotic range in complicated
three-dimensional flows.
The uncertainty analysis can be done more rigorously for two-dimensional ﬂows around simple
geometries. Rosetti et al. [18] simulated the unsteady ﬂow around a two-dimensional circular cylinder
over a large range of the Reynolds number using ﬁve sets of grids and ﬁve time-step sizes and
analyzed the simulation uncertainties. It was shown that the differences between numerical and
experimental results stemmed from modeling errors instead of numerical ones. Diskin et al. [19]
conducted a grid-convergence study of RANS simulations for the NACA 0012 airfoil and a ﬂat plate
by using three in-house codes and concluded that establishing an asymptotic converge order was more
difﬁcult than expected even with very ﬁne grids. The authors also found that the grid resolution in the
vicinity of geometric singularities, such as pointed leading/trailing edge, was essential to improve the
accuracy and convergence property of CFD simulation.
The internal ﬂow of the axial-ﬂow pump is complicated due to the clearance ﬂow around rotor
tips and the unsteady interaction between rotor and stator blade rows, and the ﬁdelity of CFD
simulation results may inﬂuence the designer’s judgment of the pump’s cavitation performance.
Therefore, the analysis of numerical uncertainties is very important, but the related research work
is insufﬁcient to date. In this work, unsteady ﬂow simulations of an axial-ﬂow pump for waterjet
propulsion are carried out at model scale by solving the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) equations, and the numerical uncertainties are analyzed mainly based on the procedure
recommended by the 28th ITTC [10]. Typical operating conditions are selected for the evaluation of the
numerical uncertainties arising from spatial and temporal discretization. Besides this, the simulated
ﬂow features around rotor blade tips and between the stator and rotor blade rows are investigated.
2. CFD Uncertainty Analysis Procedure
The uncertainty analysis procedure recommended by the ITTC assesses CFD uncertainty at a 95%
conﬁdence level, i.e., the probability that the interval (−U, +U) contains the error δ is 95%, where U is
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the magnitude of uncertainty. Mainly based on the ITTC procedure [10], the V&V processes that are
speciﬁc to the present problem are detailed in this section.
2.1. Veriﬁcation
Veriﬁcation is a process for estimating the uncertainty and error in numerical simulations which
assesses whether the modeling equations have been solved correctly [20]. Being deﬁned as the
difference between a simulation result S and the truth T, the simulation error δS is composed of the
numerical error δSN and the modeling error δSM , viz, δS = S − T = δSN + δSM . When a numerical
solution falls in the asymptotic range, the δSN can be estimated together with the error contained in that
estimate via the corrected approach; otherwise, only the numerical uncertainty USN can be estimated
to provide a boundary for the δSN via the uncorrected approach. In this work, only the uncorrected
approach is used; details about the corrected approach can be found in [10].
The numerical uncertainty is expressed as
2
= U I2 + UG2 + UT2 + UP2
USN

(1)

where the subscripts I, G, T and P denote the uncertainties due to iteration, grid size, time step size, and
other parameters, respectively. For an axial-ﬂow pump, it is more accurate to simulate the unsteady
ﬂow arising from rotor/stator interactions. Then, the uncertainties due to the UG and UT in (1) are
replaced by a combined discretization uncertainty UGT that is evaluated by reﬁning the grids and
time-step simultaneously at uniform reﬁnement ratios. The USN is alternatively expressed as
2
2
USN
= U I2 + UGT
+ UP2

(2)

In this work, the uncertainty due to other parameters, UP , is not investigated and will be neglected
in the present analysis.
The iteration uncertainty UI is deﬁned as
UI =

1 $
(Smax − S$min )
2

(3)

where S$max and S$min denote the maximum and minimum values of simulated results in the last two
oscillation periods according to [10]. In this work, however, the iteration uncertainty is estimated
conservatively by using the data over a complete revolution of the rotor, since the simulated integral
quantities oscillate with time randomly and at high frequencies. Besides, it is necessary to exclude
the contributions from the simulated physical oscillations in the integral quantities, although they are
usually quite small in magnitude.
For the veriﬁcation based on three solutions, the convergence ratio R is deﬁned as
R = ε 21 /ε 32 = (S2 − S1 )/(S3 − S2 )

(4)

where S1 , S2 and S3 denote the solutions yielded from ﬁne, medium, and coarse grids and time steps,
respectively. The convergence is monotonic when 0 < R < 1 but oscillatory when −1 < R < 0. If |R| > 1
the solutions diverge and the uncertainty cannot be estimated. For monotonic convergence, the RE
approach is used to estimate the UGT . For oscillatory convergence, the UGT is estimated by
UGT = (SU − S L )/2

(5)

where SU and SL denote, respectively, the maximum and minimum values in the simulation results.
Note that the UGT yielded from (5) is just a rough estimate for the boundary of δSN .
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∗ is calculated by
According to the RE approach, the estimated error δRE
∗
δRE
=

ε 21
rp − 1

(6)

where r and p denote the parameter reﬁnement ratio and the observed order of accuracy, respectively.
The observed order of accuracy is determined by
p=

ln(ε 32 /ε 21 )
ln(r )

(7)

rp − 1
r pest − 1

(8)

The correction factor, C, is deﬁned as
C=

where pest is an estimate for the limiting order of accuracy of the ﬁrst term as the grid and time-step
sizes go to zero and the asymptotic range is reached, i.e., C→1. The uncorrected approach is used
to estimate the USN only. The UGT is estimated by the following formulae that are proposed by
Wilson et al. [21] and recommended in [10],
'
∗ |,
[9.6(1 − C )2 + 1.1]|δRE
|1 − C | < 0.125
(9)
UGT =
∗ |,
(2|1 − C | + 1)|δRE
|1 − C | ≥ 0.125
As pointed out in the ITTC procedure [10], (9) makes a conservative estimation when C→1 or C < 1.
2.2. Validation
Validation is deﬁned as a process for assessing simulation modeling uncertainty USM by using
benchmark experimental data and, when conditions permit, estimating the modeling error δSM itself.
This process investigates whether the correct equations are solved [20]. The comparison error E is
deﬁned as the difference between experimental data D and simulation result S, i.e.,
E = D − S = T + δD − ( T + δSM + δSN ) = δD − (δSM + δSN )

(10)

The validation uncertainty UV is deﬁned as
2
2
+ USN
UV2 = UD

(11)

where UD denotes experimental uncertainty. To determine whether the validation has been achieved,
the comparison error E is compared to the validation uncertainty UV and the programmatic validation
requirement Ureqd. If the three variables are unequal to each other, one of the following cases must be true:
(1)

|E| < UV < Ureqd

(2)

|E| < Ureqd < UV

(3)

Ureqd < |E| < UV

(4)

UV < |E| < Ureqd

(5)

UV < Ureqd < |E|

(6)

Ureqd < UV < |E|

In the ﬁrst three cases, the validation is achieved at the UV level, but the modeling error cannot be
estimated as the comparison error is below the uncertainty (noise) level. Particularly, in the ﬁrst case
the validation is successfully achieved at a level below Ureqd .
In the last three cases, the validation is not achieved but the modeling error can be estimated.
If |E| >> UV , the modeling error dominates and is approximately equal to E. In case (4) the validation
is successful at the |E| level.
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3. Unsteady RANS Simulation of an Axial-Flow Pump
Numerical simulations are conducted for a model-scale axial-flow pump by solving the unsteady
RANS equations for incompressible fluids. The pump consists of a seven-bladed rotor and a nine-bladed
pre-swirl stator. The shroud diameter d is 300 mm. The tip clearance of the rotor is 0.3 mm. The axial spacing
between the rotor and the stator is 30 mm. Figure 1 shows the geometric model of the rotor and the stator.
Figure 2 shows the computational domain, which is bounded by a circular cylindrical shroud
16 times d in length. The rotor is located at the longitudinal center of the domain. The rectangular area
marked out in Figure 2 is a sub-domain containing the rotor (as well as a portion of the shroud surface
and the hub), which is deﬁned in a coordinate system attached to the rotor. The remaining portions of
the computational domain are deﬁned in an earth-ﬁxed coordinate system.

Figure 1. The geometric model of the seven-bladed rotor and the nine-bladed pre-swirl stator. The stator
blades are connected to the shroud surface without clearance. The shroud surface is omitted.

Figure 2. The computational domain for the axial-ﬂow pump. The domain is a circular cylinder
bounded by the shroud surface, 16 times the shroud diameter in length. The rotor is located at the
longitudinal center of the domain, while the stator is located upstream of the rotor.

The computational domain is discretized into block-structured hexahedral cells by means of the
grid generator ICEM CFD 16.0. Figure 3 illustrates the grid topology around rotor blade sections.
The thin area around blade surfaces are discretized with C-grid layers, the area in between the C-grid
areas of adjacent blades are discretized with L grids, and the small area upstream of the leading
edge is discretized with H grids. The area around stator blade sections are discretized with H grids.
In a spanwise direction, H grids are used for both the rotor and the stator. Figure 4 shows the grid
structure in the tip clearance of a rotor, which is the same in topology along the chord.
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Figure 3. Grid topology around rotor blade sections.

Figure 4. The grid structure in the tip clearance of a rotor. The sections perpendicular to the nose-tail
chord of the tip are shown at 10% (top), 50% (middle), and 90% (bottom) chord length.

Three sets of successively
√ reﬁned grids are generated with a uniform grid reﬁnement ratio,
rG = Δh2 /Δh1 = Δh3 /Δh2 = 2, where h3 , h2 and h1 denote, respectively, the sizes of coarse grid G3 ,
medium grid G2 , and ﬁne grid G1 . Figure 5 shows the surface grids for rotor and stator blades. The key
parameters of the computational grids are listed in Table 1.

Figure 5. The surface grids for rotor and stator blades.
Table 1. Key parameters of the computational grids.

Grid ID
G3
G2
G1

Maximum Cell Size on
Blade Surface (mm)

First-Layer Cell Height
from Blade Surface (mm)

Stator

Rotor

Stator

Rotor

5
3.54
2.5

4
2.83
2

0.02
0.014
0.01

0.01
0.007
0.005

Number of
Cells in Tip-Clearance
Radial Circumferential
10
15
20

16
22
30

Total Number of
Cells (Million)
1.79
4.87
13.17

As illustrated in Figure 2, the upstream boundary condition is set as the mass ﬂow inlet, where the
ﬂow rate is prescribed; the downstream boundary condition is set as the pressure inlet, where the
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pressure relative to the reference pressure of the ﬂow domain (atmospheric pressure) is set to zero.
All the body surfaces are set as non-slip boundaries. The part of the shroud surface in the rotating
sub-domain containing the rotor is set as stationary relative to the ﬁxed coordinate system. At the inlet
and the outlet, the turbulence intensity and the turbulent viscosity ratio are set to 2% and 2, respectively.
The inlet boundary condition is an issue that can inﬂuence the modeling uncertainty in present
simulations since the computational domain is just a part of the closed loop used in the pump tests.
In our modeling approach, the computational domain is made long enough (16 times the shroud
diameter) to allow the boundary layer on the shroud surface to develop fully before the ﬂow arrives
at the stator. Figure 6 shows proﬁles of axial ﬂow velocity Va at three streamwise stations when
Q = 0.42 m3 /s. It seems that the boundary layer becomes fully developed from 1.7 m downstream
of the inlet (0.45 m to the nose of shaft cap), and the inlet velocity proﬁle prescribed by the software
would have little inﬂuence on the modeling uncertainty.

Figure 6. Simulated axial velocity proﬁles in shroud-surface boundary layer, where h is the normal
distance from the shroud surface, X0 is the distance measured from the inlet, and XS is the distance to
the nose of shaft cap.

The unsteady RANS simulations are carried out using the CFD software STAR-CCM+ 12.02.
The two-layer realizable k-ε model is used for turbulence closure, and the ﬂow in viscous sub-layer is
resolved. The two-layer approach was ﬁrst proposed by Rodi [22]. As another method of applying
the k-ε model in the viscous sub-layer and the buffer layer, it works with either low-Reynolds number
type meshes (y+ ~1) or wall-function type meshes (y+ > 30). In the layer next to the wall, functions of
the y+ are used to specify the turbulent dissipation rate ε and the turbulent viscosity μt . Otherwise,
the transport equation for ε is solved. The equation for k is solved across the entire ﬂow domain.
The realizable k-ε model was proposed by Shih et al. [23], which consists of a new model equation for
the turbulent dissipation rate and a new eddy viscosity formulation. The model was validated for
different ﬂow types, including rotating homogeneous shear ﬂows, and found to perform much better
than the standard k-ε model.
The governing equations are discretized with second-order schemes in space and a ﬁrst-order
scheme in time and solved by the semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE).
It would be more accurate to use a second-order scheme for the discretization in time, but convergence
problems were encountered when the ﬂow rate was low. To be consistent with the order of
discretization accuracy in space [11,24], three time-step sizes having a uniform reﬁnement ratio,
rT = Δt2 / Δt1 = Δt3 / Δt2 = 2, are used in the unsteady simulations, where Δt3 , Δt2 , and Δt1 denote coarse,
medium, and ﬁne time-step sizes, respectively. Note that the grids and time steps must be coarsened
or reﬁned simultaneously. To expedite convergence, steady-ﬂow simulations are used to initialize
unsteady simulations. In each time step, 20 iterations are performed to reduce the residuals to an
acceptable level.
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4. Numerical Uncertainty Analysis for the Axial-Flow Pump
The analysis of numerical uncertainty in the present RANS simulations is conducted for the
axial-ﬂow pump described in Section 3. Three volumetric ﬂow rates (Q = 0.35 m3 /s–0.471 m3 /s) are
considered which cover a wide range of the pump’s operating conditions. The uncertainties in the
simulated head and power are evaluated.
The head H and power P of a pump are deﬁned as
H=

pd − pu
ρg

P=

2πN M
60

+

Vd2 −Vu2
2g

⎫
⎬
⎭

(12)

where pd and pu denote shroud-surface pressures averaged over the circumferences at 2d downstream and
2d upstream of the rotor, respectively; Vd and Vu denote the axial velocities averaged over the shroud cross
sections at 2d downstream and 2d upstream of the rotor, respectively. The locations where the pressures and
axial velocities are numerically evaluated are the same as those in the experiments for the pump model
considered here. In (12) the gravitational acceleration and the density of water are denoted by g and ρ,
respectively; the torque and the rotational speed (r/min) of the rotor are denoted by M and N, respectively.
4.1. Veriﬁcation
The rotational speed of the rotor is set to 1450 r/min for the three ﬂow rates considered, which is
same as that in the model experiments [25]. The Reynolds number based on the relative inﬂow
speed and the chord length at 0.7Rtip is 2.3 × 106 , where Rtip is the tip radius of the rotor. The coarse
time step size Δt3 is set to 1.1494 × 10−4 s, which corresponds to a blade angular displacement
of 1◦ per time step. The medium and ﬁne time step sizes, Δt2 and Δt1 , correspond to 0.5◦ and
0.25◦ blade angular displacement per time step, respectively. To resolve the ﬂow in viscous sub-layer,
the near-wall grid layers need to satisfy y+ ~1. Corresponding to the grid sizes as listed in Table 1,
the ranges of surface-averaged y+ are given in Table 2 for the ﬂow rates simulated. Figure 7 shows
the limiting streamlines on rotor and stator blade surfaces when Q = 0.42 m3 /s. On rotor blade
surfaces, ﬂow separation occurs mainly on the suction side, in inner radii and close to the trailing edge.
On stator blade surfaces, the ﬂow is converging on the suction side but diverging on the pressure
side; ﬂow separation occurs on the suction side only, in close proximity to the trailing edge, and from
about 40% span to the tip. It seems that the stator blade geometry may need to be improved. The ﬂow
patterns simulated with the coarse grid G3 and the ﬁne grid G1 are quite similar to each other.

Figure 7. Limiting streamlines on rotor (top row) and stator (bottom row) blade surfaces, Q = 0.42 m3 /s.
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Table 2. Range of the surface-averaged y+ , Q = 0.35 m3 /s–0.471 m3 /s.
Grid ID

Stator

Rotor

Tip Clearance

G3
G2
G1

3.2–4.2
2.3–3.0
1.7–2.3

1.9–2.3
1.4–1.6
1.0–1.3

5.7–5.8
4.7–4.8
3.3–3.4

Figure 8 shows an example of the residuals in the last few time steps before convergence.
The residual in continuity drops to 10−5 –10−6 , those in velocity components to 10−5 –10−7 , and those in
k and ε to 10−6 –10−8 when the solution converges. The speed of convergence is slow at low ﬂow rates.

Figure 8. Example of residuals in the last few time steps before convergence, Q = 0.42 m3 /s.

Apart from the residuals, the head and power averaged over a complete revolution of the rotor are
used to decide whether the simulation has converged, since the interactions between the rotor and the stator
are time-dependent despite the fact that the inflow is uniform. Specifically, the time-averaged head and
power of two consecutive revolutions are compared, and when the relative differences are less than 0.1%,
results of the last revolution are taken as the final solution. Figure 9 shows the convergence history of the
head H and the power P for Q = 0.42 m3/s as an example. The heads differ by less than 0.05% in the last
two revolutions for the three solutions, but speed of convergence is much lower than that of the power.

Figure 9. The convergence history of the averaged head H (left) and power P (right) in the last ﬁve
revolutions before convergence, Q = 0.42 m3 /s. The abscissa, n, denotes the number of revolutions
relative to the last revolution (n = 0). The ordinates Hn and Pn denote the head and power of the nth
revolution, respectively.

Table 3 shows a comparison of the simulation results and the experimental data [25]. The head
and power are mostly under-predicted, and the comparison error ranges between −3.5% and −0.6%
for the head and −6.0% and 0.2% for the power.
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Table 3. Comparison of simulation results and experimental data [25] for the axial-ﬂow pump.
Q (m3 /s)

Grid, Time-Step Size

Simulation Result S
H (m)

P(kW)

0.35

G3 , Δt3
G2 , Δt2
G1 , Δt1

7.320
7.373
7.406

29.473
29.541
29.584

0.42

G3 , Δt3
G2 , Δt2
G1 , Δt1

5.221
5.247
5.267

0.471

G3 , Δt3
G2 , Δt2
G1 , Δt1

3.476
3.521
3.546

Experimental Data D
H (m)

Comparison Error E (%D)

P (kW)

H

P

7.450

31.341

−1.47
−1.04
−0.59

−5.96
−5.74
−5.61

25.343
25.414
25.473

5.400

25.957

−3.31
−2.83
−2.45

−2.36
−2.09
−1.87

20.341
20.456
20.513

3.600

20.305

−3.44
−2.18
−1.49

0.18
0.75
1.02

The iteration uncertainty is evaluated by (3) according to the time-domain results in the last revolution
of the rotor. Note that, due to the interactions between the rotor and the stator, the simulated unsteady
head and power contain the components at a number of frequencies. The interaction components should be
removed when evaluating the iteration uncertainty. According to the relation given by Strasberg et al. [26]
for contra-rotating propellers, the interaction components exist at the following frequencies:
f = (kZR + mZS ) N/2

(13)

where kZR = mZS , k and m are positive integers; ZR and ZS are blade numbers of the rotor and the
stator, respectively; N is the rotational speed (shaft frequency) of the rotor. For the axial-ﬂow pump
considered here, ZR = 7, ZS = 9, the lowest frequency of the interaction components is 63 times the shaft
frequency. To remove the interaction components, Fourier analyses are performed for the simulated
unsteady head and power ﬁrst; then, the amplitudes at the interaction frequencies are set to zero
and the time series are reconstructed. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the time series before and
after removing the interaction components. For the combination of rotor and stator blade numbers
considered here, the interaction components have little inﬂuence on the simulated total ﬂuctuations.

Figure 10. Comparison of the unsteady head H (top row) and power P (bottom row) before (black
lines) and after (red lines) removing the components arising from stator/rotor interaction. The abscissa,
θ R , denotes the angular position of a rotor blade. The head and power are expressed respectively in
percents relative to Hm and Pm , the averages over a complete revolution. Q = 0.42 m3 /s.
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The reconstructed time-series are then used to estimate the iteration uncertainties. Table 4 shows
the results, where S denotes the simulation results as listed in Table 3.
Table 4. Iteration uncertainties in the simulations.
Q (m3 /s)

G3 , Δt3 (%S)

G2 , Δt2 (%S)

G1 , Δt1 (%S)

0.35
0.42
0.471

H

0.03
0.03
0.04

0.02
0.03
0.04

0.02
0.01
0.01

0.35
0.42
0.471

P

0.03
0.03
0.04

0.02
0.03
0.04

0.01
0.01
0.01

Table 5 shows the analysis results for UGT , the uncertainties due to grid and time-step sizes.
The following can be observed:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

The convergence ratio is 0 < R < 1, which indicates the simulation results converge monotonically
when the discretization in time and space is reﬁned simultaneously and consistently. This result
justiﬁes the use of the generalized Richardson extrapolation (RE) for evaluating the observed
∗ .
order of accuracy p and the estimated error δRE
The estimated limiting order of accuracy pest is set to 2, since the governing equations are
discretized with second-order schemes in space, and r T = r2G although a ﬁrst-order scheme is
used for the discretization in time.
The correction factor C is sufﬁciently far from 1 in most cases. Therefore, only the uncertainty
UGT is evaluated to give a boundary of the simulation error.
The iteration uncertainties as shown in Table 4 are negligibly smaller than UGT, hence USN ≈ UGT.
The numerical uncertainties are less than 4.3%; and the uncertainties in simulated head are higher
than those in simulated power, especially at the low are high ﬂow rates.
Table 5. Results of the numerical uncertainties at different ﬂow rates.
Q (m3 /s)

ε21

ε32

R

p

∗
δRE

C

UGT

USN (%S)

0.35
0.42
0.471

H

−0.033
−0.021
−0.025

−0.053
−0.025
−0.045

0.642
0.814
0.564

1.280
0.593
1.651

−0.060
−0.091
−0.033

0.558
0.228
0.772

0.113
0.231
0.048

1.52
4.27
1.33

0.35
0.42
0.471

P

−0.043
−0.059
−0.057

−0.068
−0.071
−0.115

0.625
0.836
0.496

1.355
0.516
2.025

−0.071
−0.302
−0.056

0.599
0.196
1.017

0.129
0.787
0.062

0.41
3.03
0.30

4.2. Validation
The absolute value of comparison error |E| is evaluated according to the experimental data D [25]
and the simulation results S based on the fine grid G1 and fine time step size Δt1. The validation uncertainty
UV is calculated according to (11). Due to the lack of experimental uncertainty data, the experimental
uncertainty UD is assumed to be 0.8% by summing up the system accuracies in measuring the flow rate Q,
the pressure difference pd − pu, and the torque M, etc. The results in Table 6 indicate that
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The validation is successfully achieved at the UV level of 1–4%, except for the power P at
Q = 0.35 m3 /s and Q = 0.471 m3 /s.
For the power P at Q = 0.471 m3 /s, the validation is successful at the |E| level of 1%, although the
comparison error is larger than the validation uncertainty.
For the power P at Q = 0.35 m3 /s, the comparison error is much larger than the validation
uncertainty, which indicates that the modeling error is large, and the validation is not achieved.
In most cases investigated here, the principal source of error is unidentiﬁable since the comparison
errors are quite close to the validation uncertainties.
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Table 6. The comparison error |E| and validation uncertainty UV at different ﬂow rates.
Q (m3 /s)
0.35
0.42
0.471

|E| (%D)

UV (%D)

H

P

H

P

0.59
2.46
1.50

5.61
1.86
1.02

1.72
4.35
1.55

0.90
3.14
0.86

5. Simulated Flow Features
In this section, a detailed investigation is carried out for simulated ﬂow features around rotor
blade tips and between the stator and rotor blade rows based on the simulation results with ﬁne grids
G1 at the ﬂow rate Q = 0.42 m3 /s.
5.1. Tip Clearance Flow
The tip clearance ﬂow is an important factor that inﬂuences the cavitation performance of the
rotor. Figure 11 shows the streamlines around a blade tip. The ﬂow separates at locations near the
leading edge, travels downstream towards the suction side of the blade, and merges together to
form the leakage vortices. The ﬂow separation is relatively small at other locations of the tip section.
In Figure 12 it is shown that a vortex forms at the leading edge and detaches from the tip surface due
to the strong adverse pressure gradients close to the leading edge.

Figure 11. The streamlines around a blade tip. Q = 0.42 m3 /s.

Figure 12. Pressure contours on the tip surface and streamlines in the tip clearance. Q = 0.42 m3 /s.

Figure 13 shows in more detail the streamlines in sections across the tip surface. In Figure 13a–c, it is
clearly seen that the secondary flow from the pressure side to the suction side of the tip drives the vortical flow
that detaches from the vicinity of the leading edge to move towards the suction side as it travels downstream.
Meanwhile, the secondary leakage vortices are formed by the separated vortices from the pressure-side
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corner of the tip at other chordwise locations and travel downstream towards the pressure side of the tip
just like the main leakage vortices. The phenomenon of flow separation is evident in the area where there
is a large pressure difference between the pressure and suction sides and attenuates gradually behind the
mid-chord. The main and secondary leakage vortices may merge at the mid-chord. Finally, they merge near
the trailing edge to form a strong vortex. Unlike the open propellers, the tip leakage vortices contract little as
they travel downstream.

Figure 13. The streamlines (colored by static pressures) in sections across the tip surface, where xc is
the chordwise distance from the leading edge in fractions of the chord length. Q = 0.42 m3 /s.

Figure 14 shows the in-plane velocity profiles in the tip clearance, at 10% and 50% chord length. Close to
the tip surface, there is a jet-like flow due to the rotation of the blade, which becomes stronger as it goes from
the suction side to the pressure side. Over the major part of the tip clearance, the cross flow is clearly driven by
the pressure difference between the pressure and the suction sides, although it slows down due to the boundary
layer on the shroud surface. Such features are generally similar at the two chordwise locations investigated.
However, in the vicinity of the leading edge, the cross flow oscillates at a period of 40 degrees, which is
just the angular spacing between adjacent blades of the stator, but becomes almost steady at the mid-chord.
The oscillation is probably due to the impingement of the vortices shed from the pre-swirl stator blades.

Figure 14. In-plane absolute velocity proﬁles in the tip clearance at 10% (left) and 50% (right) chord
length. The velocity proﬁles shown at ﬁve instantaneous positions of the rotor θ R cover the angular
spacing between adjacent stator blades. From suction side to pressure side, three sections are taken at
10%, 50% and 90% of the local thickness t, respectively. The velocity magnitude is zero at the vertical
straight lines. The shroud is stationary. The rotor tip rotates from left to right. Q = 0.42 m3 /s.
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5.2. Interactions between Rotor and Stator Blades
Figures 15 and 16 show the pressure and vorticity contours at typical time instants when the rotor
blades sweep across adjacent stator blades. From the variations in the pressure contours around rotor
blade sections, it is inferred that the angle of attack changes periodically due to the impingement of
shed vortices from stator blades. Meanwhile, the rotor blades counter-act upon the stator blades by
changing the pressures on the latter periodically, especially in the downstream part of blade sections.
Due to the sliding interfaces between stator and rotor blade rows, the shed vortices behind stator
blade sections dissipate abruptly when entering the rotor zone, which is clearly non-physical. It is not
impossible to alleviate the grid dissipation by densifying the grids in between the upstream interface
and the leading edges of rotor blades, but it would be very expensive computationally.

Figure 15. The pressure (top row) and vorticity (bottom row) around stator and rotor blade sections at
0.7Rtip . The rotor blade angle θ R = 0◦ , 10◦ , 20◦ , 30◦ (from left to right). Q = 0.42 m3 /s.

Figure 16. The pressure (top row) and vorticity (bottom row) around stator and rotor blade sections at
0.95Rtip . The rotor blade angle θ R = 0◦ , 10◦ , 20◦ , 30◦ (from left to right). Q = 0.42 m3 /s.

To investigate the rotor/stator interactions quantitatively, the oscillating pressures on rotor and
stator blade sections are shown in Figure 17 at 0.7Rtip and 0.95Rtip . The pressures on a rotor blade
oscillate nine periods when the rotor completes a revolution, because the rotor blade sweeps across
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all the nine blades of the stator. For the same reason, the pressures on a stator blade oscillate seven
periods since the rotor is seven-bladed. The oscillation amplitudes at the two radii shown in Figure 17
are quite close to each other, for both the rotor and the stator.
On rotor blades, the pressure oscillations are strong close to the leading edge due to the impingement
of the vortices shed from the stator but attenuate towards the trailing edge. The oscillations on the pressure
side are stronger than those on the suction side. On stator blades, however, the pressure oscillations are
strong close to the trailing edge but attenuate towards the leading edge. Apparently, this is due to the
counter-action from the rotor blades downstream. Besides, the oscillation amplitudes on the suction and
pressure sides are close to each other.

Figure 17. Blade-surface pressure oscillations in a complete revolution of the rotor at 0.7Rtip (top row)
and 0.95Rtip (bottom row). xc denotes the chordwise location from section nose in fractions of the
chord length. θ R denotes the angular position of a rotor blade. Q = 0.42 m3 /s.

Figure 18 shows the unsteady torques of a rotor blade and a stator blade, respectively.
The amplitude of torque oscillations on the stator blade is about three times larger than that on
the rotor blade. As shown in Figure 17, the oscillating pressures on the suction and pressure sides of
the rotor blade are almost out of phase, but those of the stator blade are more or less in phase. This is
the reason why the resultant torque oscillations on a rotor blade are weaker. It is noted that, for either
the rotor or the stator, the oscillations in the total force of all the blades are much weaker than that of
one blade (see Figure 10), and they only occur at the frequencies subject to the theoretical relation (13)
when the inﬂow is uniform or axisymmetrical.

Figure 18. Oscillations of the torques on a rotor blade (left) and a stator blade (right). θ R denotes the
angular position of the rotor blade. Q = 0.42 m3 /s.
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6. Concluding Remarks
In this work, unsteady RANS simulations of an axial-ﬂow pump for waterjet propulsion are
carried out and the numerical simulation uncertainties are analyzed. Unlike the ITTC procedure, the
grid uncertainty UG and time step uncertainty UT are replaced by UGT , the numerical uncertainty when
grid and time-step sizes are reﬁned simultaneously and consistently. For complex three-dimensional
ﬂow problems, the parameter reﬁnement ratios need to be chosen appropriately so that the number
of grids is not excessively large, and the time-step size is not too small. However, by doing so, it is
almost impossible for the solutions to reach the asymptotic range. The analysis results indicate that
the numerical uncertainties in present simulations are less than 4.3%. The validation is successfully
achieved in most cases, except for the power at the lowest ﬂow rate considered due to large modeling
errors. For the ﬂow rates considered, it is impossible to identify the principal source of error because
the comparison errors are quite close to the validation uncertainties. So far as the head and power are
concerned, it seems that the present simulation method based on block-structured grids works well
from a practical point of view. However, from an uncertainty point of view, the grid and time-step sizes
are still not small enough although further reﬁnement would be very challenging computationally and
even impractical.
Based on the simulation data using ﬁne grids, the ﬂows in tip-clearance and between rotor and
stator blades are investigated. The formation and evolution of the tip leakage vortex is shown by
visualizing the ﬂow in the transverse sections along the chord of the tip section. The interactions
between rotor and stator blades result in oscillating pressures on each blade of the rotor and the
stator. But the oscillations are possibly under-predicted since the vortices shed from stator blades are
dissipated artiﬁcially when entering the rotor zone.
The simulation method can be improved in two aspects at least. One is to use a second-order
scheme for temporal discretization, the other is to reduce the artiﬁcial dissipation of the vorticity shed
from stator blades due to insufﬁcient grid density in the rotor zone. The latter seems, again, to be
quite challenging.
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